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1. 

ABSTRACT. 

Pr.~vious inv~stigations providing psychological tests 

for ident~_fying the a~ul t, habitual criminal have negl~cted 

tlie conc~ate-abstr.act facets of cognition. The pr.es~nt stu~ 

~xplor.es the usefuln~ss of the concrete-abstract dimension 

for. such a pur-pose by means of the Kahn Test of Symbol A~range

ment (the K.T.S.~ and a Symbolization T~st for Cr~minals 

(the S.T.c.), which was const:ructed by the author. 

Two selected groups wer~ employed; an inc~cerated 

•cr-iminal recidivists' group and a control group of 'non

criminals' fr~m a vocational rehabilitation centre. The groups 

were matched for social-class and level of. education. Controls 

f.IS;ag~oup, ·howeve~, were. significantly older and scored higher 

on intellig~noe" (p ~ .01). Product moment correlations and 

analysis of. co-variance indicated that the performance of 

both groups on these tests was ind~pendent of age and intel

ligence (measured by the AH4 part II). 



The results showed that controls scored significantl7 

higher (more abstract responses) than criminals, on both 

tests. The criminals displ!il¥ed a typical pattern of more 

concrete ~d rep_e:titive ty.pes of symbolizations and fewer 

abstract responses. This has led to the formulation of 

typical K.T.S.A. and S.T.C. cr~minal 'Symbol-Pattern' 

which identified correctly 72% and 77% of. all participants, 

respectively {chi-square, p<.OOl). A combined K.T.S.A + 

S.T.C. score alicited the best classification (80% correct 

identifications, chi-square, p ( .001). 

The results were interpreted in terms of the eypothesis 

that criminality is associated with an "arrested cognitive 

(and emotional) development on the decriminalization pro

cflss"~ i.e. the process of socialisation. Future refine

ments of the S.T.C. were also discussed. 

2. 



INTRODUCTION. 

THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY. 

The study reported in this volume represents an attempt to 

explore the possibility of identifying the typical habitual crim

inal by means of psychological tests of cognition, that is, to 

differentiate a group of criminals from a group of· non-cr~minal 

rP.habili tees on the basis of two tests of symboliza:t_i_o_n evaluated 

in terms of the abstract-concrete propensities of the responses. 

These tests, the Kahn Test of Symbol Arrangment (KTSA) which was 

hardly used before with a civilian criminal population, and an 

original Symbolization Test for Criminals (S.T.c.), offer a genuine 

approach to the study of human behaviour. 

From its inception, this research did not aim at verifying 

psychological theory of the etiology of criminal conduct, nor did 

it attempt to provide any. Thus, originally, the idea of construct

ing the study was not stimul;~.ted by any ~-priori psychological 

rationale. It was rather felt that in viP.w of the variety of often 

incongruous theories of the formation of criminal conduct, an 

approach of 'theoret~cal non-commitment' would be deemed to be 

appropriate. The prime purpose of the present undertaking was 

prac-tical, i.e. to attempt at providing a psychological test sui table 

for characterising the 'genuine', habitual criminal. 

On the other hand, the considerations which have led to the 

construction of this research were inspired from what has not been 

~ in the area of criminality, rather than from hypotheses derived 

. I 
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from P.arlier investigations. Two main observations played a 

significant part in this respect; First, it was observed that 

the adult criminal receivAd far less attention in psychological 

research than the juvenile delinquent. It was suspected that 

·this might reflect an a.tti tudl'\ of pessimism with regard to the 

rehabilitative prospects of such individuals. I£ this is true, 

more rigorous studies with the habitual, adult driminal should 

have been undertakt=m rather than adopting an attj.tude of with

drawal and avoiding to cope with this phenomenon. Alternatively, 

it is conceivable, that the young delinquent received the main 

attention in psychological studies because of preferences to 

investigate lawless behaviour in its early signs rather than in 

advanced stages in adulthood. This seems to be a perfectly 

defensible attitude of the scientific researcher. Yet, the 

'criminal-psychologist' cannot confine himself to pure science. 

He has some responsibilities to help to cope with pressing prob

lems in real-life. The gravity of the problem of the persistent 

criminal cannot and should not be ignored. 

Secondly, the ma.iority of psychological studies with crim

inals were derived from those theories, predominantly of the 

psychoanalytic thinking, which have emphasized thP. role of emo

tional maturity and child-parent rP~lationship as vital to the 

formation of such behaviour. Consequently, psychological tests 

employed hitherto, studied such personality characteristics as; 

aggressiveness, hostility, guilt, frustration tolerance, inhibit

ing and control mechanisms, perception on the self, parental 
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figures, and others, etc. In the cognitive area., traditionally, 

investigations concentrated around the study of intelligence, in 

terms of I.Q. Other facets of cognitive functioning, e.g. 

abstract-concrete orientations, received meagre, if any, attention. 

possibly because of a lack of theori za.tion. 

Why, then, concentrate on the abstract-concrete nature of 

criminal thinking? The simplest, maybe rather bold, answer is why 

not, what obj~ctions could be raised against such an undertaking? 

Unless a rigorous series of studies in this direction has been 

adopted, one is in no position to make any definite statement 

concerning the relationship of these facets of cognitive thinking 

ann criminal c'onduct. After all, abstraction has been one of the 

subjects of psychological studies for a long time (a comprehensive 

discussion of stucU.es in abstract thinking in psychology may be 

found in PIKAS, 1966). 

The above reationale, that the relative absence of sturl.ies 

with the abstract-concrete aspect of criminals' thinking indicates 

a necessity to study this behaviour, may be challenged from a 

theoretical point of view. Objections to such rA.search may 

emphasize the following arguments. First, there.is hardly any 

theory of personality (except, perhaps 1 for HARVJ!:Y et. al. 1961) 

which provides a relationship between abstract and concrete func-

tioning and personality. Suppose that criminals will be found to 

demonstrate a. lower abstract functioning, how would it be possible 

to interpret these findj.ngs? With all due respect, this argument 
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cannot be accepted. It is not inconceivable that contemporary 

theories of p~rsonality of the criminal are incomplete. There

fore, if the above supposition will be verified, the findings 

will have to be incorporated in the theories through further 

resenrch. Furthermore, a deficit in abstract thinking of crim

inals may prove to be a manifestation of their difficulties to 

cope with law, and thus a useful differentiating symptom. Theor

etically, this could lie the rAsult of- some, yet unkhowri" -process, 

or a parallel cognitive manifestation of emotional underachievement. 

This might imply that further research would have to relate levels 

of abstraction and psychological development of the 'genuine' 

adult criminal. 

A somewhat stronger argument may be put forward. It might be 

claimed that sirice previous clinical studies of abstract and con

crete functioning in brain-damage, Aspecially in schizhoprenic 

patients, were under severe criticism, (for a comprehensive survey 

of such studies in schizophrenia see, BUSS & LANG, 1965), there is 

no reason to assume that such studies with criminals will be more 

fruitful. Again, the best way to substantiate or repudiate the 

validity of this contention is through rigorous research. Further

more, the main criticism against past studies of this kj.nd were on 

methodological and experimental grounds, namely, lack of adequate 

control groups, inappropriateness of the test materials and scoring 

mAthods (BUSS & LANG, op. cit). In modified tools, such studies 

are still fa..shiona.ble anc'l. promising (see, for instance, BRAT'l':i!.'MO, 

1965). It is beU.,wed that the KTSA and the S.T.C. tests employed 
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in the present study offer a techniquP. which will mP.et "!arliP.r 

criticism. IndP.ed, in the case of schizophrenia, an alternative 

thP.ory was suggflstert., namely, that such patients rt.isplay a deficit 

characterized by over and undP.r-inclusiveness of stimuli, rathP.r 

than concrete (abnormal) functioning. This could be a hypothesis 

worth while investj.gating with criminals as well, but was not 

included in the presP.nt study. 

As indicated P.arlier, the main purposfl of this study is not 

to explore thfl naturfl of criminal thinking as such, but more to 

provio.fl some indications with rflg~:~.rrt. to the possibiliti~s of ident

ifying the 'genuine' art.ult criminal on the basj.s of certain tests 

of cognition. This might constitute a first step toward producing, 

eventually, a battery of tests which will prErl:iJt the presence or 

absance of 'genuine criminal tendl'lncj.es' in, s;:w, first off~nders. 

(Tl'lsting this power of thP. tests employed j.n the present research 

must involve a follow-up study). 

Theoretically, thP. study of abstract-concrete thinking of 

criminals might have some relevance to the hypothesis that, basic

ally, criminal conduct is a case of 'arrP.sted devP.lopment'. In 

short such a hypothesis advances that people are born criminals 

in the SP.nSP. that, as infants, their bP.haviour is motivated solely 

·by personal nP.P.d.s irrP.spectivP. of social obligations. The sub

SP.quent process of psychological maturation, education and social

ization can be conceived of as a process of 'decriminalization'. 

The criminal, therefore, is a pArson who has failed. to achieve 
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successfully this process both emotionally and cognitive!~. 

(This possible hypothesis will be discussed further in chapter 7). 

Incidentally, without contradicting the aforegoing, it was 

observed that previous attempts to identify .iuvAnile ct.elinquents 

by means of abstract-concrete thinking have yj_elded conflicting 

results. One study showed that juvenile delinquents demonstrate 

more concrete and less symbolic thinking (GLUECK & GLUECK, 1950), 

while another· study- could not support these finct.ings (HARRINGTON 

& DAVIS, 1953). It would be interesting to follow-:up this con-

troversy with adult offenders. 

Fifty years of intensive psychological stuct.ies \'lith criminals 

have provider:i_ R substR.ntial kno~tledge about the nature of this 

misconduct. However, it has fRilf.ld to provide any outstanct.ing 

psychological test(s) which will discriminate, consistently and 

successfully, crimj.nals from non-criminals. It is reasonable to 
• 

bAlieve that any attempt at dealing with this shortcoming should 

be welcomed. 
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The Plan of the Study. 

The discussion presented in the following volume is divided 

into four parts. The first, which.includP-s chapters 1 and 2, is 

concerned with the limit~ions and shortcomings of the psychological 

study of criminals. The study of criminals represents, in a way, 

1'1- unique phenom-enon. Unlike other cases of behavioural malad-

.iustments, criminals are the subjects of investigations by a number 

of disciplines other than psychology anrt. psychiatry, such as; 

sociology, law, a.nd biology. This multi-disci pl:i.nary interest in 

the criminal phenomenon has led to the creation of a special dis~ 

cipline namely; criminology, which incorporates tha investigation 

of mahy aspects of criminal conduct except, perhaps, the psycho-

logical and the psychiatric. The division betweeri the disciplines 

dealing with criminal beha.vi our rl'!fle ct s, possibly, different 
?-

beliefs of what is the core of thi.s malad.iustment. Nevertheless, 

the 'criminal-psychologist' while acknowledging the importance of 

other contributing factors, is confi.ned to the study of personality 

and othP-r psychological propensities of la.wless individuals. His 

findings, therefore, have to be assessed, subsequently with relation 

to those obtained by investigators from other disciplines. 

Similarly, 'criminality', is a legal sociological and anthrop-

ological concept and not, necessarily, a pure psychological term. 

Consequently, a psychological study of 'criminality' suffers from 

severe limitations. The highlights of these handicaps concerning 
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thP- inhP.rent difficulty and confusion in nefini.ng 'the criminal' 

will be outlined in the first chFt,pter. 

The second part, chaptP.rs 3 and 4, discussfls the Kahn Test of 

Symbol Arrangement ( thP. K·rSA) and the Symbolization Test for 

Criminals (the S.T.C.) employed in the study. 

ThP. devfllopment of psychological tests in the last sixty years 

has reached a stage where attention is paid, nowadays, not only to 

what psychological characteristics are measured by a given test, 

but also to the tP.chnique employed. The immense repertoire of 

tests accumula.tP.d has revealP.d both that thl'l ma,iori ty of psycho

logical concepts are amenable to emp~irical investigations and 

that a. considerable number of t.est s mP.asure simila..r psychological 

featurP.s. Often, the differences among the latter are in thP. 

techniques by which these features were obtainAd.. The innovation 

and improvAmen"t of psychodiagnostic tP.chniques and the advocations 

of fresh approaches mark a growing trenn in psychoilogica.l testing. 

IndAed, abstract and concrete functioning are psychological 

propP.nsities which have captured the attAntion of psychologists 

for many years. ThA first attempts at measuring these characteristics 

were already conducted during World War I, (see GOLDSTEIN & SCHEERER, 

1941). Thus, the tests employP.d in the present study do not measure 

new a.spP.cts of behaviour but rather P..dvoca.te a. new approach and 

offAr an originRl technique of evaluating thAse facets of thinking. 

The SAcond part of the text will be dAvotAd to description and 

appreciation of the new suggestAd method. 



The third part, chapters 5 and 6 describe the experimental 

design and presents the statistical fj.ndings. The successful 

results obtained will be discussed and evaluated in the fourth 

part. 

It is rn.ther unfortuna.t a, perhaps unavoidable, that the 

scope of the present study was limited by technical and administ-

rative conditions. First, the study was conctuctP.d with two sP.lec-

ted groups of c~iminals and non-criminals (rehabilitees), all from 

government insti tution"s. Ideally, a larger ~epresent.A..ti ve sample 

of subjects shoul<'l. have been employed. But there was a limit of 

time within which;- thd:,~ study had to be completed. It was, therefore, 

necessary to reduce the number of testees employed to a reasonable 

minimum. Secondly, the study employed incarcerated criminals. In 

spite of a, full co-operation and a great good will of the prison 

authorities certain restrictions were imposed, particularly with 

regard to the method of selecting the tP.stees (see chapter 5). A 

compr<'!hensive study would. require easier access to morA resources. 

Furthermore, this study was conducted by a single researcher. 

Normally, the burden of the commission of such a compreh(-msive 

undertaking, especially where individual tAsting is involved, is 

shared by a team of investigators. Under these circumstances, the 

scope of this study had to be restricted. Therefor!'!, it must be 

evaluated on its appropriate proportion. It should be clearly 

emphasized that this volume rApresents merely an attempt to explore 

the possibility of idf'mtifying habitual criminals on thA basis of 
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two tests of cognition. It does not claim to have demonstrated 

the usefulness, nor does it claim the imminent adoption of these 

tests in practice. This should be considered only upon future 

confirmation from subsequent rigorous studies. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

WHO IS THE 'CRIIHNAL'?. 

The 'criminal-psychologist' faced with the task of ident

ifying·· 'the criminal' would like ideally, to be in a position 

to do so in two ways. First, he would like to be able to offer 

a.n Atiological explanation, that is, to portray the psychological 

causes which lead to the subsequent formation of the criminal 

conduct. SeconcUy he would prefer to be able to identify a 

'criminal profile' based on performance on psychological tests 

which distinguishes the criminal from the non-criminal. In fact, 

contemporary knowledge of criminal behaviour does not provide 

sufficient information which can fulfill satisfactorily this ideal. 

It is only partially true to attribute this situation to the 

relative early stagfl of dflvelopment of psychological investigation 

with criminals. Thflre are some inherent difficulties which present 

the 'criminal-psychologist' with an unprecedent cha.llenge. In 

short, he has to deal with a form of behaviour which soma scholars 

even doubt whether it ha.s any relationship to persona.lity (sea, 

for examplA, SCHUESSLER & CRESSEY, 1951, VOLD, 1958 p. 126 - 7). 

The lattar was concluded from tha results of psychological testing 

of offenders (see chapter 2). This conclusion may claim further 

support from the absence of a clear psychdogical definition based 

on psychological test, of 'who is the criminal'? Indeed, without 

underestimating the impressive advancement in criminology and 



'criminal-psychci>logy', it is also f~l t that th~ theorP.tical 

controversy over the etiology of criminal behaviour, as observed 

in the literature, adds to the unclarity of such a definition. 

(For a.historica.l survey of studies with habitual criminals, 

see AHTO, 1951, ancl for an exposition of the various theoriAB 

of crime see e.g. VOLD, 1958: ROBISON, 1960). 

ThP.re are three major issues which maka it difficult to 

answer satisfactorily the above question in psychological tarms. 

ThesA ara; tha multi-dimensional featura of the concept 'criminality', 

the theoretj,cftl controversy over the etiology of this form of mal-

adjustmant, and the lack of common consensus with regard to the 

classification of crimj.nal types. Th~se will 'be outlined briefly 

in this chapt~r. (A detailed discussion seems to be beyond the 

s.cope of the present study and might divert the attention from the 

~ain issue under study. However, major bibliographical sources, 

for further consultation will be provided throughout the text). 

These issues bear some important implications on the nature 

of the presAnt study. This clearly illustrates the limitation of 
, .. 
!· 

the chances of achieving a comprehensive identification of the 

criminal solely in psychological terms. Furthermore, realizing 

these basic controversies, a decision to avoid these problems was 

adopted in the presant study. Ther~ is little sans~ in trying to 

solve any of thes~ long standing controversias with the modest 

funds A.nd sources available in this stu.dy. Therefore, a deliberate 



attitud~ of 'theoretical non-commitment' was adopted along with 

avoj.d.anc~ from any subscription to criminal typology (the method 

and rationale for choosing the criminal-group is described in 

chapter 5). 

The Multi-Dimensional Featlll"e of the Concept 'Criminality'. 

The concept 'criminality' has three roots of derivation. 

First, it has a religious origin. The idea of •·wrong doing' was 

introduced., orj.ginally, in those codes of behaviour based on the 

belief that human conduct m~ be either right or,wrong in the eyes 

of God, hence reward and pu:rti Rhment must follow accordinglY.•. With 

the formulation of secular codes (the law), the early religious 

concept of 'sin' namely, the disobedience of the rules of God, 

was replaced by the concept 'crime'. "Nevertheless, it is a mis

take to overlook the fact that whether or not any conduct consti

tutes a crime in English Law depends solely on whether or not such 

conduct has been prescribed by Law. The hallmark of criminality 

is that it is a breach of the Criminal Law" (FITZGERALD, 1962, 

p. 7). 

The affinity betweP.n the religious and the lega.l conception 

of 1 criminality' is evident not only from the historical devP.lop

ment but also from thP. sharing of basic assumptions. One of the 

foremost essentials, is the idea of free-will and free-choice. 

Religion had a.dvanced the notion that man is the master of his 
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own behaviour, in the sense that he wa.s given the freedom to choose 

b~=~tween right and wrong and, thereforE'!, must bP.ar thP. consequences 

of his actions. Such an exposition may be exemplified in the 

following, "I call heaven and earth to record this day against 

you, tha.t I have set before you life and death, blessing and cur-

sing: therP.forP. choose life, that both thou a.nd thy seP.d mey livP.". 

(HOLY BIBLE, DEUTERONOMY, 30:19). 

Similarly, thP. criminal law, (seP. e.g. MORRIS, 1951, HALL, 1960; 

FITZGERALD, 1962) has adopted the rationale that man is punishable 

by law because he has chosen, out of his own free-will, a forbiddP.n 

course of action and thus must have had a_ criminal intent; or as 

referrP.d to in legal terms; 'mens rea' (e.g. NAFLAY, 1960; PAUiER 

& PALMER, 1964, Pp. 22 - 25). In short, this view mey be summarized 

in the following: 

"Since he (man) can moose the path of moral right or 
moral wrong, his commission of criminal act con
stitutes a free choice of evil, the expression of a 
criminal state of mind:. mens rea. The responsibility 
of the act a.nd of the person committing it are ind
ivisible; such a person is therP.fore held criminally 
responsible, that is deserving a moral condemnati~n 
and punishment ••••• WhP.n this has been accomplished, 
.iustice has bP.en done." (SACHAR, 1963, p.40). 

The law, thP.reforP., ac'l.vances the idea that 'criminality' is a 

voluntary a.nd volitional form of behaviour against a prescribed set 

I 
of rules which can be controllP.d through the in<'l.ividuals own .iudge-

mP.nt. 



The s~cond root of the concept 'criminality' has a medical 

origin, where thP. idea of an assocj.ation between criminal conduct 

and. bodily disfunction or mal formA.ti on emerged a few centuries 

ago. Perhaps, the earliest influenJ.ial movement to adhere to 

this hypothesis was phrenology with its forerunners GALL (1758 -

- 18"28), SPURZHEIM (1776- 1832) and CALDWELL (1772- 1853). They 

have argued. that mental propansities which are typical of criminals 

"WP.re believed, for axa.mple, to correspond to a bump·;··found in the 

skull slightly above and behind the ear. 

However, the undisputable forerunner of the medico-biological 

movement in the study of criminals was tha Italian LOMBROSO (1835 

1909) who believad in the existence of a 'born criminal' archtype 

(first claimed to represent 65 - 7o%, and finally 35 - 4o% of all 

criminals). LOMBROSO advanced the hypothesis that the criminal is 

an anthropological (atavistic) phenomenon in itself. This was con

cludad from alleged characteristics found in the shape of the skull 

and the brain of criminals, as well as from certain disturbances 

in the sensory and emotional mechanism. Similarly, one of his 

disciples (e.g. GAROFALO 1852 - 1934) rejectP.d. the concept of free-

will, and adhered to the thesis of the 'natural criminal'. These 

ideas gave rise to a po.werful movement in studying the criminal 

(see AHTO, 1951) to substantiate the hypothesis that criminality 

indeed originates as a result of a.n ,hereditary infer.ior.i ty which 

is aggravated by environmental conditions (a classic exponent of 

such a thesis was HOOTON, 1939 also in B. ROS~WBERG et. al. (Eds) 
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1964). Among these weJ'e studies with identical twins (~.g. ROSANOFF 

et. al., 1934), endocJ'imological studies, P.tc. (see AHTO, q:>. cit., 

p. 31). 

The tJ'ansition fJ'om this line of studies to the modern psy-

chiatJ'ic-psychological appY'oach is exemplified in the work of 

SHELDON (1949, following KRETSCHMER'S ideas) relating physique and 

tempeJ'amant. The foJ'meJ' have found, foJ' example, that juvenile 

delinquents scoJ'P.d on his endomoJ'phy-mesomoJ'phy-ectomoJ'phy scale 

an aveJ'age of 3.5-4.6-2.7,namely, they tend to be mesomoJ'phs. 

The next, tuJ'ning point in the medico-biological conception 

of 'crimality' was maJ'ked by the foJ'mulation of the contemporary 

psychologica.l and psychiatric approaches to the study of behaviouJ'al 

maladjustment. The foreJ'unneJ's of this movement were FREUD (1856 -

1939) ann PAVLOV (1849 - 1936). The previous idea of d'etP.rministic 

influences of biological deficiences on the foJ'mation of CJ'iminal 

conduct was exposed in this new movement in teJ'ms of psychological 

inabilities to contJ'ol and inhibit certain impulses OJ' a failure 

to be conditioned to certain stimuli. 

In shoJ't, the mf'ldical conception of 'CJ'iminali.-ty' has ah-1 ays 

held the b~lief that this foJ'm of behaviouJ' is the natuJ'al inevit-

ablP. consequence of certai·n deviant psychological pY'ocesses, beyond 

thf'l conscious control of the individual. DeteJ'minism heJ'e accoJ'ding 

to the psychoanA.lytic th~ory implies"····· the fixing of the paten-

tia.li ties for chA.J'a.cteJ' formation, takes place in the fiJ'st three 

years o~ life ••••• It is not within the power of human choice to 

prevent this, ••• ~."(STOTT, 1954, p. 367). 
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Th~ third root has a sociological origin. Although, many 

of the above-mAntioned investigators did not dispute the import-

ance of environmental influAnces in the formation of the criminal 

behaviour, the sociological view differs markAdly from the two 

foregoing conceptions. In a contrast with the others, it advances 

thA thAsis that 'criminality' is basically the product of external 

conditions; i.A. cultural, sociological, demographical, economic 

underprivilege, etc., rather than the outcome of intra-psychic 

factors. (A full exposition of the sociological idea of 'crim-

inality' CRnn::t~presented in this study). 

The difference between the legal and medico-biological con-

ception of 'criminality' manifested itself in pracftice concerning 

the problem of differentiating- 'criminality' from 'Mental abnorm-

ality', namely, the quAstion of 'criminal responsibility' (see, 

e.g. GLUECK, 1962; WILLIAMS'; 1960; FLEW, 1954; GUTTMACHER, 1954; 

SALTER, 1954). Perhaps the greatest difficulty is that this dif-

ferencA between the three conceptions of 'criminality' puts the 

r.. 
psychologist in a paradox~al situation. If he wishes to adher~ 

to his medico-biological concAption, he must then rP.alize that in 

practice, this may conflict with other ideas of 'criminality'. On 

the other hand, if he tries to compromise with the other concep-

tions, he is bound to find himself in a serious limitation, that 

is, he will find himself dAaling with a multi-dimensional concept 

which cannot be described exclusively in psychological terms. 
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The present study was conducted on the assumption that what

ever attitude with regard to this dilemma is adopted, the fore

most task of the 'criminal-psychologist' is to have an operational 

definition of 'who is the criminal'. This should start from an 

attempt to identify a group of people, who by every standard 

would be considered as 'criminals' on the basis of psychological 

tests. 

The Theoretical Controversy Over the Roots of Crime. 

The basic incongruency in perceiving the meaning of the con

cept 'criminality' has manifested itself in contemporary theories 

of the development of criminal behaviour. Some theorists believed 

that lawlessness, like any other form of behaviour, was·related to 

biochemical or constitutional predispos:i.tions (HOOTON, 1939, 

EYSENCK, 1963 - 64b); some held that intra-psychic development in 

early life accounted for such maladjustment (see below) while others 

claimed that social and environmental factors pl~ed a significant, 

often crucial, role in the formation of such conduct (e.g. SUTHERLAND, 

1947). 

Som~ p_~ychological theories (e. g. ALEXANDER & HEALY, 1935, 

also below) have paid ~ special attention to socio-economic factors 

in an attempt to formulate a comprehensive explanation of criminal 

behaviour, yet the basic assumption remained unchanged, that is, 

that thP. key to the understanding of criminality should be SO'J .. lght 

in the intra-psychic development. 



Nevertheless, even within the psychological approach, a 

controversy over the theoretical explanation of etiological 

factors of criminality is a predominant feature. An example 

of such a controversy m~ be illustrated wi~hin one of the 

most powerful psychologj.cal approaches to criminality, namely, 

t.he psychoanalytic approach. 

All peychoanalytic theories start from one basic, commonly 

shared principle, that is, "····· like any other behaviour, crim-

inal behaviour is a form of self expression and what is intended 

to be expressed in the act of crime is not only unobservable in 

the act itself, but a.lso may even be beyond the awarf\ness of the 

criminal actor himsdf." (FELDMAN, 1964, p. 51). Thus the 

psychoanalytic view postulated that: 

" ••••• , thAre are three basic psychological processes 
operating within the inch vidual comprising the orig
inal impulses, the mechanisms of adjustment, and the 
internalized group norms. Each of these processes 
tends to be in potential or active conflict with the 
others, and the individual is able to maintain a 
stable existence only to the extent that a. viable 
"balance of power" obtain"'-Q. among them and functions 
to temper the conflicts and prevents an explosive 
e:r,uption •••• this balance, in turn, depends upon 
minimally favourable equilibrium between the kinds 
and amounts of compensating gratifications and enforced 
:renunciations the individual experiences ••.• crimin
ality is undertaken as a mAans of maintaining psychic 
·bRla.nce or as an effort to rectify a psychic balance 
which has been disrupted." 

Neverthless, "considerable diversity of vif!WS have 
developed as to exactly what it is in 
the socialization of the individual 
which compels him to :res~ to crime 
and as to precisely how criminal 
behaviour fulfills the function of 
helping retain psychic balance." 
(FELDMAN, op. cit. p. 53) • 

. 1 



OnP. view (P..g. ALEXANDER & STAUB, 1956) claimP.d that criminality 

is basically a form of nflurosis. Yet, unlikP. other forms of 

neurosis this ma.nifAsted through 1 alloplastic' typ_e of syinbolic··~YIII'Pt'om .... 

formRtion, that is, through outwardly directP.d aggresion (also 

ALEXANDER, 1930). The function of this symptom-formation is to 

-
pr.ov:ide neurotic gratificA.tions and -rP.solutions of unconscious 

conflicts over which the criminal has partially lo:st control. 

This tRkes the form of a compulsivP. need for punishment for 

intolerablP. guilt feP.lings believed to stem from poorly sublima.tP.d 

incestuous strivings. 

Another. view (e.g. FRIEDLANDER, 1947) argued that the·crim-

inRl was an 'antisocial chara.ctP.r' who had bP.P.n the sub.iect of _G. 

dAfective sociRliza.tion procAss ~1hich made him unablfl to co.pe 

properly with the normRtive rP.quirement of his external environ-

ment. The main diffArP.nce between the criminal delinquent and 

his non-delinquent peP.r is quanti t(ve rFt.thAr than qua.li tative. 

ThP. former can neithAr postpone his nP.eds nor articulatP. them 

in H.n acceptablA mannP.r, and thus cannot endure tP.mpora.ry frus-

tra.tion. ConsP.quently, he engagP.s himself compulsively, in 

antisocial activities seeking for immediate gratificRtion. 

Behaviour, thus, is dominatP.d by attitudes of pleasure seeking 

and RVoiding penalty. Yet, tp;fl "antisocial cha.racter" lacks 

internal guidP.s to P.Valua.te his actions, and exhibits poor ad,iust-

mP.nt mechanisms. WhP.n punishP.d, he rP.acts with hatred and frust-

ration rather than with rP.morse. SomP. criminals, e.g. Rlepto

maniacs, arP. neurotics in the sense that they display guilt which 
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impels them to seek punishment for their antisocial behaviour. 

EISSLJ!~R (1949), disagreed with the idea that delinquents 

were neurotics. He rather believed., tha.t their 'neurotic or 

psychotic' behaviour was a reaction to 'abnormal, basic con-

flicts' with the value systems of the societies in \lhich they 

live. This takes the form of an 'alloplastic' attitude. 

A still different view hAld (e.g. HEALY & BRONNER, 1936) 

that criminal activity was a mP.ans of obtaining substitutive 

and compensating gratifications of nP.eds and desires, which 

would, ordinarily, be fulfilled within the network of the re-

lationships in the family, i.e. the need for security, recog-

nition, acceptance, and self-asse~tion. WherP. the interpersonal 

relationships within thA family have failed to gratify such needs, 

frustration and feelings of depriva~ion develop •. Consequently, 

future activities may be diverted into unlawful conduct·as an 

effort to securP. some substitutive satisfactions, to pacify the 

feelings of frustration, and to gain some self-assertion. 

An interP.sting view was advanced by JOHNSON (1949) who main-

tained that criminal cqnduct did not stem from impoverished ,.__,. 
adjust~ mechanisms or failure to internalize norms (e.g. FRIEDLANDER, 

op. cit.). The authors felt that his theory was related to the 

fact that many criminals came from the so-called 'broken homes'. 

Thus, he claims that such bAhaviour dP.velops in families where 

thA chilo. P.xperiences unconscious permissivP.ness of pRrental 

figures who a.rP. themselves rather ambivalent toward the acceptance 
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of the norms prohibiting criminaltiy. The crimin~l suffers 

' from a. 'superego lucf.wea', that is, while he ma.y be fully orien-

ta.ted toward accepting certain soci~:~.l norms, he has faiif!d to 

develop orientation of conformity to others. This 'luca.nea' is 

derived from similar defective orientation of his parents who, 

unconsciously encouraged criminal activities in thP.ir child as 

a means of obtaining vicarious gratifications for their own 

unconscious strivings.-

A different, more sociologically orientated theory, was sug-

gested by ALEXANDER and HEALY (1935) and was based on the socio-

economic structure of the affluent societies. They argue that 

criminality is the result of a. conflict faced by people who dis-

play weak and depP.ndAnt pArsonality and who, on the one hand, 

have recognised the importance of initiative in achieving social 

and materialistic success but, on the other, live in social sit-

uations of deprivation and poverty which put them in a dis-

advanta.gAous position. Thus, trapped between their internalisation 

of the social norms of personal R.chievement and their personal 

weakness and social inadequacjes, they are compelled to find some 

outlet for their intolerable conflict-. Thl'lrefore, they tend to 

repress their feelings of wl'la.knl'lss and inadequacy by adopting an 

excl'lssive individualistic aggr~ssiveness. 

ERIKSON (1956) believed that antisocial bAha.viour was the 
J(:.. 

result ofl'icl!=mtity crj.sis' which the child faced j_n thP. process 

of his dl'lvelopment, particularly during adolescence. A sense of 
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'ego id~ntity', in the author's view is, a p~rsistent 'sameness' 

with oneself and a persist1:mt sharing of same kind of essential 

character with others. vllHm such an 'ego identity' has. failed 

to develop, because of social and biological factors, and an 

'e_go dif_fu,sion' prevails} Rntisoc-ial behaviour develops~ 

On the other hand, the theory of 'differential associations' 

(SUTHERLAND, 1947), to mention one of the sociological theories, 

has claimed that a person becomes a criminal, principally' beca~se 

he hns been relatively isolated from those groups whosf\ attitudes, 

motives and rationalisations are enticriminal, or because of. 

residential, employment and social positiops, or something else, 

which has brought him into frequent associ Ft,tion with the behaviour 

pattern of criminal groups. In other words, criminality is 

behaviour learned through cP.rtain selected social interactions 

between a pP.rson and 'crime committing' sj.tuations. Though, this 

theory is accepted. by some criminologists, it is not free f.rom 

criticism. S. GLUECK (1956), for example, argued that while there 

was no novelty in arguing that criminality was a learned behaviour 

this thfwry did not explain how, for j.nstance,- aggrAssiveness and 

impulsivity, are learned. Furthermore, it is difficult to accept 

the contention that criminality occurs only when a situation 

appropriate for it is present. Many criminals create intentionally 

situations so tha.t illegA.l activj.ty could take place. 

.-_ 
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thP. undP.rsta.nding of criminal behaviour. This is expressed in 

terms of two opposing conceptions; one which sees criminality 

as a normal learning or copying behaviour, conscious or uncon-

scious, which occurs under impov~rished and socially or psycho!-

ogically undesirablP. conditions, while tha othFlr regards crim~ 
-

inal-ity·as a. 'relrlion', a substitutive, compensato.ry and defiant 

behavi-our .<1.gainst intolerable guilt fealing, frustrP.tion a.nd 

inability to gratify neerls in ~n acceptable socialized manner. 

Both views stress thFl rP.la.ti ve lack of control of the incU vict.ua.l 

over his illP.ga.l activities, fl.lso both agree tha.t such '1'1.., conduct 

is an inevita.blP. consequance of somf! aa.rly psychological and 

environment a.l conditions. 

The ultimate truth might be somewhere bP.tween these two 

positions. Ideally, a theory which provides some clues for a 

reasonable synthesis, pf!rhaps, is neP.ded. Again, it is argued 

in tha prP.sent study that thf! first step toward such theo:risa.tion 

should start in providing a psychological charactP.rization of 

thosf! persons who, by evP.ry standard, will be regardf!d as crim-

inals, namely, criminal recidivists. 

Het f!rogenf!i ty of thf! Criminal Population. 

The idea thA.t criminals rf!presf!nt a heterogenious group which 
s 

conAis~of diffP.rent typ~s has been claimed and discussed so often, 

that it appears to be regarded as an undj.sputA.blf! phf!nomf!non. 
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Almost every theory of criminal behaviour has made provisions 

for typ!'ls of criminals varying from two to eight rlifferent 

categories. For example, an analysis of major previous attempts 

at typologizing criminals was made by· KJNCH (1962) who concluded 

that his" •••• paper has suggested that there is some ra_ther 

conclusive evidence that delinquents do not just differ from 

one another in degre·e, but in addition they vary in kind." 

(op. cit. p. 327). 

The difficulties, however, seem to arise from the diversity 

of opinions with regnrd to the criteria according to which such 

classification of criminal types should be exercised. Some claim 

that the relationship with 'reference groups' is the most import-

ant factor in such typology (e.g. KINCH, op. cit.), some reg~rd 

the nature of the offence committed as the basis for classification 

(e.g. GIBBONS & GARRITY, 1962; G-LINARD & QUINNEY, 19617..) and others 

feel thR.t psychologica.l characteristics shoulc'l. be the most appro-

priate yard stick (e.g. KARP!IiAN, 1947; FRANKS, 1956). 

KINCH (op. cit.), for instance, has recommended the inclusion 

of the following conSiderR.tions in any attempt at classifying crim-

inals: (a) the offence pat·tArn, (b) the criminal's own 'self-

concept', and (c) his relationship to 'reference groups' i.e., 

identification with 'delinquent subcultures' or relationships;;wi th 

the larger society and its establishments. The latter, being the 

most significant factor, in the author's opinion, ha.s>,led to the 
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following modP.l of cla.ssi fication ( s~~ APPENDIX IV): 

NAME OF TYPE. REFERENCE GROUP. 

Larg~r society Delinqu~nt groups 

1. Pro-social d~linquflncy + ·-
-

2. Ant i-soci a.l delj_nque_pcy - - - + 

3. A Rocial ctfllinquency - -

A differflnt type of classification .was repol"ted by (GIBBONS & 

GARRITY, 1962). Indeed, thesfl Ruthors hav~ included in thail" sug-

g~sted typology criteria similar to those us~d in thF.·:afol"egoing, 

namely, th~ criminal's 'self-concept', attitude toward the larger 

society, particularly tpwa.rd authority, a.nd the 'offence pattern' 

inc·l ucUng aggr!'l_ssi veness. HowavP.r, thair typP.s were arranged, 

primarily according to th~ typP. of offences committed. Thus, an 

eight fold classification was suggested, as the following: 

~) The Professional Thief; non.violflnt, technically skilled 

crimes with large profit, (2) 1rhA ProfeRsional "Heavy" (armed 

robbery, burglary, etc.); vj.olflnt, tflchni cally skilled. crimes 

with largfl profit, (3) Non-professional Propel"ty Offender 

(burglA.ry, la.rcflny, etc.); violent, relativ~ly crude Cl"imes 
") 

with smA.ll profit, (4) Auto-thief Joyer; non violent, l"P.lati Vf\ly 

crude crimes, no profit motives involved; (5) "Naive" Check Forger; 

non-violent, unskilled crimP.s with small profit, (6) White Collar 

Criminals (violation of the sta~s l"ules rflgarding business and 

financial activities); non violent, technically skilled and complex 
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off~nc~s with large profit, (7) Embezzler; non violent; 

t~chnica1 skills vary considP.rably and so do the profits, and 

(8) Profflssional "Fring~" Violators (violation of the law using 

professional skills, P..g. abortion); non violP.nt, taohnically 

skilled crimes with relativAly large profit. 

RAcAntly, another typology was suggestP.d (CLINARD- & QUINNEY, 

1967) which again was based on a so-called 'criminal bP.haviour 

~ystP.m' thA.t is, thP. charactflrj.stics of th~ criminal's career 

in tArms of the typ~ of offences committAd, thA group support of 

that bAhaviour, -thA rAactio~s from the larger soci~ty, etc •. These 

auth~rs w~re alleged to r~commend the following eight crimtnal 

types: 

(1) Violent, personal crimes. 

(3) Occupational crimes. 

(5) Public order crimes. 

CUl: O.rgani zed crimes 

(2) 

(4) 

(6) 

(8) 

Occasional pro pArty crimes. 

Political crimes. 

Conventional crimes. 

ProfP.ssional crim~s. 

The last illustration in this briP.f review is an attempt to 

classify some suggested criminal types, as evidP.nt in the psycho

logical literRtu~e, not mentioned in KINCH (op. cit., except for 

No. 4- in thA tablA bfllow). HerP. criminal typP.s were determinP.d 

according to thP. ability to idP.ntify with some norms. Thus, the 

'Adaptiv~' type is a p~rson who -is abl~ to id~ntify and form soma 

positive rAla.tionships but exercises this with non-conforming 

groups or via und~sirablP. lAarning processk The 'Maladaptive' 

type displ~s a defP.ctive ability to identify or to form positive 



relationships with oth~rs. For example, lt,RANK (No. 3 belo\v) 

suggested an 'introvert' type who was alleged to be conditioned 

to poor and und.esirable situations compared with the 'Extrovert' 

type who did not connition well at all. Or, KARPMAN (No. 5 below) 

reported a 'Psychogenic' type who could profit from psychotherapy, 

i.e. is able to learn, as opposed to a 'Psychopathic' type who 

could not. 



Psychological typologies of criminals and young offende~s. 

Author. Adaptive. Maladaptive. 

1. Argyle ·(1961) a. Deviant identification. a. Neurotics. 
b. InadequR.t e sup,erego, 

weak ego control. 

2. Bett~haim (1950) a. Con~orming to ill norms, a. Neurotics. 
copying parental b. Psyc~otics. 

eli sturbances. 

3. Frank, (1956) a·. Introverts. a. Extraverts. 

4. Jenkins (1946) a. Adaptive. a. Ma.la.da.pti ve. 

5· Ka.:rpman (1947) a. Psychogenic. a. Psychopathic. 

6. Levy (1932 - 3) a. Environment a.l. a. •sick' children. 
b. Unsatisfying p~ental 

:relationships. 
-- - - - ------ ----- --- - ----- --- -------

I 
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The cU.fficulty in adhering to a typology based on the 'type 

of offences' committed is, that as'far as psychological studies 

are concerned, there is no clear psychological relationship 

between these patterns of behaviour and personality. Perhaps, 

the main advantA.ge of such s11ggestioris is that they provide an 

interesting hypothesis for future research. At the moment it is 

difficult to assert which classification should be preferred. On 

the other hand, a psychological classification, e.g. the table 

above, is more likely to be amenable for verification through 

psychological methods. Even the last psychological typology 

which implies that, basically, there are two classes of criminals, 

'adaptive' with 'normal\' yet abused abilities, and 'maladaptive', 

mentally disturbed is not satisfactory. Indeed it probably covers 

the whole range ·of criminals, and may differentiate one type of 

offender from another, it does not, necessarily, differentia,te 

criminals ~'adaptive') from non-criminals ('normals'). The·rflfore, 

it appears that more psychological characteristics of criminals 

should be i clentified before a genuine 1 differP.nti al' classification 

of criminal types could be made. 

Therefore, while the 'criminal psychologist' cannot subscribetoth~ 

·:abo'v'A'\ 'type of offence\' classification, he is not yet in a position 

to have an alternative, comprehensive 'psychological' typology. 

The latter should be achieved following many studies of charac

terizing criminals on the basis of psychological propensities, 

bearing in main that there are also 'non-psychological' aspects 

of such behaviour. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING OF OFFENDERS. 

Tha Need tor a Special Test of Criminalitx. 

I 

Introduction: It is quite cl•ar from the literature of cri~~ity 

th~t t~~ cu~~ent reper-toire ot -psychological tes-ts -has failed to · 

provide aJ.1 outstanding inst.rwnent for identifying the typical 
' -

crimi·nal. Previous attempts did not gain the expected consensus. 

Often, results are inconsistent or even contradictor,r. In those 

cases where some consistency wa&.-.-,eVi.dent, it appeared to charac-

terize rather small fragments, homogen«US subgroups of the total 

.criminal population. No conclusive evidence has yet been provided 

to assert that the majority of adult 'genuine' offenders can be 

recognized on the basis of distinguishable, identifiable and 

·. ;~easu,reable psychological factors, uniqut~ to such individuals. 

This, possibly, is related to the tact th~ 'criminality• is not 

a simple or pure sta.t·e with ~lear p_~;y.chological definition, but 

rather a conoept involving multi-dimensional features. Thert~fore, 
,q.-

sometime~, thft very conct~pt~'thft typical criminal' i~ disputable. 

On the other· hand, direct obst~rvations of the behaviour of 

criminals tend to support the impression that a substantial portio~ · 

of adult'offenders, particularly recidivists, appears to.displrq 

distinct characteristics when compared with the non-criminal pop-

ulation. In the absence of ade·qua.te psychological test(s), this 

observation canndt be substantiated~perly. 
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The analysis of the present state and accomplishments of 

psychological testing with criminals ~as to consider two main 

issues. First, the special difficulties encountered when dealing 

with criminal groups must be reaiized, and secondly, an historical 

survey of. past trends of. testing the offender has to be made. The 

following chapter will discuss these two issues. 

THE SPECIAL DIFFICULTIES WITH THE CRIMINAL GROUPS. 

Ideally, a psychological test is expected to throw some light 

on several aspects related to the assessment of the personality of 

the testae. It is expected to clarify etiological factors con

tributing to the mental disturbance, to specify the typical aDi 

predominant psychological mechanisms; emotional and otherwise, to 

differentiate the given maladjustment from other forms of pSJ:cho

pathology, and finally, to indicate prognostic and theraputic 

chances. In fac·t, tests vary in t~eir competence to fulf_ill all 

these tasks. Some displa_y superiority in one or more aspects t~an 

the others. Generally, ··however, some information a. bout the first 

three above-mentioned aspects, must be·turnish~d by a psychological 

test in order to quality for use in routine practice. 

'Criminality' as an identifiable behaviour,· is an exceptional 

form of. maladjustment which encounters p~ychological testing with 

unprecedented challenge. This has, undoub~edly, affected the com

petence of. the tests to tulf.il satisfactorily their expected role. 



The Multi-Dimensional Featur.e of Criminal Behaviour. 

It· is a common· belief that, unlike some oth~r forms ot 

b;ehavioural maladjustments, the impact ot non-psychological 

factors on the formation ot criminal conduct is substantial 

35. 

indeed. A vast li ter.atu:re h~~ d~monl!_1;_rated _the contribution - . 

of. such factors to the formation of this behavioural maladjust-

ment (ROBISON, 1960). Among these, the influences of tainily 

background, social class, occupational opportunities, demo

graphic (a:reas ot resist,nce) factors, education, cultural 

influences, heredity, etc. were dealt with ·at length• A basic 

ditticul ty is that many ot these factors are not psychological.· 

concepts, hence they are not amenable to measurement or detin-

ition in psychological terms. ·This shortcoming appears to limit 

the scope tor the successful identification of criminals.by means 

ot psychological tests alone. 

On the other hand it would be erroneous to conclude t·h&t · all 

attempts at psychological characterization of .offenders are doomed 

to failure. Indeed, the multi-dimensional feature of criminality 

implies that no single factor can be assumed to be responsible 

tor the formation of such behaviour (COHEN, 1962), and' aa inter-
-· .. ~·~· 

action between several factors should be sought. However, it has 

not yet been established which, tor instance, of' the biological, 

psychological or environmental predispositions (factors) contribute 

most to the formation ot criminal proneness. It it is difficult 

to compute the relative contribution ot each factor, the following 

'· 
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hypothesis could be put forward: 

A psychological handicap is a neceSS!£Y condition for the for

mation of criminal behaviour yet, it is not a sufficient con

dition on its own to induce this behaviour. In other words, 

some psychological insufficiencies (weaknesses} must .exist in 

ordeJ" to facilitate the emergence of 'criminal dispositions• 

(some pJ"efer to.call it •the chances to be engaged in criminal 

activities•}, but the factors which ultimately determ~ne whether 

this will, in fact, take the foJ"m of delinquency or not, might 

be environmental. 

In the past, the moderate success of psychological t·ests in 

identifying the criminals has led to many diffeJ"ent interpretation~. 

Opinions varied, even whether criminality can be claimed to repre

sent peJ"sonality dist~rbances. For example (SCHUESSLER & CRESSEY, 

1951} questioned the alleged association between personality and 

lawless behaviour, and argued that no solid evidence has confirmed 

such by"pothesis. Subsequent studies, notably these of (PANTON; 

1958a, 1958b, 1960} howeveJ- 1 succeeded in demonstJ"ating ceJ"tain 

J"elationships between psychological characteJ"istics· and some groups 

or types of delinquents and adult criminals. 

The fiJ"st task of psychological testing of criminals is, theJ"e

fore, to specir,y ~ are the psychological peculiarities (or 

deficits} observed in criminals ~ather than to asse~t ~ these 

deficiencies are related to the behaviour manifested. · 

:: 
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Homogeneity of the Criminal Popu~ion As A Psychological Group. 

In the past 17 year.s, psychological tests, mostly the pro

jective kind, have demonst~ated the presence of emotional 

inadequacies among criminals bwt the attempt·s to classify all 

criminals into a: distinct psycholo·gical type have proved to be 

fruitless. Thus, a frequent claim that criminals are pmarily 

neu~ptics, with acting-~ut tendencies, appeared to be rather an 

inaccu~ate generalization. On the contrary, m~ studies have 

demonstrated the existence of both very moderate psychological 

distu~bances and more severe ones among va~ious criminal indi

viduals. Some reports went even further to claim that most 

criminals are; basically, psychologically normal (e.g. EAST & 

HUBERT~ 1939, GUTTMACHER, 1962). 

This introduces an additional feature of the mul~i-dimen

sionality characteristic of the criminal group. In fact, it 

suggests that even as a psychological phenomenon, criminality 

is a heterogenaus factor which varies in the degree of psycho

logical inad~quacy, from a severe to a mild form of disturbance. 

When attempting to characterize criminals on the basis of 

psychological propensities, these characteristics have to be 

seriously considered. The following discussion will elaborate 

some of the above points and will aim at substantiating the 

hypothesis that there is a strong indication of the need for a 

psychological test specially devised for criminals. This will 

be supported by a brief historical analysis of traditional trends 
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o·f pravious attempts fol;Lowed by some suggestions f.or a possible 

alternative approach • 

. HISTORICAL SURVEY OF FSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING WITH CRIMINALS. 

The following survey illustra~es the traditional approach 

to the psychological testing of criminals. This survey is divided 

into two subsections. In the first 1 lists of tha tests often 

used· d:iiring the periods 1925~~ ~ 19.5.0 and 1,949 - 19_66 wilL btLp~e-- - ·- - -- --- -·- . - - -

sented. The second section deals with some of the findings obtained 

from these tests. These will serve as an illustration of the pre-

dominant trends of .testing criminals and delinquents. 

Ttpas of Test Used For l'dentif'ying the Criminal. 

The period 1925 ,... 19501 In an artj.cle entitled "Psychological 

characteristics of criminals" (SCHUESSLER & CRESSEY, 1951), a list 

of .the psychologic.al tests used wtth criminal groups dUJ"ing 1925 -

1950, was),provided. The autno:rs• main purpose was to demonstrate 

the lack of evidence to support· the qpothesis that personality 

and criminality are associn.ted. The same list is presented (below} 

in the present context tor a different purpose. It is brought 

into the present discussion merely as an illustration of the various 

attempt·S· to identify the criminals by=·•means of ps~chological testing 

during the above-mentioned period. (In the ·original article, these 

authors clA.imad to have studied a list of 113 reports. In fact, 

their presentation included only 109 studies as listed in the 

.following.). 
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Comp~risons of criminal and non-criminal groups with tests of 

personality during 1925 - 1950 (af;ter SCHUESSLER & CRESSEY, 

op. cit. P• 477). 

Tests employed. 

1. B.P.S. 
2. Bell Adjustment Invento~ 
3. Bernreuter Personality Inventor, 

-4• BJ!own -Personality·_ Inventory· 
5. California Test. of Personality 
6. Cattell Character-Temperament Test 
1· Character. Tests 
8·. Downey Wi 11 T.emperament Test 
9· Furf'ey Developmental Age Test 

10. Goodenough Drawing Test 
11. Guilford Martin Inventory 
12·. H~.m-Wadsworth. TempeJ"ament Scale 
13. Kt:uit.;;.Rosanoff -Word Association Test 
14. Laslett WoJ'd Association Test 
15. MalleJ' Case Inventory 
16. Maller ChaJ"acter S~etches 
17. MiJ"roJ" Drawing Test 
18. M.M·.P.I. 
19. Mlirr~V PsychoneuJ"otic Inventocy 
20. Neyman-Kohlstead IntrovrExtJ"av. Test 
21. Poteus Maze.Test 
2·2. Prei!:Jaey Interest-Attitude Test 
23. Pres8:,y X·- 0 Test 
24. RogaJ'B ·Test of Personality Adjustment 
25. ·Rorschach Test 
26. Sweet Personal Attitude Test 
27. Thurstone Personality Schedule 
28. Vineland Social Maturity Scale 
29. Washburn Social Adjustment Inventory 
30. Woodworth Personal Data Sheet 

Total: 

Times. Successful 
differen
tiation. 

1 
4 
7 
1 
1 
1 

13 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
4 
2 

-3 
4 
4 
8 
2 
3 
6 
3 
3 
2 

19 

109 

0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
6 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
2 
2 
0 
1 
0 
2 
2 
0 
4 
2 
2 
0 
0 
3 
2 
1 
1 
9 

44 

The list is characterised by maDT old tests, some of which are 

out-dated and some whioh are even hardly known. The lack of famil-

iarity with old tests is probably attributed to the rare use of 

such instruments which again might indicate their relative 

in~ppJ"opriateness. 

7 
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Besides this, an analysis of the list Teveals the fo~lowing 

features. The total successful discrimination between criminals 

and non-criminals, as reported above, is about 4o% only. No 

single test has yielded a consistent differentiation, except tar 

t 1he Porteua M·aze (No. 21). But the relatively small numbers of 

studies with this test makes generalization rather hazardous. 

None of the individual tests, which were employed more than 5 
?"'" fiL-l',.. 

times, was reported to yield over 5~ successful discriminations. 
I 

tl 

The Wo~dworth Personal Data Sheet (No. 30), though used maQT 

times, showed a similar trend. Furthermore, those successful 

attempts reported with the latter employed delinquent children 

exclusively. ·Results showed oonsiderable variations of the average 

score for different groups of delinquents, thus making the use of 

the test rather impractical. 

In addition, the employment of such a variety of tests does 

not indicate a superiority of one test over the others. This 

assd.on is supported by the fact that no single test was used 

•requently enough with more than 5o% successful differentiations. 

Most tests used, were tests of personality. None, was a 

special test of crimjnality or. was proved - subsequently- to 

have particular applicAbil:i·;~y for criminal populations. 

The period 1949 - 1966: A list of the typical tests used with 

criminals during the last 17 years is presented below. In order 

to avoid the arduous task of reviewing a massive literature of 
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testing criminals with psychological tests, a representative 

list based on approximately one hundred studies was made. 

Indeed, this i's an i'rii~omplete list. (It is possibla that 

41 • 

some tests, or studies, which ought to ba included, unintention

ally were r omitted.). Ho,wever, tpe main tests used with criminals 
' ' 
' 

.wara listed, ~d the table below is believed to represent the 

__ g~ne~al_ trend. loto~eover, furt·her addition to this list -could--
~ 

only .support tha contention advance!\ in the following (see later). 

In any case, this presentation is in h!U"moey with ZAVALLONI (195l) 

who has_ concluded that tha taste most frequently amployed with 

c-riminals in Europe and North America were tha Stanf.'ord-Binet, 

the Wechsler and Raven Matrices, for iiltelligence; the M.M.P.I., 

the Rorschach, T.A.T. Word Associ at ion tests and the Szondi, for 

personality. 

The list below i.s arrf.lllged in alphabetical ordar and is 

based on published studia~ only. The freque~cy of the times 

that each test was used is omitted tiecause it does not .include 

~ studias. However, some of the listed tests ware used only 

once (No's. 1, 5, 7, 8, 15, 27) whereas others, more frequently 

(e.g. 30 times, in the present. survey, for M.M.P.I.) • 
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Psychological tests used with criminals during the period 1949 -

1966 (an incomplete list basad on approximately 100 studies). 

Tests employed. 

1. Baker-Sarbin Perceptual-Cognitive 
stuq. 

2. Blr.bd~' Scale of -Juvenile DalinquP.ncy. 

3. California Test of Personality. 
4. California Tast of Mantal Maturity. 

5. Ego Strength Q Test. 

6. E.P.P.S. 
1. General Aptitude Test Batter,. 
8. Group Personality Projective Test. 
9· Introversion-Extraversion Tests. 

10. Koh's Block Design Test. 
11. KTSA 
12. McGill Delta Test. 
13. M.M.P.I. 
14. Otis Quick Scoring Test. 
15. Personnel Test tor Industr,y. 

16. Picture Identification Test. 

17. Porteus Maze Test. 

18. Proverbs Test& 

19. Raven Progressive Matrices. 
20.. Rorschach· Test. 

21. Rozenzweig P-F Test. 

22. Santence completion Test. 

23. S.R.A. Youth Invantory. 
24. Szondi Test. 
25. Sociometric Test 
26. T.A.T. 
21. Test of ~ession. 
28. Tha Str~ Gestalt Tast. 
29. Wechsler, W.A.I.S. & W.I.S.£. tests. 
30. Word Association Tests 

Author. 

(BAKER. & SABBIN, -
1956)_ 

(PETERSON et. al., 
1959) 

(HAND & LEBO, ,1955) 
(ROZYNKO & WENK, 

1965) . 
(CASSELL & HARRIMAN,. 

1959)" 

~!0~~·~N!~~:~ 
f~~g. c~lcJ~~:4;1956.) 
(TAYLOR, 1961.) 
(GOULDING, 1958) 
(op. cit. No. 10) 

(tlEBS'rER, 1954 - 5). 
(DOPPELT. & SEASHORE, 

1959) 
(LIEBERMAN & CHAMBERS, 

1963) 
(FOOKS & THOMAS, 1957 

RAO (1960) 
(HARBINGTON & DAVIS, 

19§3.) 
(MARCUS, 1955) 
(PERDUE,-1961, 

BEARDSLEY, 1961) 
(PElZER, 19611 VANE, 

1954) 
{KINGSLEY, 19611 

NAKANO, 1959) 
(PliH'ERS, 1957} 

(TRENT, 1957) 

(BERG & TOCH, 1964) 
(JONES, at. al. 1955) 

(LUTHRA, 1957) 
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The analysis of these lists r~veals several interestfM 

points. First, it is noticed that at least fifty-five different 

tests were off~red for the psychological identification of crim-

].nals in the last half century, and the search for a suitable 
-- .. 

test continues. This continuous effort _lllY.~t indicate some· feeli·ngs·-

of apprehension with rAgard to the appropriaten~ss of the suggested 

list of teste. It seems obvious that thjs imprAssive repertoire 

of tests represents a stage of dissatisfaction with the progress 

of psychologicA.l testing with criminals. 

It might be argued that aD1' routine, clinical assessment of 

behaviour i a seldom based on a single t.eet, hence the search for 

a battery of teste for criminals. This, however, does not jus-

tif,J such extensive lists as presented above. 

Secondly, th~ abovA lists hint at dissatisfaction with the 

suitability of the major clinical tests, namely, the Rorschach, 

the T.A.T., etc., in the area of criminality. (This does not 

deny the usefulness of such tests in providing insightful inform

ation about the criminals and their personality)._ Such misgivings 

are implied f.rom those studies (e.g. BAKER & SARBIN, 1956; PETERS, 

1957; CASSELL & HARRIMAN, 1959; BERG & TOCH, 1964, etc.). It 

is reasonable to assume that such a trend would not have been 

developed without the feeling that the major persona.li ty tests 

have failed to provide the best method for the identification of 

criminals._ 
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Thirdly, the above lists indicate the formation of a rather .. _ 

new approach in the tasting of criminals. There appears to be 

a trend which tends to abandon the idea of employing general 

personality tests for such a purpose. Instead, tests whic~ 

measure spaoific;O behavioural characteristics are constructed. 

These might be emotional propensities, namely, aggressiveness, 

frust~a~i~n toler&nC!!; cogn;i;_t_i ye~_fe.atures,_ and_ others- such -a~, 

salf-concapt. Another challange is evi.dent not only with ~egii.Jod· . 

to that general approach of testing the criminals, but al'SO in 

the adoption of. new techniques of tasting. Repra~entatives of 

the latter can be observed in tha second list ·in t·he cases of 

the K.T.S.A., and the sociometric test {TRENT, 1957). 

Finally, it is observed that ·only ona test· (QUAY· & BLuMEN,,· 

1963, for 

a speCial 

instance) from 

measurement {t 
the second list {No. 2) clai~ed to be 

criminality proneness. This is a t.es:t 

designed to detect potential juvenile delinquents. Th~ form~tion 

of· such a test represents the need for a straigh:fi forward psycho~ .. 

logical tool for the purpose of identifying the criminal • 

-The paucity of such attempts does not contradict this asser-

tion. The argument that the pr.~a~ce of one test of this kind 

might signi(r the lack of a need for a special test for criminals, 

rather than a dire need for such a test, is not accepted. In t~e 

light of a continuous attempt to find an appropriate test for 

criminality, as shown in the &foregoing, it is clear that a. sa1is

fa.ctory stage has not been achieved yet. It is more likely. that 
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the moderate success of previous studies has discouraged further 

development in this direction. On the contrary, the pauci:t.y of 

sp~cial tests for criminals, particularly the adult offender, 

is nQt, ·~U'rprising. It is also suspected, that this is partially 

due to th~ fact that the best approach to t·his taslt" is stili-·-a. 

myStery. 
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TYPICAL APPROACHES IN TESTING THE OFFENDER. 

Analysis of the last twenty years of psychological testing 

with offende~s ~eveals two main trends. These m~ be described 

as a 'major' and a 'minor' trend. The majority of studies have 

followed a t~aditional lin~_charac.te~ized -by. attempts to con._ 

st~uct subscales suitable fo~ c~iminals. These subscales we~e 

de~ived f~om al~eady existing psychodiagnostic tests, and aimed, 

p~incipally, at detecting psychopathological signs, predominantly 

in the area of emotionality. A smalle~ number of studies have 

pu~sued a different line. There, an effort to p~ovide special 

tests for unlawful individuals was evident. Mo~eover, these 

attempts were concerned also with studying personality aspects 

othe~ than emotionality, e.g. cognition, perception, and t,he like. 

The following sections illust~ate typical cases of these 

t~ends. The discussion of the majo~ trend is divided into th-~ee 

subsections, namely, attempts to provide subscales, attempts to 

establish PFChopathological profiles; and studies in the area 

of emotionality. This is, to a ~eat extent, an a~tificial div

ision. Many studies dealt with all these features simultaneously. 

But for the purpose of the present illustration it was thought 

desirable to sepa~ate these aspects and to discuss them inde

pendently. 

The mino~ trend includes examples of special tests with 

offenders, such as a study of aggression, a test of criminality, 

tests of cognition, and othe~s. 
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It should be pointed out that the following is aimed at 

illustrating the characteristics of. the above-mentioned trends 

and does not intend to provide a complete account of all findings 

obtained in psychological testing of. offenders. Consequently, 
' 

only few representative examples will be di·scuss!'ld briefly. 

a) The Major Trend. 
~ 

Studies typical of. this trend have employed both st~uctur~ 

questionnaire type of. tests, and projective kinds. Some have 

involved adult criminals but the majority were conducted with 

juvenile delinquftnt populations. 

Attempts to establish subscales for criminals: The M.M.P.I. is 

a typical example of the tendency to form a subscale for crim-

inals.· A· number of studies have reported succe.ss.f'ul identification 

of. various criminal groups on the basis of subscales derived from 

this test, (tor example, see WILCOCK, 1964, CRADDICK, 1963, 

GYNTHER & McDONALD, 1961, ROSEN & MINK, 1961 tor civilian offenders, 

and CLARK, 1949, 1952, BLAIR, 1950 tor military offenders). 

The ability to identif.y juvenile delinquents on certain sub-

sc.ales of the M.M .P.I. can be observed in HATHAWAY and MONACHESI 

(1953 1 1959). It".;,was fourld that delinquents produced more res-

ponses on the ·so-called 'excitor seal•' i.e. Pd., Sc., and Ma. 

subscales (Psychopathic, deviation, Schizophrenia and aypermania). 

On the other hand, high scores on a •supressor seal~', i.e. D., 

Mt., and Si (Depression, Masculinity-Femininity and Social 
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:ii·ntroversion) were associated with a rP.duced rate of delinquency. 

The M.M.P.I. Pd. subscale was also found, previously, to typify 

juvenile delinquents, but with less discriminative power than 

in the above report, in MONACHESI (1950). 

Perhaps the studies with the adult, particularly, the habitual 

offender, are more interesting in the present context. Thus, in a 

series of studies, (PANTON, 1958a, 1958b, 1959a, 1959b, 1960) 

similar results were obtained for adult groups. It was observed 

that different criminal subgroups might be detected by different 

subscales. Thus, the Pd., Sc., and Pa. subscales were typical 

for 1096 Whit A inmates rather than of 458 Negroes (PANTON, 1959a). 

This was also suppoj;o,~ed in another study employing 2 31 White, and 

228 Negro prisoners (CALDWELL, 1959). 

StudiP.s with the persistent criminal (recidivists) reported 

successful identification by means of the M.M.P.I., b~t often not 

with the same subscale. For example CLARK's (1948) M.M.P~I. 

'Recidivism scale' derivAd from the performance of AWOL (military) 

off-endArs was found ineffective with civilian, habitual criminals 

criminals (see also comments in FREEMAN & MASON, 1952). 

PANTON (1962b) reported 80.5% successful prediction of parole-

viol*ors and non-violators on the basis of. 26 M.M.P.I. items. 

Cross-validation study yielded 78.6% success. On the other hand 

RATTRON (1963) rAported a set of 72 M.M.P.I. items as a good pre-

dictQ;r.•:, of failure on the parole. PANTON (1962a) reported the 

Pd., Ma., and Ap. subscales to identify habitual criminals, except 
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those between 20 - 29 years of age who have committed less than 

3 offences. The same subscales were reported to detect recid-

ivists successfully elsewhere (LEVY & FREEMAN, 1954). However, 

WEST (1963) found that habitual criminals (in England) were 

identified by both the M.M.P.I. Pt. (P~ychaesthenia) and the 

Pd. subscales. It is noticed that the Pd. subscale was reported 

often to differentiate successfully criminals from non-criminals. 

WEST (op. cit.) has discussed the merits and limitations of this 

subscale and concluded: 

"One mq tentatively conclude that this scale, 
while of soma usa in distinguishing between 
criminals and non~criminals, is less useful 
for distinguishing one kind of criminal from 
another". (Pp. 80 - 81). 

Another example of establish,ng a typical criminal profile 

from a general test, can be saen in the area of intelligence (the 

W.A.I.S. and W.I.s.c. tests). A tull discussion of the findings 

with these tests is not nacessary here. It will be sufficient 

to make a short comment to illustrate the present position with 

regBrd to the ability of the W.A.I.S. and W.I.S.C. to identity 

the criminal, especially the young offender. 

Thus, a number of studies have supported the hypothesis 

that the juvenile delinquents typically produce a high Perfor-

m.ance I.Q. and low Verbal I.Q. (see for example, ALTUS & CLARK, 

1949, VANE & EISEN, 1954, DILLER, 1955, HARRIS, 1957). But the 

claim that they also displa,y a typical subtest configuration has 

not beP.n confirmed.unequivocally. 



The ~oregoing exemplifies the tendency to establish a 

typical profile or special subscales for criminals on the basis 

of general personality and intelligence tests.. Some attempts 

were more .successful than others. The fact that a number of 

studies wit·h the !4.M.P.I. ha.ve shown· positive rP.sults with crim-

inals is encouraging, but the inconsistency of. such findings is 

problematic. In~~- ~_vent,· it is d_i;ff.icqlt_ to acc_ept that these 

findings, -inconsistent as they are, can serve as an_ adequate sub-

stitute for a speci,al test o~ criminality. 

Identification of criminals on the basis of psychopathalogical 
signs: 

The belief- that criminal activity and psychiatric disorders-

are closely associated-has been predominant in p~chological thinking 

sinca the times of PI:N!E11L (1745 1826), ESQUI~L (1772- 1840) and 

PRICHARD {1786 - 1848)-. They and others, through their work, gave 

rise to the subsequent trend to characterize the criminals on the 

basis of clinical tests designed to reveal pathological signs in 

t~ mP.ntal functioning. The common assumption is that, as a form 

of maladjustment, criminality must have typical ma-nifestations of' 

mental disorder which such tests sought to detect. 

t ' One of. thA early hypothes\s in modern tim~ cl-aimed that, as 

a group, crimtnals are mentally deficient compared with the general 

population. The introduction of intelligence tests in the begin-

ning of this century resulted in an intensive study of this as~ump-

ti~n. The contention that criminals reveal defective intelligence, 
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(or that those caught are the least intelligent) was often put 

forward. For AXample (GLUECK & GLUECK, 1934) claimed that 

recidivi,:sts in their stu4 of juvenile delinquents had a lower 
.. 

-mean ·I.Q. than the general populSion. One recent example (RAO, 

196~) has reported that criminals who participa~e~ i'n his st.udy' 

had--;iJif.erior i-ntelligence·. 

This type of fi-nding has beef!. repudiated in the past and 

in subsequent stud.ies (e. g. PATI, 1965, WALTER, 1953). The 

hypothesis that criminals are inferior in their intelligence 

compared with the general population, and the more criminal the 

indi Vi.dual, the greater the deficiency, was challenged by WEBSTER 

(1954 - 1955). The mean I.Q. scores for first offenders and 

habitual criminals as derived from the Otis Qui:ck Score test 

was equal and comparable with the average I .Q. tor the general 

population. However, the author pointed out that the range of 

I~Q. for criminals spread from feeble-mindedness to superior 

mental ability. The apsence of relationship between intelligence 

and criminRl recidivism was supported again, with the Raven 

Progressive Matrices test (MARCUS, 1955). 

Some differences in I.Q. were found between different· ethnic 

groups of criminals (ROZYNKO & WENK, 1965), but these were inter-

preted in terms of differences of motivation rather than as. the 

result of varying intelleotual capacities. 

Finally, it appears that the contemporary position is that 

generalll, criminals cannot be-considered as having inferior 
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int~llgiAnce when compP.r~d with the gen~Pa.l popul:ttion (PATI, 

1965, SMITH, 1962, DOPPLB~ & S~SHORE, 1959, SHULMAN, 1951, 

and oth~~. The dif'f'~r~nc~ obs~rVAd in scoring highly on 

W.A.I.S. PArf.ormanc~ scale and low~r on the Verbal seal~ is 

thought to reflect harning disa.bi·li ties. Unf'R.voura.blP. hom~ 

condi tiona a.nd poor schooling provision R.cco~:ts· for s.uch dif-

f'erencP. ( SI.UTH, cp. cit.). 

The hypothP.sis a.dvancAd by RAPAPOnT At. a.l. (1945) that 

intelligP.nCP. tAste mq s·P.rve A.S pf.rsona.li ty t.astfl was quastioned 

by FRIEDIJ.IANN (1959). On tha basis of' 40 years study she doubtA·d 

the validity of' assAssing the personalj.ty of. individuals f.:rom 

thei~ performance on int~lliganca tests. 

AnothP.:r illustration of' the t:rP.nd to id~ntU'y o·f'f'enders, 

espAcially.th~ habitual criminal, in t~:rms of. psychopathologicaL 

symptoms is AXAmplified in the c·ase of tests of introvArsion-

extraversion. 

ThA tendP.ncy of criminals to posssss sxtra.vsrtAd personality 

was claimed by MICHAEL (1956). A 28 years follow-up stu~- of 

551 subjActs has revAalAd that •sxtrA.vsrted' childrAn w~ra pro-

portiona.lly morA UkAly to commit not only juvenile delinquent 

acts, but also c:rirnes in adult lifP.,. compared wit·h •introvarted' 

a.nd 'ambiVArted' children. 

ROBIN (1957) studisd the VA.lidity of FRANKS's (1956) thP.ory. 

Tha latter advancAd th~ hypothesis that therA are two kinds of. 

criminal racidivists. One, an 'introverted' typA, sasily con

ditioned, who beciUilA an of.ff'lndAr bACA.use of poor Rnvironmental 

·' 
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background. In other:=·.words, this type has learned an undesirable 

code of. behaviour. The other, an 'extraverted', psychopathic 

type, difficult to condition, that is, does not benefit from 

socialization, and, therefore, m~ come from ~ environment. 

ROBIN~ (op. cit.) has failed to support that theorem. No 

differences. in the immediate p~rsonal environment ot 65 intro-

verted and extraverted delinquent recidivists from an approved 

school were observed. 

BARTHOLOMEW (1959) has studied the performance of adult 

offenders on the M.P.I. Two groups, 50 criminal recidivist and 

50 first offenders, with a mean age of-34.66 years, ranging 

from 22 - 54 years of age, were employed. The number of previous 

offences for the recidivists was M = 9.72 (S.D. = 6.20), with a 

range of 2 - 28 previous convictions. Results have shown that 

the recidivists were mora neurotic (M a 15.69 S.D. = 5·57) than 

first offenders (M = 12.43, S.D.= 5.91, p<.Ol). Furthermore, 
cJ. 

the former were mora extravert' (M a 12.90, S.D. = 4.46) versus 

(M • 10.71, S.D. = 5.91) for thfl first offenders (p<' .05). 

Similar results were ·obtained with another group of 54 recidivist' 

(op. cit.). The author concluded that the criminal recidivists 

were more neurotic, and also claimed to gain support from another 

source: "•••• FrELDS (private communication) finds ••••• a 

neuroticism score for recidivists greater than that for the 

normal popul;:~,tion." (op. cit. p. 126). FICH (1962) re-affirmed 

the claim that criminal recidivists show more neurotic trends 



than lion-rBCi·di.V.iate. Again, using tha M.P.l. rBcidivist~ 

s·corBs on neuroticism yielded M = 28.06, S.D. = 12.62. varsus 

M • 24.12, S.D. = 9.80 for the control group. Howevar, in his 

st~dy the •extra~ersion' scale did not dif.farentiate the two 

groups. ThB same teat was used with habitual criminals, by 

WEST (1963). who conclud_eda· 

"Two of the· chief clinical observations, namell., __ _ 
·the· -hi.gh--incida-nce--of neurotic tendency -and the 
·positi va. assoOia.tion. betweBn this and pass.ive
ina.deqliacy, were both confirmed. •. In addi tton, 
the clinical rating of emotionAi indifference 
wera ~o be positively· correlated with the test 
mwurement ot. e:x:tr.ave:rsion. The findings lant 
some support to th~ ·clinic·al division b.Btween 
passive-inade·quates and active-aggressive or 
pr~datory type·of anti-social parsonalittl the 
f'ormt~r· ·group inc"ludad a higher p-roportion of 
int:rove:rt~d-neurotic individuals, the latter a 
higher proport~on of axtravertad and emotionally 
indif.fe:rBnt individuals". (op. cit. p. 83). 
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The hypothesis that criminals are nau:rotic individuals was 

tasted by other means as wall. For example, LUTHRA (1957) :reported 

that all- his testaes, a group of' convicts and a group of probationers, 

appearad to be neurotic. This was concludBd on the basis of their 

perfo:rmanca on a battery of tests including. the T.·A.T., the 

Rorschach and Word Association test. 

The contention that the criminal bahaviou:r is a form of neurotic 

d.isturbance, associated with actin~out tendencies, is common to 

many studias. The ~oregoing, in f.act,:rep:resent only a faw of 

such inves~igations. Yet this assartion has failad to elicit'~ 

unanimous agreement. NWSTATTER (1951), tor example, has pointed 

out that since the psychoneuroses a:ra the most common of all otha:r 
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forms of. psychopA.tho],o·gy, it is expected to find ·a., high per-

centage of such mal~djustmants Rroong crimin~l population. But, 

in fRet 1 he claimed thA.t "On the wholf'l "the psychonP,ur.osf'ls pla;y 

a small part i,n · crimf'l 1 nevertheless they are so common that i. t 

is impossible to omit thAm". Others (GLUECK & GLUECK, 195(:)) 

hA.VP. also suggP.sted that. not all delinquAnts tU"e nAuX~;t,ics., and 

it is necessary to- dif.f.erantia.te batweAh those who arA neurotic 

and those who al'"A not. 
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Thfll term 'psychopath' was used frequently as synonymous with 

'crimi.nf.l.l 1 , oft An AJ"~oneously. This was common among those 

attempts to provide va.rious types of criminals. One exampJ_P. 

of such R tendency is illustra.ted in the following. BARTHOLOMEW 

(op. cit.) suggf'lsted three types of. criminal J"Acid .. ivists, vary-

ing according to thA degrAA of their psychological di sturba.nces. 

That is a 'true' psychopath' or 1 anAthopath' (a. concept introduced 

by KARPMAN, for AXample KA~PMAN, 1941) 1 · a 'non-neur.otic sociopath' 

type, a.nd f.i .. nally a 'phallic psychopath'. (after .WITTELS 1 1937). 

The term 'psychopath' is undArstood in contemporary psycho-

logicA.l thinking to raf.Ar to a very small group of pAople, faJ" 

smaller thA.n thA criminal population. The term itsAlf is not 

clftar and involves a grAat controversy. It was of.tflln suggested 

that 'psychopathy' is not A. homogenAous class of. individuals but 

rather includelsub-groups (KARPMAN, 1948). Thfll lattAr have sug

gAsted various types of. psychopA.ths, 'primary' ('A.nethopatht) 

and 1 sP.condary', or 'symptomatic' and 'idiopathic' (the last two 

·;: 
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were also adopted by ARIETI, 1963}. Moreover, KOZOL (1961} 

emphasiz~d that the different definitions given to 'psychopathy' 

indicate a lack of consensus whether this form of. maladjustment 

should be ;.ncluded among the neuroses or among the psychoses 

(see also MAUGHS, 1957, 1961}. Thus, BROMBERG (1961} believed 

that the structure of the psychopathic character is similar to 

that founn in the neuroses: 

"The empirical f.innings in thP. patients which make 
a niagnosis possible appear less stereotyped; 
hence the psychopath appears more like a neurotic 
individual of rather fixed character structure". 
(op~ cit. P• 441}. 

On the other hand, CLECKLEY (in MAUGHS, 1961} claimed that 

the psychopath belongs in the group of the psychoses. It seems, 

therefore, that the knowledge Rbout this form of psychopathology 

is meagre indeed, and that opinions va~ considerably. 

JACOB (1961} has attempted to demonstrate the similarities 

and differences between the criminal and the psychopath. Both 

s~~m to show a 'distortion of m~ntal and emotional pattern' an 

'anti-social, or anti-society view\'• both possess a feature 

explained as 'single mindedness'which serves to facilitate the 
:. 171 

fulfilment of their goals and ambitionk Both r.eveal~'compulsive 

tendency'. On the other hand, criminals differ from the 'psycho-

path' in, for P.:X:Miple, a tendflncy to be 'persistent' in having 

'anxiety' and, sometimes, 'remorse•, and reveal lower intelligence 

than psychopRths. 
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The f.ollQwing excerpt f.rom EYSENCK (1963 - ,W appears to 

summarize adequately the contemporary position concerning the 

relationship between criminality and psycopatb71 

"l have indeed proposed a thAor.y of ppychopatey, 
but psychopathic behaviour, while it over.la.ps 
with crimin~l behaviour, is by no means the 
same so:rt of thing; most e:x:per.ts would a.g:ree 
that, whilesome psychopaths are criminal, ma..a.r 
a'J!e. not, ann that- most crimin·als are no·t- -psyclio~ 
paths". _(op. ci-t. P• 151). 

The use of the t el'"lil 'psychopath 1 for. c:riminals was o:f.t_en 

:repl·aoed by the te:rm 'sociopath'. The sociopathic perso_nali ty 

(antisocial reaction type) was described (TUCHLER, 1965) as 

chronically antisocial individuals who are alw~s in trouble; 

profiting neither f:rom expe:rience nor f:rom punishment, and main'!'"' 

taining no loyalty to any person, group o:r code. They are fre

quently callous and hedonistic, aho~~g marked emotional immatU:rity, 

with lack of. ~ense of :responsibility, lack of judgement _and ~ 

ability to :rationalize thei:r bAhaviour so that it appears jus

tified. DIAMOND (1961) suggested that the .core of the ~ologr 
> 

of the 'sociopath' is faulty identification with others,_ ahd this" ••• 

limited or transient identification o:r complete lack of the cap-
e:~..£. 

acity -~counts fo:r his antisocial b~hA.viour" (op. cit. p. 464). 

But GUTTMACHER (196 2) feels that only 10 - 1.5% of all c:r_iminaliJ 

m~ belong to this category. Among them some of'4he most maligant 

and :recidivist offenders m~ be found. The autho:r also stated 

that these individuA.ls possess a peculiar incapacity :to concep-

tualize, particularly with :regard to 'time•. 
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Thus this type of maladjustment seams to account only for 

a small group of criminals, yat; the typical characteristics of 

~he maladjustment is not clear enough. This was pointed out by 

BEA~~SLEY (1961) who compared three groups of schizophrenics, 

neurotics, and sociopathic p~rsonaliti·es, 12 testees in each 

b~ mP-ans of 1;1:Le W.A.I .s., the .Rorschach and the Szondi test. 

H~ concluded that it is evident that there is no one set of 

it appears_to be~- •s~ciopathic syndrome' characterimed by the 

+ following: intensive, in\antila need for sensual contA.ct .with 

little hope of ev~r· being able· to deJ"ive satisfaction from this 

need, moving casually f.':rom one relationship to another, lack of 
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. warm ralati.onshi:t:' to mother in childhood, poorly integnated super-

ego, a rather weak ago which fails to integrate experience with 

'basic goals and impulses, habitual defense against the demands 

o,f. tha exter,na·ltworld and the inner instincts through habitual 

responses,..absence of. critical awareness of one's own motives, 

repression mecha.ni sm, and obvious anxiety and guilt. Th·i s 'syndJ"ome' 

is believed to apply to all people who 'act-out•· ·against society 

and are ill enoug~ to be sent to mental hospital. 

Identifying criminals by means of emotional, qualitative traits: 

The general tendeno~ of psychological testing WillS to concen

trate on the area of emotional-characteristics of the criminal . 
(intelligence tests, excepted). This tJ"end is closely associated 

with the fact that most theoJ"ies of the foJ"mation of the criminal 
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personality used qualitativfl t·erms, such as, 4ession, ident

ification, defense mechanism, etc. It was often claimed that 

in these areas of personality the criminals displ~ t~e greatest 

handicap. 

Consequently, a large number of psychological tests were 

derived from such ~~eorifls, and were e~p~ct~d to provide quanti

t·ative confi:i'mationfl for the conceptual post_ulations. One such 

example, is the Szondi test, often used, particularly in Europe. 

The overall results+·:reported with this test do not ,;ustify placing 

an unqu~lified trust in the discriminati~e power of the Szondi, 

when used with offenders. GUERTIN (1951), for instance, failed 

to identify successfully 12 male delinquents from a correctional 

institution and 68 hospitalized, criminally insane schizophrenics 

by means of. their perf'ol"mance on the Szondi test. However, .·he 

believed that the technique of 'picture presentation' in psycho

diagnosis, as used in the Szondi, is promising and ought not to 

be discarded. DERI (1954) could not find specific Szondi •signs' 

tor murderers, prostitutes, thieves and truancy cases employed in 

his stu~. But~all participants were reported to displ~ 'intfln

sive primitive drives with simultaneous lack of integrative or 

sublimative mechanisms' as wall as a 'lack of healthy, self-

regulated process•.COULTER (1959) tested the efficiency of 14 

Szondi indicators and counter-indicators of anti-social behaviour 

on a large sample of experimental and control groups. Only tN> 

indicators have demonstrated significant discriminative power, 
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of. which only one support~d Szondi pr.Adiction. 

On the other tlf.md., GRANT (1956) cla.im~d to have predicted 

succ~ssf.ully 'institutional ad,iustmf'lnt' on the basis of. the 

performance of criminals on the test. ThP. last two studies 

I use\ ra.thAr unsophistj.cA.tf'ld expP.r.imental design, i.e. lacked 

control g:r.oups, ·and. ~=tmploy a. small numbeJ" of test-fH't-s and· thus 

must be trAa.tAd with duP. cA.ution. Finally, thP. Szondi tast 
- ~~ 

fA.iled to cliscrimina.t:e 18 a.lcbholics from 18 abstain~ (i.. "'• 

pAople who ha.VA stopped. drinking) and 18 1 non-d.rinkers' 

(RAMFALK & RUDHE, 1961). 

Another illustration for the abov~-mentioned trend is the 

us~ of the T.A.T. TM.e test is frequently jncluded in the test 

battery for criminals and a. complete sur.vAy of its results is 

beyond the scope of. the prAsent contRxt. It WA.S thought that 

one or two examples would be suf.ficiAnt to illustrate this point. 

YOUNG (1956) .for j nsta.nce, administered th~ T.A .T. to two 

groups of ddinquAnt boys and dAlinquAnt girls, 34 participants 

in Aa.ch. He obsArVed some aifferAnces on thA -test protocols 

betwAen the sexes, but thR most significant findings referrAd 

.to thA wholA group. As a. group, thA dAlinquents AmphasizAd the 

:f.ollowjng thP.mes: a.n expressed need for 'succorance and love•, 
~)· 

exprf'lssing '~ression' and 1 intrA.~AssivA-de,iAction'. LYLE and. 

GILCHRIST (1958) beliAved that diff~rf!lnCP.S betwAAn d.~linquent 

'. 
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and non-delinquent groups we~e expressed most in terms of the 

manner of organizing the themes rather than in their con~ent. 

Thus, they have observed that the 31 delinquents employed 

showed little evidence of guilt or intrapunitive reactions 

compared with the T.A.T. protocols of 36 non-delinquant's, (sea 

also PElZER, 1956). In addition, it was suggested.th~"ti the 

best discrimination m~ _be ob~~ry~d by the pJ!esence-or--absence· 

of certain defense mechanisms. T~e same study, base~ on rating 
lt!t. 

T.A.T. protocols by two ind~pendent scorers, showed thattnon-

delinquent, for example, manifested more mechanisms of denial, 

inhibition a.nd rationalization. 

Inf!ol'mation of that ·nature is typically pro-vided by other 

p~ojective tests such as the. Rorschach, M.A.P.S. and the HOLZMAN 

tests. 

b) The Minor Trend. 

It has already been mentioned that this trend is distin-

guishable from the former in·two respe~ts: First, it is typified 

by the use of tests specially devised to measure single psycho-

logical mechanisms, ~at;h~~;r·than a gene~al personality profile. 

ThisJ'also inclunAs tests of special relevance to criminal pop

ul;·ations. Secondly,mai\Y of the above-mentioned types of tests 

studied psychological factors other than purely emotional reac-· 

tiona. 
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Te-sts of aggression: Th~ee studias will exemplify the tendency to 

employ special tests for measurj.ng a.gression among criminal groups. 

BERG and TOCH (1964) have admi~istered a self-devised test of 

aggression, consisting of 12 slides (pbtog:raphs} to 30-impulsive 

and 30 neurotic prisoners. By the definition of the selection of 

the groups, it was hypothesized that the former will perceive these 

photographs in terms of 'aggression' directed outwardly, toward 

other objects Or people, Whf'lreas the neurotics will display a more 

•sociRlized version' of aggression. The results :reported have 

confirmed the hypothesis. 

Thf'l direction of aggression as expressed by criminals, was 

also studied by means of the Rosenzw~g Picture-Frustration Test. 

In one study, the effAct of long inc;uoceration on the d.ire·ction of 

aggression was studiAd (PElZER, 1956}. Two groups of 40 inmates 

each, one having served at least 3 yea:rs in prison and the othars, 

a maximum of one year imprisonment, we:ra compared. The length of 

imprisonment was found to mitigate axtra-agg:rassive tandencj.es·, 

and resulted in, significantly, mora intra-agg:ressive~ess. VANE 

( 19 54) compared the parfo:rmance of 50 delinquent girls (aged, 

M = 18.9, S.D. = 1.6 years} with that of 50 non-delinquent girls 

(aged M = 16.9, S.D. = 0.8 years}. The delinquents differed 

significantly from the non-delinquents, but in the opposite direc

tion to that expected. They have :revealed a tendency to direct 

less aggression outwarri and more to turn agg:rf'!Ssion inward or to 

avoid it altogether. The authors expressed skepticism with :regard 

to the usefulness of this test with delinquent girls. 
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Other special tests: CASSEL & HARRIMAN (1959) reported an attempt 

to identify c:rimj.nals on the basis of two special tests; a Group 

Personality Projective Test (GPPT), and an Ego Strength Q Test· 

(ESQT). The results obtained have distinguished the criminals 

from the 'normals', but not from a 'neuro-psychiatric' group. 

LEIBERMAN and CHAMBERS (1963) reported 88% correct' identificat"ion 

( p < .-01) 50 prisoners and 50 student a on the basis of a 'Picture 

IdenU.fication Test (PIT)'. PETERS (1957) has found that adol'- · 

escent delinquents held negative feelings toward themselves and 

others, when compared with non-delinquents, aEi'/r.evealed from t·heir 

performance on a s~lt perception test and a modified version ot 

S.R.A. Youth Inventory. TRENT (1957) has used a sociometric test 

and a test of manifest~~ anxiety with 63 delinquent b~ys. 

KINGSLEY (1961) administered the Sack's Sentence Compiet.ion 

Test to three groups, i.e. 25 psychopathic offend8rs, 25 non- .. · 

psychopathic offenders and a group of 50 controls. Psychopaths 

differ~f:rom th8 latter in thei:r a.tti tud.es toward 'father' 'the 

future' and thei:r own •self-esteem•. Soae differences between 

the psychopaths and non-psychopaths t1ere also observed. 

The above brief list of spe.cial tests illustrates the ten

da.nc~to look for tests, other than general personality measure

ments, in idAntifying the c:riminals. 
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A special test for juvenile delinQuency: An attempt to dtwise 

a special questionnaire type of test for detecting juvenile 

delinquency is reported bBlow. (Another attempt, not neces-. ' 

sarily purely psychological,was reported by GLUECK~ ?LUECK, 

__ 1950 1 -l-956-). -A-40 •true~false•--i t·em que·stionnait-e-was devised. 

by QUAY and MERSON (1958). The test requires a minimum 5th 

grade reading ability, administered ih 25 minutes and easily 

scored. The standardization group included a total of 781 

juvenile delinquents and correct classification was reported 

as .67%. The reliability coefficients for several samples ranged 

from r =.53 tor =.82. A factor analysis of. the ~esponses 

(PETERSON et. al. 1959) yielded th~ee main factors. One, a 

'Psychopathic' dimension, is characterized by traits such as 

•tough, amoral, rebellious qualities, impulsiveness, conspicuous 

distrust of l.ega.l_ and other authorities, and apparent freedom 

from family ties•. These resemble the qualities measured in 

the M.M.P.I. Pd. subscale. A second factor, a 'Neurotic' d~men

sion is ~pified by feelings of remorse, tension, guilt and 

depression. The third factor 'Inadequacy' includes a persuasive 

sense of incompetence ~d failure. Two background factors were 

•vaguely' observed namely 'family dissension' and a 'history of 

difficulties in school'. In anoth•n• study (QUAY & BLUMEN., 1963), 

factor anaysis rev~al-ed five factors which were related to 13 

types of offences. These factors .were: 'uncomplicated truancy', 

Impulsivity, thrill-seeking delinquency' 'Interpersonal aggression• 

r~lR.tec\ to hostility towR.rn others, e.g. A.ssault, 'ImpersonR.l aggression'-
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,_.unning away from home and vandalism and • age' - runaway·, bicycle 

theft, etc. 

Teate of cognitive f'unct.ioning: ·This section presents studies 

with teste, mostly self-developed measuJ."ements, pertaining to 

the cognitive functioning of offenders, other th~·taets of 

intelligencP.. 

JONES et. a.l. (1955) compared--the. pel'forma.nce of 4i delin-

quents w-ith that of 49 non-delinquents on a version of the StJ"eet 

Gestalt TP.at. The J.'f!Bults obtained for the delinq11:e.nts weJ"e 

reported to suggest some J"etardation-in theiJ." perceptual-cognitive 

dev ... lopment. In anotheJ" study {B'AKER & SARBIN, 1956) 41 psycho-

pathic delinquP.nts did not differ from 48 non-delinquents in 

their perfoJ"mance on a self-devised, special test of perceptual-

cognitive differ•ntia.tion. The delinquents, however, weJ"e J"eported 

to show gJ-eater difficulties. in making such dif.feJ."entiations. 

This was inteJ."preted as a facto!' which contributes towal'd theil', 

so-called 'social-retA.rdation'. 

The h7pothesis that confinAment {imprisonment) J"esults in 

personality deterioration, including a loss of cognitive efficiency 

was tested in Australia by TAYLOR {1961). ThP. Kohls ~lock Des~gn 

Test and thP. McGill Delta Test differentiated {p ~ .05) i:ilmates 

who served longer imprisonment sentences fJ."om those who served 

shorter sentences. However, only 6 pairs of. inmates, .. and another 

10 long term prisoners participated in thP. study. Although the 



results confirmed the bTpothesis, the small sample employed 

does not permit any generalization. 
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HARRINGTON and DAVIS (1953) attempted to distinguish bet

ween a group of 29 delinquent and 33 non-delinquent boys on 

the basis of their .performance on a list of proverbs rated 

along the abstract-concrete dimension. The groups were equated 

for age and intelligAnce. Four independent scorers rated the 

results with interscorer reliability coefficients varying 

from r• .88 to-r= .97. The deli_nquents did not differ from 

the non-delinquents in their ability to abstrRct -the general 

principles from a list of proverbs. 



Discussion. 

The belief that criminal conduct is a form of. b9haviour 

which is clos~ly associated with psychological illness is an 

~ 
old conception. Such an hypothesis that l~wless activity 

reflects an underlying-mental disturbance is shared, in varying 

de-grees, by most contemporary psychol~g~cal _t_!l._!lQ_rief!l_:_o_f _crimi-n~ _ 

ality. This predominant presumption in psychological t-hinking 

has created a trend towards studying the criminal, usi~g clinical 

tests with the purpose of substantiating that assumption~ A 

striking phenomenon is that in spi1te of. sevP.ral decades of- inten-

sive research, the exact ·nature o-f-this assumed, psychol9gical 

disturbance, or group of disturbances, has not been ag.read upon. 

Consequently, an outstanding p~ychological t~st for criminals 

has not been d_eveloped .• 

The \foregoing brief survey hasr>r.evealed two features incon

sistent with the assertion that 'criminality' is associated with 

'p~ychopathology'. First it is no;t clear wbl' psyc~ological -tests 

which have demonstrated satisf.actor,r power to detect adequately 

identifiable groups of. psychological maladjustments (clinical 

groups} have failed to do so with the majority of the criminal 

population. The question arises whether the defect lies in the 

inappropriateness of the tests, in the theories behind them, or 

in both. Or, it might be possible, that the alleged association 

between •criminality' and psychopathology' is less than what was 
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assumed. Secondly, it is clear from the above that the search 

for an adequate t~st, or battery of tests, which will differen-

tiate the majority of criminals from the non-criminals is in 

it_s lilR.rly stages. Fresh attempts at such an aim are reported 

frequently. Again, this could be an expr~ssion of either the 

difficulty of identi~ing a heterogeneous_group (psychologically 

and otherwise) such as the criminal population on a set of psycho-

logical· factors, or the result of· t·he fact that criminali-ty is 

an independent fActor which has not been identified successfully 

so far, in psychological terms. In w event, both features 

justify the need to establish a test for id.entifying the adult 

criminal in 'non-psychopathological' terms. 

The last concapt seems to maintain a hypothesis which appears 

to be in conflict with the assumption that criminality is largely 

a form of psychological illness, as it implies that a 'non-

psychopathological' criminal type mq be found. In fact, this 

suggestion is supported by previous claims. WEIHOFEN (1954), for 

example, argued that: 

"'fo agree to theories asserting that all criminals 
are mentally disordered, else they would not engage 
in such dangerous behaviour, is impractical as it 
would reduce the concept of mental disorder to a 
point where it has no discriminative significance. 
Many types of crime, especially petty crimes, 
cannot be attributed to mAntal disorder-s. It is 
rather due to defective training and bad environment ••• 
On the other hand, it is true that the most striking 
characteristic that large numbers of criminals have 
in common is emotional immatUJ"ity". (op. cit. Pp.l2 - 13). 

-, 
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The other contention is that in spite of the heterog~neous 

nature of the crimi-nals. as a group, there is a distinct majority 

' Whicb CF.I.D bA identified in psychological terms. 

THORPE {1946) has·argued that thP. majority of delinquents 

and.-crimina.ls ~re individuals- experianci"ng s-erious dlf·ficulties, 

thf.!.t is, thAy are ·relatively typical individuals who are in most 

respects similar to the general populEti.on, but are exposed to 

mO:JOe or less severe stress - producing personality problems. 

Nearly 30 years ago EAST and HuBERT (1939) believed that ,_ . 

mo·st · pr1s.oners, at least So% wAre psychologically ·normal, and 

that psychological treatment of crime suffered from •over propo-

gandization and over-statements'.. BROMBERG and 'J'HOMPSON {in 

ROSENBERG et. al. 1964, p. 57) are reported to have studied a 

random sample of about 10,000 convict:s. Again, thA reported 

·figure was that S2% werA found "average or normals"· GUTTMACBER 

(19.62) has divided the crimj.nal population into four psycholostcal 

sub-groups. He, again, gave the figure of So% f'or an estimate 
'i 

of the p_roportion of the 'normal ci-iminals', i.e. a dys"ocial 

gJOoup compJOi.sed of individuals who have identified with a:=,social 

elements in society, usually with morally and socially defective 

parental figures. The rest, 2Q%, in his opinion, consist of 

groups of 'accidental, occasional criminals', a group of 'con-

stitutional, organj,cally predisposed offenders', and a group of 

'psychopathic or sociopatM.c criminals'. The assertion :that 

most criminals are psychiatric~tlly 'norma.ls' was claimed, by the 
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author, to be in harmony with the opinion ~xpressed by leading 

authorit::i.AB in the study of the psychology of crime, such as 

ZlLBOORG, GUTTMAN and STAUB. Moreover, GUTTMACHli:R (op. cit.) 
.:A-

claimed that the same proportion of the incidents of psychological 

abnormality is true for the criminal recidivists as a ·group. 

The latter assartion challenges the hypothesis that the severity 

ann .persist~nce of crimin~l -~ctivit~es i~ _necessari.~y re~a.t~~_t_o 

the degree of psychopathology,· that is, that the more ·persistent 

the criminal the greater the mental disturbance. 

The fact that the severity of psychological characteristics 

varies from one criminal type (or individual) to another is a 

phenomenon ackriowledged by a -great number of psychologicar theories 

of criminality. Thus, provisions are often made for various psycho-

logical typ~s of criminals. Unfortunately, one set of classific·ations 

does not, necessarily, correspond to the other. Yet, most sugges-

tiona at classifying the criminals into types share the belief 

that the_degree of psyc4opathology observed in the criminal pop
~ 

ulation range(f.rom one extreme to the other, that· is, from severe 

mental disorders, i.e. psychoses, to a relative absenc·e of dis-

cernibl~~t psychopathological signs. 

This questions the wisdom~ of attempting to ~ha.racterize ~ 

crimi.nals on the basis of such clinical indices. It is not sur-

prising that such instruments were relatively inappropriate to 

identify all the 'normal offenders'. One is faced with psycho-

logical measurements which are adequate for identif.yin·g only a 
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cer:tain portion of the criminal population, namely, thA psy~h9-

logically ill. 

Therefore, without repudiating the contention thRt criminality 

is associated with psychological factors, the following hypothesis 

migbt be introduced. It is suggested that criminali ~T. is pri~~i_ly: 

associ at Ad with psycholo-gical-WiCiArdevelopm-ent rat.hAr than with -

psychological illness. Thus, it is suggAst~d that criminals dis-·,·· 

pl~ an insufficient psychological development and emotional 

maturity rather than a faulty development. In short, this post·-

ulates that such persons displ~ 'normal' ~ological, de.velop

mental characteristics which did not mature or have failed to. 

achieve essential and f.j.nal stages of psychological da~elopment. 

This is in contrast with the idea of. faulty development which 

implies that maladjustment m~ be due to a process of. regression, 

~ 
sulfession or to unfavourable predispositions. {This pos_sible 

expUi.nation will be elaborated further in the discussion, see 

chapter 7). 

The implication of the above suggestion leads to the abandon-

ment of. traditional psychodiagnostic testing of criminals,_ and to 

the adoption of. a different approach. It is possible, for example, 

to employ tests which measure the developmental progression of 

psychological propensities in the general population and compare 

them with that observed among criminals. In the presA~t study 

such tests, pertaining to the abstnact-concrete facets of the 

cognitive functioning, were introduced. The first tAst, the 

'. :._, 
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Kahn Test of Symbol Arrangement (the KTSA) is used fof' po:rtrqing 

such typical cognitive functioning of 'genuine c:riminals'. This 

test is described in the next chapte't'. The second test, the 

Symbolization TP.st for.Criminals (the s .. T.C.) rep't'eeents an 

attempt to adopt and exploit these cognitive charactef'iBtics fo:r 
.• 
' differentiating c't'imina.ls f:rom nono..offende't' populations. 

-(-
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CHAPTER 3: 

THE KAHN TEST OF SD1BOL ARRA:NGEMENT (KTSA). 

The Kahn Test of Symbol Arrangement (referred hereafter 

as the KTSA) is relativ~ly a new test which offers a unique 

psychological device for the assessment of human adjustment 

to h~ exte-rnal environment by mean~ of the ability to abst_ract 

culturally determined symbols. The following survey describes 

the historical development of the KTSA and reviews- reliability 

and validity studies, effect of age and int~lligence on the 

test performance, studies with children and comparisons with 

other psychological tests. A brief description of the KTSA, 

and its administration a.nd scoring pr-inciples is also p'rovided. 

Sources of information: Information about the usefulness of the 

test was obtained from two independent sources. In the first 

place \ first-hand information and, in some cases of unpublished 

reports, a Recondary resource~ about all ref~rences listed in 

this volume was obtained. In addition two previous reviews of 

the KTSA; an unpublished manuscript (HILL & LATHAM, 1965) 

originally written in 1962 - 3, and a published survey by L'ABATE 

and CRADDICK (1965) w.ftre•-,consul ted. 

The process of accumulating the material about the KTSA ~ 

initiated in 1964 - 5 before the appearance of the publication 

by L'ABATE & CRADDICK and often contained more details than that 

reported in th• latter. 
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At times slight contradictions between the facts gathered 

independently and those reported in the published survey were 

observed. In such instances the decision a.s to which infor

mation is more reliable WRB in favour of the form~r. Ideally, 

such a. dilemma. ought not to hf!Ne arise.n. But in view of the 

substantj.Rl quantity of unpublished studies involved, this was, 

regrettably, unavoidable. 

The present survey is the most intensive and up-to-date 

account of. stud.ies with the KTSA known to the writer. It covers 

all studj.es conducted over the period 1949 - 1967. Persona.! 

communications with some members of the psychological personnf!ll 

of the U.S.A.F., pa.rticulR.rly with Mr. Clack, and with Dr. Crad.d:ick 

of Washington U.S.A., were valuable. 
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HISTORICAL. DEVELOPMENT OF THE KTSA. 

Kahn is reported (KAHN, 19§7, Pp. 104- 106, HILL & LATHAM, 

1965, Pp. 4 - 6) to have began experimenting with the possibility 

of employing symbo.l representations as a mean of psychological-

evaluation already in 1939. Then the purpose was for voc.atio~al 

screening:, that is, to· facilitate the selection of applica.li.ts 

f.or clerical positions in N.Y.C. There is, of. course, hardly 

all1' novetty in adopting such a technique. On the contrary, this 

idea is quUe common to. m&JlY psychological tests such as the 

Bin,et, WISC, T.A.T. M.a.P.S. Md the like. Yet, this has 

inspired Dr. Kahn to introduce an original technique which was 

devised subsequently. It was in 1949 that the idea of cont~c-

ting the KTSA occurred when the purchase of symbol-objects in a 

Los Angeles hobby shop was observed. Consequently, a small group 

of plastic symbol-objects was sleeted to form the substance for 

a new test situation. 

There are two distinct periods in the development of the 

K.T.S.A. The f.irst 1 a 'preliminary period' (1949 - 1956) 1 is 

n? ~-marked by initial -explorations to assert the useful~ness of the 

test. The second, a 'post-revision' period', began following 

the final revision and formulation of the t~st in 1956 {KAHN, 

1956b, 1957). The revision did mot introduce any drastic changes 

but only simplified the test. Administration was considerably 

shortened and scoring ca.tego:rias reduced. In spite of. a clear 

· .. 

··:.·· 



linkaga between the pl'"elimina:ry fonn of the KTSA and its _:r.evised 

version, it would be justified to J"egard the latter as an entirely 

new test. (Prof. CRADDICK, 1965, private communication). 

PRELIMINARY PERIOD (1949 - 'i-956.l. The i.nitial exp-erimental studies 

with the newly devi. sed t ast followed a preliminary manual (KAHN, 

1949} supplementad by group norms and standardization (KAHN, 1953) 

and were conducted in Los Angeles. Two unp~blish~d Ph.D. disser-

tations (KAHN, 1950, FILS, 1950) ·;gave impetus for subsequent 

studies with the test. A succession of ex:plorato~ investigations 

by KAHN (KAHN, 1951 to 1956a) provided additional promise~ t~ the 

potential usefulness of the tea~ to differentiate noJ"mals from · 

some psychiatric groups; namely ol'"ganics and schizophrenics. 

Further support came f'rom three unpubbshad M.A. theses (BRODSLEY, 

1952, ESTERLY, 1954, SZENAS, 1954). ·A provtsion f'or a theoretical 

rationale is reported in KAHN (1955b) and (KAHN & MURPHY, 1958) 

and first critical evaluation appeared by SHOBEN (1953). During 

this pAriod, the test was d.evdoped by KAHN and assoc:i.ates in tha 
. j.l 

U.S.A.F. Medical Corps where many studiAs weJ"e not submitted tQ 
-~ 

p~c publication. 

POST-REVISION PERIOD (1956 ·-): The publication of the revised 

scoring and adrdnistration manual (KAHN, 1956b) supplemented by 

a clinical manual (KAHN, 1957) marked a new 4evAlopmental J~ase 
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in the studies with the K.T.S.A. The new revision has simpli~ied 

the test by reducing categories of abstraction floom 17 to 9. 

In addition, scored items decreased from over one hundred to 

twenty-four. The original weighted scores, arrived at by t-ratio ·'' 

compartsone between normal and. psychiatric groupe (~HN, 19.50, 

FILS, 1950) were :retained for sl.mplificatio~ purposes· and 'rJi'ain-

tenanc4!1 of original values' {elaborated in ·later secti9ns). .. 
- ... - ---:---------- -· 

The commerc].al distribution of the K.T.S.A. gave :rise to · .. 

an increA.sing ]nterf'!Bt from a wid.e range of. :reseArchP..rs and- waEi 
y\.· 

no longer OQD.stricted to those associa.ted with the u~s-.A'.F. 

During the last eleven years1 over sixty studie~ with the KTSA 

have been rf'lported in the professional channels. This inclu:ded 

fivA Masters' theses and two unpublished Ph.D. disserta:ti.oli·s.- · A 

group of. studies explored thA test 1 s reliability; . test-retest 

reliability, intAr-scorer reliability and :reliability of -scorers 

of. varying skill, and its validity; predominantly concur~ent 

validity with psychiatric diagnosis. The clinical groups involved 

includ.ed mainly pA.tients w].th cerebral dysfunction, schizophrenics, 

neurotics and character and behavioural disorders. 

Several studies were conducted with children in an attempt 

to establish KTSA norms for lower ages {KENNY, 1962, 1965, 

ABIDIN, 1966b, 1966c). It was hoped that such developmental 

studies might also throw some light on the construct validity 

of the catego:r].es of abstracti.on used in the test. Some studias 

* Published and distributed by Psychological Test Specialist;a, . 
Box 1441, Missula, Montana. 

l 
'':1 

·.· 
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employed emotionally distunbed children (FINK & KAHN,, 19591 

GUERIN, 1966, GUERIN & ABIDIN, 1967}, juvenile delin~uents 

(EVANS, 1958}, ann adolescents (BATES, 1960, WAGNER, 196Jb). 

Crimj.nality, particularly military offenneJ"s, recaive some 

minor a.ttention (GOULDING, 1958, HILL eti.:; al. 196_3a}. A few 

cross-cultural comparisons involving GeJ"mans and Vietnamese 

(THEINER & GIFFEN-, 1964), Japanese (NA-KANISHI, 1964, 1960) and 

BJ"Uish psychotics (KIPPER, 1967} were J"eported. 

The applicability of the ICTSA.has been explored in several 

fields othar than clinical peychod.iagnosis. Among these a.J"e the 

usefulness of the test as a pred'icto:r of success in mlle ge 

(SCHILLER, 1964}, with business and adminis.t:ration parsonnel 

(MARTH, 1963), in the school system (ABIDIN, 1966a), in coun

selling (WAGNER, 1963a) and as an Rid to psychotherapy (KRE[GMAN 

& KREIGMAN, 1965a, 1965b). 

Some tnvestigato:rs explored the J"~lA.tionship of the ICTSA 

with age and intelligence (CRADDICK & STERN, 1963). Sex dif

farences on peJ"fo:rmance of the test weJ"e reported by WYMAN (1963). 

CRADDICK studied tha performance on the KTSA under.several 

experimental conditions such as a severe biodynamic stress ·(1964a) 

or under simulR.ted 'psychosis' (1967). 

EncouJ"aged by the outcomes of these stud'ies, Kahn has J"ecently 

attempted to employ his symbol-objects in a new experimental Kahn 

Intelligence Test (KIT:EXP). Tha lack of. sufficient inf.oJ"mation 

conceJ"ning this unc't.ertaldng does not warrant aey comment httJ"e. 

-~ . 
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THE TEST. 

ThA :relA.ti.vely small amo~:t of :research conducted with t~e 

KTSA resulted in the fact thl'\.t i. t WR-S, apparently, not as widely 

used as some other psychodiagnostic instrum~nts, hence the 

. .l_i ttle familiarity wi.th i-t. Und.e:r -t·hese- circumst·ances it wou.rd

be proper to present here the main highlights of the test" · 

p:rocedurA, scoring principles and rationaie. Fo:r further di·S-

cussion and details the two published manuals (KAHN, 1956b, 1957) 

as well as KAHN & GIFFEN (1960) m~ be consulted. 

The Test Materials. 

The KTSA employs fifteen plastic symbol-ob.iects Rna. a s·pec~ 

ially designed strip. At a ce:rtain point i.n tha administration 

of the test, the Record-Sheet se:rves also as a part of the test 

materials. (see APPENDIX II, p. 4). 

Description. The plastic symbol-objects BAlected ~~~sist of four 

si.ngle ob.iects and f'ou:r g:roups of' similarly shaped objects. The 

si.nglfll symbol-ob.iects are, an anchor, a circle, a cross and a 

parrot. ' The rest of the eleven objects are grouped as the follow-

ing: two butterflies, va:rying in outline, size, width and colour; 

three dogs, VRJ'7ing in size and colour; three hAarts, varying in 

colour, thickness, size and translucence; and finally, three_ 

stars, two of' which are identical and. the third varies in colour, 
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thickness, size and translucence. A felt strip, divided into 

fifteen squares, numbered from 1 to 15 is also provided. (See 

photograph, APPENDIX I). In addition, a geometric shape, a 

piP.ce o:f. a circ,le (code sign Y) is introdu~ed for a minor use. 

Procadu7'e and Administration. 

The KTSA consists of two distinct parts; a symbolization 

test and a sorting test. In the :f.i7'st part, the symbol-.objects 

have to be ar7'anged on the strip fiv~ times accompanied by rea-

soning and symbolizations.· The arrangements vary from a tree-

choice placement to more structural a7'rangement, e.g. according¥~ 

liking an~ dutikinJttha objects. Administration usually lasts 

for 20 minutes, and is easy to master. 

Des·cription: ThA five arrangements required in the first ptrt 

of the:'•test are described below in :f.ive steps. These explain 

the nature of' the tasks required from the testee in each step. 

The exact ].nstructions in details ma.y be found in the scoring 

and administration manual. 

Step 1: (a) First arrangement: Testae is instructed to arrange 

the objects on .the str].p in any w~ he wish·es. This 

w].ll be followed by a reason foJ" his arrRllgement. 

(b) Naming: Testee is asked to name each of the 15 

object a. 
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Step 2: {a) Second arrangement: As in Step l{a). 

{b) Symbolization: Testae is asked to state what 

each one of the 15 symbols stands for, represents 

or symbolizes. 

(c) Teetee is required to place Y piece over &QY 

of the objects. 

Step 3: {a) Third arrangement: Testae is instructed to 

repeat the previous placement exactly. 

{b) Estimation: Before so doing he is asked to 

estim~te the number of correct placements he 

expects. Estimation of the accuracy o:f correct 

placAment is made following -8tAp 3{a) as well. 

{c) Testae is instructed to place each o:f the 

transparent objActs ovAr aD1' o:f the rema.j.ning 

ones. 

Step 4: (a) Fourth arrangAmc:tnt: Testae is instructed to 

arrange the objects according to his liking or 

dj.sliking tha symbols in a. decanding order. 

(b) Reasoning: Reasons ~or the first three likings 

and last three dislikings are recorded. 

Step 5: (a) Fifth arrangAment: as in StAp l(a). · 

An additional arrangAment •to test the limits• m~ be intro

duced where previous responses WAre all of 'don't know' or 'naming' 

types. In this case the tester is supposed to encourage the 
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t~stee, sometimes by giving examples if necessary, in order to 

clR.rify whether pp.evious responses indicAte mj.sunderstanding of 

the task, low abstract ca.pacity or lack of motiva.tion to comply 

with the j.nstr;lid:tions. 

The second paJ"t of the KTSA is a sorting task. Herf\ all 

fiftAen symbol-objects are to be sorted out into eight •emotional 

and non-emotional' categories written on the back page of the 

KTSA Record-Sheet (see APPENDIX II)* 

Criteria: For Selecting the Objects. 

In order to secure an appropriate selection of symbols, a 

set of requirements was postulated. Most of the· following pre

requisites represent th~ logical outcome of the test's rationale 

to be di:acussed. later. The requiremAnts for the inclusion of a 

given symbol-object in the test materials are minimAl but essen

tial for the pUJ"pose of the test. 

(1) Objects must be f.aniliar and. meaningful. The symbol-objects 

must be familiar to as many people as possible. It is also 

essential that the objects will possess some real, significant 

meaning. Pure geometrical shapes are too abstract and prove 

to be of little significance to some people. The real-life 

significR.nce of an ob,iect WR.B inferred by Kahn from the fact 

that individuA.ls were prepared to pq cash money in order to 

possAs.s such symbol-objects and to use them as lockets or f.or 

decora•ivf!l purposes. Those which are sold most frequently in 

shops were presumed to meet such a requirement. 

* This part of the KTSA is not scored accord.ing to the 
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(2) Objects must possess a univa~sal significR.nce: An indi-

cation of the importanca of a symbol m~ ba inferred from 

the degree to which it is consumed and used by human groups, 

that is 1 the more universal is the symbol, the greater in-

trinsic value it possesses. Thus, such objects which may 

be found in a tiiversity of cultures are pref9:r.red to those 

which may be limited to a particular culture or civilization • 
. 01 . 

It was -alleged· t·hat A.n 1u•ch~olog:J:c·a1 ~ ·a:nthropo_logi~al and 

historicA.l analysis of. tha symbols chosen met this requirfl-

ment to a great extent (KAHN, 1950). 

(3) "Simib.r~ ty-wi th-dif.fflrence" principla: Objf'lcts must pf'lrmi t 

projection of.a large variety of patterns by A.llowing arrange-

mente or-symbolizations according to colour, mass, Wf'light 1 

size and content. Objects must, therefora, resf'lmble each 

other in some respects .and at thA same timA dif.ff'lr in othArs. 

For instance, all symbol-objqcts m~ be made of a similar 

material, yet differ in colour or size, etc. 

(4) 'Mutual exclusiveness of logical relatedness' factor: This 

principle follows the previous one. Granted that all symbol~ 

objects resembles each other in some aspect~ ·yet simultan-

eously maintain some diffArences 1 it is inevitable that when 

abstract-concrete nnture of the responses. Since the present 
research is concerned solely in that cognitive facet of the 
performance on the KTSA, the results of this sorti~task are 
not rAported in the study. 
"!i• ... 



forming associn.tions or abstraction, some aspects of 

the objects must be SRcrificad i.n favour of others. 

Thus whan symboli.zing a d.og-object on an 1 abstract • 

lavAl, its colour or size must be overlooked. Similarly, 

when grouping the objects according to colour, for 

example, thair shapes or thf!!ir 'c.ontent' maa.ning have 

to be ig_norad. 

(5) 'Versatility and simplicity' princip~e: Objects must 

be simple in structure and easy to manipulate and handle. 

Simplicity of contour tends to eliminate irrelevant clues 

which.m~ be detrimental to focusing the attention on the 

main propensities of the object. In addition, a pleasant 

design of the object incraases the interest in the task 

a.nd attracts co-operation with the instructions. 

The symbol-objects finally selected for the KTSA were claimed 

to have met all these requirements. In addition, it was alleged 

that each object was tasted with at least one hundred parsons 

before it a i.nclusion in the test material was-;di.scertained. 

Scoring P.rinciples: 

The scoring system suggested in the KTSA m~ be divided into 
r;... 

two d:iSinct types. Each pertains tot,_ different class of behaviour 

obsarved in the performance of the test. One type of scoring is 

called ~ 'objective scoring' while the other is labelled as 

'semi-objective' scoring'. 



Objective-scoring: This scoring was called 1 objactive because 

it does not involve a qualitative evaluation of the response. 

It rather comprises simple quantitative counting of the number 

of the times that a certain behaviour was ob~;~e~ye_d in_ the_ Re()oJ"d-

Sheets-. Ob-j"ectivf.l scoring may refer, for instance, to the dirac-

tion of placing the symbol-objects on the strip in the five 

&J"rangements. In other wo:rds, it counts the number of times .ttl~--

objects were placed from the right end of. t~e st~p to the lett 

end, and vise versa, or how ma.ey times placement of object_s_Oll 

the str:i.p did not follow a distinct order (mixed), etc. This 

cA.tagory j_ncludes also time spent for each R:rra.ngement, reaction 

time from hearing the instruction to tha beginning of th~ re_quire.d 

response, counting the ·number of objects plBced iri slanted or 

inverted position on the strip, f.ltc. Similarly, the number of 

times similarly shaped symbols were placed together, or the prox-

imity of contact with objects when refering to t-hem verbally, 

all are scored 'objectively'. 

" The analys\s of the performance on the KTSA sorting task 

belong to this type of scoring as well. Several formula were 

suggested, on the basis of the performance on that part of the 

test, which involves simple counting; An indication of 'emotion-

ality' of the testeq, for example, can be obtaj.ned by simply 

dividing the number of objects sorted into thf.l •emotional cate-

gories' (i.e. LOVBt BATE, BAD, GOOD, LIVING and DEAD) by the 



number of objects sorted into the 'non-emutional categories• 

(i.e. SMALL and LARGE). 

The psychoniagnostic significance of these 'objective 

scoring' indices are not clear enough and at times rat~er. 

specul~tive. If. any value can be attributed to them, it is. 

probably of a secondary importance. It is the so-called •semi-

objective' scoring type which provide the most valuable info~ 

mation offered by tha K'l'SA. 

Semi-objective scoring: This scoring type resembles t~at commo~ .-

to many other psychological tests of. the projective kind. It 

calls tor some judgamant, classification and evaluation, of' the· 

responses and thus cannot be claimed to be entirely object].ve. · 

Each verbal response is evaluated according to·the level of·· 

abstraction it appears to repN!sent. The K'l'SA provides to~ nina 

levels of' abst~action. It was alleged to represent-•semi' objec-

tive soorihg, rather than •sub,iective' one, because ev:aluation 

was guided by a set of principles which contributed toward a 

more unanimous and standardized scoring. HILL & LATHAM (1965, 

Pp. 27 - 37) present a systematic and elaborated set of principles 

which describes the distinct cha~acteristics of each level of 

abstraction, including many rules for correct evaluation. Diff'i-

culties in scoring certain responses which we~e pointed out in 

several studies were considered. .Following many suggestions in 

the K'l'SA literature, final formulation of diff.erentiair~~-u:a .. :s:<·wR.s 

agreed upon by eight members of the psychological pe~sonnf'll at 

'7 

,--;. 
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the U.S.A.F. Hospital, Lackland, Texas, including Dr. Kahn, and 

were incorporatad in HILL & LATHAM (op. cit.). 

i) 
KTSA nine lavale of abstraction. ~ detailed and elabor-ated rules 

of scoring each .. of the nina levels of abstraction,· suggested by 

Kahn, were laid down elsewhere (HILL &: LATHAM op. cit.). For 

the sake of ·siJnplicity it was decid.ed here, to ·avoi~ ~ _e~i~us 

prasentation of all those scoring principles and their sub-:rulas. 

Th~refore, only a genal"al description· of the nine levels of 

abstractio~ will be presented below. 

Each level of abstraction is designated. by a. code capital-
10 

latter wbich az:e ·pl"esented in-brackets i·n the following. .It 

might be advisable to be familiar with these code-letters, as 

tha;t<·,.)rill be mentioned repeatedly throughout the following chap-

ters~ 

(A) BIZARRE responses: Bizarre,. ihllogical and inappropriate 

responses which have no l"elationship to the test material. 

Usually they are of an autistic or arbitra.r,y nature, lack per-
t ~ 

tin~nce and m~ be rambling, confused, contradictory o~ neolog-

istic,· e.g. for Dog: 'a black dog is a. mean person'. 

(B) NO REASON responses: (B) is scored when no response is 

offered or when answer merely indicates 'I don't know' or 'Can't 

do it', e.g. for reason for arrangement: "Just pick them up as 

they came". 

. . 
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{c) REPETITIVE rasponses: {c) is sco~ad for a ~epetitive ~es-

ponse when tha testae does or Sf\YB 11tha sama as before". This 

score can be applied only f.o~ repeating a p~avious response 

sco~ed (E, F, X, Y or Z) (see balow) (C) 
,-;.. 

responses in~liking and disliking task. 

cannot be sco~ed for 

In~ymboli~~tion task 

it can be sco~ed for a repetition of a ~esponse infa~~ad from 

similR.r.ly shaped object·s only. 

{D) NAMING & FUNCTIONING responsas: TherA are two types of. (D) 

responses; fi~st, when the name of the object is jndioa.teCI., and 

tha second wha~e the function of the object or its ~eal-life 

oounte~pa~ is statad. Tha wisdom of grouping tha two under 

one haading m~ be disputable. Neverthele~such a dacision was 

adopted bf!lcausa of. d.i:f:f.iculties {Q pro vid~ a set of p~inciples 

which will diffarentiate the two unequivocally, e.g. for Dog-

object: "Scottish te~rier" o~ "It barks at night•"· 

(E) SHAPE responsas: Responsas based on the sha.pa, mate~ial, 

look, appeal, beauty or design of the symbol-object ara sco~ed 

{E) e.g. in rsason 'For arra.ngemAnt "I think it looks nice that 

WF.IJ'"t or "Dogs togather, haa~te together, etc". 

(E) typa of responsa m~ be scored also in addition to othe~ 

scores, exct:!pt for (B) ~Asponse. Responses such as "A plastic 

dog" or "A beautiful terrier" will be scored both (D) and {E). 

{F) COLOUR responses: (F) is scored when the presenca or. absence 

o'F. colou~ is mentioned, o~ when a specifio colo~ is named, e.g. 



in reasons for arrangement, "I have put them down according 

to the colours". Similar to the case of the previous level, 

this type of scoring may be Rdded to other scores, except f.or 

(B) response. 

-~9· 

(X) CONCREl'E ASSOCIATION :responses: Associations whic}!,_~flt_!dn, 

more or less, the shape of t4"~ test objec.t but refer to its 

real-life counterpart rRther than the test sy~bol itself a:re 

scored (X). This may happen when, for ].nstA.Dce, the shape is 

retained but the size differs, as in the case of a response 

"the sun" f.or the circle ob,iect on symbolization task. Other 

typical examples, for the Dog-ob~ect responses such as "Man's 

best friend", ·"household pet" o:r "Animal" &J'e scored, (X). 

(Y) TANGIBLE ASSOCIATIONS responses: Responses which c1.o not 

seem to :retain the particular shape of the teet objects or 

their :real-life counterparts, but produce concepts which are 

represented. in a. tangible form in reality. These associations 

are found in life in a form which m~ be perceived through the 

f.ive senses. In other words, such associ~.tions have been 

emAncipated f.rom both the test ~bject OJ' its shape yet still 

ret ainJtd some mat e:rj. al aspect. They mfcy' be ~ ven in the form 

o:f' eithar verbs or nouns, e.g. for Anchor "The Navy" for Dog, 

"Hunting" OJ' ."Whiskey". 

(Z) INTANGIBLE ABSTRACTIONS responses: Responses which are 

intA.ngible ann maintain freAdom from shape, material or sub

stance a:re scored (Z). They rather stand for some quality which 

.·. 
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does not seem to axist in(concrete e.g. for Dog-objects "Loyalty" 

or "Companionship". 

It was claimed by Kahn and hie associates that every con-

cej.vable response likely to be produced could }):e scored by one 

{or morf!l) of the above qualitative levels of abstraction. It 

is feasible to regard these levels of abstraction as a contin\U~ 

where each level differs in degreP. of 1 cognitive so phi sticcati:oir• 

in an ascending order from (A) to (z). Thus (Y) response is 

consinered. of a 'highRr abstr~tct level' than (D) response, for 

example. Furthermore, responsas ara also judged in terms of 
~ 

their appropriatf!ness w1"h the task required. Bizarre (A) type 

responses m~, for instanca, comply wj.th most principles typical 

of (Z) - inta.ngj.ble abstractions except that they are inappro-

priate to the task of •symbolizing a particular object•.- Con-

sequently they wl.ll be rated as· belonging to the lower And of 

the continUiaUD. 

This continuum also represents the developmental progression 

of cognUive functioning from chHdhood to maturity, excep~ per-· 

haps, for (A) :responses. In which case it is assUmed that some 

of the nine levels correspond to phases of. cognitive development 

of the child (see discussion, later). 

ThP. Symbol Pattern: 

The KTSA 'Symbol Pattern' refers to the total assessmP.nt of 

the performance on the symbolization part of the tast (first part). 



It is based on evaluation derived by the •semi-objective 

sco~ing' only. In fact, the •Symbol-Pattern' consists of 

two elements; it has a quR.nti tativs :representation, called 

• :·ll..um•erical-Elemsnt' (KTSA-NE, o:r simply NE), and a quali

tative information called 'Letter-Element' (KTSA-LE, o:r 

simply i.E). 
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KTSA-NE: This :represents the total accumulated score derived 

from adding the weighted scores assigned to every level of 

abstraction. The twenty-four :responses elicited by the KTSA 

are evaluaten according to their level-of abstraction, where 

in certain cases, more than one evalua.tion ma,y be given to a 

single :response (where (E) and (F) sco~es are added). The 

average number of. qualitat:i.ve evaluations derived f.:rom one 

test performance is usually twsnty-f.ive. 

The wej.ghted scores assigned to sa.ch level of abst:rR.ction 

:runs from a low score fo:r (A) :response to a high level score 

f.o:r the genuine abstnactions. Specifically, the following 

weightings were suggested; A = 0, B = 1, C = 1, D = 1, E = 3, 

F = 3, X = 4, Y = 6, and Z = 8. 

Assuming an exRmple, where a given testae hR.s produced 24 

:responses on the KTSA; out of these, 6 were scored Z (intangible 

abstractions), 5 were evaluated as Y (tangible associations), 4 

were :rR.ted as X (concrete); 3 scored E (shape :responses), 3 

svalua.ted as D (naming) and. 3 :responses were scored B (no :reason). 

T:ra.nsf.e:r:ring the code letters of the levels of. abstraction into 
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thail"' J"espective wei.ghted scoJ"es the total of (6 x 8 + 5 x 6 

+ 4 x 4 + 3 x 3 + 3 x 1 + 3 x 1 = ) 112 is obtained. Tha 

KTSA-NE equals, thel"'efore, 112. 

KTSA-LE: Tha 'Lettel"'-Element• provides qualitative information 

about the pel"'formance on the KTSA in two WS¥B. First it indii-

cates which of the nine levels of abstraction were used by the 

testae to fol"'m the fj.nal score (NE), and sec·ond, it shows which 

of these levels pl"'edominates. 

The procedure of arr].ving at the LE involves counting the 

number of instances that evel"'y level of abstl"'action· was scored. 

The letter (code for lP.vel of abstraction) most frequently 

appear:l is written fil"'st, the one of the second highest fre-

quency is written next to it, and so on for all the ·levels of 

abstractions (letters) appearing on the recol"'d-sheet. 

Turning back to tha previous illustration. (Z) response 

is most common (appears 6 times), Y is next most frequent 

(5 times), (X) is third 
~ 

common{ (4 timAs), etc. In cas~where 

two OJ" mol"'e letters seem to appear in an identical frequency 

(as in the illustration, where F, D and B, all were scored 

3 times each) the one higher in the alphabetical order comes 

first. The 'Lettel"'-ElemAnt' in this case eq~als to ZYXFDB. 

The whole KTSA 'Symbol-Pattel"'n', including the above NE, is 

d.escribAd as: 112 - ZYXFDB. 

Both the NE and LE are evaluations of the same phenomenon 

and it is possj,ble to approximate the one from the othel"' with 
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soma degree of accuracy. Sinca each element adds information 

which is not clearly revealed by the other, both are needed. 

So, the final assessment of a performance on tha KTSA has to 

be inferred from the whole •Symbol-Pattern'. 

RATIONALE. 

From the outset the idea of devising the KTSA was directed 

to the pli.rely pract].cal psychodiagnostic purpose, that is, to 

facilitate genuine differentiation between clinical groups, 

whera theoretical considerations pl~ed but a secondar.y role. 

It is not surprj.sing, therafore, that the absence of a link: 

between the test and theory caused soma misgivings among cri• 

tical observers. Maey have deplored the ambiguity of the te~t-'·s 

construct validity and the consequent diffj.cul ties in interpreting 

the qualitative jnformation revealed. 
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While not una.wR.l"e of' the lack of' a-p:rio:ri th~or eticR.l . 

a.ssum.ptions, Kahn was not distu:rbed by it. On the cont:ra.J';y,. he 

A.J'gues that it is po~sible to distinguish betw""t:'n t:wo me:t·hodologica.l 

a.ppJ'OA.ches in const:ructing psychological tests. The first, advo-. 

Catas that the fOJ'mUlation Of thAOJ'ehcal p:redilection pJ'eCedAS 

the testing of. ths va.lidit;y of the lnst:rument whlle the othe:r sub-

sc:ribes to the p:rinciple that·: 
~ 

"idan.s n.nrl. rn.t j.ona.l( a.J'e held in abeyance until 
so-cA.lled em pi J'ica.l evidence accumulat as with 
s~ff.icient dirength to parmi t a theoey f.o:rmulation" 
(KAHN & MURPHY, 1958). 

Both methods a:ra not uncommon in the t:ra.d.ition of constructing 

psychodiagnostic j.nstrumants and natu:ra.lly have thaiJ' own advoc~tes. 

and CJ'itics. The fo:rmeJ' appJ'oach seams to ba ideal a.s it pennits 

cleaJ' interpretation of the tast•s findings. On tha othe:r hand, 

p-:rassUJ'es and p:rA.ctical demands of't.en call for supply of' such 

inat:ruments with little patience to WRit ~or the f'onmation of a 

theo:r;y. Fu:rthe:rmo:re, fl.t times, certain beha.v·j ou:ral manU'estations 
' .. 

appea.J' to possess sj.gnif'iciUI.t psychodiagnostic clues wi·thout baing 

refe:rrad to in the theoriesn'available. Some p:recedents of such 

instances ma.y be found in the history of psychologi.ca.l tasting. 

Therefo:re, the 'empirical' approach, though faJ' from being ideal, 

ought not to be dismissed and deseJ'ves favou:rable appreciation 

under some ci:rcumstances. 

Nf!lverthaless, the ideas j.mplamflnted in the KTSA weJ'e not 

formulated in a total vacuum. It is quite a common belief in 

psychological thinking that conceptualization (or s;ymbolization) 
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is one ~orm of exp~ession of. the perceptual constancies, and 

emerged ~rom the individual's standariized evaluative predil~c

tions toward dif~erentiated aspects of his external environment. 

Again the notion that symptoms of. psychopathology and behavioural 

maladjustment m~ be revealed via symbolization is not exclusive 

to the psychoanalytic doctrine. This has been suggested o~ten 

during the la:st- hal~ century by va~ious ~esearcher-s. Fl.irthe:rmore 1 

it is quite remarkable that in spite of criticism on both theoret

ical and methodological grounds, the impact of the volume o~ clin-

imal studies along the abstract-concrete dimension particularly 

with braj.n-damaged patients a.nd schizophrenics - has not faded awq. 

One dif.f'icul ty ,vis the a psence of. a theory to account· for the 

-relationship between abstract and concrete functioning and behav

ioural maladjustment. (An attempt to provide such a theor,y was 

suggested in HARVEY et. al., 1961). Nevertheless, it appears that 

some ps,ychologists are still impressed with the evidence that, at 

least, extreme forms of maladjustment\, i.e. some psychoses and 

brain-damaged persons 1 are associated with lower abstract (or 

concrete) functioning. 

Within this broad conception, a test of symbol arrangement 

(the KTSA) evaluated along the concreten~ss-abstractness dimension 

was devised. 

The Construction of the Test-Rationale. 

Concentrating on symbols: The idea o~ employing symbol-representations 
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in ps~chodiagnosas pre-occupied Kahn, long before the formulation 

of ~he KTSA. Symbols possess certain prppansities which are either 

attracted or rejected by innividuals. The motivating force res-

ponsibla for such affinity or aversion has bean described by 

FENICHEL, who suggested that: 

"tha-·interast in external objects exists because 
external objects J"ep"r,esant either a. threat or a 
potential gratification". (in HILL & lii.THAM, 
1965, p. 1). 

Yet Kahn's approach was pragmatical and empirical. It was not so 

much the theoretical significance of symbols which guided his 

interest- in symbols but more beh-aviour in raal-life. He observed 
(1,4A-

that cartain symbol-objects serve as lockats,~placed next to the 
rl ,....."1 ,.. 

heart,~also used for decorative purposes. This phenomenon has 

alerted Kahn to tha non-verbal (sometimes) emotional attr~ction of 

people to certain symbol objects. This appears to have justified 

a closer study simply, if nothing else, because such behaviour is 

so common. _ The essential question was: could such behaviour, the 

accaptance, rejection or the manner-of handling such symbol objects, 

provide insightful information about the personality dynamics of an 

individual, his state of mental health, or his cerebral competence? 

The first task was to find stimuli which will elicit such meaningful 

attractions and rejections. This was believed to be found in 

objects frequently consumed in real-life rather than in artificial 

experimental geometrical designs, eoncepts, or proverbs rarely used 

in daily situations. In addition, such objects elicit as little 

disagreement, with regard to their meaning, as pointed out, 
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"~omething had to be discovered which everyone f:rom 
·butcher to candlestick-make:r, f:rom .boy scout to 
admiral of the fleet, would agr~e has meaning. 
Such dive:rse persons had to agree not only that 
meaning was there but that special meaning ••• 
was limited to a well defined area of thoughts 
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and experience and that this was the same fo:r them 
.all". (KAHN & MURPHY, In HILL & LATHAM, 1965, p·. 5) • 

Such an ag:reement may be found only where the meaning is con-

vey:~d through cultuJ"al infil trati·on. There, unailiini ty of. inte:r-
----. 
·p:retation can be expected. 

Dete:rmining the significance of symbol-objects: Dedicated to his 

empiric~l and observational approach, Kahn was reluctant to include 

theoretical considerations in dete:rmining the significance of each 

symbol. No a.-p:riori assumption as to the relative importance of 

a symbol, in te:rms of what it might :represent, was made. The true 

test of significance ought to be found in reality. Some behaviou:ral 

factors in :real-life have to provide the criterion for the signifi-

canoe of objects. 

·"Living in a rR.ther materialistt·c world we came to 
the conclusion that if people were willing to p~ 
:f,or something ••• , th'e purchase represented a real 
need of some kind - :real in the sense that the 
buyer believes it to be :real. Few, if ~' p~ycho
logical test materials would be bought by the 
average man in the st:reet for their intrinsic 
worth • • • The .iob was to find some mate:ria.ls which 
had a-priori appeal by the fact that very m~ 
people were willing to 1~ out cash fo:r them and 
that a cool-headed businessman WR.S solvent because 
the demand fo:r the objects was sufficiently large 
and unive:rsa.l to enable him to make a p:rofit". 
{op. cit.) 

Afte:r obtaining those symbol-objects most sold ove:r a large 

geographical area (i.e. New-York, Boston, Los-Angeles), f.u:rthe:r 
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a.ri_d final selection was made on the basis of the f.ive cri te:ria 

mentioned earlier. 

The structural and projective features of the KTSA: The basic 

principle underlying the suggested test procedure is in line with 

the 'empirical' approach governing the rationale of the KTSA, that 

is, to recaptu-re and repeat the highlights of' the pJ.ocess of' 

b~ing similar symbol-objects in :real-life. Since the KTSA focuses 

on the p~ceptual and cognitive (conceptual) evaluation of such 

symbols, th_ere was no interest in the commercial aspects of such 

trA.llsactions. Kahn clal.ms that his test procedure combines both 

structural and projective features observed, in different forms 

and manj.festations, in the hobby-shops. 

Projection, as a techniqufl of. el:i!citing personality ch_arac-

teristics, is a cardinal feature of the KTSA. This is not ach~eved 

by the usual method of' exposing the respondent to ambiguous visual 

stimuli. Such technique is common to most projective tests and 

the KTSA has no desire to compete with them. On the contrary, the 

KTSA employs structured sy.mbol-objects (stimuli). This is not 

only an inevitable consequence of Adhering w~'empirical' tenet, 

i.fl. to employ symbols in their real-life forms, but perhaps most 

important of all, is the fact that the particular meaning of the 

symbols is determinedqy their distinct contour. Obviously they 

must retain their shape to maintain their identity. 

The projective element does not rest, therefore, in the nature 

of the .impinging visual stimuli (objects) but rather in the response 
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to the 'tester's instructions. Since tha.instructions call for 

rather unspecified reactions which usually involve free-choice 

responses, projections of personality factors is precipitated. 

The respondent will have to resort to his own experiences, per-

ceptions and feAlings as a guj.d_e for his actions and performance 

in th~ test situation. 

This might be regarded as onA asset of this technique which 

has retained, successfully, both~projective features of the tem 

a~ still maintaining structured stimuli. 

The strip: The rational a for introducing the felt strip is purely 

psychological and theoretical. Kahn's rationali~l!lations of the 

'mea.ning' and sj.gnificance of the strip (HILL & LATHAM, 1965, 

KAHN & MURPHY, 1958) are far too speculative. Some of these will 

be d:i.scussed below, but this dof.ls not nf)cessarily indj.cate agree-

ment with the highly interprAtative nature of the contention. 

Kahn has produced the following rationale: To him, the strip 

provides the background, the medium for placing the objects. This, 

he thought, may be analogous to the function of the external environ-

ment in real-life dtuations, that is, the external environmeny 

also_serves as the medium for all behaviour and activities. Other 

features common to the strip, as used in t~e test, and the external 

environment in life are as the follow~: Both are structured, 

i.e. the strip has definite segments. Both cannot be eaaily altered 

by the actor, that is, the actor may manipula.te the objects, but he 

cannot change the structure of the strip. In fact, this feature of 
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the strip serves as a restric~tng factor as it compels the testae 
~ 

to place the symbol-objects with~ a definite fram~ of reference 

(i.e. the segm~nts). 

In addition, the strip was believed to convey another two 

features of r~ality. It represents (a) tim~ Rnd place, also 

(b) confronts the respond"nt· with the n~ed to develop a hi);,rf.I.J"chy 

of preferences. Similar to any acti.on in real-life, placing the 

objects on the strip is confined to a place (the strip, the seg-

mente) and conaumes time. Kahn claima that the notion of 'tim~• 

is convey~d by the consecutiveness of the numbers on the segments 

(see photograph, APPENDIX I) because one of the main characteristics 

of t:i.me is 'consecutiveness', i.f'l., that it runs consecutively. 

This appears to be along with the .former rRtionaUzation, an ove:r-

sophistication _of what is probably a simp~e idea. The need to 

parallel the strip to ':reality' Rnd the numbers to 'time' seems 

to be a complication and an over-exaggeration of the significance 

of the strip, and superfluous. 

Another m~ri.t of the number on th~ strip is that it is believed 

to enhance, indirectly, the formf.l.tion of a system of preferences~ 

Undoubt~dly, such a system could have bElen formed in any case, 

but, often, the digit 'one' suggests also 'first of all'. This 

mi\Y encourage the development of a hierarchy of evA-luations of the 

importance of the symbols in the respondent's mind. The formation 

of such a set of preferences in free-choice tasks of the KTSA 

possess a projective value. It is also a typical feature of most 
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purchas,~·situRtions experienced in real-li£e. 

Inability versus motivation: The distinction between lack of 

motivation and incapacity to peJ"form in a tasting situation is 

the foremost task of many psychodiagnostic instJ"uments. Often 
' . 

such infor-mation can be obtained merely by in£eJ"ences rRther 

than through direct evidence revealed in the test. Since the 

-- KTSA .is __ beli eved ·;t()_ measure bo.th "willingness: to acc_ept _aJld 

acknowledge abstractions predominant in the culture as well as 

one of capacity to a.bstJ"act" (HILL & LITHAM, 1965), this task 
t;~~ 

of. differentiating motivation from ability becomes vital. 

Theoretically it is defensible to assume that, often, moti-

vation and ability to abstJ"act operate simultaneously. Where, 

for instance, low abstract functioning is due to cognitive im-

pediment, it is pl"oba.bly accompanied by unwillingness to p~ 

att~ntion to the tasks J"equired. Simj.larly, high abatrnct pe:r-

forma.nce is presumed to co-exist with a substantial willingness 

to assume such actions. In practice, howevel", it is often diffi-

cult to ascertain the precise cause of. displ~ing low abstl"act 

functioning, that is, whether it is the result of incapacity or 

an attitude of evasj.veness. It may bej corr~ctly/ argued that 

when assuming a defiant attitude to the test, no inferences with 

l"~gard to ability to abstract can be formed. Under normal circum-

stanc~s it is, however, not clear, why suspicion of a predominance 

of. lack of motivation to comply with the task would be raised, 

particularly when the test situation or the purpose of the test 
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~ non"-thJ"aatf.lning to the pA.J"ticipants. 

In any event, it is believed that the KTSA diffeJ"entiates 

these two factors. The tBst•s procedure imposes a gJ"adual 

,
1 pJ"eSSUJ"A 1 (or 'encou,-agamant') to pJ"omote the ability to abstJ"act 

in responding to the t~sks. This is pJ"esumed to be_~~hieved ~y 

providing, gradually, mo:rP. specific inst,-uctions f'J"om f'reB-choice 

arJ"angement, through naming and symbolizing, to a rather :restricted 

placeme~t according to liking and disliking the symbols. Where 

such a g,-adual pJ"assure is exerted, wahout evoking antagonism, 

the chances to da:t:ect and obtain ·a typical pe:rf'oJ"mance which repre-

sante the daily cognitive functioning of the testee, are greater. 

When in doubt, a •testing the limits• aJ":rangement is int,-o-

duced. This task is~ecially designed to clRrif'y whether the low 
.:-

symbolization behaviou,- obse,-ved was due to misunderstanding of 

thA task, lack of moti.va.tion to co-operate with the j.nstJ"uctions, 

OJ" incapacity. The decision to add this •testing the limits• task 

is indicated, as a. JOule, in all cases whA:re the testae has pJ"oduced 

unusual fJ"equancy of 'B- no J"eason•, or/and 'D- naming and tunc-

ti·oning' type of ,-esponses. It was obsa,-ved, that an unusually 

laJOge number of this kind of ,-esponses was evident among testees 

who were ,-eluctant, J"athe,- than unable (unless b:rain-dama.ged) to 

comply with thA test. 

PRELIMINARY-PERIOD (1949 - 1956) STUDIES. 

This section will :review the pionP.eJ"ing studies with the KTSA, 

the eaJ"ly attempts at standaJ"dization and the establishment of 
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initial reliability anc\ validity which were conducted dUJ"ing the 

first 'preliminary period' (1949 - 1956) of the test. Apart from 

some criticism, usually not unaxpected for studiAs of an explora

tory nature, the test has, generally, been welcomed and further 

resaa.rch appeared to be justified. 

Early Standardization: The first app~oach, clearly on on explora

tory level, toward the standardization of the KTSA involved two 

groups of fifty participants each (KAHN, 1950 1 195la, 195lb, 1953). 

A group of. 50 males, described as 'non-psychotic' on the basis of 

their M.lt1.P.I. protocols (presumably •normals') with no clinical 

sign of. brain-damage was matched for age, I.Q., occupational. level, 

race and religion with a group of 50 males, d.i.agnosed as 'brain

damaged psychotics•. Age, in the 'normal' group ranged from 22 

to 82 years (M • 52.2, S.D. = 12.13), educational age ranged from 

8- 18 years (M • 10.5, S.D. = 3.0), with mean I.Q. of 108.1 

(S.D. "" 17.0). 

The method employed in Kahn's pioneering studies (1949, 1950) 

was retested by FILS (1950 1 1951). Again, a group of. 50 'normal' 

males, seeking vocational guidance, wHh no pathological M.M.P.I. 

records, were compA..red with a matched group of 50 male, mixed 

schizophrenic patients for their performance on the KTSA. No 

signi.ficant difference between the mean of the seventy-two KTSA 

scoring variables was found between the two 'normal' groupe of 

KAHN (1950) and FILS (1950) (t - value= 0.09). Consequently, 

both groups, scored on identical principles, were combined to 
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form an initial normative group. These were compa.rflld for their 

~SA per.f'oruiance wi.th tha brain-dama.ged psychotics. A weighted 

score was assigned to ARCh of those 72 KTSA scoring variables 

on.the basis of the size oft- ratios of mean diffP.rances between 

the two compared groups. The mean of weightings obtainflld from 

:K.AHN . ( 1950) and FILS ( 1950) was ve'!'Y c:J_ose with_ r _= .7.9 _(_p .{_ •. 01.). 

Relifl.bili ty: Of all 'prelimina.ry pAriod 1' studies, only two test

retAst rAliabili ti.as wP.re available (KAHN 1950, FILS, 1950). In 

each, a retest group of twenty-f~ve participants, selected rAndomly 

from their original samples, WRS employed. The test-retest relia-

bility coefficients obtained were r = .95 ± .021 and r =.95, res-

pectively. Inter-scorer raliability between two indapendAnt scorers 

used in KAHN (1950) yielded r = .97. 

These high reliability coefficients appear to be very prom-

isi.ng, considering that va.ria.bili ty of behaviolll" is a common featlll"e 

of the psychologically ill individuals who presumably participated ? 

in the retest groups. 

Validity: The most typical method observed in the following studies 

was an attempt to ascertain the validity of the test through its 

discriminative power. 

In his early stud.y, KAHN (1950) found that 82 out of 197 

variables of his test discriminated successfully (p< .05) the 

'normals' from·the brain-damaged psychotic group. FILS (1950) 

reported a successful differantiation .of fifty normals from fifty 
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schizophrenics on the basis of 42 out of 113 K'l1SA variables 

(p< .05). Identification of epileptj.c children on the basis 

of thair KTSA parformanca is r.epo:rtad in BRODSLEY (1952). Com-

paring 18 epileptics of both sexes with a group of. 18 non-e·jlileptics, - '; 

matched for age and sex, but not for I.Q., it was found that nine 

out of 114 KTSA variables differentiated the groups beyond the .05 

level of significance. SZENA-S (i954) ad!llinis_t_ereC:Lth·e· -K-T-SA 1;o·-a 

group of. 30 paranoid schizophrenics and to a group of 30 ·brain-

damaged psychotics. Significant (p < .05) chi-squa:ra di.fferenc-.s 

for seven out of eighteen KTSA variables was observed. Hi·s groups~ 

however., d].f.fered signi.f].cantly in age, intelligence and number of.· 

hospital adm].ssions. ESTERLY (1954) found se"fen out of aighteen 

KTSA variables significAntly (p < .05) differ-entiating a group of 

30 chro:ni.c schizophrenics from a group of. 30 VA.l'ious types of brain-

damaged patients. 

The extent to which the f.ind].ngs obtained by SZENAS ·and 
w _· 

It has been ~own that ESTERLY are authP.ontic is que~tionable. 

'""' their groups differ significantly w~h age and :i.ntelll.gence. However,. 

no evidence was prov] ded to ascertain that their result ·s ··were inde-

pendent of these differences. 

A cross-validation attempt to :re-affirm the validj..ty of a 

previously suggP.sted :range of sco:ras a.sAociated with normalcy and. 

b:rR.in-pathology is reported by KAHN (1955~). The KTSA scores ot 

thirty brain-damaged. patients were compared wi.th those of a group 

of thirty non-brain-rlamaged 1 old-age~, social club members all 
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matched for age, I.Q., and educational level. KTSA scores dif-

ferent ia.t ed. signi fica.nt ly the means of the groups ( t = 11.10, 

p < .005). Only 2 participants, one brain-damaged. and. one non-

organic, fRiled. to scorq within the previously suggested norms. 

In an attempt to refi.ne these norms a. new cut-of:f. poi.nt w~s 

found whereby all normals from two studies (KAHN, 1950, 1955a) 

were i.denti:f.ian correctly as well a.s 7~ of the organics of 

~ ~ 
prAvious study (op. cit. 1950) a.hd 83% oft..orga.nics.~,.pa.rticipa.ted 

"iw 
'&f. the pre:;:;ent J"ASea.rch. 

In another study (KAHN 1954b 1 1957) a. group of 30 neurotics 

was compared. with previous KTSA records of 90 'normals', 60 

schizophrenics, and 90 brain-damaged patients. Each of the 

normal, organic and schizophrenic groups were further split into 

two equal sub-groups, to approximate the 'N' in the neurotic 

g:roup. With the cut-off score of 54, "96.7% of the neurotics 

were separated :f.:rom 92% of one group of organics and lOa% of the 

others. The same cut-off score separated 96.7% of the neurotics 

f:rom 77% of. one group of schizophrenics and· f:rom 7~ of the 

second g:roup of schizophrenics". (KAHN, 1957, P• 109). The 

score 89 and above was reached by 48.8% of normals, 3o% of the 

neuroti.cs and none of the organics (KAHN, 1954b). 

The discriminative powe:r manifested by the KTSA in di:f.feren-

tiating satisfactorily psychotic patients from normals is not 

evident when applied wi.th neurotic and normal groups~ There is 

a substantial overlapping between the performance ofhla.tter groups 
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signs' w#'h could be observed in the KTSA and ml'\}" cont:ri bute 

toward a greater accu:r.acy in detecting the neurotics. These 

signs R.re not :represented in thf.! sum tota.l score {NE), but are 

rather qualitative maniff.!stations evident in the test performanc~. 

UnfortunR.tely, no sta.tisticl:\1 data concerning the laval o-f· sig-· 

nificance at which these signs differentiate the neurotics from 

the normals were disclosed. 

Critique: Several points of criticism have been raised against· 

the KTSA. Many have.criticised the test at various preliminary 

stages of its development. Notwithstanding their validity, most 

of them have been launched about a decade ago. Subsequent correc-

tiva measures have/ already~been tRken to refine the present form 

of the KTSA. 

An important question concerning the problem of the base-rl:',te 

was mentioned by ;_SHAFFER {1957, 1959) against the psychodiagnostic 

r.Ufferentiabil:i.ty of the clinical formula, suggested in KAHN (1957). 

Regretting the absence of consideration~ 4 that problem, .. :SHAFFER 

{op. cit.) indicates that with a low base rata for psychotics, the 

test is likely to produce a large number of false positives. This 

objection is seconded by L'ABATE and CRADDICK (1965) who emphasized 

that the bR.se-ra.t e " ••• should be of prime consideration when eval-

tiating the diagnostic R.bility of any test." (op. cit. p. 119). 

The method of standardization adopted by KAHN (1953) was 

disapproved by JESSOR {1959)· He questioned the adequacy of 

-~ 
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standardization arrived at by (a) employing psycholQgically ill 

individuals, and (b) based on comparing performAnces of normals 

and psychotic patients. This was ~mphA.tically dismissed by 

L'ABATE and CRADDICK (op. cit.) on the ground that many tests 

consulted in contemporary clinical practice., such· as t-he·-Rorsch·ach, 

M.M.P.I. and others, were stannardized in a similar mann~r. 

On the other hand, these authors c~~t that some inherent 

weakness appears to be involved in employing a homogeneous, normative 

group like the one used by Kahn. The latter did not specify what 

t;;pes of persons participA.ted in the cri teri\ group. This should 

be supplemented by further information, with some operational defin-

itions, as to th9 type of persons j.nvolved in the normative sample. 

Somft critics werf!l concerned with the relationship between the 

KTSA and theory (LOEVINGER, 195·9, CLARK, 1959). They have argUed 

that there is a disturbing absence of a clear connection between 

the interpretA.tions.suggesten by KAHN {1957) and theory. This 

makes i~(difficult to agree with what app~ars a rather·speculative 

interpretation of the qualitative results obtained by the test. 

LOEVINGER (op. ci;i,), for j_nstance, was concerned with that 

difficulty and ask9d for a clearer exposition differentiating those 

aspects of the test in which considerations wera guided by theory 

and which by data. Further studies for establishing the 'construct 

val*dity' of the concepts used in the KTSA were advocated by CLARK 

(op. cit.) in order to unnerstand the concept_ual properties of 

the test~ variA.bles. 
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An additional methodological imperfection refers to the use 

of parametric statistics, particularly the t - test. Indeed it 

is expected that where differences between group, means are sub

stantial, theiJ' significance will be shown by ~ ·statistical 

test, but since a normal distJ'ibut·ion cannot be assumed in the 

samples employed in previous studies, the need to consult non-

paramet7'ic statistics is upheld (CLARK,.l959). 

SHOBEN (1953) has pointed out the relative absence of experi-

mental 1re7'ifica.tion for many speculations concern:i.ng the clinical 

usefulness of. the KTSA. His criticism, however, a.ppeR.J'ed in t·he 

initial phases of the development of the test and has, to some 

extent, been met in subsequent studies. Similarly, JESSOR's 

recommendations (1959) for further comprehensive research to 

establish the test reliability were followed. This author also 

deplored the omission of a human f.j.gure from the test' scobjects. 

Such a criticism does not seem to be defensible. In any event, 

L'ABATE and CRADDICK (1965) believed that such an object was 

delibep~tely excluded to avoid the creation of another version 

of. the T.A.T. and M.A.P.S. tests. 

It is true, that even at the contemporary stage of ,the test's 

development it has to be used with due caution. Kahn's suggestions 
t..cr---~\ 
~the clinical usefulness of his test (1957), altho~gh subjected 

to some cross-validation studies, must be treated merely as bTPO-

theses pending further experimental verifications. 
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.On the whole, the KTSA was well received and welcomed. As 

early ·as.~ i,n 1957, ~·SHAFFER wrote "The test· is clea.rly ·:an interest-

ing ,device for fuJ'ther resea.r.ch, but it is not· yet ready for 

unqualified use" (.p. 507). Eight years later L' ABATE and CRADDICK 

( 1965) concluded that the KTSA mq -warrant· rout"ine administrf:Lt~o.n 

within -the usual a.rniame!nt of clinical. psycho~ogists: 

"Object i vdy it might not bA as useful as the WAI-S, 
but it appears to possess sufficient strenglt;hs to 
be considered superior to other projective techniques . 
of personality whose only usefuln~~s still remairi's 
impressionistic, a.nd consequently-·-not as episto ... 
~ologically additive and publicly communicable 
as the KTSA". (.op. cit. ·p.-· 134). 
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POST-REVISION STUDIES (1956 up-to-data). 

The revised form of the KTSA (KAHN, 1956b, 1957) is a 

shortened ver·sion of the old test. Albeit a clear linkage 

between the two versions, the latter is treated her~ as a 

sepa.J"ate test. Consftquently, the new standardizatio-n, validity 

IUld rP.liaoility studies, and otheJ" studies will be discussed 

again in t·he following sections. 

Since 1956, a large,. body of research was conducted with 

the KTSA. Several of these studies dealt with more than one 

aspect of. the test. Each contribution will be, therefore, re

viewed in its appropriate context, separately, hence some repe

titions of references. 

New standardization: A new standardization group was formed 

(KAHN, 1956a) where the KTSA records of 500 sub,iects, some from 

'p:relimina.ry pe:riod (1949 - 1956)' studies, were am·alysed. These 

includ~d 453 males and 47 females, all 'normals' with no evidence 

of hl:iltory of. psychiatric mA.lad.justment. The ages ranged f:rom 

seventeen to eighty-seven yea.:rs (M = 31 years, S.D. = 11.9), mean 

I.Q. was 103.0 (S.D. = 9.5) and mean for education was 10.3 years 

(S.D. = 3.1). Distributio.n for. occupational levels was as the 

following: unskilled labourers 10.3%, semi-skilled 45.8%, skilled 

labourers 31.1% and. 12.9% profAssionals. Nearly all participants 

(99%) were Christians. Results of. the distribution of the KTSA 

performance for this group are presented on the front page of the 

KTSA record sheet (see Appendix II). 
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Although this attempt at standarcU.za.tion appeiU'B more adequate 

than the previous one, because of the emplo~~ent of a larger sample 

and the exclusion of ps~chiatric cases, the composition of the 

normative group is far from beillg ideal. The presence of selective 

facto:rs in the constructi-on of the cri tf'lri·a group;- many·:· of whom--

were f:rif'lnds, relatives and students of the examiners, f~re~en ~d 

ambulance drivers who wished to parti.cipate in the study, cannot be 

overlooked. In ad.dition the heterogeneity of the normative group 

has not been established clearly. Therefore, a cautious treatment 

of these results is called for. Even KAHN himself {1957, p. 112) 

advised adopting precautions in making interpretations on thf!l basis 

of the KTSA psychogram alone. 

Tha previous, 'preliminary-period' weighted sco:res we:re 

retai.ned in the· revised version for pu:rposes of sj.mplicity ~d 

what was called 'maintaining original values•. In :thf'l n~w context 

they might bf!l regarcled as being, to some extent, arbi "!;rary weightings. 

But since :results with the KTSA have shown thR.t this system of· 

sco:ring diffe:ren~iate consistently some clinical groups it might 

ba regarded as acceptable. 

Reliability Studies: Only one study, among those devoted to inveatt-. 

gat-Mthe reliA.bHity of the new va:rsion of the KTSA,'fonce:rned liith 

the test-retest reliability. Most studies, howeve:r, explorf'ld othe:r 

forms of reliability, for instRnce, inter-score:r ag:reement between 

independent scorers, reliA.bility of sco:ring each one of the nine 
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levels of abstraction by independent judges and the effect of the 

competence of the scorer on i.nter-scorer reliability. 

A possible e.xplR.nation f'or the paucity of test-:-retest, 

reHa.bili ty studies m~cy be that in vi.ew of the high coefficients 

for such reliability obtained previously there was little room to 

O.oubt the existencA of such relia.bi.li ty. Fu.J:thermore, t_he consis

tent results obtaj.ned in the old ver-sio-n: of the -KT-SA has shifted 

the attenti.on ~e~ very important question of the relia

bility of the scoring pri.nciples. 

Test-retest reliability: A test-retest analy.,eU~:: conducted at 

the Wright Ai:r Development Centrf.l, ·"ohio, is reported in KAHN et. al. 1 

(1956). A group of 25 subjects was selected at r~dom from a pre

tested samp~e of 120 testef.ls 1 normals, schizophrenics and brain

damaged patients, 4-0 in each sub-group. Time interval between test 

and. ~test situation ra.nged from 10 to 210 days. A test-retest 

reliability coefficient of r ~ .659 was obtained. The relatively 

lower correlation, compared with that reported in earlier studias, 

is attributed by thA authors to (a) the presence of an unfavourable 

atmosphere in the retest situation, where the test was administered 

unri.er consi.d.erable duress, and (b) the fact that 28% of testees 

were hospit~zed patients. 

The inclusion of maladjusted individuals i.n test-rP.test studies 

does not seem to be adequate according to L'ABATE and CRADDICK (1965). 

These authors maintain that since vari.abili ty" of. behaviour is a 

cardinal feature of the psychologically ill person, the inclusion 
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of. such sub,iects in a retest l!li tua.tion i.ntroduc.!'s an a.ddi tional 

detrimental f'A.ctor in studying the consistency of the test over 

a.period of. time. In their opinion, however, there is "a dire 

need of. doing tast-retAst studies with the normal '5' "• (op. at., 

p. 120). 

·Inter-scorer reU.abili ty of the KT.SA-NE: The inter-scorer r·elia-

bility of the KTSA receives attention in several studies. The 

number of independent scorers particip;:t.t:J in these investigations 
'I""~ 

~aried from one study to another between two to seven. ,. 

KAHN et. d. (1956) reported an intf'lr-scorer reliability of 

r = • 988 between two j.nd~P.e.ndf'lnt scorers for 25 randomly selected 

subjects from a sample of. 120 testees. In another suu~ (KAHN, 1958) 1 

a group of' 25 'genuinely dap:ressed' U.S.A.F. hospita.li.zed patients 

was comparAd with a group of 25 'chA.ract~rologica.l p;t.tients with 

guilt'. Inter-scorer reli·apility betwef'ln two independent raters 

yielded r = .96. CRADDICK and STERN (1965) provided furc.t~f!IT,ii•.support 

for the inte~scorer reliability of the KTSA. The· agreement bet-

ween two jud.ges employed in their study for 40 KTSA protocols pro-

duced r = .94. ANDERSON and CLiCK (1966) compa.red the ratings of 

f'ive judges who scored, independently, 6 case protocols. The inter-

scorer reU.~tbili.ty obtained r~;~ached r = .59 which, although lQ.wer 

than these obtained in previous studies, was regarded by the authors 

to be BP..tisf.A.ctory. 
I 

HEDLUND and MILLS's (1964a) study revealed an inter-scorer 

reliability which appears to be in conflict wi.th earlier reports. 
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A group of 159 Air Forca patients, participated in tha study, was 

sub-divided into two groups of. 79 and 80 subjects, respectively. 

One group was scored according to KTSA manual, whila the other was 

rated following the authors' own tentative 'Supplemental KTSA 

Scoring Guide' (HEDLUND & MILLS, 1960). The inter-scorer relia-

bili ty for two, indP.pendent· scorers yialded correlations va~ying 

~-trom r = .60 -to .-79, consi:":st:antly lower than those reported w:i.th 

The ra~ge of agreement for the same judges in Rcore-recordizig 
~·; 

'l"-.aa6·h•t,\ 7_?'/o and 7&fo with correlation coefficients VA.:rying from 

r = ·19 to .85. 

ln another study by the same authors (HEDLUND & MILES, 1964b) 

inter-scorer reli abi 1 i ty for thref!l j.ndependent judgas, who scored 

lOO.KTSA protocols, yielded r = .91, .81 and .88 respectively. 

T~ese coefficients appe~red to resemble those frequently reported 

in the KTSA.literature with studies of this kind. CLACK et. al. 

(1966) reported median rho coAf.ficient of .94 for 180 KTSA proto-

Inter-Scorer reliability of KTSA-LE (levelsof ~tbstraction): A point 

was raised that the difficulty in scoring each lave~ of abstraction 

suggested by KAHN varies from one level to another, that is, some 

levels .elicit greater agreement between independent scorers than 

others. HEDLUND and MiLLS (1964a), for instance, have noted a 

special wekA.nAss in scoring tha following levels: A - bi.za:rre, 
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D - niUiling Md :functioning and X - concreteness. The i·ndex of 

agreement between theiJ" .iud·ges with :regard to each o:f the nine 

levels of abstraction varj.Ad as the :following: A = 5·~ - 46%, 

B - 83 91~, C = 81 83%, D a 53 - 62,%, E = 75 - 78%, 

F = 84 - 89%, X = 61 - 7afo, Y a .78-.. - 79% and z. = 83 - a1%. In· . 

a cross-validation study (1964b) the same a.utho:rs employed 12:9· · ' 

KTSA p:rotocols of Air Force .p,rt':ients, where ·A -. bizarre·-r~·aporisC:uf · 

still appea:red to be the most difficult response. to iClent.i:fy~ 
. . 

CRADD:I:"CK R.nd STERN (1965) r~ported similar. obse:rv~tions. In 

their stut'ly, inter-s~:rer agreement :for A responses and D respon~es 

was lower compared with the rest of the nine levels of abstraction. 

A simila:r lower. consensus between different raters- with reg~d-·to 

.~:r •., 

. ;:r 

levels A, D, and X was obse:rved by ANDERSON and_ CLACK (19:66)' :~where .. 

the judgement of five r.~tters was compared. Median Phi coe:ff'icierits 

:f.or scorj.ng the nine levels of a.bstractic)ns. were: A·= .4·1.,· B . ., ~5;~ .. {: · : .. 
. '• 

C = .5a, D = .52, E = .71, F = .86, X= .4a, Y = .51 and Z = .67. 

In this study Y - tangible abstraction seemed to be di:fficul t to· 
. . . ~ 

score as well. The difficulties in scoring A, particularl1, D .• ·I. 

a.nd X levels was reported in two additional studies. CLACK et. al. · · 

( 1966) rescore·d 20 KTSA protocols, randomly selected f.'rolii. 180 

protocols of -patients :from a cU.nic. The mean age of the selec

ted sample was 33.1 years (S.D. = 11.0), education achieveme~t 

12.2 years (S.D. = 1.9) and score-rescore time interval, M = 9·1 

months. Median Phi coefficients for two tndependent scorers for 

the nine lavale o:f. abstraction revealed; 

c .as••, ·59, 
:!IE .sa-, = D = E = .78 ' F = 

.84:& (where * ) 
3UI! 

and z = = .05 and } = 

A= 

X .. 

.01 

.53, B = 
§ 

y .. ·11 ' 'i 

levels of 

:!IEJE 
• 91 ' 

. -•. 79 ' 

c~~~~~~nc P.)).:~ ., 

·,. __: 

.;.: • ... :_~. :·: ' I . 
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In scoring the p~otocols of 320 normal children aged 1 to 12 

ye~s .old, ABU>IN (1966c), also mentionsd difficulties in dif-

ferenti~ting D - naming and functioning from X concreteness 

. type of responses. The wea\kness in scor~ng Y tangj.ble abstrac

tipn has not been supportsd in studies other than thA one by 

Al!DEIJ!39N Nld C.LACK ( op. cit), and thus i·s not c-onsidered- a general 

The results of all studies r~vj.ewed in ·this section pointed, 
/.(!..n.. 

i·n fact, ·_to some t'l.eficj.sncies in the principles la.id~by Kahn for 

scoring some of the nine levels of abstraction. Pa.rticulRJ" \'leakness 

is probably evident wHh rF.!ga.rd to A - bizarre, D;;.and x- type of 

responses. 

A cleR.rar and :refined exposi tio_n of the s.coring principles 

fo:r each of the KTSA nine levels of abstraction appeared in a 

:revised, unpublished manuscript by HILL and LATHAM (1965, pp. 27 -

37) where suggestions raised previQusly by HILL (1963), THE~NER, 

(1963a) and THEINER and GIFFEN (1964) were incorporated. 

The formulation of the :revised principles of scoring followed 

a seminar set for that purpose with the participation of many 

authors mentioned in the \£o:regoing. \ -'pecia.l attention was paid 

to the discrimination between D -naming and functioning and X 

concreteness levels. Furthermore, in order to increase unanimity 

of scoring an extensive 'dictionA.ry of populA.r :responses• for each 

symbol-object used in the test, for each task of the KTSA,namaly, 

arrangements, symbolization and for liking-disliking arrangement, 
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and according to each level of abstraction, was compilad (HILL & 

LATHAM, op. cit. pp. 167 - 200). It was estimated that 7~ of 

all symbolisation responses likely to be produced m~ be found, 

in one form or another, in that·dictionary. 

··~ Since hardly any of tha authors reviewed earlier consulted 

that manuscript their results could have been affected by the 

uncl-M'ity of t·he pre-revil.=red principles. It is hoped that the 

new measures will add a valuable contribution toward reducing 

future discrepancies between independent sco~ers. 

In any case, the scorer of the KTSA is called for extra 

attention when evaluating a certain response as A - bizarre or 

D or X type of abstraction. 

Inter-score~ reliability of KTSA toal 'Symbol-Pattern': The agree,_ 

ment between independent scorers with regard to the p~ychiatric 

classification of KTSA 'Symbol-Pattern' was studied by HEDLUND 

and MILLS (1964a, 1964b). In the first study, two groups of 79 

and 80 U.S.A.F. patients were classified into psychiatric groups. 

One group was classified according to the rules laid~by KAHN (1957) 

and the other acco~ding to the authors' own KTSA manual (BBDLUND 

& MIL~, 1960). 

Inter-judgel agreement for the two groups varied for 51% to 

52% respectively. A similar, surprisingly low conco~da.nce of. 

. "' agreement of 49 to 56% between the raters participat~1 was found 

for 129 Air Force patients in the second study (1964b). These low 

results are in conflict with most findings reported in the KTSA 

literature. 
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LATHAM and CLARK (In L'ABATE & CRADDICK, 1965, Pp. 121 - 122) 

have found some severe deficiencies in t.he two ror-egoi.ng studias 

a~ reported in the literature. First, they argued that HEDLUND 

and MILLS tailed to inform the reader that their KTSA protocols 

were gathered and scored according to the 1958 syst~m, before the 

pubU.cation of refinements studies in the early 60 1 s. Secondly, 

--th~ purpose of their study was not a gf!tnu~ne c_rQss-v_aU.dation 

attfitmpt of the KTSA, but rather a study to provide an alternative 

sco~ing system to that proposed·. by Kahn. Consequently, some of 

their findings, r-epor-ted in the \foregoing, refer to the relia

bility of their own system rather than to that recommended by 

Kahn.. So- that, in fact, they J•epresent a criticism of their own 

·scor-ing system. Furthermore, their scorers had to learn both the 

·Ic'l'SA and the authors' own method of scoring simul ta.neously. This 

un~oubt.edly c.Ud not facj.li tate the task for the scor-er-s. Finally, 

the scorers participating in these two studies varied in their 

skill and acquaintance with the KTSA. Therefore, the unusually 
~ . 

low reliability findings obtained by HEDLUND and MILLS must be 

appr.eciat~d with due reservations and do~ not, necessaril1 1 

refute the reliability established earlier-. 

Inter-scorer reliability and scorer-'s skill: HILL et. al. (1963b) 

have studied the impact of the scor-er's level of training and 

s~ill in sorting out KTSA 'Symbol-Patter-ns' into the corr-ect 

psychiatric categories. Sevfitn scorers, three psychologists, 

three psychological technicians and Dr. Kahn were presented, 
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independe~tly 1 with 20 KTSA 'Symbol-Patterns•. These were to 

b.e ~ori;ed out into the following classes: (1) Schizophrenia 

(~) Border-line schizophrenia. (3) Brain-damaged psychosis 

{.4) Non-psychotic brain-damage (5) ChR.ra.ct_er and behaviour 

disorders (6) Obsessive-compulsive (7). HY.J;!t·eria and (8) Depression. 

Total inter judges agreement reached 65_• 7% 1 but !a~i-~t\ _am,o11g the 

sub-groups of ·scorers-. Agreement amon"t~ -tlie-tbree.psychologists 

was 73.3% and that between Dr. Kahn a.nd the psychologist.s, 71.&;,. 

The agreement between the three technicians was as low as 56.6% 

of the cases. Surprisingly, HILL et. a.l. {op. cit.) tend to 

interpret these results as a confirmation ot KAHN's claim (see 

also MURPHY at. al., 1958) that the test is simple enough to be 

hannled 1 reasonably well, by psychological technicians. It is 

moJ"e likely, however, that these findings support CRADDICK's 

assertion (1964b) that psychologicR.l knowledge and proticie~~T 

:combined wit·h a substant~a.l ·exp~rience and training- with the 

KT.S~ is required fol' adequate evaluations of the te~t • s l'esul ts. 

In the lattel''s view, the KTSA requil'es at least as intensive a 

training and experience as other psychological tests, e.g. the 

WAIS, and diffel'ences in the competence of the scorel' m~ affect 

the degree of inter-scol'ers' agreement. 

Validity Stu~ies: 

The validation studies conducted dul'ing the 'post-revision' 

period can be divided j.nto two ma.1or groups, the first establish-· 

ing_the validity of the KTSA as measured by the discriminative 
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·power of the test, Rnd the second, by studying its degree of 

concordance with indepandent psychiatric diagnosis. 

Discriminative power: KAHN, HARTER et. a.l. (1956} h&Vfll formulated 

'differential .diagnosis formula' for normality, schizophrenia and 

brain-damage on the basis of KTSA 'Symbol-Pattern' produced by 40 

normRls, 40 schizophrenics and 40 brain-damaged patients. The 

mflla.n KTSA-NE for normals was -l\1 = 92.88 (S.D. =· ·18.77}, for the 

schizophrAnics, M = 53.92 (S.D. • 20.48} and for the brain~amaged 

M = 33.40 (S.D. = 12.68). The Numerica.l~Elfllment (score} alone 

was not sufficient to provide the best discrimination because 

the high variance caused a great overlap between the distribution 

of scores for each of the three groups. Consequently, the per-

formance of each group was, in addition, characterized by the 

typical Letter-Element observed. The following 'differential 

diagnoses formulae• were arrived at: 

Normality NE: 90+ or 50 
Schizophrenics 

~:~ NE: 50 90. 
NE: 40 49· 

(c) NE: 0 - 39. 

Brain-damage. 
(a} NE: 40 - 49 

(b) N~: 0 - 39 

- 90. No A (bizarre} letters 

A present. 
A in first two places, B, D 
or X not all in firat five 
letters. 6 or more letters. 

B, D, or X not all in .first 
five places, five or more 
letters. 

B, D, or X in first fi¥e 
letters. A not in first 
two, five or fewer letters. 

B j' D, or X in first four 
letters, and/or four 
letters or.W:tas. 

These formulae have identified correctly 86.6% of the 120 
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~ 
subjects pa.rticipa.tk in the suudy. A :further cross-validation 

study of these suggested formulae filmployed 44 normals, 30 neutJo-

tics, 45 schizophrenics and 51 brain-damaged patients and yielded 

71.8% correct classification of the testees into their respective 

groups. Only six subjects out of 114 normals and neurotics (74 

of the cross-validation group and 40 of a previous group) were 

labelled erronAously as schi-zophp.enics, but none as -organic; 

When classit,ying ~11. participants into the dichotomy, psychotics 

and non-psychotics, 85.~ were i"ctentified correctly. GIFFEN et. al. 

(1960) pointed out that the effectiveness obtained in this and 

other studies mAy be reduced when the base rate is considered. 

By chance alone 33.3% of the cases would have been classified cor-

rectly. 

In any event, on the whole, KAHN, HARTER et. al. (op. cit.) 

have differentiated correctly 122 out of 170 testees, or 71. 1'/o. 

o_f their total sample. The figure of 28.3% miscla.ssification 

calls for further refinements of the above suggested formulae. 

Such a refinement of the 'differential dj.agnoses formulae• WA.S 

provided in KAHN, FERRIMAN & FERRARO (1996) as follows: 

Normalcy NE: 90+ Z and Y in the first 
three letters, C 
(rep~tion) follows any 
two of X (concreteness), 
Y (tangible abstraction) 
or Z (intangible abstrac-
tion). 

Neuroticism (a) NE: 90+ C preceding any two of X, 
Y or z, and Y precedes z. 

{b) NE: 70 - 90 Y pr-ecedes X and z. 



C·haJOa.cter disoJOder NE: 50 - 70 

BoJOderline schizophrenia 
· (a) NE: 60+ 

(b) NE: 40 - 60 

Psychos;·~ _(a) NE: 4.0 ~ 60 

(b) NE: 0 - 40 

123. 

X precedes Y or z. 

A (bizarJOe) in fiJOst 
five letteJOs and 
precedes z. 

~wo of B (no J"eason), 
c, D (naming) or F 
(colou;) in fi:rst 
two places, Y OJ" Z 
preced~ng ~!. 

A- present,--not in first 
three letters. 

Any combination of 
letteJOs. 

A sample of. 50 noJOmals, 50 pychotics and 20 bordeJOline-

schizophrenics (all, JOecoJOds fJOom previous studies) and- additional 

28-neurotics and 20 chaJOacteJO and behaviouJOal disoJOder.s was employed. 

On the 'bA.sie ·of the above cri teJOia, 94% of the psychotics and 
... 

borderline-schizophJOenics were d.etected coJOrectly. The gJOeatest 

difficulties in coJOrect cla~si:fication appeared ·among normals, .. 

neurotics and character disoJOders. M~ normals were misclassif.ied 

as neurotics and vice versa.. This difficulty is a not uncommon 

phenomenon in cliniea.l practice. In fact, differentiation between 

these groups is known to be delicate. 

BorderUne schizophrenics weJOe also difficult to identify. 

Thus, almost half. of these cases (48%) were misclassif.ied, but 2o% 

weJOe regarded as psychotics. L'ABATE (1962) JOepoJOted 66% correct 

identification f.or the schizophrenics and organics participated in 

his study. 

Additional nosological indices for petteJO classification were sug

gested by McLBOD (196I). It was found that in a group of' 171 
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patif.lnts (mAAn age 32 years). 

(1) 69% of the psychotics were characterized by 3 or more A 

responses. (bizarre) OJ" 5 and more D responses (naming 

and functioning). 

(2) 36% of the character and behaviour disorders produced 4 

or more B (no reason) responsAs. 

_____ (.3.) 11%- of the neurot-ics were -characterized by s- or more- ·c 
~ t4 

r~sponses (rept.rt:i·ti·on) ~ 4 imd.. more Y responses (tangible 

abs"tiJ'action). 

When both signs typical of psychotic and neurotic groups were 

considered, the figure of percentages given above decreased. 

GIFFEN, at. al. (1960) found that neurotics are characterized 

by the predominance of Y, B, C or D type of respon_ses, and lowering 

of Z responses, character and behaviour disorders produced pre-

domina.ntly·c and X responses whereas A, Band D type of re~ponses 

· inarked the schizophrenics. B~ai.n-damaged patients produced typi-

c~+ly B, D and some X responses. 

. It is hardly expected t·hat one type of response will posse~s 

sufficient discriminative power, and although it m~ provide 

important 'differential' clues, discrimj_nation must be arrived at 

on the basis of the whole 'Symbol-Pattern•. 

The diagnostic validity of the KTSA •Symbol-Pattern': The common 

method adopted in the following studiAs was to compare a 'blind 
' I 

KTSA diagnosis' based on t_he 'differential dia.gnos;s formulae' 
-· 

with that of an indapendent psychiatric c:Uagnosis. 
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MURPHY At .• al. (1957) raported 19· 2fo cor:ract idantificatiol'is 

of 48 patiants amployed in thair study into fou:r calASflS; 

nAu:rotics, character and bahaviou:r disorda:rs, schizophr-anics 

and organ].cs. All 4 orga.n].cs werA datflcted, 11 out of 17 neu:ro-

tics, 15 out of 17 character disorders and 8 out of 10 schizo-

phranics. KIPPER (1967) compar.ad KTSA 'blind diagnosis' with 

that of a psychiAtric hospital :fo:r 24 B":ritish p,!iJT-Chotic~! The 

taster knew nothing of the order of testing and had no information 

about the patients. Overall A.graament betwf!en tha· t:wo diagnostic 

All 6 organ].cs and 10 schizophrenics pa:r-
1 . 

ticipating in the study wara idantified as well as 3 out of 4 
I 

paranoids (p< .01, binomrl tast fo:r eacih catAgory). Mis-class:f-

:fication was AViri.ent in ona case out o:f two obsAssive-compulsiv.e,_ 

one depressive and one character and behaviour disorder. 

A lowe:r rate o:f diagnostic ag:reP.ment was reported by WHITE 

and Mc::LEOD (1963) and HEDLUND and MILLS (1964b). The fo:rmer· 

report only 49% of concordance between independent dj.agnosis and 

KTSA 'Symbol-Pattern' for threA groups of neurotics, character 

and behaviour disorders Rnd psychotic, 50 testees in each. 

HEDLUND and MILLS (op. cit.) report 29- 30% o:f such concordance 

for 3 normals, 14 neurotics, 50 character and behaviour disordArs, 

58 schizophranics and one manic-deprassive employAd in their ·study. 

In interprating the significance of the last two studies some 

points of :reservation must.be raised. The low rate of agreement 

manifestAd in WHITE and McLEOD is not unexpectAd. These authors 
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employed two groups known to be most difficult to discriminate 

by the KTSA, i.e. neurotics and chR.racter a.nd. behaviour dis

orders. In additiori' it is not known whether they hA.ve consulted 

the revised manual (HILL & LATHAM, 1965), in its first edi·tion 

1962, where more refined 'differential diagno111ee• are presented. 

The stu·d:l'.AR by HEDLUND and MILLS were criticised in an 

earlit~r Sf'lction. In ad.di tion, L' ABATE and CRADDIGlf (1965) quote 

LATHAM and. CLARK (in press) who revealed thA.t the 'fin~:~.l pey

chiR.tric diagnoses' rt~ferr~u:t.to in that study were, in fA.ct, but 

tentRtive diagnoses made by non-psychiatrically trained phy

siciR.nA in U.S.A.F. HospitA.l, WiesbA.den, Germany. The finAl 

psychiatric diagnoses for those cases were made in America, 

following their trA.nsference to their own country. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that the following con

clusion WR.S suggested by THEINER (1963a.) "••• the KTSA is at 

lAast R.S;.accura.te A.t delineA.ting different persona.li ty types 

as the other commonly employed pro;iecti ve davicast'. (p. 28.). 

Va.lidi ty of the KTSA for Spe.cial Groups: 

A critical apprAciation of the KTSA reveals that the use

fulness of the test as a diagnostic instrumAnt varies from one 

clinical group to another. This _section will summarize the 

present knowledge of the KTSA with regA.rd to soma dist].nct 

maladjusted groups. 
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Carebr~l dysfunction: Only 13.3% out of 40 o~ganics partici

~d in KAHN, HARTER at. al. {1956) raported to have been mis

classified and to have shown 'Symbol-Pattern' othar than 

NE = 40 - 4 9, LE = B, D and. X (no :reason, naming and concret a

ness) in the first four plac~s, and fiva o:r fewar letters. 

MURPHY et. al. (1957) identified successfully 4 organics from 

48 all sorts of. patients. L'ABATE et. al. (1963) raported that 

a group of. malas and females brain-damaged patients produced 

KTSA-NE, significantly lower {p ~ .01), than non-organics controls. 

Typical Latter-Element for organics includad high incidents of 

A - bizarre, B, D and lower Z {intangible abstraction) responses. 

The sama group gave lass X and Y (concretenass and tangible) 

responses than· controls {p( .01, p < .05, raspactively). This 

confirms KAHN·!·s earlier suggestions (1957) except that A - bizarre 

type of. responses was not considered characteristic of. the organics. 

In addition, L'ABATE at. al. (op. cit.) suggested 'eight 

KTSA signs' other than these revealed by tha KTSA total score 

or its Letter-Element. THEINER et. al. (1962) have differan

tiated significantly 40 brain-damaged patients from 40 schizo

phrenics (p< .001) and have also mantionAd some of the 'aight 

KTSA signs' for organicity as bAing hAlptul in correct identi

fication. The usAfulnass of the KTSA 'Symbol-Pattarn' in detec

ting brain pathology is discussed by NACEWSKI and BYRNE {1965). 

Almost all studies wi.th the KTSA involving brain-dam~tged 

persons indicate tha strength of the test to detect that sort 

of PAthology. It is not unexpected that cognitive impadiment 
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may be associfl.ted with such pathology, therefo:ry a test of 

'symbolization' like the KTSA detects VP:ry well this form of 

malad,iustment. 

SchizophrAni.a: It would appear somewhat redundant to summarize 

agajn all those studifls A.lrea.dy mentioned earlier pArtaining to 

schizophrenia.. Most of KAHN·'s stucUes employed schiz-ophl"enics. 

Among other j.nvestiga~ors of the usefulness of KTSA 'Symbol-

Pattern' in detecting schizophrenia are THEINER et. al •. {1962) 

who diffArentiA.tAd schizophrenics :from organics {p < .001) ·and 

L'BATE At. al. {1962) with 66% of corrAct identification. The 

latter reaffirmed the predominance of A - bizarre response i~ 

this group. SimilA.rly, correct identificati.on. of. schizophranics · 

i.e reported by MURPHY et. al. (1957) who detected 8 out o:f 10 

schizophrenics, and by KIPPER (1967) who identifi.Ad all 10· 

schizophrenics :from a sample of 24 subjects, as well as some 

other studies. 

Nearly all findings pertaining to schizophrenia, including 

those of thA 'prAliminary p_eriod' strongly suggest that the KTSA 

is especially sensj.ti ve to respond to schizophrenic reactions. 

Neurosrs: The few KTSA studies conducted with neurotic tAstees 

do not provide unequivocal results with regA-rd. to the ability 

of the test to detect this form of maladjustment. The revised 

'Symbol-Pattern' suggestAd for neuroticism {HILL & LATHAM, 1965) 

reads: NE = 80, LE • Y - tangible association precedes Z -

intangible abstractions. 
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Whereas KAHN (1957)and MURPHY et. al. {1957) reported some 

success in diagnosing nP.urotics, conflictj.ng findings were found 

by KAHN, FERRUiAN and FERRARO (1956) and. by WHITE and McLEOD (1963) 

who obta.j.ned rather meagre results. 

It is suspected that the paucity of studies, in this context, 
~ 

is ~att·ributP.d to the- fact .. tha.t most clinical studies conducted 

with the_ KTSA werA con-fi-ned.- to hospitals whereal!l most nf.turotics, 

in the U.S.A., are frequently treated in out-patj.Ant clinics. In 

ad.di tion it is A.lso possj.ble th·at a test of abstract-concrf.ltP-

thinking like th~;~ KTSA cannot differentiate neurotics as distinctly 

as schizo.phrenj.cs, for exf.tlllple. I'n any event, further studies with 

-neurotic tAstees are undoubtedly nP.ed.ed.. 

Criminality: Criminality l"eceived some minol" attention during the 

post-revision Rtudies with the KTSA. There are four l"epor.ts 

dealing with Vf.l.l"ious types of offenders. The first attempt of 

this kind. was l"epol"ted by EVANS {1958) who compared., in a.n unpub-

lished M.A. thesis 35 juvenile delinquent males of Federal Col"-

l"ection Institute, mean age 19.1 years (S.D. = 1.5), with 46 

non-delinquent controls {M .. 16.9 years, S.D. = 0.9). Army Beta 

I.Q. scores for delinquants yielded M = 102.9 (S.D. = 6.0) and 

fol" the contl"ol gl"oup; M = 107.1 {S.D. = 5.6). The groups 

d,j_ffer significantly in tA:rms of. their Letter-Element l"athe:r 

than othAr indicatol"s. Delinquents had more A - bizarre, B and 

D type of responses whel"eas non-d.elinquEtnts produced mo:re Y -

tangible associations. EVANS also obsel"ved oth~r signs which 
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l'l.i fferentia.ted the two groupe. Controls plR.ced mo:re objects of 

a. simi la:r sha.pe togetha:r in their a.J'ra.ngements hnve hAil better 
) 

rec~:~,ll in the third R.rrA.ngement) a.nd had longe:r reaction time. 

On the .sorting part of the t"'st delinquents place more objects 

in 'LOVE' and 'DEAD' categoriae whereas controls have h'a.d more 

objects sorted out into 'LIVING and 'LARGE' cat_egories. 

The author suggested tha.~ · i{ wa-s_ feasible to. fomul~te·-~~ 

pre-dehnquent KTSA profile to predict adolescent acl..iustm~nt. 

GOULDING (1958) explored, in an unpublished Ph.D. disser-

t a.tion 1 the possibili tif'ls of pred:icting recidi'vism. In his:. :terms 

the study was a.imP.d to 'predict the ove:rt a.cceptf!.Dce of t-he 

:regulations of the pa.:role boa:rd by pa:rolaes f:rom a maximum 

secu:ri ty p:rison' on the basis of thei:r KTSA 'Symbol-Pa.tta:rn' -~ 

A group of 60 inmates of Trenton StR.te Prison, _N.J., u.s.A., 

who applied_ f.o:r p:~. role we:r~ given the KTSA. The testees we:re 

described as 'native bo:rn, Caucasian or Negroes, convicted of 

grave offences•. Six months following their release quest~on-
~ . 

nairas o~ thei.r parole behaviour ware compl.;,ted by their· super-

vising parole officers. Twenty subjects, of the sixty, picked 

by :random sampling, \Were comptU'ed on the null ~pothesis with 

the other fo:rty subjects. (The reason fo:r this division is not 

clea:r to tha writer). The statistical analysis upheld the null 

hypothesis of no relationship b9twean the two indices. Chi-

square :rAsults, comparing behfl.viour on the pR.role a.nd the KTSA 

performance, yialded non-significant value (p = .51) for the 
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group of. forty ax-inmates and p • .22 for tha others. :Bi sari al 

correlation indicated 7~ agra~mant between the two measurements 

for the larger group (p = .28). 

These results do not s·upport the author's conclusion of 

"a. definite trand" in the ability of the KTS~ to predict behaViour 

too :{>ri:mitive. A mora ri~:rous_,.study :is needed t·o tast the ·use-
. ' .. · 

fulnass of thfll KTSA in p~edic('t"Ag adjustment of ex-convict·s to 

the non-criminal w~ of. life. 
.-... 

T1fC1. other studies concerned with groups ot military offenders. 

HILL et •. a.l. (1963a.) rep·ortf'ld, in .an unpublished paper, a.n unsuc-~ 

cAssf.ul a.tt~m:pt to defarAnt~_a.t~t 4"<>. U.-S.A.F. )>.·ri~o~ers, non-AWOL 
..... - ,,. : 

- ·. . ;. : 
o.f.f.Anders, from a g:roup o:f.-~;:40, pJ!i·sonars con-vict·•d with AWOL offences 

. • . ' ... I~., •' ,• • • 

and dAsartion. The.--form~r ~o:a~p was regarded a~: "active anti

social" of:f'ende~al. where~~- ~he latter tas ."t_nactive anti-social" 

types. Age, l.'Q!' ac;tucation, pioior, military and, ci.v;!.lian· criminal 
. ' - . . . ' 

history, a.J'IDY riulks, etc •... }'lera aquated for both ·groupe. Results 

revealed a remarkable.sf~ilarity in the performance of the two 

group~ on the KTSA. Dif:ferencf!ls (p< .05) between thA groups~ 

obtained for 4 variables (out of. an ·hypothesis for expected 

* difference on 77 variables) of thA KTSA ) but Wf'lre dismissed as 

a. 'chance difference·•. Diagnostically, both groups were· described 

* 'KTSA variable' is a t~rm rAferring to each behaviour observed 
on the record'-shf'let which is scored eithAr by 'objActive' or 
'semi-objective' scoring. 
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as 'neurotics with charact~rological f.eatur~s•. The authors' 

conclusions wer~ that psychological characteristics, as measured 

by the K11SA, do not seem to be a significant factor in deter-

mining the type of crime committed by military offenders, pro

vided they are crimes of the common unspectac·U:~~ type. It 

appears that the environmental, rather than the personality f.ac-

to:r.S 1 .SerVe A.S I Crime CStaly_s_t I~_ 

GRAVES and HILL {1963) studied the KTSA 'Symbol-Patterns' 

of 36 Air Force prison~rs descJ'ibed as •somewhat more disturbed 

than the average prisoner•. They have pompa.red· the KTSA protocols 

of this group with both psychiatri.c diagnoses and with the assess-

ment of the restoration -board. KTSA findings agJ'eed with the 

psychiatric evaluations in 6']fo of the cases and in 76'fo of the· 

prognoses made by the restorat·ion bormd·. Quantitative analysis 

confirmed the findings reported in HILL et. al. {1963a), ·that 

is, clinically, the prisoners of this study were diagnos~d as 

'neurotics with characterological features•. It WR.S also observad 

that thosa :regarded .as 'passive-dependants• and 'alcoholics' 

responded to the KTSA with marked indecision. To these testaes, 
I 

tr~spa:r.ent objects caused. some concern and·while colour responses 

were observctd on the KTSA, they were absent on the Rorschach t•st. 

In conclusion, these authors believe that criminal activity is 

not a function of a dynamic drive toward psychological homoestasis, 

but a matter of chanc~ interaction between weak personality and 

poor environmental condi.tions. 
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The last two studies employed military offenders which do 

not r.epresent the common criminal, thf.l.t is, they add but a minor 

contr.ibution, if~at all, to the understanding of criminality or 

to the possibility of identifying the typical criminal. Further-

more, GRAVE and HILL {1963) evan admitted that their aubjacts 

were mora disturbed. than the avara.ge mili t"a.r.y offender and, 

pre·euma.bly, do not _represent even that .type_of lawb-reaker·. ·The 
.. 

only attampt to use A.du:I.t civilian crim).na.ls was made by GOULDING 

{1958). His study, however, did not employ non-criminal controls 

and rather concentra.ted on a spacial h,ypothes:i,_a· of predicting 

behaviour on parole. No study, so far, has aver sat out to find 

out the possibility of d).fferentiating the common, 'genuine', 

crim).na.l from the non-criminal individua.l on the· ba.sl.-si:o·f the· 

KTSA 'Symbol-PA.ttern•. Such an undertaking is still requir~d. 

Character and behaviour disorders: It was already mentioned 

earlier that cha.rA.cter and behaviour disorder.s is one of·"t:he 

c!"inica.l groups most difficult _to idAntify sA.ti sfactorily by 

m~a.ns of thA KTSA 'Symbol-P.at.tern'. StudiAs with this group 

a.r.e so few that no conclusive evidence is feasible. McLEOD (1961) 

has studied the performance of three groups on the KTSA of which 

one was described as a 'character and behaviour disorder' group. 

Only 36% of the cases in that group showad a typical performa.ncA 

characterized by 4 or more B - no reason responses (in fact 33.3% 

of the whole sample would have been expected to be differentiate rJ._ 
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by chance alone) •. GIFFEN at. al. (1960) reported the predominance 

of C- repetition ~nd·X- concrete responses in their character 

a.nd behaviour disorder sample. They have i_nterpret.ed thesf.'l-

findings as an •·i~~R.bility to copa with more th~ the concrete,· 

tangible a.spqct of experience' and as ha.v~~g di-fficulties to 

'comprehend moral values• • 

. W-?erea.s-"-MURPHY et•'_a.l.-·(·1957) -repoi-t~ed successful ic.fenti_: 

fica.tj.on of 15 out of. 17 -c-harA.c,_te7" a.nd behaviour disorder patients 

of their study, results by KAHN, ~RRIMAN and FERRARO (1956) have 

shown poor co:rrect detection of such patient"s. 

Further refinftJilent of the KTSA 'Symbol-Pattern' for this 
• .. 

group is nl!l_eded in ord.er to eliminF.i..te future miscla.ssifications. 

Pathology of affect: The knowledge of the usefulness of the KTSA 

in identifying the 'dep:ressive~;~.•. ·and 'manic-depressives' is meagrP. 
' 

indeed. Only one study was reported to have used the KTSA with 

such indi_vj du~~s (KAHN, -1958). 

A group o£ 25 'character and b"eha.vi.our depressives' produced 

higher Numerical-Element (score), where M = 85, S.D. = 7.3, com-

pA.red with 25 'genuine d.epressives• with mean KTSA = 7·4, S.D. • 5·5 

(p < .01). In addition, it was observed that the latter arrr;~,nged 

the symbol-object slower and placed the -objects on the strip in 

sla.nted positions •. In the sortin·g pa.rt of the test they put more 

objects in 'HATE' category. Kahn has concluded that the feeling 

·I 
I 
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of hostility ann acceptance of anger pl~ed a greater role in 

their behaviour than any of the KTSA variables. 

In the absence of any confirmation or refutation, the 

auggestef.l. 'Symbol-Pattern' for depression cannot be considered 

more than an interesting speculation. 

" -

KTSA Stlidl.es with Chl.ld.ran: 

As a test of abstraction, the KTSA, is expected to show an 

associlil.tion bAtwfllen a gradual progression of the ability to 

conceptualize abstractly and growth with age. Such relationship 

may contrl.bute to the ·theorflltical validity of. some of the KTSA 

nine levels of abstraction which Rre believed to represent con-

creteness and. abstractions. The following·will discuss some 

a.t.tempts at establishlilng kTSA norms for children and explorations 

to verify the differentiability of the test withmgardhto no1'1Dal 

and emotionally di.stlU'bed children. 

~rSA and child development: In a series of two intensive studies, 

ABIDIN (1966b, 1966c), has provided KTSA norms for chiidren. In 

the first study (1966b) KTSA sorting task were established where 1 
...... ---- --- ------..._---

a group of 340 children, dependents of U.S.A.F. personnel were 

employed. These were seven groups, corresponding to school grades 

1 - 8 (6 to 14 years of age), 20 boys and 20 girls each. The mean 

I.Q. (Otj.s Quj.ck Score) for the g:roup was M = 107.3 (S.D.= 12.8) 
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while cultural bA.ckground varied. ThE~ main results revealed: 

(a) sorting the symbol-objects into the eight categories was 

not at random, an~ (b) the performanc~ of boys did not differ 

significantly from that of the girls. •Heart' objects were 

consistf!ntly a.ssociatAd wHh 'LOVE:' (571 sortings against 107 

e~pect_ed by chance), 1 butterf_lies 1_ were associated with 'LIV'IN(J', 

an~ •anchor'~ ann the transparent objects with 'LARGE', cate

gories• EmotionA.lly Cl.isturbed children ·frequently placed 6 or 

more objects on 'HATE', 'BAD' and 1 GOOD 1 categories, and the 

greater the placement, the greater the pathology. Pathology 

was also A.ssociated with the absence of objects in 'LOVE', or 

with sorting 8 or more ob,iects into one ca.tegol'"y. Generally, 

the mean of the numbf'lr· of symb~l-objects sorted into each of 

the eight categories by the children appeared to be in agree

ment wHh the adult norms (KAHN, 1957). 

Note, thA.t the cultural meaning associated with certain 

symbol-ob.iects, namely, 'hearts', 'butterfliAs', and. others, 

was a.lrea.dy observed among young children. 

Norms for the KTSA 'Symbol-Pattern' tor children were pro

vided in the second study (ABIDIN, 1966c) where a group of 240 

children A-ged 7 to 13 years of age was employed. This was 

dividfld into 6 groups, correspondj.ng to school grA.de 2 to 1, 

20 boys and 20 girls ea.ch. The mean I.Q. (Otis Quick Score) for 

the whole group was 103.8 (S.D. = 12.4). No significant dif

ferences in I.Q., age or sex within each group observed. Results 
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revealed tha KTSA Numerical-Element (score) increases with age, 

cucept for a slight drop in the ages 12 - 13, owing to an increase 

in the frequency of B - no reason responses. This, possibly, 

could be attributed to a decrease in co-operation and the pre

dominance of an antagonistic attitude, typical of early adolescent 

children. 

The Letter-Element reflected the progression along the cog

nitive dimension together with growth with age. The predominant 

levels of abstractions produced at the age group 7 - 8 were D and 

X (naming and functioning, and concretenes~). Coming toward the 

age, 11 - 12, these responses decreased in favour of Z - intangible 

abstraction. C 

E - shape and F 

repetition responses were also reduced while 

colour types of responses increased. The dif-

ferences between the frequencies of B, c, E, F and Z responses 

used in each age group were significant (p<.05). 

This clearly demonstrates the growth of the ability to abstract 

from childhood toward adolescence. 

KTSA with normal a.nd disturbed children: KENNY, is an unpublished 

Ph.D. dissertation (1962), also in (196'§), employed a group of 120 

children, dependents of U.S.A.F. personnel in Germany. This group 

comprised of three sub-groups, 40 children each, corresponding to 

school grades 5 - 6, 1 - 8 and. 9 - 10, who werfll compared for their 

KTSA protocols with 96 maladjusted children from a clinic. All 

participants were between 11 to 15 ye~ of age a.nd had I.Q. of 

85 and above. The whole group was further divided according to 
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thP. dP.gree of adjustment. ~hue, 91 wer~ 'normal children•, 51 

'intermediate adjustment• and 64 'maladjusted children'. (16 

subjects who did not comply with the eligibility requirements 

were eventudly re,1ectad. :from the sample). The 115 children of 

the last two sub-groups were sub-nivided into 'acting out group' 

(N = 48), 'withdrawn group (N .. 35) and· a 'habit formation group' 

(N • 32). 

The composition of.' these sub-groups in terms of their·sexes 

was as t~ :follow~: the 'normal group' included 34 boys and 

51 girls, the 'intermediate group' - 35 boys and 16 girls, and 

the 'maladjusted group' comprised~ 38 boys anCI. 26 girls, There 

were significantly more maladjusted boys than girls (chi-square • 

15.02, d:f = 2, p ~ .001). 

Further analysis revealed that in the a.ge group 11 - 12 

years of.' age 32 subjects were 'normals', 16 'intermediates' and 

27 'maladjusted' {total = 75). In the age group 12 - 13 years 

of age, 19 participants WP.re 'normals', 14 'intermedi~tes' and 

17 'maladjusted' {total= 50). The age group 14-15 comprised 

~ 30 1 normal a', 21 1 intermediA.tes' and 20 'malad,iusted' children 

(.total = 71) four of thosfl din not complete the study). Chi-

square ana.lysj.s between thA age.-··groups and the sub-groups of 

degrees of 'adjustment' failed to elicit significant rAlation-

ships. 



Results of the study are :reported as th~ following& 

(a) Ma.lA.d,j'usted chtld:ren p:roducAd more ·D - naming :responses 

and less Z - intangible associations. X - concrete 

type of :responses prAcedes Y - tangible associ.ations. 

(b) Normal children had less than five letters in their 

'Symbol-PattA:rn' (p < .02). 

(c) Children from 'habit fOrmation group'.ove:r-estimate~ 

thAi:r memory ability (third arrangement} compared 

with the other sub-groups• (p < .05). 

(d) Boys, ganA:rally, over-estimated thei.r anticipated 

memory performance in the third arrangement, more 

than girls (p < .01). 

(e) In the sorting task of the test, malrtd.justt=td children 

sorted more objects into 'GOOD', 'BAD', 'HATE' and 

'DEAD' ~at~go:ries. This observation was also con

firmed late:r in Alll'Di:N ( 1966b). 
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Most major obse"J"vati·ons :repo:rtAd in this study are compatible 

with other studies :reported. Thus, it was found that KTSA-NE 

(scort~t) inc:reasf'ls with age; mo"J"eove:r, norms obtained in this 

study were similar to those reported subsequently by ABIDIN (1966c). 

KTSA-NE decreast=ts with maladjustment (see also FINK & KAHN, 1959). 

Also, the number of A - bizarre responses decrt=tase with age but 

i ncl'"P.A.SAd wi.th pthology. 

KENNY concluded that maladjusted children tend to be more 

concrete in their thoughts and expressions and this is clearly 
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revealed in their KTSA 'Symbol-PattArns•. 

In an Aarlier stu~~, FINK and KAHN (1959) compared 49 

~motiona.lly ill chiildran, mAan of. agA = 10 years, attAndants 

of a child guidance clinic with a group of 148 ,.,.,• normal' public 

school childrAn of comparable age. 'Normalcy' was determined 

on the basis of. teachArs• ratings o·r according to psychological 
- - .. -!; 

reco·rd.s, whAn availablA. -correlation coef'f..iciA"rit {:product- -

momAnt) between KTSA-NE and Chronologicai Age for normals was 

.53 (p <.Ol) and for the emotionally ill r = .18 (not signif.i-

CR.nt). KTSA-NE was also correlated. with I.Q. scores, where 

r = .46 (p < .01) was obtainfld for 77 'norm.a.ls' and r = .29 

(p<~05) for thA emotionally ill chUdren. The authors reported 

A. lower KTSA NumArical.;;:.Element and_ a greA.ter frequency of 

D - DRilling, :responses, typicR.l of the disturbed children (but 

no stR.tisti.cal evid.Ance was available to thA writer). On the 

whole, the authors observed that disturbed children dealt with 

symbols in a manner typical of the performR.nce of nor.Dial:.children 

th:rea years youngAr. 

GUERIN and. ABIDIN (1967), following an unpubli.shed ltl.A. 

thesis (GUERIN, 1966), compared a group of emobona.lly ill and 

normal childrftn, all between 1 - 10 years of A.ge, with compara.blP. 

I.Q. (bAtweAn 95 - 100). Physical handicap or brAin pnthology 

was ruled out. Emotionally ill children producP.d. significAntly 

more B type responsAs (p<.ol). B- no r"'ason type of responses 

are suspected to occur when the rP.spondAnt is either unwi llin·g 
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or unA.ble to. pl"oduce 'better' associA.tions. Sine~ I.--Q. was 

simila:r in both groups paJ'ticipat_ing in this study, it WA.S 

inferred the B responses, predominant in the emotionally-ill 

group, was motivated by attitude of evas:i:·v·aness, fear and 

defiance. The 1 normals', o_n the other hand, produced more 

X - concrAte responses (p < .05) which indicate greata:r -n-11-ing-

ness to mP.et new situA.tions with adaptive attitude. Not sur

prisingly, -D - naming :responses did not differentiate the two 

groups (as in KAHN, 1967), since this type- of. response is a 

common developmentR.l char~cteristic of. that age group. The 

a-pparent contradiction, with -regard to D res'ponses, betwfl'e~

this a.nd findings reported by _FINK and KAHN (1959) was a.ttri-

buted to the employment of older childJ'en in the latte:r. -

The effect of prolonged ~ospitalization on the cognitive 

performance: of. chil-dren as reflected by the KTSA, wa.s st.udied 

by MANN(l967). A ·group of long-term hospi tf.ilized child:ren_; in 

a general hospital, confined- to their wards for two yea.rs:-'-'wa.s 
,•''- : . 

compared with a. group of. short-t e:rm, child~ patients-. The 

former p:r.od~ced- lower KTSA Numerical-Element, mo:re A - bl.zar~e, 

B, C - :repetition and D - na.ming and functioning type of. :res-

p'Ct:nses, while the latter gave mo:re X concrete and Y and Z 

(abstract) symbolizat:i:·Qris. 

Three studie-s with adolescent testees were :reported in the 

literature (EVANS, 1958, BATES, 1960, WAGNER, 1963b). EVAN!~ 
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study with juvenHe deli.nquents was discussfld in an-earlier 

section (see: 'Criminality' section). BATES (196C) reported, 

in an unpublished M.A. thesis, that the 28 adolescents par-

ticipating in his study produced sj.gnif'icantly more A, B and 

C type of. responses and less X - concrete and Y - tangible abstr.ac-

tiona .compared with thfl norms for a.dul ts. It is .clear that the 
- . 

small sample employed in this study does not permit gflneralization. 

Summaryj, It was shown that the developmental progression in the 

abili. ty to think abstractly in children was demonstrated by mea.ns 

of. the KTSA 'Symbol-Pattern•. The hypothes~s that gro~h in age 

is associated wj.th increase of. KTSA score, and with producing 

more abstract r~onses, i.e. X, Y and Z levels, was upheld. This 

mRy, also, reflect on.the construct validity of some of·the nine 

levels of abstraction employed in the KTSA. These devfllopmAntal 

studies confirmed that B, C and D types.of response\ arA associ

ate·d with conceptualizat:l.on at low chronological agek where cog-
.. 

nitiVA ability is believed to be restricted. The more abstract 

responses, i.e. X, Y and Z types, prAdominated in adulthood 

wherA cognitive capacity has reached its climax. This trend is 

upset with the presAnCfl of. severA emotional disturbances. 

Some criticism basAd on statistical mAthodology was J"lidsed 

against the above studies. Thus L'ABATE and CRADDICK (1965) 

J"egret thA use of' paJ"ametJ"ic statistics. They also fAlt that 
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KENNY's study (1962, 1965) ought to use more sophisticated 

analysis of variance rather than simple chi-square computa-

tiona, and the use of unclear terms, such as •statistical 
~-- ------------~---

tendencies•. On the whole these studies appear to be promis-

ing and indicate the possibilities~id:-ntitying emotionally 

disturbed children by means of the KTSA. 

KTSA and age: Thi·s s_ecti9n will summarize the present· p;)sition 

with regard to performance on the KTSA as a function of age. 

The studies reviewed in the previous section support the asse~ 

tion that, in normalcy, the KTSA Numerical-ElMumt increases 

with age up to young adulthood, (18 years of age), with a temp-

orary d:r~;;in the period of early adolescence. BPt·wean 18 and 50 

years of age the •Symbol-Patte:rn' is independent of age. From 

the 50's and up, the correlation becomes negative; i.e. KTSA-NE 

decreases. as age increases. For this age-g:roup, a co:r:rection 

formula for the KTSA-NE was suggested by KAHN (1957). 

With disturbed children Rnd adult pathology, the relationship 

between age and KTSA-NE m~ be positive though not as clear as in 

the case of normals. In addition, the independence of KTSA-NE 

and age between the ages 18 to 50 was not observed with the man-

tally ill. 

KTSA and Intelligence: 

The I.Q. tests most frequently-correlated with the KTSA we:ra· 

the Wechsle:r, Otis Quick Score and Army Beta. 

') 
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During the 'preliminary period', FILS (1950~ reported 

r =-.16 (N.S.) between I.Q. and the KTSA for 50 normals •. KAHN 

(1954a) obtained correlations for 50 •normals', 30 'normals', 

50 'brain-damaged' and another 30 'braj.n-damaged' all over 

52 yearR of age of r = -.11, -.34, -.26 and -.01, respectively. 

KAHN (1957) reported correlation between his test ~nd I.Q., for 

25 presumably 'normal' tAst·ees,· ·of -.16 (no lAvel of significance 

was available for Kahn's coefficients). 

KTSA and intelligence with childrP.n.i' I. Q. and KTSA-NE correlate 

positively and significantly with children. FINK and KAHN (1959 

obtained correlation of r =.58 (p~.Ol) for normal, and r = .29 

(p<.05) for disturbed children (N = 49). ABIDIN (1966c) reported 

r = • 73 (p ( .01) betweP.n Otis Quj.ck S~re a.nd the KTSA-NE for 

240 children agAd seven to twelve. 

KTSA and intelligence with adultsa L'ABATE (1962) and L'ABATE 

·.& 

et. al. (1963) compared a group of organics (16 males and 15 females) 

with a group of general medical patients (21 males and 15 females). 

Rank correlation coefficients between I.Q. and KTSA-NE of rho = .47 

(p < .05) for control males, and rho = .66 (p <. .05) for organic 

females were reported. CRADDICK & STERN (1963) studied the cor-

rAlation between KTSA and WAIS, Verba.l,Performance and Full scalA 

I .Q. of 40 males, U.S.A.F. personnel. The mea.n 1:).(_ age was 25.6 

years (S.D. = 5.6), mean~ for education i3.8 years (S.D. = 2.88), 
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and Full Scale I.Q. yielded (M • 111.9, S.D. = 18.8~). No sig

nificant correlatio~b fit ween K'l'SA and WAIS, VArbal, Per.it'o'·rma.nce 

or Full scala I.Q. werfl found. Participants wer., divided, also 

into sub-groups, hj.gh KTSA-NE (over 90), 21 individuals,"' and low 
fj 

(90 and below) KTSA-NE (N = 19). WAIS al~ven subscale did not 

. cor:rAl·~~,~ significantly for eithAr. sub-group+-· -Similarly_, no-'-
--

correlation was evident betwe~~ WAIS 'similarities•· subtest, .,(.;,;,J. 

presumably measures verbal abstraction, a.n.CI. the KTSA-NE. The 

authors felt that their results do not offer ~ conclusiva evidance 

of any rAla.tionship betwflen KTSA and I.Q. KAHN, HARTER et. al. 

(1956) did not f.j.nd a s].gnif.icant corrflla.tion between I .Q. and 

the test f.or 40 no:rma.ls and the 40 brain-damaged patients employed. 

However, a sign:l.f'icant negative correla.t·ion (J" = -.51 p~ .01) was 

found for a group of. forty schizophrenics. 

KAHN (1957) hastexplained that "Theoretically, such a 
correlation (positivA) exists only among 
"well a.d,juated" normR.ls ••• Sinoe the 
symbol pattern is sAnsitive to emotional 
stress and the I.Q. is relativAly· in~ansi
tiVA to it, a comparison between the two 
may indicate the amount of. st:ress that is 
present". (p. 140). 

KAHN (op. cit.) has suggested a formula to estimate the amount 

of loss of efficiency due to the emotional st:ress, as the following: 

Loss of Afficiency (in %) d.ue to emotional stress equals 

KTSA-NE x 100 . 100 - I.Q. , whAre the second po:rt1on of. ·the formula repre-

sents the "I.Q.1[, utilized by the testes while performing on the 

KTSA". Using this formula KAHN and GIFFEN (1969) A.nd L' ABATE et. a.l. 
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A high correlation· between the KTSA and other personality 

pro.i~ctive teet is not di:!sirable, and will challenge the g•muine 

contribution of. the former. Some posit~ve correlation coefficient 

is expected, similar to t~e results mentioned. by THEINER (op. cit.). 
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( 1963) found significa.nt differences in the amount of dttte:rioration 

dl.:spl81fed by small groups of bra.in-dRIJIA.gftd patients compa.rttd ~th 

controls. At present, this formula possP.sses merP.~ a spec~lative 

value and is in \ dire neAd to be con:f.irm~d exp~rimentally. 

These conflicting studies indicate that the relationship 

between intelligP.nce and the performance on the KTSA is not clear 

enough. Kahn's theoret_ica.l explanati.on should-be- care:rully ·and 

critically a.n]\_aysed. Of course it is possible to argue that the 

symbolization task, evaluated along thA abstract-concreta dimension, 

is not entirely synonymous with all the propensities measured by~ 

intelligence test, hencA the absence of a clear· correlation. 

Nevertheless, ordinarily, some positive relationships between :the two 

indj,oes would have been axpected at least with young children. 

Again and co~pfl.rable with the rela.tionships.·observed ~ith .age 

and the·KTS~, when psychopathology is involv.ed, the relationship 

bAtween intelligence and the ~SA-NE is rather ambiguous and unpre

dictable. 

Cross-cultural studies: 

ThA KTSA was not claimed to be a •culture-free' test. Quite 

on the Contrary, thA CUltu~al influence in making f.\BBOCiations 

on the basis of the symbol-objects was openly ·admitted. Further

more, it was thought to be an essential feature of the test. Nftver-

thelAss, it was alleged that some of. the symbol-objects selected, 
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possess a univ~rsal significance. The extent ~o which the KTSA 

is restricted to one culture, i.e. th~ American, wher~ it was 

created, or whether it has some validity across-cultures is 

examinad in the following. 

:' THEINER and GIFFEN {1964) compared three groups of na.tive 

Vietnamese (N = 35), native Ge:rma~s- (~ -=~ _4QJ~nd. _5Q-. _n111.tiv~ Americans.-

The subjects were controlled for age, non-verbal I.Q., f~rmal educ-

ation, motivation, training in English and military rank. Results 

for the KTSA-NE revealed lower, yet not significant, score ·for 

Germans compared with the Americans and higher score for the 

Vietnamese, in spite of their slightly lower formal education. On 

the whole the 'Symbol Patterns' were well within {± 1 S.D.) the 

American norms, albeit small cultural nuancas {"cultUJ'al residuals") 

were observed. 

The authors concluded that the KTSA provides a unique method 

of <an;Al,ysis ~ asse:iing health and' patpology across cult,'Q.i-es. 

N~ing and symboli·zation tasks of the KTSA were stucil:ied in 

some cultures in the Far-East (NAKANISHI, 1964, 19.60, NAKA·NISHI & 

TAKEI, 1960). Generally, they have confirmed the conclusions of 

THEINER and GIFFEN {op. cit.) where only minor deviations from 

the American norms were reported. Studying Japanese subjects, 

NAKANISHI comparP.d the KTSA naming A.nd symbolizations of 28 boys 

and 28 girls aged 3 - 5, a group of. 25 boys. and 9 girls aged 12 13 

with a group of 47 females, college students. •Naming' did not 

·.J 
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dif.f~~ ma~kedly from the Am~rican norms, with the exc~tion of 

difficulti~s observed with the 'parrot' and 'anchor' objects. 
~ 

In('symbolization' task ('parrot' object omitted) 'hearts• 

ob,iects were often associated with 'pl~ing cards', 'circle' 

object with •completeness' and •self control' and 'dogs' shapes 

with 'dishonourable, fruitless death'. This author believed 

tha.t the KTSA offers inte:resting C?PP~rtuni.ties for. studi"s with 

Japanese subjects. 

ThA applicability of thB KTSA 'differential diagnosis 

:f.ormula.A', compiled in the U.S.A., for British wchotic patients 

was repo~ted in KIPPER (1967). The over.all correct diagnosis 

compared with those of. the psychiatrists, wi1Ls~:.~.3.3% for 24 

patiAnt~ of various psychotic illnesses. The nypothesis that 

cultu~nl differences between England and the_U.S.A. will not 

imp~de the usefulness of. the KTSA, was, g~ner.ally, upheld •. 

It appears that some confirmation of. th~ claim, that most 

symbol-objects employed in the KTSA possess cardinal signif.i·cf.Uic·a 

across cultures, was sustai.ned. Howev~r, when using th~ KTSA ·in 

cultures, other than that predominant in the U.S.A., the :rasearch~:r 

ought not to rely totally on the American no:rms before establishing 

their appropriateness in the new cir-cumstances. 

SeE-differences: The only study which assumed sex differences to 

affect the performance on the KTSA is an unpublished M.A. thesis 

by WYMAN (1963). KAHN, L'ABATE and other investigator-s employed 

·,· . 

' 
1 
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freely testees from both sexes. KENNY (1962) reported that with 

children between tha ages 11 to 15, boys (a) produced more 

D- naming and B- no reason, ~pe-s~responses compared with 

girls who·responded with more C- rApetition and Z- inta.ngi.ble 

abstractions, (b) Boys favourAd most 'anchor' objacts and dis-

liked the 'circle' while ~rls preferred most 'cross• and dis-

liked the 'parrot' (no etat-j.stics availab~e), (c) Boys also 

overestimated their racall ability in the third arrangement 

more than girls (p < .01). 

WYMAN (op. cit.) study employed 32 male and 32 female students. 

The two groups took the KTSA under two conditions. First, each 

subject respondAd to the KTSA in his own natural way. SAcondly, 

a •sex role' was pl~ed where AVery testae was required to respond 

to the KTSA, again, but the w~ he/she expects the other sex to 

do so. The order of the two conditions was changed for each half 

of the total sample. In addition, all participants were divided 
,._ ft~ 

according to high and low score~ M.M.P.I., Mf (Masculinity-

femininity) subscalA. 

The main rAsults of. this study revaaled no significant dif-

ferencas between tRking tbe KTSA under the .two conditions; but 

:females obtained significantly higher KTSA-NE (p < .005). They 

also placed fewer 'hearts', 'dogs', and 'butterflies' ob,iActs in 

the first eight segmP.nts of the strip in liking-disliking arrange-

ment (p < .05). Effeminate males and females (Mf) scored higher 

on their own performance compared with either high or low Mf. 
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subgroups under the 'sex role' condition. 

This study not only suggested that females score higher 

on the KTSA, but also some differences associated with the 
,_ (J>.e,_ 

presence of~effemin~y trend. Effeminate males and females 

tended to exhibit greater emotional control, judged by a medium 

speed in arrangements, and artistic sensitivity, as revea.l~d 

· by E - shape and F - colour .-:responses. This last c_o_nclusion was 

also supported by KTSA standardization for females (L'~ATE et. al., 

1962). 

It was also observed that, while simulating the female :role, 

males placed mort!~ 'dogs', 'hearts', and 'butterflies' objects in 
'7 

the first eight segments of the strip. This confirmed KHAN's 

theorizing (1957) that these ob,jFtcts rtlpresent •tend·er emotions 

and fragility•. Therefore, they were assigned to the cultural 

st:ereotype of the effeminate woman. 
·,. 

WYMAN's study assumes that the emotional and personality 

make-up of women in th~ American culture differ from that of men. 

L'ABATE and CRADDICK (1965) were not convinced that such a· ~po-

thesis is tenable, or is supported by other studies. 

A possible explanation for the d.ifference in th9 KTSA-NE 

obtained in WYMAN's study is related to the difference in the 

psychological maturity of the samples employed. It was stated . 
that all subjects participat\J. were of comparable age, yet it might 

>b.~' alleged that femR.le college students might be more mA.ture~ 

than their malA contemporarj.es. Thus the higher KTSA score is 



not the result of sex differences but of greater emotional 

maturity. 

THEINER (1965) :found.. that the sex of his testees, 72 fP.male 

and 56 male college students of comparable age, did not havP. a 

significant effect on the overA.ll abstraction value of. the KTSA 

results. He had. pointAd out some minor differences in the Let~er-

Element pattern bP.twe•m the two sexes where females p~_oduced moJ"e 

B - no reason, a.nd Z - inta.ng:i.ble, ·wliereas malea responded with 

more X - concrete and Y - ta.ngib~ abstractions. 

KTSA ~md other personality tests: -:['~e difference between the 

KTSA and other personA.l:i.ty testS<:'iOf the projective kind was 

expressed in KAHN (1955b): 

"• •• tests like the Rorschach: and the T.A.T. are 
more apt to reveal the n"'-ture and strength of. a 
g:i.ven subject's dynamic drives, whereas the 
symbol arrangement test is uniquely suited to 
reveal how these drives are expre~sed in terms 
of overt actions". (p. 436). · 

KAHN {1952) compared the diagnosis of neuro-psychiatric 

patients as -described by the KTSA and by the Rorschach, T.A.T., 

Draw-A-Peraon Test Rnd the Wechsler. Agreement was observed in 

89% of the CA.SAS (N • unknown). THEINER (1963b) obtained low, 

yet significant correlations (p <: .• 05, p < .01) between 26 variables 

derived from 10 MMPI scales and the KTSA (N = 167). The autho:r. 

concluded that the performRnce on the one test does not predict 

the nature of performance on the other, but the two pl~ a comp-

le~entary role in the clinical assessment. 

' 
! 

. I 
: 
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SU)mARY AND DISCUSSION. 

'rhe original diagnostic technique discussed in this chapte:r 

appears to be a promising, empirically constructed psychological 

deyj.ee. Ad.mini st:ra.ti.on is :rRlR,ti~ly b:ri.ef. Scoring is readily 

mastered. The tA.sks :rP.qui:rf'ld a:re easy, non-th:reatP.ning and eli.cit 

co-operation. 

The statistical :requiremants of a psychodiagnostic inst:rumP.nt 

have, genP.:rally, bP.en met satisfactorily. The pe:rfo:rmanca on the 

tP.st WAS found to ba consistent over a aho:rt period of. time. The 

:rP.liability of. scoring ce:rtain types of. :rP.sponses, nwnely, A, D 

and X WA.B questioned, but somf'l corrective measu:res we:re adopted 

subsequently by HILL and LATHA}l (1965). The suggestion fo:r fu:rthe:r 

provision of mo:re extensive standardization and test-retest relia-

bility with normal populations does not necessa:rily challenge the 

bA.sic :reliability of the test in its p:resent stage of development. 

As a psychodi.a.gnostic tool, the KTSA was found to have an 

impressive concu:r:rent validity in detecting seve:re pathology, 

especially ce:reb:rA.l dysfunction and schizophrenia t:rends. Milder 

forms of maladjustment, such as neuroticism and cha:racte:r and 

baha.viou:r diso:rde:rs a:re not a.s distinctly differentiable. It has 

not been established yet whethe:r this is due to a defficiency in 

the test o:r the :result of insufficient information and research. 

It has been shown that pe:rfo:rma.nca on the KTSA co:rrelateB 

significantly-wit) age and intelligence during childhood and 

adolescence. It is :relatively independent of these f.acto:rs in 
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adulthood. In the case of mental illness, differentiation bet

ween some forms of psychopathology and 'normA.li t;y' b;y m'eans of 

~he KTSA is better than thA.t produced by intelligence tests 

alone. It is possible that the KTSA measures some qualities 

which are not emphasized in the common intelligence tests (see also 

below). 

Some indications were made- -fliat the test is not- as •culturally 

biased' as~ might have been expected. When employed with caution 

the KTSA may be applicable in societi~s and civilizations other 

than that of. the U.S.A. At any rate, the t~st seems to be suitable 

in societies where 'Western' and Christian cultures predominate. 

At this stage of knowledge with the KTSA, some reservations 

ou~ht not to be ignored. It is evident that the amount of reseanch 

carried out with this test is relatively moderate. The test in 

its=revised version is available since 1956, but only about sixt;y 

studies were conducted during that period, with a substantial per-

cent age ot exploratory unpublished researches. It is'not entirely 

correct to suspect that the paucity of. researcp indicates a lack 

of conlidence in the new technique. In view of the great comp-

etition between various psychological tests and considering the 

vast rApertoire of psychodiagnostic instruments, a new test Wi-ll 

be readily incorporated in practice only when it has shown a clear 

superiority over existing tests. Such an advantage was manifested 

by the KTSA mainly concerning the identification of some path

ologies. Therefore, at the moment, it can be expected to be con-
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sulted chiefly in those oases. In addition, it must be remem-

bered that the KTSA is still in a stRge of exploration. Under 

these circumstances it is not yet suitable for incorporation in 
c.-r 

routine psychological testing.· This predomina$e attitude is, 

however, in oont·t-a.et to the opj.nion held by L'-llBATE and CRADDICIC 

(1965) who deplored, what seemed to· be an •over-cautious'- attitude • 

. ~]l,_ey ma.intain~-tha.t the -KT-SA has demonstrated sufficient· ·strength 

to be administered in routine psychodi-agnosis. 

The validity of the interpretations made on ·the basis of 

the KTSA is a problem of great controversy. Ordinarily, a test 

is expected to throw some light on the personality dynamics of 

the respondant, beyond and above tha test's discriminative power. 

Whil~ the latter requirement was fulfilled, interpretation of the 

ICTSA results are not clear enough. This is dir.eotly relatad to 

the question of what i;S' :i:-8 measured by the ICTSA. To KAHN, this 

is ·a test of adjustment. The diffioulty·in this oontentio~ is 

that· the .the-o[~tioal link between cognitive f'!lllotioning and 

maladjustment has not been estal!llishad unequivoo~lly. The im-

pressive volume of an elaborated theorem of conceptual systems 

A.nd pers<?nR.lity organization by HARVEY et•·- a.l. (1961), where. 

abstract and concrete functioning is directly related to per-

sonality and adjustment, has not been sub~ta.ntiated yet. 

On the other hand, the assumption that the KTSA measures 

concreteness and abstraction seems to be tenab1e. First, by 
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~efinition of its scoring crite:ria1 i.e. the nj.ne levels of 

abstraction, the test seems to evaluate the abstract propensity 

of the given :responses. That is 1 the responses are evaluated 

according to whether :refe:rences we:re made to the actual test 
~ lr:-. 

objects or some of ~ physical attributes, according to ~ 

:resemblance to other :real-life counterparts, o:r according to 

an int·angj:bl~- common attribute abstractfld f.:rom the latter. Since 

other va:riabl~s, such as socio-economic status, culture or educ-

ation did not appear to account for the test :results, it is 

possible to B.Ssume that, by defini tion1, the KTSA measures levels 

of-abstraction. Furthermore, studies with children have demon-

st:rB.ted a gradual increase in the frequency of the 'abstract' 

levele.of. the KTSA with- age. Assuming that by virtue of. their 

operational definition, these levels represent different degrees 

of abstraction, these findings a-re in ha.nnony with theories of. 

the cognitive development of the child. Thus, the developmental 

progression of the child from concrete to abst:ra.ct functioning 

is clearly demonstrated in some of. the ~rSA nine levels of. abst:rac-

The question of what is precisely mea.su:red by the KTSA 1 while 

not fully exhauted, is also related to thfl power of. the test to 

differentiate between the impact of lack of. motivation and in-

ability to symbolize abstractly. It was suggested that the KTSA 

measures ~ unwi'lli-:ngness to accept culturally determined con

cept· a R.nd ability to a.bst·ract. The two are believed to ope:ra.te 
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simultaneously except for extremA instances wher~ it might ba 

.iustifiabla to suspect that thP. two d.o not coincide. I-n such 

casas, a speciA.l measure to clFtrify which factor p:r'edomina.tas 

is applicable. 

Thc:t advantaga of. the KTSA original techni.qua as disp;Layed 

in some special forms of psychopathology, e.g. in d.$tecting 

schizophrenjc tendencies and brain-pathology, might suggest 

exploration of. this test in other maladjusted groups. Although 

the a.ssocj.ation between the test results and some forms of. malad-

justment is nat explained., it does c:txist. This is expected to 

be clarified in subsequent studies. 
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CHAPTER: 4 

THE SYMBOLIZATION TEST ·FOR CRIMINALS (THE S. T. C.) 

Introduction: 

The Symbolization Test for Criminals (the S.T.C.) is a test 

of abstraction devised by the writer for the special purpose of 

idP.ntifying adult criminals. 

It is, probably, not accidental that the majority of psy-

chological studies in criminology have focused the attenti-on on 

juvenile delinquent populations. The belief that criminal ten-

dencies are formed in early stages of life is shared by many 

theorists, hence the assumption that the earlier the detection 

of such proclivities, the better are the chances for correction 

and subsequent crime prevention. Indeed, statistics of crime 

rate for juveniles suggests an immediate and urgent need for 

adopting effective,imminent preventive measures. 

In a r;:~.ther striking contrast, a relative paucity of ·rig-

orous studies with the adult criminal has been observed. There 

is good reason~ to suspect that this is largely motivated by 
I 

feelings of pessimism with the prospect of the prognostic and 

rehabili tativ·e chances of these individuals. IndP.ed, the relat-

ive inadP.quacy of the therapeutic methods available may .iustify 

the formation of such attitudes, but this should have resulted 

in intensive research rA.ther than in negligence. 

Furthermore, the magnitude of the problem of the adult per-

sistent offender is illustrated in the report of the HOME OFFICE, 

Prison Department (1967) for the year 1965. No less than 20.509 
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new prison rP.ceptions, or. 68% of the total recAptions (29,871) 

of adult criminals, were offenders with 4 and more previous 

pr.ovP.d convictions (Adapted from Table D.l, op. cit.) Facing 

such an alarming figure, it seems that society cannot afford to 

neglect the adult, habitual offender.. 

Opinions with regard to the si~1ificance of the role of 

psychological factors in the formation of criminal behaviour. 

var.y considerably. However, it fs generally agr.P.ed- th-at crim-

inRlity has to be treated in a multi-factorial approach 

(COHEN 1962), that j_s, that no single factor. can be expected 

to be responsible for. such \t conduct. The predominant belie-f was 

expressed in (GRAVES & HILL 1963) who concluded that lawless 

behaviour, in their. case as ma.ni fested by mili tar.y offencler.s, 

is a combinA.tion of genel!al weak per.sona.li ty and poor. envir.o.n-

mental c ondi tiona. In fA.ct, this implied that no particular 

personality deficiency associ at fld with that mala.d,iustment was 

specified. The multi-dimensional feature of criminality affects 

the efficiency of p..sychological tests in charA.cterizing the 

'genuine' criminal. Such difficulties were illustrated in the 

preceding chapter.. This was, in addition, evident in another. 

classic study (GLUECK & GLUECK 1956, based on GLUECK & GLUECK 1950). 

These authors claimed that they could dispense with the psycho-

logicA.l indices, deT'ived from the Rorschach and psychiatric 

inte~views, without A.ffP.cting the efficiency of their. delinquency 

pr.erU.cting tables. While the GLUECK's assertion mny be correct 

with regard to the two psychological measurements employed in 
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th~ir study, this cannot be accP.pted as a conclusive general

ization for all psychological tests. Unless all psychological 

devices have beP.n explored thoroughly, such a conclusion appears 

to be rather premature. 

Furthermore, it has been atr.P.ady suggested earlier that 

criminality is not necef•Sar.ily sy"nonymous with psychopathology. 

A new psychological appraach to the identification of the crimi

nal - not necessarily the psychopathological - m~ provide 

better clues for further resP.arch in characterizing the crimi

nals a.s a group. 

The Purpose of the S.T.C. 

The S.T.C. was devised in order to differentiate between 

the 'genu:ilne' offender and non-criminals. The ·technique adopted 

rA~presents. an exploitation of the typical performance of crimi

nals observfld with the KTSA, and aimed, deliberately, to maximize 

the differences between these -two populations. It was hoped that 

such an adoption would possess sufficient validity to provide, 

eventually, a workable tool for that purpose. 

The decision to focus thP. attention on the cognitive dimen

sion of pP.rsonality in the S.T.C. was not an arbitrA.ry choice. 

Although, it is clear that this aspP.ct of bP.haviour has attractP.d 

a negligible number of previous studies with criminals, this is 

probably due to the a·bsP.nce of a sound thflory which providP.s a 

linkage betwf!P.n, sa.y, abstract and concrP.te functioning and 

psychopathology. HowAver, previous observation (GLUECK & GLUECK 

1950) r.flvealed tha.t juvenile delinquents tP.nd to display direct 
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and concr~te attitudes rather thah symbolic, intP-llectual expr.es-

sions, and are less methodological in their approach to problems. 

The introduction of the KTSA aimed at testing the hypothesis 

that adult, habitual criminals will reveal a lower level of 

abstraction in symbolizing culturally determined objects, when•'\ 

compared with non-criminal groups. The S.T.C. attempted to cap-

italize on this hypothesis by exploiting that tendency. In other 

words, the test confronts thP- criminal with test situations which 

resemble those real-life situations where conflicts with the law 
--~.k.J 

and with society are most eminent. It was hypothesized that under 
~---

such circumstances the presumed cognitive deficiency of criminals, 

as would have been expected from their performance on thP. K.T.S.A., 

will diffP-rentiate them from the non-criminals. 

Furthermore, thP. introduction of the S.T.C. in addition to 

the KTSA was indicated for two main reasons. First, it 11:1\;u.st be 

remembered that the latter was originally constructed as a 

psychodiagnostic tool with the explicit purpose of differentiating 

normals from psychopathological groups. Hence, the test results 

are interpreted in terms of psychiatric nomenclat-ure. The present 

study was designed to avoid such interpretations. There was 

little interest to asse~ whether criminals are 'normot:ics' 

(normals), neurotics or psychotics. Indeed, it is possible to 

evaluate the results obtained through the KTSA, independently, 

with no clinical implications, but the apparent association 

betweP.n the test and psychopathology caused some uneRsiness. On 

the other hand, the S.T.C. has no known relationships with other 
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forms of behavioural ma.lad.iustments and do.( not claim any except 

.with criminality. Secondly!- the KTSA was not designed., ori,in

ally, as a test of criminality. Therefore, it is not, necessarily, 

sensitive to such behaviour assuming that criminality can be 

detected by means of psychological factors. The S.T.C. repre-

sents the testing of a new hypothesis, that is, that psychological 

deficit observed on general tests may be exploited and adopted in 

such a way that it will possess special sensitivity to criminal 

behaviour. 

HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT. 

The idea of devising the S~T.C. in its present f'orm sprang 

from the discovering of the technique used in the KTSA. This 

was preceded by a series of unsatisfactory attempts to promote n. 

-t:~st•6f abstraction for the specific purpose of differentiating crim-

inals from lawful ci tizer1f 

The first succession of attempts moulded itself after the 

classice.l works in characterizing malad.iusted groups by means of 

abstract and concrete functioning, notably the techniques employed 

by HANFMANN and KASANIN (1937, following VIGOTSKY 1934), GOLDSTEIN· 

and SCHEERER (1941), Wechsler W.I.S.C. and W.A.I.S., 'Simil.arities' 

subtest (RAPAPORT et. al. 1945) and BRUNER at. al (1956). The 
11:6. 

method of£'paper and pencil' test as used in the Proverbs Tests 

(GORHAM 1956, or a Swedish version, e.g. BRATTEMO 1965) was not 

deemed to be appropriate in this context (see below: 'Principles 

of the s.·r.c. (a)'). 

In one attempt, a chromatic p.ictorial representation of 
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twelve pairs of concepts, adopted from the WISC and the WAIS 

'Similarities' subtests, was made. Technical difficulties in 

obtaining satisfactory pictures were responsible for the 

decision to abandon this course. It was found that (a) some 

concepts, e.g. 'alcohol', were difficult to represent in the 

concrete without adding irrelevant factors (such as 'a bottle 

of whisky'), that is, the shape of a bottle added distracting 

clues in forming similarity with the other half of the pair. 

Also, (b) in spite of the us.e of highly skilled photographers 

the colours of the pictures camf! out less clear than expeo_tad 

(after a few trials). Many responses, in pilot trials, appeared 

to be complicatf!d by this fact. In addition, it was found that 

a trichotomous classification of 'inadequate•, 'concrete or 

functioning' and 'abstract' responses was not sophisticated 

enough to include all answers produced py 15 .studf!nt testees. 

The next attempt was a further step toward improving the 

above technique. The pictorial stimuli were replaced by both 

chromatic pictures and small models representing a series of 

concepts from the WISC and WAIS 'Similarities' subtests, and 

others. Fifteen such concepts were formed. These were presented 

to the testee in groups of three with the instruction to state 

'In which wey two of these are alike a.nd the third different% 

Again it was.found that a more elaboratE'!\ scoring system was 
;.1' •• 

needed. In addition, the id.ea of including concepts with special 

relevance to criminal behaviour in the impinging stimuli, was 

developed. At this stage of the experimental explorations the 

Kahn Test of Symbol Arrangement was discovered. Striking simi-



larities between the considerations contemplated within the 

case of the special test for criminals and. in both the rationale. 

and technique of the KTSA were observed. This has encouraged a 

research of the appr.opr.iatenflss of the latter in the British 

population using psychotic patients. (KIPPER 1967). The results 

of that small validation study have .iustified further. study with 

the test. In addition a 'supplementary test (the S.T.C.)' was 

introduced. This has followed the same technique offered by ~~e 

former.. The KTSA has also provided the most elaborate scoring 

system known for. tests of abstract and concrete thinking. This 

system of nine levels of abstraction was adopted, with two excep

tions {see section 'categories of abstraction', below), in the 

new S.T.C. 

At the moment,the S.T.C. represents an extension of the KTSA; 

therefore, the two tests form one unit. Future studies m~ assert 

the independent validity of the S.•r.c. This could involve adding 

more tasks to the latter., e.g. 'memorizing arrangements', sorting 

tasks', etc. (see section 'rationale.'). 

'rHE TEST MATERIALS. 

The S.T.C. consists of twelve symbol-ob,iects o:r. toy models. 

These have to be arranged in various w~s on a special strip and 

to be followed by reasoning and symbolization tasks. The selec

tion of the particular objects and the special design of the 

tasks were guided. by a set of principles, discussed below. 

164. 
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Principlesc·~f the S.T.C. 

In the following, a set of four principles concerning the 

nature of the tasks required on the S.T.C. is presented. These 

postulates are not, necessarily, unique to the S.T.C. They might 

be applicable to other psychological tests of this kind. However, 

they are believed to· have a particular significance in the case 

of testing criminals and offenders. 

a) Per.fo.rmance _ver-sus_ paper--and-pencil test-s: -From the onset 

of the idea to devise a special test for criminals, the decision 

was in favour of a performance type of test. The advantages of 

the paper-and-pencil tests were not overlooked. True, such a 

test is usually brief, involves simple and straight-forward ques

tions and answers, and~scored rather- objectively. Yet, in the 

present case, additional factors particular to the nature of the 

criminals, ought to be given ample consideration. Thus, owing to 

a typical history of irregularities in school attendance, crimi

nals may find themselves at Zdisacfvantage when confronted with 

assignments which require reading and writing abilities, irrespec

tive of how easy they might appear. The effect of such handicap, 

namely, slow reading, "IoTas demonstrated in lowering the sco.r.es 

yielded by delinquents on the W.A.I.S. (GRAHAM & KAMANO 1958). 

In add.ition, written questions may have unexpected connotations 

and are liable to be interpreted incorrectly by the testee with

out the awareness of the tester.. Furthermore, it is not unlikely, 

that tasks which require reading and writing ability might be 
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associated, in the criminal's mind, with schooling. This, 

inevitably, may r~duce the motivation to co-operate, and spon-

taneous personal involvement in the tasks. It might be argued 

that the significance of the ~foregoing considerations hal~ 

been over-emphasized and exaggerated. But on the other hand, 

... ., 
it is felt that complete ignor~ of their existence involves 

1f..c 
a great risk of obtaining unreliable responses. ~Performance 

typP. of test has the advantage that thP.y appear P.asy _to comply_ 

with and often playful and pleasant. Furthermore, in such tests 

every response is scorP.d and thus the effect of cheating or 

ambivalP.nt and undecided responses has no detrimental consequences. 

SincP. such tests do not reveal their true purpose, the effect of 

a possible 'social desirability' factor is rP.duced greatly. 

On the other hand, a performancP. type of test is not free 

from disadvantages. Perhaps, the most important drawbnck is that 

thP. rP.8ponses obtninP.d on such a test are qualitative and must"be 

assessed or evaluated by means of quantifying methods. Tradition-

ally, this involves a technique of dP.vising weighting score sys-

terns. Thus, the chances of the iriterferance of sub.iective assess-

ment and interpretations increase. 

Realizing all these difficulties it was felt that the pro's 

in favour of a performance test, in the present case, outweigh 

the con's. 

b) Non-threatening feature of the tasks: The tasks suggested on 

the t~st should avoid the provocation of excessive anxiety or 

fear. Otherwise, .the testae may be deterred from giving full 
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co-operation. In addition, undue anxiety might result in 

developing dP.fense mechanisms which suppress 'genuine' res-

ponses. This lP.ssens thf'l likelihood of obtaining Telia.ble 

information. It might haye been noticed that some of the sym-

bel-objects chosf'ln, e.g. 'a pair of handcuffs', 'a knife', f'ltc. 

might arouse tension a~y w~, since they are probably associ-

ated,· for CTiminals, with unpleasant past expeTiences. Under 

such circumstances, the rule that· the tasks dev~sed. should be 

non-threatening:, l.s of a particular significance. 

Indeed, it is pTobably impossible to avoid the intervention 

of defense mechanisms or defensive attitudes in producing res-

ponses to the tasks Tequired. This holds particularly when 

dealing with criminal populations who are known to posse-ss feel-

ings of distrust towa.rd authority, and often are characterized 

as displet.ying hostility and negative attitude toward "We non-

crimina.ls. TheTefore, the task of reducing the threatening 

feature of the test requirements is very important in such cir-

cumstances. 

On the other hand, a certain amount of anxiety is necessary 

in order to fac:i.litatP. pro,iections. The anxiety arousing nature 

of some of thP. S.T.C. symbol-objects appears .to fulfil this pur-

pose. 

In any event, the cTiminal~should be fTee from suspecting 

that they might. lol\se as a result of their performance, or that 

the results are going to be used to their disadvantage. 

c) Simplicity and attraction: The test should be easy and 

. 1 

I 
'I 
I 

, ·I 
I 
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simple to perform, that is, the tasks should not impose undue 

strain or extre.-effort to comply with the instruct ions. This 

maxim is important for it mey lead to significant consequences 

with regard to the reliability of the responses. Often, where 

the testee feels that he is likely to fail, he develops defen

sive attitudes which may be exprAssed in the form of avoidance 

and indifference. One wey to cope with such possible attitudes

is to introduce r.ewards, e.g. money, m9-rks, favqur,able comments. 

Another., is to construct the test in such a wey, that the sub

ject is alw~ys left under the impression that he is doing well 

and thus his feelings of success are constantly gratified. The 

simplicity of the tasks is one factor which is conducive to such 

an aim. 

In addition, attr.active test objects have an impact on the 

incro.ase of genuine involvement in the performance ~nd often 

result in positive co-operation. True, it might be presumptuous 

to claim that simpU.ci ty and attraction alone gua.r.antee truthful

ness and reliability of the responses, but their contribution 

toward greater spontaneous co-operation with the instructions 

is indisputable. 

d) The test should not reveal its true purpose: In order to 

avoid the effect of •social desirability', the real purpose of 

the test should not be disclosed. It is also advisable that 

this would not be communicated to the testee even in an indirect 

way through the natur.e of the tasks required. As a rule, any 

possible factor which might influence the reliability of the 



:responses in an undesirable direction must be avoided. 

On the other hand, the :respondent must be given some 

explanation of what he is required to do. This explanation 

must be general and 'neutral' so that it would not call fo:r. 

an attitude of 'social-desirability'. Sub,iects usually res-

pond very vrell to such explanations provided they are simple 

and cl~ar. 

In the case of the S.T.C. the sub.iects were told that .they 

we:r.e :required to state what they thought the symbol-ob.iects 

might :represent. Consequently, they believed that they were 

tested, as some of-them have said: "Which object I like best" 

o:r. "Wha.t. do I think of the policA", etc. This may result in 

producing more favourable attitudes toward objects normally 

defied by criminals ('social desirability'), but it does not, 

necessarily, affect the level of abstraction of their symbol-

izations. Since the respondent is unlikely to :realize that his 

ability to abstract is under. study, the likelihood of producing 

delibe:r.ate~distorted responses he:r.e, is small. 
I. 

C:r.ite:r.ia fo:r. Selecting the S.T.C. Objects. 

Most principles for selecting the symbol-ob.iects advocated 

fo:r. the KTSA {see pp.82-84) were retained in the case of the S~'T •. c. 

However, slight modifications were necessary due to the particular 

circumstances of the latter. In addition, new criteria fo:r. selec-

ting these objects were postulated. These, and the modifications, 
' 

mentioned above, will be discussed·in the following sections. 
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1) Pertinence to criminal wa,y of life: A test of criminality 

is expected to be highly sensitive to this peculiar behaviour. 

It was thought that such sensitivity, might be enhanced if the 

test materials had some asRociation with typical features of 

criminal conduct. The ·idea wA.s to select ob,iects which are 

asRociated with daily-life situations relating to crime and 

lawlessness. This was achieved by the following procedure. 

A list of si tua.tions begin11ing wi t.h. vio.l.fmce and cr.ime 

(i.e. accident or robbery) followed by the usual consequences, 

that is, the appearance of the police, detention,· arrest, trial, 

.imprisonment and discharge, was made. Independent raters made 
:j 

separate lists of ob.iects which are most c·ommonly observed in 

each of these situations and thus may reprf!sent them. Those 

ob.iects agr~ed upon by · .. All> raters and which werfl available in 

small models in toy shops, were chosen to be included in the 

test materials. 

No assumption or inquiry with regard to the univflrsal sig-

nificance of the ob.iects wer~ made. Some, undoubterlly, mey be 

found in a. number. of societies. However, it was important to 

secure that all the objects selected were familiar to any person 

of sound mind living in this culture. 

2) Miniature repres,entation in reality: The significance of 

the symbol-objects chosen was inferred from two sources of obser-

vation. First, all these objects were available to the public 

in a mini.ature form, i.e. toy models. This was considered an 

important feature of the significance of the objects. It is 



known that in thP.ir original form in rP.al-life most of such 

ob,;ects arP. not acquirP.d by the ordinary person but rather 

belong to a small group of p~ople associated with crime and 

lawlessnP.ss. On the other hand, when thP.sP. objP.cts are pro-

duced in a miniature 1 symbolic form they arP. ·R.cquired by many 

people who are not, nP.cessarily, connected with such detP.ctive 
. . 

agencies particularlJr children. It was hypothesized., therefore, 

that the genP.ral interest in such miniatur-e objects ipso-facto 

revP.als a positive and meaningful appreciation of such symbols. 

Furthermore, in our materialistic society, monP.y sP.ems to bP. an 

important cri tP.rion of what th"e public regards as meaningful and 

meaningless. rl'hus both facts, that people are willing to buy 

such ob.iects for their children to play with and that businessmP.n 

are motivated to mRnufacture such ob.iects for their livelihood, 

seem to indica.tP. the signi ficanc~ of such symbols. Again, it is 

reasonable to assume that parents realize the educational -and 

symbolic propensities of such objects, which add to their readi-

ness to obtain them for their children. 

All symbol-o·b,;ects used in the S.T.C. are standard models. 

The ma.iority may be found, in a.n identical for.m, in shops, except 

for two ob.iP.cts. The 1 pair. of scales' and the 'truncheon', wer.e 

too big in comparison with the other models, and had to be 

r.epr.oduced in a smaller. form for the pur.pose of the test. 

3) 'Similarity-with-differ-ence' pr-inciple: Gener.ally, this 

pr.inciple 1 explained previously with the KTSA (see pp. 83 ), was 

retained here as well. However, a few violations of this rule 



Wf!r.e observ~d in the s:T.C. Two such f!.Xceptions should -be 

pointed out. First, in the CRSP. of the KTSA, special attf!n

tion was paid to the shape and colour of the symbol-ob,iects. 

The tP.st does not P.mploy the original objects as found in 

rP.ality. Thes~, were r~producP.d for thP. purpose of thP. tP.st 

as plastic rP.prflsP.ntations where the contour of the ob,jects 

was simplified and colours were plain and unified. Furthermore, 

most colours 1-vP.re matched so that thP.y appear more than once 

with diffP.rP.nt objflcts. ThP. simplification of both contour 

and colours havf! the advantage that it reducP.s the chances of 

producing rP.sponsP.s basf!d on irrelevant minutP. rlifferP.nces, and 

it increasP.s the probability of directing the attP.ntion to the 

shape and colour attributfls of the symbol-ob,iects. In the case 

of the S.T. C. such simplifica.tion was absent. In this initial 

stagP. of the P.xperiment, it was decided to avoid any modifications 

in the original form of the objP.cts. Follo~ing, the first attempt 

to establish the significance of these ob,iP.cts to serve adequately 

the purpose of the S.T.C. such refinements were thought to be 

inrlicatf!d. On the other hand, somP. colours do appear more than 

once on the S.T.C. An inevitable consequence of this decision 

was that thP. chances of obtaining responses based on shape and 

colour in the S.T.C. were reduced (seP. Table 7). These short

comings of the test will have to be eliminated in the future. 

Secondly, thP. KTSA employs groups of symbol-objects having a 

similar shape, e.g. three hearts, three stars, etc. (sP.e photo-

graph, APPENDIX I). Such similarities have also encouraged res

ponses based on shape. This phenomenon is not evident in thf! S.T.C. 

1'. 

. ;· 



None ot: the ob.iects chosen. in the test display an identical 

shape. Thought\ ought to be given to introductt this featu-re 

of the test material in subsequent studies (see also discussion 

on this point in the latter part of. this volume). 

Description of the S.T.C. Materials. 

The twelve symbol-objects selected for the S.T.C. vary in 

material, size, mass, colour, shape and content. These objects 

are (see al~o photograph, APPENDIX I) 'an·ambulanca (A)', 

'a bulldozer (B)', 'a cigar (C)•, 'a gun (G)', 'policeman's 

helmet (H)', 'a knife (K)', 'a motorbicycle (M)', 'a car (N)', 

'a pair of handcuffs(~)', 'police patrol-car (P)', 'a pair of 

scales (s) 1 
1 and 1 a tr.;uncl:a:m (T) 1 • (The letters in brackets 

are code signs for quick recording. They· ·will not be used in 

the test to avoid confusion with other code signs. However, the 

reader will find them useful for reading Table 9). 

A special felt strip, similar to that employed with the 

173~ 

KTSA, with segments numbered consecutively from l to 12 is provided. 

ADMI-NISTRATION AND SCORING. 

Procedure of administration. 

The procedure of administering the S.T.C. is a shortened ver

sion of that used in the KTSA. It consists of a symbolization 

tAst only. The ·KTSA uses five different arrangements including 

'Symbolizing task', \,rhereas the S.T.C. has adopted three such 

arrangements only. These are described belcwin three steps. 

Administration is simple, usually takes 15 minutes and is easily 

mastered. 
.• 
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Description: The steps of administering the S.T.C. are almost 

identical to some described earlier with the KTSA. In order 

to avoid unnecessary repetition the reader is advised to con-

sul t pages of thj. s text. 

St~p 1: As step l(a) and (b) of the KTSA (Free 
arrangement, ann. naming.) 

Step 2: As step 2(a) and (b) of the KTSA (Free 
arrangement, and symbolizingJ 

Step 3: As step 4 of the KTSA (Liking-Disliking 
arrangement.) 

A detailed descript_ion of the S.'r.c. procedure including 

sp~cification of the instructions, may be found in APPENDIX V. 

A copy of the S.T.C. scoring-sheet may be found in APPENDIX III. 

Scoring Principles. 

The method of scoring the S.T.C. followed the 'semi'-ob,iective 

scoring of the KTSA, described earlier (see· pp.84 -87) Again, the 

final result for each testee is represented in the form of an 

S.T.C. 'Symbol-Pattern', which is identical to the idea of the 

KTSA 'Symbol-PHttern'. Moreover, computing the S.T.C. 'Num~er.ical 

Element' (scores) and 'Letter Element' follows the same principles 

and methodology observed in the KTSA. 

S.T.C. levels of abstraction: The S.T.C. provides for ten levels 

of abstraction, of which seven are identical to those employed in 

the KTSA. These seven levels are: (A) - bizarre responses, 

(B) ' no reHson, responses, {E) - sha.pe, appearance responses, 

(F) - colour responses, (X) - concrete associations, (Y) - tangible 

abstractions, and (Z) - intangible a·bstractions. The rule speci-

fying the characteristics of each of these levels are laid down 

elsewhere (HILL & LATHAM 1965 pp. 27 - 37). 
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Two of the nine levels of abstraction used in .the KTSA, 

nrunely, (C) - repetition, and (D) - naming and functioning 

responses, have been omitted. The (c) type of responses was 

repl~.ced by another level ann. (D) - type of responses t..ras split 

into two se.parate levels. 

Since the s.rl'.C. does not employ ob.iects of irt.entical shape, 

(c) type.of responses is not admissible. Instead, a new kinrt. of 

rel?eti~i '!e r~_~:eons~~ was intro.Q.ll._C~<J~ Tl;l,_iE.'l was code.d .as (K) and 

indicates 'narrowness of the range of concepts', that is, the 

range of different concepts produced by the testee during the 

test situation. In fact, th~ is not a level of abstraction but 

rather a mea.surAment of 'conceptual rigidity•. However, it was 

presu:med that the more abstract a person the greater is the range 

of conceptual performance. The rules for this (K) type of res

b ponses are as ~ follow~: 

(K) NARROWNESS responses: (K) is score·d whenever a previous 

response is. repeated, verbatim, irrespective of the shape 

and the nature of the stimulating ob.iect. 

(1) (K) is not scored in Liking-Disliking arrangement. 

Sinc.e the ob,iects are arranged in hierarchial 

order, it is implied that one ob.iect is eval-

uated differently from the other, in spite of 

identical reason given. 

(2) When a response "the same as before" is given, 

the tester must inquire "How do you mP.an?". If 

in reply, thP. respondent repeats a previous 

answer, verbatim, or points at a previous 
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ob.iect and states "the same as this one", 

(K) is scored. 

(3) When thA respondent statP.s "the same as 

before", but upon furthe-r. elucidation, 

produces a different J.'F!Sponse, scores other 

than (K) should be given. 

The second point of divergence with.the levels of abstrac-

·tion suggest"ed j.n the KTSA, is the (D) type of responses. In 

the KTSA, this includes two types of responses, i.e. naming 

a-nd functioning. It was claimAd that it 'l-Ias difficult to dis

tinguish between these two. In the S.T.C., an t:~.ttempt was made 

to differentiatA between nami~g (D) and functioning' (d) responses. 

The following principles were postulated to faqilitate the scoring 

of these typF! of responses. 

(D) NAMING responses: Responses which merely name the test object. 

~. (D) is scored whenever the response can serve 

as an adequate answer to the question 'What do 

you call this test object?". 

2. In the Symbolizing task only, giving a description 

of the size,_ shape, material or colour. of t;he ob.iect 

is SCOJ.'P.d (D). 

3. On Liking-Disliking, poorly explained responses 

which refer to impersonal importance or value of 

the ob ;je-ct are scored (D), e. g. 'It's good to have 

them, policemen's helmet•. 

4· Whenever, both naming response and 'don't know' 

response are given to one object, (D) is scored 



rather than (B), e.g. "W~y it's a truncheon, 

I don't know". 

5. Responses beginning with the paradigm "It is 

a " or "It could be " followed by a 

description of the ob~ect are scored (D) 

(see also, HILL & LATHAM 1965, PP• 31 - 33). 

(d) FUNC'riONING responses. A response which states what people 

do with such ·ob.iect or its rflal-life counterpart, is 

scored (d). 

l. In Symbolizing and Liking-Disliking, a response 

beginning with the paradigm "It is for " or 

"For ", is scored. (d), e. g. Response for 

'truncheon 1 "For prot flct ion". 

2. In Liking-Disliking a poorly explained g: rsonal 

attitude toward the test ob~ect is scored (d), 

e.g. "I hatf'! a motorbicycle" or "I like a cigar". 

3. When a response usfls the plural,(X) is scored 

rather than (d) or (D). (see also HILL & LATHAM, 

op. cit.). 

177· 

Weighting the levels of abstraction: The task of assigning 

weightfld scores for flach of the ten S.T.C. levels of abstraction 

was- met with certain methodological n.ifficul ties. Icteally, proper 

standardization should have preceded the weighting procedure. 

In other words, the typical frequency of responses for each level 

of abstraction, as might be evident in the genera.l population 

should have been studied. This would have involved administering 
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thfll tP.st to lnrg~, rfllprP.BP._ntRti vtt BA.IIlplf'ls of cr.imi nR.ls ann non-

sta:tus, dfllmogrRphical fR.ctors, f'lri.UCA.tion, and. thfll liktt. HowP,Vf'lr, 

und·.,.r th" cj rcumstf.tnCP.B of th.,. prP.sf'lnt f'IXploratory study, thi e 

was impossiblf'l. Normally, stnnri.A.rdizing R tP.st which is R.~.rnin-

istP.rAd. inn.ivinually, is A. timf'l consuming tRsk wMch wo:uld., 

undoubtP.n.ly, ~XCP.P.d thf'l tim"' A.llocRtf'ln for this rf'IRf'larch. ThA 

rathf'lr than thP. solf! rf!sponsibility of a singlf'l individual. 

rP.sourcC!A, particularly, obtaining crimi-nal:~- t f'IRtf'lf'IS ,•· i nmat f'IB, 

pRrolAP.R and probation.,.rs woulrt. hnvf'l complicRtf'ld. such an undf'lr-

.taking. 

Sincf'l thP. KTSA wa.s not dflivj Sf!d. as a tf'lst for lnf'IA.suri.ng crim-

innls, using thf'l Wf'lightings suggP.stP.d. for that tf'lst woulrt. bf'l as 

arbi trA.ry RS using nf!w Wti ghti'ng ficortts. · Unri.P.r such ··ci rcumstRncf'ls 
... 

it was df'lcidf!ri..- .to p~ovid·"' a n"'w tf'l~·porA:ry_, ·wf'light·in~ scf:tlf'l for 
~ . . ··.. . . . . : . ,• . : .· 

Wf'light.lng mP.thod.: ThP. rR.tios bAtWf'IP.n thl'l total rf'lsponsP.s fofr r.:; 

lfiiVI'IlB K, ~' X, Y and Z, RB p~od.uc;·!{- by thfll Rf'lhabilitf'lf'IB (thf'l 

'control' group') w"'r"' computP.d.. ThfllsP. Wf'lrP. found to A.ppr_oximAtf'l 

thP. rRtios batwf'IAn thP. scorf'IB 2, 1, 4, 6 and 7, rf!Spf'lctivf'lly. 

Thfll tablfll bfl!low provi n~s thtt rfl!·sul ts of thfi!SA computntions 

wh~r"' thA figurf'ls without brnckf'lts rC!prP.Sf'lnt thP. ratios (in 

pl'lr~P.ntagC!s} for thA fr~quAncy of r4>sponsP.s, yiP.ld.Ari. Rnd. thosfl! 
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within brackets the ratios (in percentages) for the suggested scores. 

Level: d K X y z 
ScarP.: (ll (2} (4} (6} (1l 
d(l) 50.5 22 15-9 14.3 

(50) (25) (16.7) (14.3) 

K(2) 43-5 31.5 28.3 
(50) (33.3) (28.6) 

X(4) 72.4 65 
(66.6) (57-l) 

Y(6) 8.9.8 
(85-1) 

Thi:·s~·motho· rt· ."'of li.flt ermining the weighted scores was not a.pprop-

ria.tP. with rP.gard to the rP.maining five levels of abstr-action. 

In order to arrive at such weightings other factors ought to 

be considerP.d. Thus, it was already mP.ntioned P.arlier that the 

criteria for choosing the S.T.C. ob~P.cts have reduced the chances 

of eliciting (E) - shape and {F) - colour responses. In fact, 

the results confirm this supposition, (see T~bles 7 and 8). The 

criminal and rehabilitation groups produced 25 and 13 (E) type 

of responses, respectively, on the S.T.C. compared with 64 and 91 

responses, on the KTSA. A striking difference was observed in 

the ca.se of colour (F) responses. On the S.T.C. each group pro-

ducP.d only 2 responses compared with 55 (F) responses given by 

criminals and 42 by rehabilitP.es on the KTSA. Therefore, the 

frequency of rP.sponses could not serve as an adequatP. criterion 

in assigning wP.ighted score for these two levels. Thus, it was 

dP.cided to a.ssign arbitrary weightings for (E) and (F) levels, 

by borrowing the same weightings observed in the KTSA, namely, 

3 points each. 



It was obs~rved that, by definition, (A) -bizarre res-

ponses and (B) - no reason responses are the lowest on the 

abstract-concrete dimension. Thus they ought to have the 

:Jm.P.st weighted. scores. Howe.ver, (A) unlike (B) is charact_er.i zed 

as 'inappropriate, illogical, bizarre' type of responsfl. To 

df'lnote that this is an undesirable response a negative weight 

of -1 {minus), was assigned. The (B) type of response was given 

a Wf'ltghted score of '0' , i..e. grAat er than (A) but smaller than 

(d). ThE'! remaining (D) lf'!vel was given a similar weighted score 

of ='0', partly because it is rated between (B) and (d), and 

partly to maximize the differences between the two groups. 

It might be argued that the suggestecl weightings magnify 
I 

deh bera.tely and a.rti ficially the differences bet weAn thP. groups 

participat~! To support such a. claim it is possible to show 

that the criminals have produced far more (B) and (D) typesof 

response/t, than the rehabilitees (sP.e Tables <1 and 8), yet both 

are scored zero. Thus, any diffP.rence betweP.n the mean of scores 

for criminals and that of the rehabilitP.es might be an artifact 

of the weighting system ra.ther than a genuine difference. 

This possible ob.iection is not as sound as it might appear.. 

Ft,r.st, it is not Anti rely true that the ab.ove weighting system 

is all in favour of the rflhabilitees. The criminals have pro-

duced appreciably more (d) responses (129 compared with 49 of 

the rAha.bilitees) and these are scored 1 point each. 

But, perhaps, the bflst answer to the above possible o·b.iec-

tion ifl the following. The argument that the difference between 

the two groups is an artifact of the scoring system suggested 

180. 
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cannot be uphP.ld if that diff@.rP.nce is likely to be produced by 

another a.rbi trary s~ring system. 

An attempt was made to score the S.T.C. by using the weights 

employAd in thP. KTSA (see Table 10). This gave as a.rbi trary a 

sP.t of scorP.s as any other system bP.ca.usP. it has no rP.lationship 

to the frP.quency of rP.sponsP.s yiP.lded by thP. S.T.C. and has no 

special rfllA.tionship to criminality. The following chart demon-

:-
stratP.s the comparif!!.Pns of the group rAsul-ts yieldAd· by the·-two 

l ,. scoring methods, thA one suggAsted here and that used with the 

KTSA. 

Criminals. Reha.bili tees. 

l. Self method: M 72.30 (S.D. = 19.20) M = 98.67 (S.D. = 13.37) 

2. KTSA method: M = 78.14 (S.D. = 18.58) M =103.08 (S.D. = 16.07)" 

Both m~thods have produced. substantial and significant dif-

fP.rP.nces bP.tweP.n the means of the two groups (Mann-Whitney U-tP.st). 

The SP.lf-mP.thod yiP.lded a diffP.rP.nce of 26.37 points (p( .01.), and 

the alternativP., arbitrary, system produced a differe~ce of 24.94 

points (p( .01). (In fact, similar differences were obtained with 

other arbitrary scoring methods, but for the purpose of illustrating 

the point, onP. example seems to be sufficient). It is safe to 

conclude, therefore, that while the self-method of WP.ighting indeed 

maximizes the differP.nce betwP.en the two groups, it does not create 

the diffP.rP.nce. Since the S.T.C. aims at distinguishing the crim-

inals from the non-criminals, it was reasonable that the method 

which providP.d the best diffP.rP.nhation would bf'! adoptP.d. 

In short the tP.mporary WP.ights, employed in the S.T.C. for 
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this: explorat~ study are: A -1, B = 0, K = 2, D = 0, d 1, 

E = 3, F = 3, X = 4, Y = 6 and Z = 7. 

RATIONALE. 

The resemblance between the S.T.C. and the KTSA is not solely 

confined to the technique used in both tests. As mentioned 

earlier, striking similarities were observed between the consid-

erations which have inspired KAHN to devise his test and. those 

contemplated, independently, prior to the construction of the 

S.T.C., hence the sharing of the rationale of both tests. 

Beyond this kinship, two points deservA further discussion: 

f 
~irst, the rationale for selecting special 'criminal' objects 

for the S.T.C.; and secondly, the justification for shortening 

the KTSA technique as practiced in the S.T.C. 

l. The choice of 'criminal' symbol-objects: There are three 

identifiable methods of introducing stimuli in psychological tests. 

One method, a 'deliberate approach', advocates the presentation 

of stimuli specially designed, or a-prioridetermined, according 

to logical or thAoretical considerations. Such an approach is 

common to many psychological tests, particularly the questionnaire 

type. The other, a 1 pragmatic approa.ch', introduces into the 

test situation those stimuli common in counterpart real-life 

situations. This is typical of role-playing techniques. A third 

method., far less frequent, employs stimuli found by accident to 

have discriminative value, e.g. the Rorschach. WhatevfH' method 

is adopted, the ultimate va.lue of a psychological test rests in 

the significance and quality of the information it provid.(;s, and 

in'it success in solving psychological difficulties which the 

182. 
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practitutionflr encounters. Often, the 'rleliberate approach' 

·is favoured if it maintains a coherent linkage .with theory, 

and thus may provide a greater scope for r~liabla interpret-

ations. On the other hand, previous experj.•mces have shown 

that the so-called 'pragmatic approach' displayed suffictent 

strength to mitigate pressing difficulties experienced in the 

practice of psychodiagnosis. The advantage of such an appr,oach 

was particularly P.Vident in ·cases whP.re comprenensive theo-ry 

has not been formulate~ and where theories were too general 

and conflicting. IdP.ally, of course, thP. combination of all 

the mP.rits of the above methods is desirable. 

In the casA of criminality, adherence to the so-called 

'deliberate approach' involves serious difficulties, particularly, 

in the construction of a psychological test. First, psychological 

thAories vary in their explanation of the criminal phenomenon, 

and thus·, it is difficult to decide which a- priori predilection 

should be adopte~d. In any case, it involvP.d unnP.CP.SSr-l.ry commit-

mP.nt which affects the des_j.gn of thA stimulus. This is part-

icularly .difficult in a. situation v;herA .theories RJ"e even con-

flicting. SAcondly, sincA criminality is a multi-dimAnsional 

phenomenen, the 'delibP.rate approach' sAems to be most useful 

only when all aspects of this behaviour are considered, i.e. social, 

psychological ,and otherwise. This was rlemonstrated in the pre-

dictive and rl.iscriminative instrument de:Vi·sed for ,juvenile 

delinquents (e.g. GLUECK & GLUECKft950). Und.er such circumstances 

it was thought that a safe approach to the construction of a 
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psychological test is the 'pragmatic' method. 

Fu-rthermore, all pr@.viously reported accounts of devising 

special test s for criminals have introduced their stimuli 

according to the principles of the so~called 'deliberate approach. 

Yet, their success was "rather mod~rate. This has tempted the 

writer to seek an alternative approach in the search for more 

successful results. 

The idea of what has been called here 'a pragm·atic -approach' 

is that the criteria for selecting the stimuli must be separated 
~ 

from the criteria Gt evaluating the responses •. Evaluation mqy 

follow a certain hypothesis or any preferred theoretical concep-

tion. The selection, on the other hand, must be guided according 

to th@. sensitivity of the stimuli to the factor under study • 

. Such sensitivity, or in other words the ultimate test of dis-

crimination
1
rests either in stimuli which cause apprehensive and 

ambivalent responses in different individuals or to stimuli which 

give rise to inconsistent behaviour in real-life. The former 

were introduced into psychological testing in the form of ambig-

uous stimuli (Rorschach for example). The latter is advocated 

in the present study. 

The first claim is that the test stimuli must be related to 

real-life situations. This is observed in the questionnaire type 

of tests where questions are generally related to concrete, fam-

il:l.ar r·eal-life incidents. This maxim is not obs@.rved in some 

of the projective type of tests. The greater the association 
::, 

betweP.n the stimuli ann typical. re.al-life situationk thP. mor.P. 
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meaningful the test to the respondent. In other words, the 

model for const~ucting psychological tests, according to this 

approach, is real-life situa-tions. 

But a relationship to real-life in itself is not enough. 

The test must provide such real-life situations where ambivalent 

or conflicting behaviour is evident. 

The case of t.he symbol-o.b,jects. chosen for the S.T.C. ma;y 

serve as a good illustration to this· principle·. -·n wasnoticed 

that many of these ob.iects in real-life would deter the ordinary 

person, that is, he would be inclinad to remove himself away from 

them. Yet, when such objects are produced as toys or decoratiqns, 

they will attract the attention of many such individuals. 

This a.ppa.rently 1 inconsistent' attitude was believed to 

indicate some 1 conflicting' , perhf.!.ps, int~resting behaviour 

for further investigation. 



2. Short·ening the KTSA procP.dure: Although :the S.'r.c. employs 
~ 

a short version of the procedure advocated in the KTSA, the 

ve 
main tasks of the latter ha~ been reained. The S.T.C. has 

re·t·ained three out of the five steps used in the KTSA. The two 

steps omitted are the third arrangement of the latter, which 

measures 'memorizing ability' and an 'objects-over' task, and 

the fifth, a free choice arrangement. 

The r-eason for excluding t"l1e KTSA third arrangement was to 

avoid unnecessary redundancy. It must be remembered, that the 

186. 

S.T.C. is regarded as a supplementa.ry te~t to the KTSA, that is, 

both tests should be administered together when used with crim

t. 
inals. There was, therefore, ~ little be~it in introducing 

twice the. same measurement of 'memorizing'. The omission of 

the bbjects-over' task of step 3 (see p.81) was decided because . 
I 

this particular operation did not prove to possess any discern~ble 

significance in the discriminative power of the KTSA. 

The fifth arrangement of the KTSA was excluded for the pur-

--pose of maintaining(even number of tasks and symbolization res-

ponses. The KTSA calls for a minimum of 24 responses. These 

are derived from 3 free anrangements, 6 responses in liking-

disliking reasoning, and 15, in symbolizing tasks. The S.T.C. 

in its present form requires a minimum of 20 responses; that 

is, 2 from the two free arrangements, 6'in liking-disliking 
/C. 

reasoning, and 12 responses on~symbolizing task. With the 

inclusion of the fifth step of the KTSA, the minimal total of 

S.T.C. responses would have been 21. ·Furthermore, with the 
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exclusion of that fifth step, the S.T.C. contains an even 

number of. tasks (above). This m~ facilitate inter-comparisons 

betwflen tasks. 

Indeed, statistical computations do not require an even 

number of tasks or responses. Comparisons can be made for any 
? 

number of tasks. Yet, on the other hand, there is no real 

rf!ason why an even number of such tasks and responses should. 

not be maintRined. 
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RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY. 

: ! Reliability. 

The data for thP. r~liability of the S.T.C. is given below 

for each group separately and not for the combined, pooled 

sample. Such a division was necessary owing to the highly 

selected nature of the samples. The two samples participating 

represent extreme groups in the total population. The first 

group comprised 'b(. heavy criminal r-ecidivists, i.e. with means 

of 9.24 previous convictions, 11.86 years of 'criminal career, 

and 62.4 months of' imprisonmP-nt, and the second group werP. non-

criminal rP-habilitees. The latter wP-re persons who have 

experienced severe work difficulties, not necessarily due to 

physical injury. It was erroneous to claim that these groups 

represent the general population. Moreover, they also do not 

represent all shades of criminal involvement~, but rather a 

dichotomy of habitual( and non-crimf.ls. Therefore, it was. not 

ad vi sa.ble to combine them. 

The split-half reliability coefficients (odd-even) for the 

S.T.C. scores yielded pnoduot-moment correlations of r = .87 

(p <.Ol) for the criminal group, and r = .68 (p( .01 .:)for .t.~~-

rehabilitees (after Spearman-Brown correction). The difference 

between these two reliability coefficients is highly significant 

(U-test Z = 2. 639, p ( .008), but this does not permit the form-

ation of any definite conclusion. It was suspected that the 

lower coefficient obtained for the rehabilitees is the result 

of a smaller range of scores observed for that group. It was 
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noted th~t themnge of S.T.C. scores for the rehabilitation 

group is almost half (55) th~ range of scores evident in the 

criminal group (91). Given a greater range of S.T.C. scores 

for the former, the size of the correlation coefficient ~ight 

have increased. (McNEMAR 1962, pp. 144 - 145). Unfortunately, 

it was impossible to ~stimate the 'true' correlation coefficient 

for the rAhabilitAes in the absence of a standard deviation value 

for an uncurtailed, non-sP.lected, range of S.T.C. scores-. Further 

standardization of the test should provide such information. 
1: 

In evaluating the sj.gni ficance of the obtained re\.,abili ty 

coefficients the nature of the test must be taken into account. 

The S.T.C. falls into the category of the pro,iective test. It 

possesses the main features of such tests as described in 'Typology 

of tf!sts, projective and otherwise' (CAMPBELL 1957). That is, 

every response is scorad, the tf!st doP.s not reveal its true 

prupose to the testae, and it uses unstructured responses. It 

* 
is generally agraed (GUILFORD 1946) that the pro,iective test is 

often expected-to produce lower reliability coefficients compared 

with those yielded by the more ob,iective tests. Hence, the 

decision of a.ccepting reliability results depends on the type 

of tha cliagnostic tool concerned, pro,iecti ve or otherwise. The 

above m<Ahtioned S.T.C. ralia.bility coefficients appearfl to be. 

satisfactory for a pro,iectivA t:ypa of test (GUILF'ORD, op. cit.). 

APPENDIX VI, represents a step toward facilitating future 

scoring of S.T.C. answers. At the moment, the 'dictionary of 

rAsponses' is meagrA, but eventually it might contributatoward 

* s~a An~~rRon & Clack (1966), ClRCk ftt. Rl. (1966). 
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r~aso.nable inter-scorer reliability. 

Valirt.i ty. 

The S.T.C. is;-·bP.li~ved to measure the degr~>:e of 'arrested 

cognitive development with regard to understanding social con-

cepts reifiting to crime'. In other words, it reveals the typical 

cognitive p~rception, in terms of the level of abstraction, as 

observed by symbolizing obiects associated with lawlessness. 

In the absence of a.n equivalent measurement, validating the S.T.C. 

was sought in two directions. First, in establishing a network .. 
of relationships with other factors associated with cognition 

and criminality, and second~y, through the discriminative power 

of the test. This is in line with VERNON (1964) who has pointed 

out that: 

"Fundamentally, then, a test measures itself, and its 
further validity rests on its established relations 
to other behaviours. It is the network of its relations 
to other variables and to real-life situations that gives 
it meaning." (op. cit. p. 218). 

Therefore, the correlations with three variables recorded 

in this study were sought first. It was ·expected that the S.T.C. 

would correlate significantly, but not highly, with the KTSA. 

The two tests are presumed to measure the degree of 'a.T'rested·· 

cognitive development, in terms of levels of abstraction', yet, 

in different area.s.of bP.haviour. ThP. KTSA is bP.lievAd to pertain 

to general personality ann the S.T.C. to lawlessness. The product-

moment coefficiAnt between these two measurements yiAlded r =·436 

(p( .01), for the criminal group and a non-significant r = .186, 

for the rehabilitAes. The Utter rP.sult is not clear enough. 
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However, it is believed to be affected by the low range of both 

KTSA and s.•r.c. scores produced by the rehabilitees rather than 

repr-esenting a genuine value. The range of the KTSA scores for 

the rehabilitP.es is 64 compared with 98 for the criminals. On 

the S.T.C., the former had almost half the rAnge (55 seeYee) 

produced by the criminal~(91 QS&PQR). Consequently, lower 

standard-deviations for the rehabilitation g:roup were obtained, 

that i-s, 13.34 Rgainst 19.20 for criminR.ls on the S.T.C. and 

16.35 versus 18.02, on the KTSA. This is expected to introduce 

an adverse effect on the size of the corrAlation coefficient 

obtained.. Again, in the absence of data for the S.D. in the 

total population for either test.f, a 'true' ·estimate of the 

correlation for uncurtailed range of scores wa.s impossible. 
. ,)-e.. 

However, that the curtailed. range of scores is ,;ustifieC.1 to be 

held responsible for lowering the correlation coefficient, can 

be illustrated in the following. If it is assumed, for the sake 

of the iliustration, that the S.D. for hypothetical uncurtailed 

S.T;C. range of scores·i'for the rehabilitees is say, at least 

equivalent to t~at of the criminals, than the approximated cor~ 

relation between the S.T.C. and the ~fSA for thRt group will 

increase from r = .186 to r = .262 slightly short of an accep-
··' 

table level of confictencA. (McNl!.'MAR 1962 1. pp. 144 - 145). 

As mentioned a.boVF: there is no attempt to defend the legitimacy 

of such an opAration or to estimate the 'true' correlation 

between the S.T.C. a.nd. the KTSA for the reha.bilita.tion group. 
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FurthermoP.e, the distribution of the criminal scores on both 

tests tendsto be bimodal (see FIGURE 3, 4) and thus their S.D's 
,_ 

might be ~poor approximation of those of the rehabHi tees. The 

only purpose of the last computation was to illustrHIP. the effect 

of the'small ·range of S.T.C. scores on lowering the correlation 

coefficient betJ.o1een this a.nd the KTSA for the reha.bili1ation 

group. Given the 'true' S.D. for both tests in the general pop-

ula.tion, it is reasonable to assume that a significant correlati-on 

coefficient will be obtained. 

Arsimilar pattern of rP.lationship was evident in the case 

of iiitF~lligence, as •measured by the AH4 test, p:t r.t II. The cor-

relation coefficient between the S.T.C. and intelligence yielded 

fi-= .359 (p<.05) for the criminals, but r = -.060 (p,~) for 

the rehabilitees. The range of intelligence scores for the two 

groups was similar, slightly higher for the rehabilitAes (45 

versus 44) with S.D.'s of 8.89 and 9.65 respectively. These S.D.'s 

are believed to resemble those of the general population. The 

AH4 manual provides S.D. only for the whole test {= 19.37) and 

not for each of the two parts, ~:e.:p~.rately (HiilU.l p.l3). But the 

S.D.'s reponted above 
f£ 

figure given by HliM. 
for. the AHll, part II ar.e about half of the 

~ 
In that rP.spect, the two groul( seem to be 

similar. As mentioned earlier they do differ j,n their range and 

S.D.'s on the S.T.C. However, in view of the negligible relation-

ship (r = -.060) obtained, it is doubtful whether, in this case, 

the curtailed range is responsible for the low correlation. 

Given the 'true' S.T.C. standard deviation for the rP.habilitation 



group it is ha~dly conceivable that this correlation will reach 

an acceptable level of significance\ 

This partj.al relationship between inte~ligence and S.T.C., 

that is significant for the criminals and unknown for the 

rehabilit9es, is in harmony with the t~ntativfl conclusion 

arrived at in thfl case of the K'rSA. There, it vias also reported 

that no definite relationship betwef!n I.Q. and the test~ score, 

A 
for normal adults, was observed. However,/., significant relation~ 

ship- yet, unpredictable in direction- was f!Vident with the 

malad.,;ust fld indi vi nuals. 
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Only one index of criminality from those rf!cornP.d (see Table 13), 

correlated significantly with. the S.T.C. An r = .296 (p.( .05) was 

obtained between the te·st and the 'length of criminal career', 

that ·is,·thfl period that a given offender is known to ha.ve been 

P.ngaged in criminal activities, from first conviction to the 

present date. (The implication of this finding will be dis·cusse~ 

. " 
later). 

The second ·criterirof the validity of the S.T.C. concerns 

the discriminative power of the test. A cut-off point of S.T.C. 

NE = 90 was fouhd to differentiate the group best. This has 

identified correctly 39 out of 49 (79.6%)cr.imina.ls and 38 out 

of 49 (77-5%) of the r.e&a.bilitees. A chi-squarP. analysis yielded 

a value of 29.76 (d.f = 1, pot .001). A phi-correlation coefficient 

of .57 (p <'.001) was obtained. 
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The above results tend to support the hypothesis, that 

the S.'l1 .C. is sensitive ct;o those individuals who have demon-

strated persistent criminal tendencies and hence are incar-

aerated. The teRt has shown a reasonable power in identifying 

the ma.iori ty of Ruch persons participating in the sample under 

study. Furthermore, the relationship between the performance 

of the criminals on the S.T.C. and i;he KTSA, a.nd inte;t.ligence 
-

provide_some confirmation of the assumption that the former is 

associated with insufficient cognitive development. 

These initial results appear to .iustify further exploration 

of the appropriateness of the S.T.C. test in differantiating 

criminals from the non-criminal population. 

! . 



CHAPTER 5: 
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THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN. 

'rhP- P-xperimental design used in this rese;:,.rch was set to 

compare the performance of two selected groups, namely, 

incarcerated criminal recidivists and trainees in a rehabil-

itation centre, on the KTSA and the s.•r.c. Both groups were 

treated identically; they i·/Are given the sa.me tests, in an 

identical order, and were scored t·li th the same scoring methods. 

All participants were equated for their socio-economic 

status, formal level of education and race. Other factors which 

were believed to have a possible influence on the performance on 

the tests were rt>:corded for subsequent statistical treatment. 

Among thP.se were age, intelligence, two indices of 'imprisonment', 

two indices of 'recidivism', A.g~ Rt first of_fence, and marital 

status, (these will bF! elaborated later.). 

The design WRS devised to answer the following questions: 

1. Does the performance of criminals on the KTSA differ signif--

icantly from that of the rehabilitees? 

2. Do criminals display any distinguishable KTSA pattern? 

3. DoF!s thf! performance of criminals on the S.T.C differ signif-

icantly from tha.t of the rehabili tees? 

4. Do criminals reveal any typical way of rP.sponding to the 

S.T.C.? 

5. Are there any similarities betweP.n the performance of criminals 

on thP. two tests? 

6. What a.rP. the relationships betweP.n intelligence and the 

J· 
performance on the KTSA and the S.T.C. for P.ither group? 

I 

i 
.I 



1. Is the performance of criminals on either test Telated 

to age or to any of the 'criminality indices' recorded? 

THE SA!'IIPLES. 

The Criminal Group. 

The first task encountered in the s~lection of the· 'crim-

inal group' was to provide a set of characteristics which tvould 

define 'who is a criminal'. The principles listed below·wer.e 

postulated to serve as an 'operational' definition for-·sucna.· 

purpose. It should be emphasized that these are not supposed 

to act as a general, all-inclusive definition of all criminals. 

Quite on the contrary, the criteria. below are for the purpose 

of this study only, and represent a definition of what one m~ 

call a 'genuine criminal', that is, people whom no one, regard

less of his conception of 'crime', would dispute that they are 

criminals. 

Psychologically, all such criminals have one characteristic 

in common. They all manifest a consistent form of bP.haviour; 

illegal, anti-social activities, over a substantial period of 

time. WhethP.r or not these manifestations are attributed to 

psychological deficits, is a question which the 'criminal psy-

cholo~:d·s·;t'i' l··Jill eventually have to answer. 

Criteria for selecting the criminal group: The fbllowing list 

specifies the requirements for the inclusion of a given offender. 

in the 'criminal group' of the present study. 

l(c). All the oa.rticipants must be over 21 years of age. 

Thi:.s• .. prerequisite impl:ies that this study is con

cerned only with those people who are considered 



as adults by the law. In fact, it also implies 

that this Etudy d.eals with offenders who upon 

conviction, may be sentenced to imprisonment. 

2(c). Persistency of criminal behaviour. All the participants_ 

must have, at least, five previous convictions since 

their 17th birthd~y. 

The figure,5 previous convictions was chosen arbitrarily.· 

It is obvious that with such a record it is ~easonable 

to assume that~·,l'l. tendency toward committing illegal con

duct is evidfmt. The specification of the age 17 was 

because this is an age which permits an English judge 

to send a convicted offender to a detention centre. 

3(c). Severity of the offence. All the participants must have 
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a record of previous imprisonment, the first not exceeding 

12 months of incarceration. 

The insistence on having previous imprisonment 

experience meant to serve as a rough indication of the 

severity of the offence committed. Obviously, imprison

ment is imposed for crimes of considerable magnitude and 

severity. At the same time this principle rules out 

people who have committed one, extremely grave offence, 

(e. g. 'crime passionnel') for which they are incarcerated 

fo.r a. long pAriod. Thel'e were no restrictions on how 

long a. given person has spent in prison provided his 

first sentence did not result in more than 12 months 

of incarceration. 
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4(c). All th~ participants mus-t hav~ a rEword of a variety of 

types of offences (excluding sexual offenders, drunkenn~ss 

ann. murderers). 

It was assumed that though many of the'genuine criminals' 

often~ecialize in one type of criminal activity, they 

also commit other forms of offences. Indeed, a small 
;.,.J.; 

inquiry at criminal"' records supported this assumption. 

Three groups of qffend~rs, those who typically commit 

sexual offences, habitual drunkards, and murderers were 

excluded. The first two were considered as primarily 

individual~with psychological abnormalities (see rule 

5 (c)). Murderers w~re exclud~d because they do not 

represent the typical criminal recl.di vi st, an~. because 

of rule 3(c) above. In any case these three groups 

represented less than 6% of the new prisoners received 

in English prisons during 1965, the year this study was 

conducted (HOME OFFICE, 1967, table Dl)• 

5(c). All th~ participants must not suffer from a definite 

psychiatric illness. 

Usually, offenci.ers who are found to suffer from 

psychiatric illn~ss ar~ s~nt to mental hospitals rather 

than to an ordinary prison. Nevertheless, the prison~ 

m~dical officer was consulted to verify that the part-

icipants w~re not known to suffer from a gross psych-

iatric illness (e.g. psychosE). 
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6(c)~ All thP. participants must be volunteers. 

This r~quirement was set by thP. prison 

a.uthol"ities as a condition in order to permit 

the tAsting of th~ inmates on the pl"ison premises. 

. 1. Ful"thermore, the prisoners were tested anon~mously, 

that is, though some prisoners l"evealed, spont-

aneously, their names no names were taken down. 

Thus, subsequently all names were forgotten. The 

testees were aware of this and thus caul~ J'espond 

to the tasks without any feal" tha.t the results 

would affect them personally in any w~. 

The method of selecting the subjects for the 'criminal gl"oup' 

wa.s the following. The prison\ registrar was given the above set 

of rules with the instruction to select 100 records which would 

comply with the requirements. From these, 50 recoJ'dS were selec-

ted at random to form the 'criminal gl"oup'. In case of a refusal 

to take part in the study, (5: cases were reported to have J"efused), 

replacements from the rP.maining 50 records were made, again at 

random selection. ThP. registrar knew nothing of the purpose of 

the sP.lection, apart from the set of rules: :gj,~y_en to him. 

Fl"OJTI ~~-e 50 sub.iects tested, one had to be subsequently, 

excluded because of a technical error, (i.e. he wrote his answers 

to the intelligAnce test in the wrong place on the answel" sheet 

which made it impossible to score. Retesting WA.S impossible 

because of rule 6(c)). Finally, the J"estilts of the performance 

of 49 testees compl"ised the 'criminal group'. 
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Description of the criminal group: The description of the 

'criminal group' in terms of the above principles and other .. 
.5 

characteristics (see also Table 2) is as ~follow~: 

a. Age: The age (in years) of the criminals selected ranged 

from 23 - 35, M = 28.35 (S.D. 2.98). Incidentally, 

though ~ clRim was made that the present sample 

represents most incarcerated criminals in England, 

it was interesting to learn (HOME OFFICE, 1967, table D1) 

that 53% of all new prisoners during 1965 were between 

21 and 29 years of age and about 72'% between the ages 

21- 39. It is,safe to assume that the range of age 

of the present 'criminal group' is similar to that 

of about two-thirds of all new prisoners in England 

during 1965. 

b. Previous convictions: The number of previous convictions 

(see rule 2(c) above) of the criminals participating in 

the study ranged from 5 - 17, with M = 9.24 (S.D. = 2.56). 

Again, it was found that about 62"/o of all new prisoners in 

.England during 1965 (HOME OFFICE, op. cit.), have~had 
-d. 

between 5 bQ 20 previous p~oved convictions. 

c. Length of actual accumulated imprisonment: This index was 

arrived Rt by adding all periods of actual incarcer-ation 

(discounting early discharges for !good behaviour') up to th~ 

date of the testing. Thus, the length of imprisonment 

(see rule 3(c) above) experiencAd by the criminals tested 

ranged from ll to 148 months, with M = 62.4 (S.D. = 35.8). 
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Ot·hP-r characteristics of thP. ,'criminal group' are as t'S6, 

, 
follow:t"Sg: 

d. PP-rcentage from 17th birthday: This index of 'imprisonment' 

illustratP.d how much 0f',the crimina1s' adult life was spent 

in prison. This was computed by dividing thP. length of 

actual imprisonment by the time (all in months) from their 
t'. 

17th birthday a:mt their present a.ge. The results are pre-

sented. in percentages. Thus, the ran~e of time spent in 

prison during adulthood ranged from 6 - 96%, with M = 45.57 

(s.:b. = 22.76). 

e. Length of crirninal carf!flr: This is another index of 

'recidivism' (in addition to 'previous convictiom) arrived 

at by counting t·he lflngth of time (in years) elapsed from 

the age of first conviction to the present date. Thus the 

length of criminAl career ranged from 3 - 21 years, with 

M = 11.86 years (S.D. = 4.33). 

f. Age at first offence: The age at which the criminals com-

mitted their first proved offence ranged from 8 - 24 with 

M = 16.53 (S.D. = 3.58 years). 

g. Intelligence: Intelligence score was arrived at from the 

AH4 part II (see HElM 1955). This test was selected because 

d 
it was standamzfld on an industrial population. Part II was 

"' 
administered. because it does not involve formal knowledge, 

arithmetic or a. substantial reading ability. It requires 

similA.r ability to that of the Raven Progressive Ma.tricf!s, 

only simple tasks. Intelligence score ranged from 4 - 48 
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with M = 26.12 (S.D. = 9.65). 

h. Marital status: The marital st;:dus of the cri.lminals 
s 

participating in the study was as ~ follow~: 
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20 ma.rri~rl_ ( 'M'' in Table 2)' 20 singles ( 's• I in Table 2) 

and 9 separn.ted or rl.ivorcees ('D', in Table 2). 

The following chart summarizes the characteristics of the 

criminal group, discussed above: 

Variable. Range. Mean. ·S.D. 

Agf':. 23-35 28.35 ?-98 (yrs.) 
AH4 part II. 4-~48 26.12 9·65 
Indices of 'imprisonment'. 

a. Length of tmprisonment. 11 .... 148 62.4 35.8 (mths.) 
b. ~ from 17th birthday. 6 .... 96 45·57 22.56 (,;) 

I 

Indices of 'rec]. di vi sm' • 
a. Previous convictions. 5-17 9.24 2.56 
b. Length of criminal career. 3-21 ll.86 4-33 (yrs.) 

Age at first offence. 8-24 16.53 3.58 (yrs.) 

The Rehabilitation Group. 

Criteria for selrotion: Icleally, the control group shoulrl. have bf':an 

matchad with tha 'criminal group' in all 'non-criminal' variables. 

Technically, under the prasent circumstances, this was almost 

impossible. It was very difficult to get~ flasy access to testef':S 

who would comply with all such requirements. Therefore, it was 

necessary to select a'control group' from a place, a.n institution, 

where such individuals are eA.sy to get. This, inevitably, would 

compel the researcher to maka a decision as to which requirements 

were indispensible and which, under such circumstances, should be 

contr.olle<t by subsaquant statistical treatment rather than 

experirnentA.lly. It \'ll"as decided that the first four princj.ples of 
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record. 

The simplest way to dflcide the 'innocence' or lawfulness 

of a person is by asserting that he was nevP.r apprehended 

by the police or convicted in court. Indeed, this 

criterion may be rather 'nal.ve' becausP. it' implies that 
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a person who was never caught in a crime is a person 

who has never committ~d a crime. But, on the other 

hand, no bP-tter criterion for asserting the absence 

of lawlessness was found. 

4(R) All the participants must not suffer from a definite 

psychiatric illness. 

Similar to rule 5(c) (above) this principle 

postulates that this study rules out mP.nta.lly-ill 

individuals. IndP.P.d, this rule does not imply that 

the pa.rticip;:~.nts must be 'normals' as conceivP.d of 

in the psychiatric nomP.nclature. QuitP. on the contrary, 

therP. is room to bP.lieve that the subjects who have 

formed the 'control group' indeed have some 'adjustment 

difficulties'. They WP.re all pP.ople who experienced 

'work difficulties' and had to be retrained in a 

rP.habili tation centre. But, nonP. of thAm was;fionorma.lly 

disturbed. The latter was asserted from the report of 

the local psychologist. 

A sample of pP.ople who' have complied with the above 

four requirements was found in a rehabilitation centre 

which provides services for the North of England. This 

cP.ntre has two divisions; one a. rehabilitation unit 

for pP.ople who due to illness or an injury had to under

go vocational rP.habili tat ion, and a second. unit for 

people who werP. redundant in their .iobs and had to bA 

ret rain Ad ( i. e. ex-miners, unski 11 P.d, .,l'abourers, loJ;.;r,y

drivP.rs, etc.) 
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Under these circumstances two additional conch tiona 

were ruled. 

5 (R) All the participants must be from the retraining unit, 

rather than from the rP.habilitation division. 

This principle was laid down because it was not 

known whether individuals from the rehabilitation unit 

were not 'accident prone' pepple. It was prefarred to 

exclude such persons (may be 'careless! individuals) 

and to concentrate on those who were admitted to the 

retraining unit because of unfortunate and unfavourable 

external socio-economic conditions (i.e., a closure of 

~pit or a fa~tory). 

6(R) All the participant's must be selected by a random method 

It is expected that people who·are admitted to such 

a centre will be of a higher age _compared with that o.:f.' 

the 'criminal group' • Therefore, i-1; was di ffi cult to 

match thA criminals in respect of age. The best method, 

under such circumstances, was to allow for a random selec

tion which would provide a substantial range of age. 

The CF!ntre has a limited intakP. ce .. paci ty. Evl'lry 

three weeks a new group is admitted. The vocational 

psychologist was givAn the list of requirements and 

chosA a.t random from each new intake ten tAstees 

(approximately). Finally, a group of 49 rehabilitAes 

(traineas) comprised the 'non-criminal, control group'. 
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Dascription of the 'rehabili tF.t.tion group' (the 'control group'): 

The description of the 'rehabilitation group' in terms of 
5 

the above principles (seA also Table 1) is as "t-S.e follow~: 

a. Age: The age (in years) of thA rehabilitees selected 

ranged from 17 - 44 with M = 31.96 (S.D. = 7.80). 

b. Socio-economic status: Over 73% of thA rehabilitees, 

namely 36 out of the 49 participants were classified as 

-bP.longi ng to the two lowAst social classes, i.e. -category 

IV and V, part-skilled and unskilled· labourers. The 
d.w 

remain~ belonged to class III, that is, skilled 

occupations (accor(lj ng to the GENERAL RJWISTER OF'FICE 

(census 1961)). 

c. Intelligence: The range of jntelligenca scores as arri-ved 

at by the same AH4, part II -test spread from 12 - 57 with 

M = 32.24 (S.D. = 8.98). 

d. IVla.ri tal status: The inari tal status of the rehabili tees 

participating in the study is the following: 28 married 

('M', in Table 1), 21 singles ('S', in Tabh 1), and no 

case of divorce o:r sepr~.ration. 
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The chart bel ow summarizes the variables which we:re controlled 

experimentally and those which had to be controlled by statistical 

methods (e.g. correlation coefficients, etc.) 



Experimental Treatment. 

Group 1 A 1 • 

Variables controlled experimentally. 

a. Criminality. 

b. Socio-economic status 
c. Educational level 
d. Number of sub,iec·ts 

Criminal 
recidivists. 
Eq~al. 
Equal. 
Equal. 

Variables to bP. controlled. statishcally. 

a. Age (Not equal) : 
b. Intelligence (Not equal) 

Group 1 B1 • 

Non-criminal 
rehabilitees. 

(Higher) 
(Higher) 
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Ideally, the experimenta.l design should have been devised 

"--"-- Jc;:zr• 
in~a way ~ both age and intAlligence were matched and kept 

equal as well. Unfortunately, under the circumstances this was 

impossible, due to limited resources of subjects. On the other 

hand, the fact that these two factors were not kept equal should 

not be regarded as a serious handicap. It is always possible 

to find some clues as to the effect of these factors on the 

pe~formance on the two tests (the KTSA and ·-che S.T.C) by means 

of statistical treatment. Furthermor.e, p_revi ous studies with 

the KTSA have shown that, normally, age does not correlate sig-

nificantly with the performance on the test for adults, i.e. 

within the ages 20 - 50, approximately. The present study was 

conducted under the assumption that age, within the above-mentioned 

range, plays a non-significant role in the performance on both the 
~ 

KTSA and the S.T.C. ~ssumption which was upheld subsequently, 

see next chapter). 

With intelligence, the case is slightly different. Indeed, 
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it is possible to argue that it is not inconceivable that 

criminals will display, if not a lower.mean of intelligence, an 

equivalent mean to that of the general population, but with a 

larger. ra.ngP.. Therefore, to match them with a non-criminal 

group farr. intelligence means introducing an additional selec-

tive criterion, that is, including highly intelligent criminals 

only, to an already highly select~ criminal group. Yet, from 

a pu:re 'experimental design' point of view-it wo-u-ld-have be'en-

interesting to match the group on intelligence. This might 

provide some information concerning the advantage of the KTSA 

and the S.T.C. beyond the general intelligence score. Ag~:~:in, 

technical difficulties in obtaining sufficient testees did not 

permit such a design. Therefore, the :role of intelligence in 

performing on the two tP.sts had to be analysed by means of 

statisttcal method.s. 

Another reservation could be raised against the decision 

to employ two extreme groups only. It could be argued that 

'criminAlity' is a continuous rather than a dichotomous, d.is-

crete 'trait'. In reality, people are not classified as either· 

'genuine criminals' or 'non-criminals' at all. There is an 

intermediate group of 'accidental' or 'petty' offenders. Thus, 

the experimental design should haye included a third, inte:r-

mediate group, say, a group of 'first offenders', 'pro')J:ationers' 
',• 

or parolees' which would add to a more adequate representation 

of the distribution of 'criminality' in the sample under study. 
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This point was not overlooked in the planning of this study. 

Quite on the contrary, it was decided to exclude such a gr.oup 

from the experimental design. (The reasons for that deliberate 

exclusion ann the problems involved in the introduction of such 

a group will be discussed in Chapter 7). At the present pion-

eering stage of the investigation, two extreme groups, which 

give maximal chances for (bimodal) discrimination, were selected .• 

Borderline cases, however important, wouln have only complicated 

the issue. The investigation of the latter must, therefore, be 

postponed for future stunies. 

The Tests Used in the StuQy. 

A battery of three tests was used in this study. This 

included thP. Kahn :Test of Symb_ol Arrangement (the KTSA), an 

origimtl test, the Symbolization Test for Criminals (the S.T.C.) 

and an intelligence test, the AH4; a group test of general 

intelligence, part II. 

The KTSA: The KTSA (see photograph, APPENDIX I) is an alleged 

general psychodiagnostic tAst which offers a uniquP. approach to 

the assessment of huma.n ·behaviour. It has shown some strength 

in differentiating some s,p:~:ci~al psychj atric groups such as 

cerebral dysfunctions and schizophrenia. On the other hand, it 

has never been used before as a test for discriminating civilian 

'criminal' from 'non-criminal' groups. This study was EBt to 

investigate the possibility of the KTSA "i .,._ ac\ as a test for 

identifying the 'genuine' ~iminal. Furthermore, it was believed 

that, in arlcU tion, this test might provide some clues to the 
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nature of the 'arrested development' of criminals, (chapter 7). 

THE S.T.C.: The S.T.C. (see ·photograph, APPENDIX I) is an 

original test devised by the writer, for the sole purpose of 

differentiating \'.genuine' criminals from 'non-crjm:infll.A' .. In 

addition, this test was constructed to test and validate the 

usefulness of the technique involved in the KTSA. It -vms thought 

that the moderate success of general personality tests to dif

ferentiate criminals from '-non-criminals' could be interpreted 

as an indication for Cl.evising a special test for criminals. The 

S.T.C. represents such an exploratory attempt. 

Generally, both tests use the same technique and an almost 

iCI_entical approach. Therefore, both are actjng ·as a unit where 

the one is complementary to the other when testing criminals is 

concerned. 

The AH4, part II: The AH4 is a group iilit.elligencP. test which was 

standardized on an English industrial population. It seemed,

therefore, to be appropriate as· some measure of intellectual 

capacity of the samples under study. This is a simple, quick and 

adequate test which is used fairly often'in this part of the country. 

The second part of the test was chosen because j_t does not 

require specific knowledge, such as arithmetic, spelling or gen

eral knowledge. It rather seems to measure the ability t~ form 

(abstract) relationships between 'concepts' re~resented in geo

metrical shapes. The AH4 does provide sepRrate norms for its 

first and second part. It might be true that the second part of 

the AH4 does not provide a general intelligP.nce score. But since 
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all the participants were given this part of the test, it provided 

a standard cr:iterion which was b~lieved to involve 'abstract' 

operations, a component of general intelligence, against which 

the performance of every testee could be evaluated. 

There is one important d:i.ffeNmce in the administration of 

the test between the latter and the KTSA and: the S.'l'.C. While 

the AH4 is a 'group-test' the two others are administered ind-

ividually. It was necessary, therefore, to adopt a testing pro- -

cedure which will comply with these aspects of the test employed. 

This, a.nd other features of the tAsting procedure will be des-

cribed in the next section. 

The Testing Procedure. 

The following was devised as a standard procedure for every 

tester. The two groups were treated in an id.entica.l manner. The 

only difference was that when testing the criminals, a prison 

officer was always present in the room. (This is apparently the 
(;.. 

prison~ regulation that no inmate can be left alone withtnon-

member of the staff). However, necessary precautions~re taken 

that the guard should sit a.t a distance (about 15 yards from the 

testee) where he would be unable to hear the testee, and not be 

noticed. 

The following procedure was adopted: The first testee took 

the KTSA (rirst step), then the S.T.C. (second step), and then 

the AH4 (third step). The second test'C!e took the AH4 (first 

step, together with the former testee, third step), then the 

KTSA (s~cond step), and finally the S.T.C. (third step). This 



p·roc~dure was rP.pflatP.d for thA ·subsequent tP.·stefls. Thus the 

third sub.iect was given the tests i.n thP. samA ordflr as the 

first, and the fourth took the tests in the same order as thA 

second testeP. 1 and so on. 

It might be noticP.d that this procfldure has retained both 

thP. 'indtvidual tt=~sting' and the 'group-tAsting' fAa.turas of 

the tAsts as the following~ 

(~) The KTSA and the S.T.C. wP.re givf'm individuP..ily where 

the KTSA always precAdes the S.'l' •. C. 

(b) The AH4, part II, was a.dministE:n•ed to small groups, i.e. 

pairs. 

(c) The AH4 1 part II, was taken by one testee after the 

other t~sts and by the following testAA, bflfore the 

others. 

This order was adopted bAcause of tAchnical difficultiAs in 

gathering the criminals in larger groups, t=~specially for admini

stt=~ring thfl AH4, part II. Therefore, tht=~y were given this test 

in small groups (Le. 1 pairs). There, thA role of motivation, in 

terms of •succt=~ss in competition', was still preservt=~d 1 though may 

be less than that expected in larger groups. Therf! was no rt=~ason 

to suspect that the difft=~rent order for each pair of testAAS of 

taking the AH4, part II, would have any effect on either scoring 

on this test or on the performance on the remaining tests. 

212. 
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The S.T.C. as a supplementF1ry test, was alw.qys administered 

following the KTSA. It w~s noticed that when confronted with the 

S.T.C~ symbol-ob,iects, the testee was already f;:;.miliar with the 

tasks required. Thus, while with the KTSA 'first arrangement' 

the teste~ did not know why h~ was asked to arrange the objects 

on the strip, with the S.T.C. 'first arrangement' he already knew 
~ e-1. 

that this Rhould( follow( by a reason for his performance. Similarly·, 

facP.ct·with;_;·the S.T.C. symbol-objects the testee could have antic-

ipated the subsequent tasks. This, of course, was true for all 

the participants from both groups. 

The procedure of administering the three tests lasted about 

90 minutes for each testee. This .included time for establishing 

rapport with the sub.iects, hearing their comments, etc. 
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CHAPTER 6: 

THE RESULTS. 

Seven questions were raised in th~ pr_ecading chapter con-

cerning the performance of.the criminal-recidivists on the 

tests employed in this study as compRred with that of.th.~ non-

-

criminal rehabili"t·ees. The following are the answers _.to thAse. 

questjons in the form of the statistical rAsults. The data below 

~ 

~ arranged in three sections. First, further statistical chara.c-

teristics of the BA.IIIples employed wHl be presented. This will 

be followed by thP. main rAsults,. and finally, further analysis 

of the· statistical findings will bt=~ discussed. 

THE SAMPLES: 

The main characteristics of the SRmples employed (N = 49, 

each) were alrAady presented in the·preceding chapter (see also 

Tablfls 1 and 2). In addition, the fol.lowing points ought to be 

made before proceeding to the ma.jn statistical :findj ngs. 

Age: ThA two groups tested. diff'erAd in both their mAans of age 

(Tables 1 and 2), and the ranges of age (being 12 yAars for the 

criminals and 27 for the rehabilitees, see Figure 2). The mean 

age for the crimina.la was M = 28.35 years (S.D. = 2.98), and for 

the rehabiliteAs, M = 31.96 yflars, (S.D. = 7.80). Since age is 

di strj.buted normally tha t - test for the difference between 

thA mf'la.ns was used. Thj,s diffel'ence was found to be hj.ghly sig-

., 
4· _ _..; 



nificant ( t = 3.03, df = 96, (p< .01). 

Intelligence (AH4 part II). The two groups Rleo dif~ered in 

their scores on the AH4 part ll test (Tables 1 and 2). The 

mann for the criminals wa~M = 26.12 acopae (S.D. = 9.65), and 

for the rehabilitees, M = 32.24 ~ (S.D. = 8.98). Again,. 

fo1' the same reason mentioned above the t-test-, for determining 

the sj.gnifica.nce between thf.lse means, was used. This difference 

was found highly significant (t = 3.20, df = 96, p<' .01). The 

S.D.'s for both groups were similf!l,r -and eo were the ranges ot 

AH4 part II scores, (the latter slightly higher for the rehab-

ili tat ion gr-oup, see Figure 1). 

The AH4 manual (HElM, 1955) provides five grades of. per-

formance on the test. These are classified as·A =upper lo%; 

B = the nf.lxt 2<>%; C .. the middle 400fo; D .. the next 2o% and 

E = the bottom lo%. The distribution o:f the participants accor-

ding to their AH4 part II scores, on the norms tor that pa:r.t of 

the test Rre as the following: 

A B c D E 
65 - 38 37 - 31 30 - 20 19 - 12 11 - 0 N 

Criminals: 6 11 21 7 4 49 

Rehabi 1i tees: 12 14 20 3 0 49 

215. 

It is observed that the mean score tor the criminals (26.12) 

falls into the middle grade C, i.e. the midrlle 4o% of the pop

ulation. Therefore, the criminals, as a group, have produced 

,--7· 
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an AH411 score well wi. thin the avAr_R.ge of the general population. 

Furthermore, the AH4 provides a. mean score f.or th~ whole test 

only. This mean, i.e. 47.17 falls in the upper half of grade c, 

similar to the performance of. the criminals on Part II of the 

test. 

The mean for the rehabi~i tefls, on th!' pt_her _h~d, f.alls __ in. 

the lowflr B grRd.fl, that :j a, slightly higher than the average for 

the whole tflst. 

It is fair to conclude, that although the criminals reve·a.led 

a significantly lower mean AH4 part II sc·orA comparAd. with -that 

of. the rehabilitees, their performance ~as not exceptionally low 

compared with thA norms of the general population. 

Socio-economic (social) class: The occupations of all thfl part-

icipants were classified according to thej.r .reBPftctive social-

class (GENERAL REGISTER OFFICE, 1961). All the participants' 

occupations fAll into the social classes codAd III (intermediate 

class), IV (part-skilled labourers), and V (unskillAd labourers) 

as the following: 

Criminals 

Reha.bili t efls 

Class III. 

5 

.!Q 

15 
== 

Classes IV and V-. Total. 

44 

== 

49 

£2 
98 
-= 



A 2 x 2 chi-square ana.ly~is yiAldP.d a valuP. of 1.2; a. non

signif.iciUlt d.if.fArance (df = 1, p < .20). ·Thus, ind~Ad 1 t~e 

two groups did not differ significantly in 'social class·•. 

THE MAIN RESULTS. 

217. 

The main results are ~r_f.l.llgf!l!i .. b.elow as-ans·wers te the-- -· 

quP.stions raised in the preceding chapter. 

a. The criminal, ae a group, have produced an average KTSA-NE 

~corA'!'l significantly lower than that ef' the rehabilitation 

group. 

Table 3 shows the rAsul t:s of tha performance of' the two 

groups on the KTSA as reprasen~ed· in terms of· the KTSA 'Symbol

Pattern'. 

The avarl\ge KTSA-NE (sco~e) f.or t,he criminal group was 

M .. 79.98 (S.D. = 18. 21), and for the rehabi.li tat ion group, 

M ... 98.65 (S.D .... 16.57). Tha significance of. the diff.erttnce of 

18.67 ~~ between the two maans was determined by a non-parametric 

statistical test to avoid tha assumption of no!rmal distribution, 

and was foUnd highly significant (Mann-Whitney U Test, Z ~ 4.64, 

p < .0003, SIEGEL, 1956, Pp. 116 - 127). It was also observed 

that this d.ifference batween the maans was larger than the highest 

S.D. (that of the criminal group), i.e. 18.67 > 18.21. In other 

words, about two thirds of the. criminal population scored less 

than the maan of the KTSA- NE of' th~ J"Ahabil-1 tees. 
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b. The criminals have shown a typical KTSA 'Symbol-Pattern•. 

The analysis of the KTSA results as shown in Tabl~ 3 revealed 

typicR.l cha.rA.cteristi.cs of thP. performance of the criminA.ls on 

this test. The cri.mimtls can b~ typified. on both the Numt=~rica.l-

Elem-ent (scores) A.nd the Letter-Element (levels of abstraction). 

,!!!: A cut-of':f point of. KTSA-NE = 90 WA.S established. This dif-

ferentia.ted the participants in both samples as the following: 

90 and below. 91 and above. Total. 

Criminals: 37 12 49 

Reha.bili tARS: .!2- ~ ~ 
52 46 98 
= - -

In other ·word.s 1 this cut-off point identified correctly 72.5% 

of' all the participants. A 2-x 2 chi-squR.re analysis yialded a 

va.lua of. 18.06 (df .. 1, p < .001). 

It is observed that there are more 'false negatj.ves' (i.e. 

rehabilitees who scored like 'criminals') than 'false positives• 

(i.e. criminals who scored like the •non~criminal'' rehabilitees). 

Indeed, though ideally no 'false' cases should be observed, 

in practice no psychological test has :fulfilled this ideal. Thus, 

morally, it is undesirable to have 'false ne.gative' rehabilitees. 

From a practical and pragmatic point of view, a test of criminality 

should have fewer 'f.Rlse positi-ves' (criminals) than other 'false' 

cases. Thj.s is particul~t.:rly trua i:f such a. test should contributa 

toward protecting the public from thP. menace causP.d by cJ-iminals. 
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The decision of choosing KTSA-NE = 90 as a cut-off. point 

was a,rr:l.ved. a.t by observing that at this point, or precisaly 

at the poj.nt 89.7 the ordj.nA.tas of the cuJ"VeB for the criminal 

* and. the reha.bilita.tion groupe were equal {see Figure .3) • Also., 

it was noticed t·hat the KTSA no·rme -(BILL & LATH.Ar•f, -1965, p. -106) 

provided. the figure NE - 90, as the lowest point which diff.er.en-

tiatee the so-called. "averl\ge normalcy" from th9 "low norma.lc~"· 

LE: As alrAady mentioned {chapter 4), the discriminative power 

of the KTSA is bast when both NE {scores) and the 'pattern' --of· 

the Letter-Element {levels of. abstraction) are considered. T~us, ', 

the comparison of the means of the fJ'Aquency of the responses 

given for each level of. abstraction by each group (see Tables 5 

and .(6~'~' and Figure 5) showed that the groups differed in the 

levels Y, Z and X {in this order, and higher for the rAha.bili

tees), and B, D and C (in that order, and higher for the crimi-

nals). 

* This was d.eri ved from the formula: 

where: x = MtV'.a. + Ma.Ci1 

~ + Vi. 
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abstrR.ction wh~r~ Z - int·~tngflb .. l~ a.bstrnctions,, Md. Y - tiUlgiblA 

·R.bstrA.ction typ"'s of rAs.ponsAs Wf'!rP usually not most frAquAnt 

On thA othAr hR.nn, two of thA _following lfiiVAls of RbstrRcti.on; 

B - no ~~A.so_n_, C - r~pAt i ti on., D na.mi ng_ and f·unct i o ni.ng -~tnd. X 

concrAtfl! ~tssoc1a.tions, nppARrAd in thA first thrAA plA.CP.S of 

six or S~'~V~n d.:i ff .. rAnt ki nd.R of !AttArs ( l~vds of- Rb-strnction). 

To summArizA; thA following ~rSA 'Symbol-PA.ttArn' was found 

to bA ChRT'RCtAT'ifltic Of .thfll ma.iority (38 CR.RAB) Of thfll Criminf.l.ls. 

NE: 90 And bP.low. 

LE: C prominAnt, in thA first two plR.c~s; 

Z or Y not·- in th~ first lP.ttAr, usuA.lly 
not in th"! sAconr\ plRc~ Rnd. not ad.iRCAnt 
to fiiRCh oth~r in thA first thr~~ l"'ttArs. 
Two of B, C, D or X in thA first thrAA 
plRCASj SiX or SAVAn !AttArS RltogAthAre 

Only on~ sub.iAct of thA criminA.! group (Tnbll'l J, No. 48) 

RbOVA 90, i. A. 91. Inr\AAr\, it mi.ght bA A.rguAd that in this typA 

of ,. tAst thAr"'! is no nAAd. to h·av~ Rn RbsolutA cut-off point 

~oAs not .iustify Rn ~'~Xclusion from thosA criminals who WAT'A 
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idAnt:i.fied correctly. On thA othAr ha.nd, in the case of this 

study, a decision WAS made to ~dhere,·nigidly, to this rulA 

for the purpose of having clel'l,r categorj.P.s of 'crimj nals' -

'non-criminals', and to avoid a third ca.tegory of 'doubtful . 

'Symbol-PattP.rns' (although such a catAgory might exist) •. 

Therefore, this abovl'l-mentioned case WRS considered as 'false 

positive' and his performance was disregarded as a 'non-criminal' 

one. I~ aD¥ ease, kad this case been counted as a'criminal' 

KTSA 'Symbol-Pattern', the discriminative power of the test would 

have been increased. 

c. The criminals, as a gtoup, have produced an average S.T.C.-NE 

(scorP.) significantly lower than that of the rAhabilitation 

group. 

Table 4 shows the results of thA pArformance of the two groups 

on t·he S.T.C., rAprAeented in terms of the S.T.C. 'Symbol-Pattern'. 

The average S.T.C.-NE (scores) for the criminal group was, 

M = 72.30 (S.D.= 19.20),_and for th9 rehabilitation groups, 

M ~ 98.67 (S.D. = 13.37). The significance of the diffe~ence of 

26.37 between the two means was determined by the non-parametric 

Mann-Whitney U test (SIEGEL op. cit.). This difference was found 

highly significant (Z ~ 6-38, p ..( .0003). Aga:i.n, similar to the 

case of the KTSA, this difference between the two means was larger 

than the highest S.D. (that of the criminal group) i.e. 26.37> 19.20. 
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This implied·that about two thirds of. the criminals scored 

less- than the mean of the S.T.C.-NE for the rehabilitation group. 

d. The criminals have shown a typical .. S.T.C. 'Symbol-Pattern•. 

The analysis of the S.T.C. results as shown in Table 4 

revealed typical chara.ct~ristics of the performance of criminals 

on this test. ,Again, the .crimina.ls were typifi"'d. orCooth the 

Numericm-Element (scores) and on.the Letter-Element (lAvels of 

abstraction). 

~: A cut-off point of. S.T.C.-NE • 90 was established. This 

differentiated the participants in both samples as the following: 

90 and below. 91 and above. Total. 

Criminals: 39 10 49 

Rehabili tees: 11 ..l§ ~ 
50 48 98 
"'"""' = === 

In· other words, thls cut-off point identified·correctly 78.&/o 

of all the participants. A 2 x 2 chi-square analysis yielded a 

valuA of 29.76 (df=l, P<•OOl}. 

S.T.C.-NE = 90 was chosen as ~ cut-off point for the follow-

ing reasons-.· It was foun.d that the point at which the ordinates 

of the cury~~ for the criminal an~ the rehabilitation group were 

equal was 88 (i.e~ 87.8, see also Figure 4). Only one subject 

(Ta.bl.f't 4, No. 25 of the rehabilitees) scored between 87 and 90 

(his score was. 89). This offAred a rAmarkable opportunity to 
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set an S.T.C. cut-off point which was idantical to that of tha 

KTSA. (The only dif'f.erencife that the above-mAntioned case could 

have made had an S.T.C. cut-off point 88 been decided upon, 

would have been that the number o.f 1 falsf.t negative• for the 

reha.bilitees would have dropped from 11 to 10, thus increasing 

the value (and the significance) of the- chi-square). 

The advantage of having an S.T.C. cut-off point identical 

with that of the KTSA is that when a •combined KTST (KTSA + S.T.C.) 

score is made, opo:i:flt"4-- 90, rema.ins the cut-off point. 

1!: The criminals revealed a distinct Letter-Elemept (levels 

of abstraction) on the S.T.C. The comparison of·the means of the 

frequency of responses given to each level of abstraction by each 

group {Tables 1 and 8, and Fj_gure 6) sho.wed that the groups dif

fered in their frequency of responses to levels z, y and xr in 

this order, and higher for the rehabilitees), and in D, compris

ing 'd' and (D), and B, in this order, and higher for. the.crimin-

als). 

The study of the individual Letter-Element 'pattern' for 

each criminal {Table 4) showed the following characteristics; 

Z - intangible abstraction was not, usually, prominent in the 

first place of the Letters• hierarchy. In any case, both Z - , 

and Y - tangible abstraction responses did not appear together 

in the first three places, and were not adjacent to each other. 
~ 

On theLhand one or two of the B - no reason, (D) - naming, 

.· 
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d - functioning, and X - concrete, responses appeued in the 

first three places of the Letters' hierarchy. 

To summarize; the follo.w~ng S.T.C. 'Symbol-Pattern'. was 

found to be characteristic of the 'criminal :recidivists• 

employed: 

NE: 90 a~ be~ow. 

LE: Z and Y, . not i·n the first. two plac~s, 
usually nat present in the 'first thjuu• 
plR.ces, not· a.d,iacent to each ot~er·. One 
or. two of ·B, (D), 1 d' or X, in the first 
three letters. K (•narrowness' type-of 
responses) do not precede ZY combination. 

e. The criminals have -shown a similar typical -• Symbol-Pattern•-

on both tests. 

The comparison of -the 'Symbol-Pattern' typical. of cri'niinals 

as presented above, showed similar ch~acteristics which·enabled 

the formation of a 'combined (KTSA plus S.T.C.) profile'. 

~: Both groups had a cut-off point of 90 where those who scored 

90.and below were considered 'criminals'. It was, therefore, 

decjded to add the individual scores on both tests to obtain a 

'combined Criminal NE' for pe:r.foryui.nce on both symbolization tests. 

Table 11 shaws the 'combined KTST scores• for each participant. 

(In order to leave point 90, as the cut-off. score for th~ 'combined 

score', the latter was computed from the following formula: 

Total KTSA-NE +
2 

Total S.T.C.-NE ) KTST (•combined score') = 
The mean-of the •combined score' for the eriminals was M • 76.20 

·I 
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~.D. = 16.02), and for the rehabilitees, M = 98.93 {S.D. = 11.47). 

The significance of the diffe~ence of 22.73 points batween the 

two mflans wa.s•'::determined by the non-parametric. Mann-Whi tne,y 
I 

U test (SIEGEL, 1956) to avoid the assumption of. no:rma.l dist:ribu-

tion (unknown in the case of the S.T.C.). This difference was 
I( t--- - -

found .(h~ghly significant (Z ~. 6 .• -508, P-< .OOOJ). Again, the dif-

ference was larger substantially than the highest S.D. (that of 

the criminal group), ie. 22.73> 16.02. This implied that about 

two thirds of the criminals scored less than the mean of the 

•combined score' of the reha.bilitees. 

The cut-off 90 for the 'com-bined score differentiated the 

participants in both BRDlples as follows: 

90 and below • 91 and above. Total. 
• 

Crj.mi nal s: 43 6 49 

Rehabi li tees: li .l2 !2 . 
57 41 98 
== = == 

In other words, this cut-off point identified correctly 79.5% 

of all the participants. A 2 x 2 chi~~quare analysis yielded a 

value of 32.8 (df ... 1, p< .001). This cut-off point for the com-

bined scores, correctly identified.the participants bette~ than 

each test SP.pa.ra.tely (79·5'1> compa~ed with 72.5% for the KTSA-NE, 

and 78.6% for the S.T.C.-NE). Furthermore, it has produced the 

lowest rate of criminal 'false positives•, that is, criminals 

whose score was typical of the 'non-criminals'. In this case, 
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only 6 persons (12.2%) out of. the 49 criminals were 1 f.Rlse 

positives' comparAd with 12 in the KTSA-NE, and 10 in the case 

of the S.T.C.-NE. 

Again, thl'! discrj.mina.tive power of the •combined score' 

cu~-of.f point showed more 'false nega.t~ves' rehabili~ees (who 

-SCOred 1-i-ke- the CT'imina-J:A-)- tha.n~ 1-fa.lse positiVAB1 criminals. 

1!: There are some similarities between the Letter-Element 
I 

'patterns' of. criminals on both tests. Since the two tests have 

us Ad some different levels of abstractions (i.e. K instead of. C, 

(D) and 'd',- instead. of. D, in the S.T.c.), thP.:..two LE 'patterns' 

could not have been id~ntical. However, in both tests the crim-

inals have pT'oducf!id consistf.tntly less Z and Y types of. abstra.c-

tiona and more B, D and X responsAs. Consequently, both •Symbol-

Patterns' w~re typified by the predominance of. the lower abstract 

type of rAsponsAs as represented by the B, __ f> and X responsAs. 

On the other hand, a s~riking dif.fArencA betweAn the LE of 

t·-:ne KTSA and that of the S.T.C. was observed, where the criminals 

have produced more Y type responsAs on the latter. (see ·Figures 

J A.nd 6). 

f.. ·.The relationship between intelligence (as measurfld by the AH4 
- I 

pa.r·t:J-1) Rnd the perf.ormiUlc" on the KTSA and the S.T.C., vary 

from one test to another. 

The significant difference between the intelligence scores 

for the two groups indi-cated the neAd to investiga.tA the :relation-
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ship between intelligence and the performance oil both tests. 

Hence, the following results were observed: 

!!§!: Table 13 showed (Row 3, column 2) that the KTSA-NE for 

the criminal group did not correlate significantly with intel-

ligence scores. The prottuct-moment coefficiP-nt obtained was 

r = .092 (p>.50). Similar results were observed for the 

rRhabili tation group (Table 14, row 3, col~n 2) _ WhRre intel--

ligence and KTSA-NE yiRlded a non-significant correlation or. 

*' -
r = -.045 (p >.50 Ns). · 

Thus, it WA.B concluded, that intelligence, as·,;,measurRd by 

* When 27 subjects from each group were matched ex.;..post facto: 
(pair-matching) fo'J' intf.llligence,· .t:t~e criminals p'J'oduced a 
KTSA-NE mean of 83.14 (S.D. = 20.40) and "fihe reha.bilitees, 
M = 99.24 (S.D. = 17.80 1 see Table 12). Th~se -·means wf!re 
VAry similRr to those obtained for the whol·a··,groups (see 
Table 3), and. differed significantly (Mann-Wh:i,tney U test., 
2b~ 2. 94, p < .001). 

. . 
The.correlations between intelligence scores and 

l{TSA-NE for the 27 matched subjects war~ not sign;fica.nt; 
r • -.141 (p>.20) for..the CJ'iminA.ls, A.nd 1' • -.·252 (p<..lO) 
for the ·rehabilitAes. -

It. was noticed that the range of KTSA scores f.o'J' the 
rehabilitees in both samples, i.e. the mA.tched groups and 
the whole samples, was about two thirds o5 that of. the 
crimina£8. This could hRve affected the ~ower correlation 
coefficients valuf!s obtained for· the :r.ehaltilitfies. In the 
absen·ce of. knowledge about t~e •true' S.D~ in the total 
population, an estimate of. the •true' correlation between 
the AH4, part II and the KTSA-NE was not feasib-le·. However, 
in view of the very low coefficient valuR for the rf.lhabili
tees (thA whole sample), it was d.oubtful if thfl, •correction' 
would have resulted in a significant correlation. 
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the AH4 part II, did not correlate signif~cantly with the per-
'''~ ~ 

formance on the KTSA for eHher group. In other words; there 

was no reason to believe that the s:i.gnifica.nt di·fference ·in 

intelligence scores observed between t~e two groups was res-

ponsible for the difference in their performf!.nce on the KTSA-NE. 

S.T.C.: Table 14 (Row 4, column 2) showed that the S.T.C.-NE 

for. the rehabilitation group did no.t correlate significantly 

with intelligence socres (r = -.060,_ p) 50), a similar coftf:f.ici4:lnt 

to that was obtained for the KTSA-NE, see above. See also foot-

note p. 227 whe7'e the point in the last piU"Iil.graph is true for the 
r ~-

s.T.c. as well. However, a signific~t produc~-moment coefficient· 

was obtR.ined :f.or the criminal group; where r • • 359 (p < .02) 

(see Table 13, row 9, col~~- 2). 
··:.. . 

. ' 
Further inquiry into the ···nR;ture of. that significant positive 

correlation between intelligence score and the S.T.C.-NE for the 

criminals revP.aled the· following: · 

a). The criminal group was divided into two sub-groups of low 

and average and above intelligence scores. It was found that 

thA product-moment coefficic:mt between the intelligenc~ scores 

produced by 19 criminals who scored 23 and bAlow and their res-

pectivA S.T.C.-NE scores was r = .427 (df = 17, p< .08). The 
,..._ 

correlation for the 30 criminals who scored 24 k_AH4 part II &Coa•es. 

and above and their S'.~'T.C.-NE was r = ~5 (df = 28, p <. .20). 

. -·~' 
··t.: 
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Th~ dif.f.e~ence between the two, correlation coefficients was 

significant (z~ 1.91, p<.03, Mc.N1!)1AR, 1962, Pp. 139 -140). 

Thus, alt·hough the co:rr~la.tion coeffici.ent f'o~ tha low 

intelU.genc~· score a.nd. S.T.C.-NE (Fo~ c~i.m:i.nals) failed to 

re_R.ch a significant level of confidence the~e was, howeva:r, 

. a--tendfmcy which-fndic·R.te'd thAt th"A positive c·o:r~elR.tion ~et

WAen intelligence sco:res a.nd S.T •. C.-NE was mainly typicR.l of 

the·low intAliigence criminals. 

b. Tn~· :results for th~ S.T.C. as shown· in Ta~le 12, lent 

·suppo:rt to the above interpretFttion.: The:ra, 27 sub,iects:;.ifrom 

each group we:re matched, ex-post fact~, (pai~-matching) f.or 

intelligAnce. With jntelligence held constant, the S.T.C.-NE 

means for the two groups we~e RS follows (compared with those 

obtained. for the -whole groups, BAR Table 4): 

Matched pai:rs (~ • 27): 

WholA group (N • 49): 

Crimi rials. 

72.70 (S.D. = 16.75) 

72.30 {S.D. =· 19:1"20) 

Rehabilitees. 

99.22 (S.D. = 12.81) 

98.67 (S.D. = 13.37) 

ThA differRnce betwean the S.T.C.-NE means for the matched 

criminal and ~ehabilitation groups was highly significant (Mann-

Whitney U Test, z ~ 5.06, p < .00003). It was also noticed that 

these means were ve:ry similar to those obtained for the whol~ 

g~oups. (Incidentally the t - test for the diffe~ence between 

the AH 4 p·art II f.o:r the whole groups ·ann that of the matched 
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g~oups yielded non-significant diffe~encas of p).lO). Thus, 

wh~n intelligence sco~as were held constant by means of pai~ 

matching tAchnique fo~ 55% of all pa~ticipa.nts (27 pai~s}, tha 

respectivA pe~formance levels onfue S.T.C.-NE yielded means 

identical with those obtained fo~ the anti~~ g~o_ups (p ( .OOOJ). 

Furthermore, the p~oduct-moment coefficiAnts between AH4 

pA.rt II scorAs a.nd S.T.C.---NE for the selected matched samples 

(Table 12) yidd.ed. r = .252 (p~ .10) and~= -.216 (p >.20) fo~ 

the ~ehabili tees. HowevP.r, the corrAl at ion coefficient fo'l' the 

remaining c~imina.ls was highly significRnt (~ = .545, N = 22, 

df = 20 p < .01). The latta~ g~oup included 14 out of the 19 
~4,.,. 

c~imj.na.ls who produced~ 23_L.AH4 pat-t .. II &eo:J.'!.e:A==oJ" below. This was 

in accord with thA !;~ion that low intelligence~scores tended --·----~- _,. . 
to correlate positively with the S.T.C.-NE. 

However, that the ~Alati.on between intellgi.ence sco~A and 

the performance of the c~iminals on the S.T.C. diffe~ed from that 

obsA~Ved on thai~ performance on the KTSA, and that observed for 

the reha.bili tAes, wa.s shown in thA followj.ng. The co'l'rela.tion 

betwef!n the performA.nce of criminals on the KTSA, A.nd that of 

the ~eha.bi1itAes fo~ the matched group we~e all negative in dirac-

tion (i.e. -.141, -.252 (KTSA ~ehabilitees} - .216 (S.T.C. 

between intelligence and S.T.C. for the c~iminal was positive, 

= .252 (p < .10). 
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The case of the r~lationship betwe~n intelligence and th~ 

S.T.C.-NE, in view of the significant differences in AH4 pa.J"t II 

performance of the two groups, calls for an analysis of cova:ri-

ance. Such an aij)lysis will provide inform~tion as to whether 

the significant diffArf.lnces obta.inA.d on thf.l S.T.C. performance 

arP. over and above the differences in int~lligence sco:res. 
-

!T)tB:tfm~:-:2io7 :reveals the _analysis of cova:riancA for intelligencfl 

sco:res and S.T.C.-NE for the two groups. The value of F: f'o:r the 

covariance (estimated Y ) = 350.61 was highly signi-ficant 

(df' s 1 and 95, p < .001, McN)l)1AR, 1962). This meant 'that the 

two groups differed significantly on their S.T.C. pe:rformance.in 

spite of th .. ir ·:respective intelligence score, and that the S.T.C .• 

difference obef.lrved was not attributable to chance factors 

(i.e. erro:rs in sampbng, etc.). It a;Lso implied, that had the 

two groups been matched for i.ntelligence, the difff.l:rence in their 

pe:r.formance on the S.T.C. would stillhhavfl been observed. 

g. The performance on the tests was not :related to age. Only 

one test, the S.T.C., has shown some :relationship to the 

'Length of criminal ca:reer•. 

Age: It was shown earlif.l:r that the two groups diffe:red sign

nificantly in age (;J:~igher for the rehabilitefes). The following 

results shows the :relationship between age and performance on 

th~ two tests. 

Table 13 showed that neither. the KTSA-NE nor the S.T.C.-NE 

yi dded a significant correlation wi.th age for the criminal 
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group (Column 1 1 rows 8 and 9). The product-moment co~fficients 

obtained were; .076 (p >.so) for the KTSA, and r = .231 (p (.10) 

tor the S.T.C. A similar pa.tteJ"n was obsP.rved ori the peJ"formanct.l 

of the reha.bj.U.tation group. The coJ"relation betwetm a.ge and the 

KTSA was; .206 (p>.lO), and that between age and the S.T.C., 
-

r = .os·2 (p).SO), all non-s!gnj.fi~~n~ coefficients_{.Table 14,.-

column 1, rows 3 and 4). 

This tends to suggest that the significant difference of age 

between the two groups does not account for the significant dif-

feJ"ences observed for the performance of the two groups on both 

t·he KTSA and the S.T.C. 

KTSA-NE and the chara.cteristi.cs:Of. •c:rimina.lity': TR.ble 13 shows 

the .correlation coef.fic:l. ants between the· KTSA-NE and· the five 

measurements of 'criminality' recorded in this st~dy (see Pp. 

of this tf;ixt). As expActed, thi·s tast did not corrP.la.te sig-

nificantly witl:l a.ny of these measures a.s j.t was not designed, 

originally, as a tAst for c:riminA.la. The con•e1ation coefficients 

obta:i:ned for the KTSA-NE &nd 'crimirtali ty' chA.:ra.cteristic s 

(Table 13, row 8,.co1umns 3 1 4, S, 6, 7) were: with 'length of 

imprisonment', = -.002 (p) .so); with 'percentage ot time spent 

in prison ·r:rom 17th birthd~', = .026 (p >.so); with the •number 

of p:r'Avious convictions•, = -.176· (p> .10), although not Big-

nif'icant the direction is, as expected, negative, that is, the 

more previ·ous convictions, the lower the KTSA-NE). The corra1ations 

·1 



between the KTSA · and 'lAngth of. Cl"iminal career.' was_,# .118 

{p ) .10), and with 'age at :first offence', ;- -.190 {p > .10) , 
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which, although not significant, indi•eated a negative dil"ection, 

namely, the oldel" at first offencQ, the lower tha KTSA-NE. 

This point will be d].scussfld la.tel"). 

Thus, although none o:f thtt corl"ala.tions l"~ached· an acc·apt·ad 
--

lAVAl o:f. significance, two j_. e. concflrning thfll 'numbel" o:f_ pr.avious · 

convictions' and the 'age at first of.:f.ence•, have shown interest-

ing {negative) directions. 

S.T.C.-NE ~md the char.actel"istice of 'criminality•. Since tha 

S.T.C. was believed to be rela.tfld to 'criminality•, some signifi-

cant correlations between this test a.nd the measUl"ement of 'crim-

inality' wel"e expectfld to be :found. In fact, only ona i.e. the 

1 length of cl"iminal career corl"ela,.ted significantly., yet positively 

w:i.th the S.T.C. (r = .296, p ( .05). 

Table 13 {row 9, columns 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) pl"esants the COl"l"e-

lations of the S.T.C.-NE and the :five mAa.surements of. 'criminality•. 

Thus, the S.T.C. corl"ela.tflld with; 'length of imprisonment• 

l" ... 200 (p > .10); with 'percentagA of time spAnt in pr.iso~ .from 

17th birthd.a,y' r = .141 (p > .10); with the 1 numbel" of previous 

convictions' l" .. -.089 (p >.50 , again a negative dil"ection, but 

an extremely low coefficient). The cor.rAlation with the 'length 

of criminal carAer' was r = .296 (p < .05, significant) a.nd with 

'age at fil"Bt offence', l" = -.156 (p ).10). The la.ttel" coa:fficient, 
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similar to that obtain~d for the KTSA, although not significant 

is n~gativ~ implying a tendency that th~ older th~ p~rson at 

the f.jrst off~nce the lower the S.T.C.-NE. This point will b~ 

discusaed lat~r). 

An Interim Summary. 

Thlit~o groups particj.pating in this study (N = 49, each) 

differed significantly in their means of age and intellig~nce 

scorP.s, being high~r tor th~ r~habilitation group. Nev~rtheless, 

apart from some·indications that low intelligence score corr~lated 

· positiv~ly with S.T.C.-NE, these dif.f~rences did not s~em to have 

a direct impact on the p~rformance of. the two groups on the t~sts 

employed. 

Th~ criminals have produced lower scores on both the KTSA 

and the ~.T.c., compared With the rehabilit~es. This consistent 

performance of the criminals was evident not only in a substantial 

dif.f.~rence of total perfoJ'mance score, but also in the pattern of. 

theiJ' abstract responses, i.e. the predominance of the more con

crete reEipons_es. ~ver the higheJ' abstract a.ssoci.ations. A typical 

•criminal diffeJ'ential f.oJ'mula.' was established for each test 

with 7~ successful identi f.ications for the KTSA, a1d 7~ for the 

S.T.C. (all highly significant chi-squa.J'e, p < .001). The two 

'cJ'jminal dif.f.eJ'ential formulae' weJ-e p6·similar that a 'combined' 

SCOJ'A WaS established with a cut-off' point which identified COl"

J'ACtly 80% of. all paJ'ticipants. 
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Th~ S.T.C. correlated significantly with one measurement 

of 'criminality~ namely, a positive product-moment coefficient 

with the 'length of. criminal career'. 

FURTHER STATISTICAL FINDINGS. 

The realtionships between Age, AH4, and the levels of abstrac-

tiona used with the KTSA and the S.T.c·. 

The product-moment coefficients for age and AH4 part II showed 

a negative direction, whe~e the correlation for the rehabilitees 

w~s,.- .443 (p < .01, Table 14, row 2, column 1), and for the 

criminals, r = -.119 {p> .10, Table 13, row 2 column 1). It is 

possible that the correlation coefficient forthe criminals has 

failed to reach a significant level of confidence because of the 

lower range and S.D. f.or age, in this group {a discussion on 

this statistical point was presented at length earlier in chapter 4, 

in connection with the reliability of the S.T.c.). 

* Age and the levels of. abstraction: Tables 15 and 16 {rows for 

age) presents the product-moment coefficients between Age and the 

levels of abstraction use.d with the KTSA and~ the S .T .C., f.or each 

group. Only four correlations {out of 40) r~ached a significant 

level. These did not form any definite pattern and thus it was 

dif.f.icul t to interpret. their significance. However, the total 

* All the correlation coefficients discussed in the following were 
made with the frequency of. responses given to every level of 
abstraction. The computation\were obtained from Durham University 
Computing Unit and were made ~wice with an i.nterval of. 12 months. 
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00-J!roel~tion matriX for age Showed .Some unif'o:rm trend &S inferrAd 

from the direction of the correlations. 

For the KTSA, (Tablfls 15 .and 16·, first row) age a.ppe~J·•ed to 

corrftlate negatively with the .!2! abstract levels·; i.e. B";' c, D, 

E a.nd F (particularly with B, r • -.585 p <. .01, .f.or the r~Jhabili-

tees, and F, :r = _ .... 41 p < .01, for th_e crimi-nals-), whereas positiva 

·(thoug.ti not l'fignif.icant) correlA.tions were observed with the higher 

levels of abstraction, i.A. X,_Y and Z. This seems to be in accor-

dance with the, gene~~l findings on the KTSA that as age increases 

(up to the 20's) the frequency of X, Y ~tnd Z lAvels increasAs. 

The fact that none of these correlations rAached a significant 

level is not unexpected • 
..:::· 

\vi th the S..T .c. (Tables 15 and 16, first row) the pattern of 

the correlations between aga and thfl levels of abstraction WA.S 

slightly different from that on the KTSA. In fact, for the crim-

inals, the pttern was similar to that obsarved on thfl KTSA with 

the exc~tion that Y correlat~ _significf.l.lltly r = • 33 (p .C .02). 
. ~ 

(Stncet..higher age for the criminR.ls emp~oyed JJiftant, usually, 
. . 

' longer criminal carAer - Table 13, -~r~ 6, column 1, ~t might 

be that fRIIIHia.rity with the objects of the S.T.C. resulted in 

higher symbolization, yet not the highest). 

The pattftrn f.or the rehabilitee& (Table 15, second row) di~-

fared from that of the KTSA. The direction of all the correlations, 

except forD (or (D) and 'd') and z, was negativ.e. (The positive 

correlation obtained .between a.gA and A - b~~A.rre responses 

r = • 262 p ( .10 was regA.rded at meaningleAs a.ff:th~ were only 4 
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A :rftsponsAs). He:ra again ,pl81"8 none of the co:r:rela.tions raa.chA4 

a signi.f.ica.nt lAVAl. (The significant ·level. ,ob.servAd for D 

responses was misleading because in thA S.T.C. this type of 

abstl"action was not used, but rathAr was split into (-D) A.nd 'd' 

types. Tarefore, D.wa.s, in fact, a combination of two types of 

:responsAs) •. In short, the most sigrii:fica.nt conclus_iQ.n :f;':r.o.m thEL 

above 'analysis is that the higher lf'lvf'lls of A..bstraction. tend to 

indr7.itl!lsA·_,with age range studied, A.nd the lower ones, to decrease. 

Generally, this te~dency has failed to reach a significant level, 

which again reaffirms the claim that age alone is not responsible 

_fo.'r .. the __ r.;esults obt~ined for both groups. 

AH! p~t II and the levels of abstraction: Similar to the :results 

for age, VArY few significant correlations· (5 out of 40) WP.re 

observed in the case of' thfl AH-4. 

Howeve:r, for the KTSA (Tables 15 and 16, third :row) intelli-

gence co:r:rela.ted signif.ica.ntly only with E type of responses wi-th 

1" ~ .407 (p .(. .01) f.or the :rehabilitees, and 1" ~ .36 (p .(. .01) for 

tha criminals. (The r = -.444, p .( .01., obtained between the 
"'(" 

kH4 and A - bizar-e .:responsos f.or the r~habilitees, though in 
·!) 

the expected direction, waliP':rAgN"dad ae:-,meaningless becA.use of 

the small number, i.e. 4, of A :response~). 

Intelligence scores did not ·correlate significantly with any 

of the S.T.C. levels of abstraction for the rehAbilitation group • 
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On th~ oth~r hand, significant correlations w~re obtain~d for 

Z type of. abstrP..ction (r = 33, p < .02) for the criminals. This 
~~ .. 

might suggest tha~ for th~ criminals, producing Z - intangible 

a.ssocl.R.tions on th~ S.T.C. might be related 1 posi.tively with 

intelligence. (see di scuFJsion, next chapter). Again, the posi-

tive correlatjon between AH4 and D type of. responses (r = -.34 1 

p < •. 02) is misleading because this level of- a.bstracu-on ·is a 

combination of two (i.e., (D) and 'd'). None of. the two 1 s~par-

a.tely 1 reached a ~:dgnificant level of confi.dence. 

The Inter-relationships between the levels of abstraction. 

THE KTSA: The relationships between the KTSA total scores and 

the various levels of abstraction (Tables 15 and 16 1 fifth row) 

for both groups showftd a def.inite1 almost identical, pattern. The 

KTSA total score· correlated significantly (for both groups) with 

B- responses (-.363 p< .01 f'o:r the rehabilitees 1 and -.38, p-< .01 1 

for the crimjna.ls), with D- responses (-.37 1 p( .01, for the 

rehabilitees, ancl. -.47 p "'.01 for the criminals), with Y responses 

(.311 P"·05, for thfl rehabilitees 1 and .32, p.C.05 for tha 

criminals), and with Z- responses (.709, p<' .01, for' the rehabili-

tees, a.nd .86, p'-. .01, for the criminals). For both groups, the 

total KTSA-NE did not correlate dgnif.icantly 1-1ith A, E and X 

type of responses. 
s 

However, differences between tha perf.o:rma.ncf( of. the two groups 

were observed with regArd to two types of responses. The F - res-

ponsee correlated significantly with the total KTSA-NE (r = -. 378, 
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pI. .01) for the rehabilitees, but not significantly (r = .01 

p) .50) for the criminals. (It is difficult .to explain the 

reason for the latter correl~tion coefficient). Fu:r.t~armo:r.e, 

C - :responses, tended to correlate negatively with the total 

KTSA-NE for the rehabiliteas yet positively for the criminals 

(both non-.significant corl"iationa). ~he -latt·er is one of -the 
-

peculiar characteristics of the crimjnals LE- pattern, men-

Table 18 show~ the inter-corniations between the KTSA 

levels of abstraction for both group. Again, most correlation 

coP.fficients presented failed to reach-a significant level of 

confidence (except 17 out of 72). There is no need to go into 

detailed analysis -of the :results and th~ various d.ifferances 

betweAn the two groups. The· general tendency is similar for 

both groupA, that is, most o:f the correlation coefficients arfll 

in the same direction. As expected nearly all correlations were 

negative, i.A. the greater the frequency of' lowe:r. levAls of 

abstractions, the fewer higher levels produced. Two exceptions 

to this rule wAreobserved; with F - rAsponses for the rehabili-

tees (correlated positively and signifi.cantly with D and E level~s). 

But thj. s typA of response was additive to the other levels (sea 

chapter 3) and thus was expected to follow a different direction 

comparAd with the other levels. The other exception was with 

C - :responses, which correlated positively with Y, for the crim-

inals (r =·41, p .(. .01), and tended to correlatP.l.\ pesitively but 

not significantly with Z type of responses (for both groups). 
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The· S.T.C.: The r~la.tionehips betwe~n the ·total ~.T.C.-NE Fico-res 

and the various l~vele of' a.bstrA.ctio,n {TablP.s~5 and 16,· sixth· r~w)· 

f'or both groups showed a definite, almost identical. pattflrn. 'The 

total S.T .c .-NE correlated signi.fica.ntly 1 f'or both gToups, with; 

B - respons~s {-.390 1 p ./.. .01 f'or the r~habilitees, and -·45·1 

p< .01, for the cri:min-als), with -•-d•- rAsponFiAa·T-.485,-.:P-<.-ol; 
-·---·---- --·-- - -

f.or the rehabilitAAS 1 and -.45-, p;( .01 1 for the criminals), with 

X - respo~ses {-.47 1 p ./.. .01, for thA rehabtlitees 1 and -.28 1 

p ( .05, f'or the. criminals), withY rAsponsAs {.404 1 p < .01 1 for 

the reha.bilitc:u~s, and .52, p ;( .01 1 for the crimi.na.ls) 1 and with 

Z- responses {.70l 1 p< .01, f'or the -rehabilitees, arid- .7'1 1 

p ~ .01 1 for the criminals). For both groups, the to_:tal S.T.C-NE 

·failed to correlate ei~ni:fica.ntly with ·E'':an_d F types of :respo~~u!ll. 

{This d.oes not contradict thA pattern obsarved on tha ·KTSA). 

However, dif'ferAncea between the p~rf.ormance of t~e two 

groupe wepe observed with regard to thre~ types of' response. 

Most important of all was that S.T.C.-NE oor:rAla.tad positivelY 

with K- responsAs for the criminals (:r = .30, p;(.05) 1 but 

nega.tively :for the rehabilitees (:r = -.292, p ;( •. 0,5). The negative 

correlation coAf.ficient was expected. The positive correlation 

for the criminals was very interesting. First it suggested that 

although 'K' wns different from •c• of th~ KTSA·, it has shown the 

same direction as the latter. Moreover, although K - rAsponses 

did not typify the performance of the crimi.nals on the S.T.C. 1 ~ 

the samA way as did 'C' on t·hC'! KTSA 1 it appear~d to have th~ same 
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relationship to the total S.T.C. - score as the 'C' type of 

responses to the total KTSA-NE. This· is of. pa.rticulaJ"" interest 

since the numbeJ" of 'K' - rfllraponses/rg:itven by thf'l criminals and 

the rehabilitees weJ"e almost identical, i.e. 91 veJ"sus 97, res-

pecti vely (TablAs 1 and 8). It was also ob·served that the total 

S.T.C.-NE correlated negativfllly with (D) - naml.ilg respons_es, ~u"t 
--

with r =-.50 (p.(..Ol) f.or the criminals and: r = -.158 (p).20) 

' for the J"ehabili tee·s. This .seems to be compa tiblc:~ with the :fact p::;J 

the (D) - responses are moJ"A characteristic of the criminals than 

o:f the reha.bilitees (see the S.T.C. 'Symbol-Pattarn' :for criminals):. 

Finally,_ it was observed that the total S.T.C.-NE :for both 
.- :' 

groups correlatflld negatively w~th' A - bizarJ"e rP.spons''es, but sig.. 

nificA.ntly foJ" thA rehabilitaes (r = -. 288, p .( .05), and non-

significant for the criminal. In view of the small A - responses 

given on_, the S.T.C., (6 for the crimina.ls and 4 for the :rahabili

t4l!es), 11;? conclusion can bfll dJ"awn wi"-t;h regard to thattype of res-

pons e. 

thfll S.T .C. levAls of abstract;i.on for both groups. Si.milar to the 

corralBtion coe.f:ficiAnts matrix fo:r the KTSA (Table 18), most 

correlations failed to rea.ch a signi:ficf.l.nt lavAl of confidence 

{except fo:r 23 out of 110). GAnerally, the trend was similar to 

that obsfllrved in Tabl., 18, thA.t is, most levels of Bbstrttction 

corrP.lated negAtj_v.P.ly (often not significantly) with thflliJ' p:re

cfllding (lowf.lr) lfllvels. Exceptions to thi_s rule were X and K - type 
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ot rasponses. The former showed a ta~dency to co~r_ela.t~ posit

ivaly with D, or r~ther (D) and 'd' type of responses. The high 

corralati one bAtwaen D, and (D) ~n~ '·d:' are obvious, since_ D 

includes both (D) and 1 d 1 • Howevar, 'd' - rasponses correlated 

~ ? 
positively with D, whar~QL.:._r~p~~~--~~ga~ively. This pro-

vid~s .some support for the~ i d_e~ ot; ~pli_t_ting D . 1 nami-ng ·a.nd 

func-t-i-oning' level--into sapai-at A -(D J _- naming, and I d I - function-

ing levels, as exePC~:SAd -in tha S~T.C. 

K- type of responsfls correlated positively with-Y and Z 

rflsponsea ( excflpt for Y wHh_ 'the rflhabili tat ion group). This was 

siuiilar to thfl trend observed for C - responses i-n~ th~~t_KTSA (see 

Table 18). The ohly differancfl was that in the latter, thA only 

significant positive correlation for the crimina,ls was with Y -

rasponses, whflre~s for tha K - rftsponsa.~ _in the S.T.C. the. si~ 

nifica.nt positive correlA.tion for that group was with Z (r = .30, 

P < .os). 

'Crimi.na.lity' charactftr:istics and levftls of R.bstra.ction. 

Tablft 17 shows the correlation coe:f.f:iciants.obtained bAtween 

thft :f.ivA 1 cr:i.mina.lity chara.CtAr:istics' recorded and the levels of 

abstraction of the KTSA and the S.T.C., for thft criminal group. 

Generally, most of the corr~~tlations failf.ld. to reach a significant 

level of confi dencft ( ftXCftpt 4 corral at ions) and showAd a negat iV.ft 

diraction. 

Thus, the 'length of actual impr:isonment' failed to correlate 
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significR.ntly with a.n,y laval of a.bstra.ct_ion for either test. 

Only the correlation with F- responses, for th~ KTSA showed a 

tttnd.ency to corralattt positively with that 1 c:r.iminA.lity :i.nde:x' 

(r = .25, p.( .10). This typ~ of response\ did c~rrala.te posit

i VAly with the 'length of criminal career' (for the KTSA) with 

r = .38 (p < -~1). 
- - -

The 'p8rc-anta.g~ of t1me. ep•mt in prison sinca 17th birthd~' 

did not co:r:rela.ta significantly with any levFil of abstraction. 

Howevar, there was a tendency fo:r this 'criminality' indax to 

correlate negatively with (D~·- naming responses of tha S.T.C. 

( :r = -. 23, p ( .10). This seAm Ad to ba in line with th9 negative 

corN\lation (r = -.31 pl...05) o~ta.inttd betwAen·B- 'no :rttason' 

responses of. thA S.T.C. and the 'length of crimina.l career•. 

Both coT·rAlations indi.catttd that th.!" fraguency of. the so-called 

'non-committal rAspons~s• on the S.T.C., i.a. (D) haming ', 

f.Uld B - 'no rttason' responses d.ttcraa.sed, the longAr R. person was 

enga.gAd ].n criminal activitiAB R.nd the longar he was inca.rcA:ratttd. 

The numbAr of 'pravious convictions' correlated negRtlvaly 

with KTSA Z- l"'F1Bponses (r = -.27, p slightly larger than .05 

level of significa.nce). This corrFilation was in harmoey with 

the ganerR.l results obta.ined, that i. s, that the 'genuine criminal' 

(presumably thosA with more prFivious convictions) ha.d lowa:r KTSA-NE 

compa:reri. w].th thFI non-criminal :rehabilitee. In the sama manner, 

it was possible to ]nte:rpret tha tendency of X - concrete type 

of. responsesto correlate positively with that index of. 'criminality•. 

-~ . . :~ . 
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Fo7' both the KTSA and the S.T.C., the cOl'l'elations were r = .26, 

and :r = .23 (p ..{ .10). 

With the 'length of c:riminal ~a:ree:r' ; ''I{TSA. ·F - 'colour' 

responses cor:relat~d positively and significantly (to be. d~s

cussed later)~ and S.T.C. B - 'no T"eason' responses, nA.gatively 

(see above). 

with KTSA Z - ~_esponses and the 'age at fi:rst of£9nce'. The poe-: 

ei ble meaning of this col'relA.tion, i.e.- that the olde:r at fi:rst 

offence, the fewer KTSA, Z - intangible abstractions produc9d, 

will be discussed in the next chapte:r-•. 

Analysis of. the 'abst:raction scores' p:roduced fo:r each S.T.c •. 

symbol-objacts. 

Tabla 9 shows the 'abstraction sc~res•_ (~he weighting score 

given. for eve:ry level) produced for eac~ s.T.c. symbol-objec_t by 

both groups. Such a comparison was feasible only fo:r the S.T.c •. 

'Syrrtboliz~ng' task which-.i~cluded ~2 (o:r 60%). of the minimum 20 

re.sponses possible on the tests. It might be ,recalled that on 

the '.Arrangement' tasks answers we:rft given to ill ob.1ects ·simul-

tanP.ously, and on the 'L;i.kiitg-Disliking' task - for different 
JG 

ob,iects as p:re.ferred by each individual testae. Thus, f Symbol-

izing' task was the only one where responses were given to ever.y 

symbol-object, separately, by all the pa.l'ticipants, hence the 

following compa:risons. The table balow presents the mean J)'t 

•symbolization scora' given to each .S.T.C. symbol-object, and 

the levels of significance for the differences between the two 

:·''-· 
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means (calculated by Mann-Whitney U- test, SIEGEL, 1956). 

Rehabili tees C:riminals * Code 
Ma~tn MfnUi 

z ~ 

1. (P) 5.34 3.12 1~.3 

2. (T) 4.46 2.37' 12.2 

3. (s) 5-34 3.02 12.1 

4- (G) 4-38 2.-42. -11.8 

"5· (B) 5-4Ll- 3~79 
.. 

11.2 

6. (K) 4-10 2.85 10.9 

1· (A) 5.12 3-95 10.7 

8. (H) 4.24 2.-73 9.6 

9. (00) 3.38 2.63 9-4 
10. (c) 5.26 . 4-75 8.9· 

11. (M) 5-04 2~73 7-9 
12. (N) 5-91 4.16 6.9 

N = 49 each group. * All z scores yielded p<.00003 

... 
It is observed that the criminals hRve p:roducedAsignificantly 

lower m~tan # 'abstraction score·~· f.or all ob_ jAct s, compared with 

that of the rehabilitees. However, the 'criminal' objects, i.e. 

Truncheon (T), Gun (G), Knife (K), Policemen's Helm~t (H) ~nd 

Handcuffs (00), Alicited the 'ioHest means fo:r both g:roup.swhile 

Police car (P), Pair of scales (s), and motorbicycl~ (M), elicited 

a low mean(similar to that of the •criminal' objects) fo:r tha 

criminal group, but ntilt fo:r the :rehabili teas. On th~ ot-her hand_, 

the 'non-crimtna.l objects•, i.e. Bulldo·zer (B), Amoul~~e (A), 

Cigar (c), and Saloon-cal" (N), elicited higher means fo:r the 

crjminal g:roup, but not necessal"ily for ~he reha.bilitc_tes. 

An intel"esting example iA the case of. the Moto:rbicycle (M), 
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where the• crimina~s produced a •low mean (M .= 2.73)., pe:rc~iving-

it as a.ssociat~d with 'c'M me, dange~ and the -.police' whereas 

the rehab]litees produced a' higher. mean (M· = 5.04), parceiving 

it as associatllld with 'youth, sport and carelessness'. ·Also, 

most of the 'criminal objects• (No.•s 1 to 9, above) yielded 

the highest z value (though all were highiy significant) •. 

·The results tend to sho_w that_ the- low·-' abstraction--perfo~·--
. ' . ·. ./ 

mance' of the criminals applied to ill• 'criminal' and •non-

cr:Lminal', ob,iects. The 'non-criminal' ob .. iP.ct·s Fllic:i:ted higher 

means, particularly, for the criminal group. 
;-

The 'combined score formula' (the KTST). 

It was mentioned earlier that a formula:~hich·has· c~mbinad 
'·· 

both KTSA-NE and S.T .C .-NE, yiAld~;~d thA. bAs:t{ di.ff~r-ent].at~on 
\. 

be~wAen the groups. The following.rasults summarize the ,cor.,.;. 
. J • 

relation coAfficiAnt of this 'combined sc~J.e•· ( c.o:d'Ad ·a~ ···KTl3.T) and 

the various fActors recorded l.n tha studi, · ·a:nd the leveis of 

abstra.ct].on for both tests. 

~: Table 13 (row 10) showed that the ·-:KTST c.orrelated sig

ni~j cantly only with the KTSA-NE and the S.T •. c·.-NE (r = .837 /'···. 

and r = .851, both p < .01 respectively). These correlations· 

were obvious since.the KTST-NE, comprised these two lRvele. 

There was R tendency for the KTST to correlate posi·tiyely with 

i.ntelligence score (r = .263, p< .10, Table 13, row 1.0 1 column 2) 

and with the 'langth of criminal career' (r = .·261, p < .10:, 

Tabla 13, row 10 column 6). A similar.fef\\ture was observed' in 

.. ~. 
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the correlation mA.t:rix for the :rehab Hi tatioil gJ"oup (Table 14, 

row 5) where the KTST co:rr.ela.tl'id s].gnifica.ntly only with the 

KTSA-NE (:r = .819, p ~.01) and with the S.T.C.-NE (:r = .715, 

p < • 01). Studies with that 1 combinfld score 1 formula employing 

larger samplt'is should be conn.ucted before any gl'ine:rfili·zation 

can be arrived at. 

KTST and the levels of abstraction: Table 15 (:rows 7 and 8) 

Rhows the correlation coefficients between the KTST and thl'i two 

tests• levels of abstraction :fo:r the :rP.ha.bilitation group. The 

:results show an identical t:renn for both tests, namely, the KTST 

correlates negHtively with the low abstract levels of. both test 

(i.e. B, c, D o:r (D) and 'd'), E, F, and X), and positively with 

the higher ones (i.e. Z and Z). Many of. thesA correlation 

coefficients havA failed to :reach a signiffcant level of. confidAnce, 

probably due to the small Aamples employed. 

A similar pa.tte:rn was observed for the correlation coeffi-

cients between the KTST :results and the levels of abstraction o:f 

the two tqsts fo:r the criminal group. (Table 16, :rows 1 and B). 

Only two djffe:rences between the two groups were observed. First, 

C and K :responBQ.S correlated positively with the criminals' KTST-NE 

but nRgRt]vely, :for the :reha.bilitees. AgRin, this supports the 

:finrU.nge that these two types of :response ( 1 repetition 1 and 

1 na:r:rowness 1 ) a.:re cha:racte:r].etic of the criminals. Secondly, 

the KTSA X - :responses co:rrelA.ted negativAly· (r = -.057) with 
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KTST score for the r~habilit~as, ~nd positively (r = .01), 

for the crimi nRls. Although the dirAction of these cor:r.Ala.t-ions 

is in harmony with the main fi.nding, the sm~tll Vf.l.lue of these 

coeffici.~nts d.oes not justify any speculations. 
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THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE RESULTS. 

The Sta.ti.sticd Analysis: Rationale. 

The statistical analysis of. thA results (chapte~ 6) was 

carriAd-out in order to comply with ba.sj.c psy.chometric A.nd 

psychodiagnostic requirements of psychological t~sts. The 

viding the information nAedad for such pequirements. 

The main results are 1i sted in Tables 1 to 11. Th·ese 

j.ncluda; the dAscription o.f tha samples employad (Ta.blas 1 and 

2), the results on the tests, (Tables 3, 4, and 11), the dis-

t-ribution of tha responses :f.or each level of. abstraction :for 

each test (Tables 5 to 8), an i tern analysis for the S.T.C. symbol

objects (9)., and testing the S.T.C. scoring system (lo).. 

. * Tables 12 to 20 .represAnt further inquiries into (a) the 

authf!nticity of the main results (20, 12·, 1-fF··a.nd 14, t~e last 

two elaborated in 15, 16 and 17), (b) the validity of the tests, 

i.e. their relationships to other test a.ntt behf.l.vioura.l ·character-

istics (13 and 14), and (c) the internal structure of the tests 

(18 and 19). 

Tha discussion bF.llow p~~vic.\es thA rationale, and evaluates 

the results of the statistical findings. 

* The corrflllation coef.ficifomt matrices presented in Tables 13 
to 19 werf!l computed by the Compting D~:a:rtment, Durham 
Uni VArsity. 
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Psychom~tric F~atures. 

Standardization: As a pionP.ering att~mpt at dif.f~rentiating 

adult criminals from 'non-criminals' with both the KTSA and the 

S.T.C., it is expected that this stu~ will raise many questions 

which will have to be dealt with in futu~a studies. Both t~~ 
... 

success:f.ul and unsuccass£ul a.-ttempts at answel"ing Dif.uiy of- these 

questions will be d.i..scussed in the following. Obv~ously ~ the 

fj.rst problem is that of the standa.rdiza.tion of the tests employed. 

Ind~ed, the KTSA was:re.porteq pr~viously to have been standardized 

(KAHN, 195.6a), buf this was not entirely_ satisfactory- (L'ABATE & 

CRADDICK, 1965). The S.T.C. was never standardized, and under 

the conditions of. this study could not have been standardized. 

TherefoT'e, it was dP.Ci·ded to select a criminal group which will 

rAsAmble in tarms O.f a.gA,. numbAr and typeS Of previOUS COnViCti-ons, 

and 1 Angth of. imprisonment'· the ma,iori ty of ha.bi tua.l, adult crim

·inals incarcerated in_ EnglR.nd. ('Jka.l 'lea.rly it is .!!2!· an 

. ade·~uat~~rApresentatiVA group~:). In these respects, thA group 
"I.. 

selacted in this study resembied about 60% of all adult, habitual 

recidivists admitted to ~nglish prisons during 1965, the year ~ 

this study was conducted. 

Reliability.: The KTSA was oftAn reportAd to have demonstrated 

a sati-sfactory reliability. The S.T.C. has shown a good split-

half relia.bili.t;y. In the absAnce of another experienced tAster 

with this test, inter-scorer reliability was difficult to obtain. 



However., there is good reason to bAlieve that since the S.T.C. 

employs many of the KTSA scori.ng p:rinciples which we:re repo:rted 

to be conducive toward gr.ea.te:r inte:r-sco:rer agreement, and with 

the help of. the 'preliminary dictionary of S.T.C. p~pula:r :res

ponses' (APPENDIX VI), intA:r-scorer. raliability £o:r this test 

should be rAasonable. This is left fo:r futul'"e stud.ies. 

Validity: Both tests ttmployed ·hav~ _shown a. good discJ":i.minativa 

va.lidi ty (bet weAn 72 - 77% coJ"rect identification) ~h·aJ"e tha 

1 combj.ned sco:res' yielded the best discrimination (8o%). This 
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powe:r of. the S.T.C. may even j.ncrease when the item-analysis a.nd 

othe:r :ref:i.nAments of tha tP.st are consic;ie:r~d_ (.stlA next chapter). 

This test appeAred to be independent of the age of. the pa:rtici-

pants, and alth_oug~ it~ relA.tionship with intelligttnc·e i.s not 

clea.:r, there a.:rA indications that it is relatively independent 

of the a.ver~ge and above average intelligance scores. Concurrent 

The theor.eti cal sp~c-ulation of the si·gnif.icanca of the method 

of selecting the 'c:riminal' symbol-objects is believed to ha.ve 

been substantia.tAd. This was interpreted from tha positive 

(p .C::: .05) :relationship betweAn the S.T.C. and the 'length of 

criminal ca.ree:r'' the only s:i.~i fica.nt correlation for ei the:r 

test with· criminal ind.ice·s. Howeve:r, the :reasons f.ol" the dirac-

tion of. this corl'"elation js not understood. 

The KTSA appAarad to be i·n~~pendent of. age, intelligence and 

criminality factors of. the sample employed. 



Sco~ing of the S.T.C.: In the absence of a prope~ standa~d-

i.Zation, a/I.P.quRte wAighting sco]'"~S wA-re cbffj.cul t to compute. 
~ 
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A ~entHtiva scoringjwae p~ovidad, based largely on thA f~equency 
" 

of ~asponsAs of thP. ~ehabilitees. This appeared to be at least 

A.B good·as any arbitrary scD:ring (Tabl~ 10). 

The method. of evaluating abstract thinkhi'jp PJOevious studies 

have c~iticized the dichotomous division of abstract and concrate 

thinking {e.g. RAPAPORT, 1959, Pp. 706 - 101, McGAUGHRAN, 1954; 

~lcGAUGHRAN & MORAN, 1956). Of all tests of abstract-conc~ete 

thinking known to the writer (e.g. VIGOTSKY, 19)4; HANFMANN-

KASANIN, 1937; GOLDSTEIN-SCHE.E.'RER, 1941; GORHAM, 1_9'56; 

CHIAPPO, 1959, BRATTEMO, e.g. 1965), both the KTSA and the S.T.C. 

use thA most elaborated R.bstract-conc:rete ca.tAgorj zation· (i. "· 9 

to 10 lvvels). ThAse permit investigation of refined cognitive 

nuances. Such a unique feature of thA tAsts employed c~lled for 

statistical ope~A.tions to verify the significance of this elab~ 

mat~jces presAnted in Tables, 15 to 19. 

Psychodiagnostic Features. 

Discriminative power: Both tests have demonstrated a good dis-

criminative power where the S.T.C. is slightly better than the 

KTSA (77% ./ 7~ respectively) while the •combined scores', 

disc~iminate best ( 80%). This is a satisfactoi-y Jtate of dif-

ferentiation consideJ"ing (a) the so-often mentioned limitations 

1.-·. 
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of th8 proj~ctive tests {e.g. KORNER, 1950), ann (b) th~ base 

rate wh~re 50% correct discrimination could be obtained by 

chanc~ alone. 

Indeed, AH4 part II scores R.lone could. ha.va discriminated 

corrP.ctly 31 out of 49 crimj.nals, and 30 out of 49 rehabi li tees 

with the cut-off point 29 (chi-squa.ra = 4.94, df = 1, p( •. 05). 

But both Tables 12 and 20· showed that wheii. intelligence is held 

constant, the KTSA and th~ S.T.C. differentiated the groups sig

nificA.ntly (p £ .001) over ann above the significant differAnces 

on intelligence. In other words, it js inferred. that these two· 

tests d.o not mAasure the samfl propensities measured by the AH4 

part II. 

Figures 1, 3 and 4 illustrate the ad.vantage of thfl S.T.C. 

nnd the KTSA over the AH4 plil.rt· II- in such di scr:i.mina.tion. · The 

former yieldAd the best bimoda.l-curVA comparttd with the· KTSA 

which, again~ was better than that for thA AH4. 

F~t.lBA identifications: The results of thfl· two tests Amployed· 
. I 

were finally intflgrated into a 'combined KTST score•. (Such an 

opera.tj.on wr-~.s legi timatfll sinct~ both tests yielded almost iden-

tica.l 'Symbol-PR.ttern'). It is this 'combined score' which 

should be consid·,.,.ed in psychodiagnosis of cri.minals. Thus, 

considflring the 'combinen scores', only 6 out of 49 crim].nals 

were 'false positives' {scored like the 'non-criminal' rehabili-

teas) and 14 out of 49 rehR.bilitees Wfli'EI 'false negatj.vas' 

(i.e. sc~red like thA criminals). As mentioned in an earlier 

·I 
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chapt~r, ideally, no false cases should be obtained. In prac-

tjce, a test of criminality would have preferred less 'false 

positiv~s'. Thus thA above results a.rfi in the axpected di:rec-

tion. · 

Furthermore, thA fact that some criminals differed from t~e 

typical low- a.bst rRct scores of' the c rimi·na.l -group ha;s 1 ent-

-support to the suggAstion of. two types of. criminals: 

(a) Those who failed on thA 'd~criminaliza.tion 
process' shQol ing 'arrested cogni t.ive 
development•. 

(b) Those who have not_ shown 'arrAsted CO£

nitive development•, but possibly, in 
spi·tA of' thAir nornm.l a.bst·"act capability, 
have rAp~dmated thair obligations to 
sociAty. 

Although the majo:ri ty of the criminf.l.le tested (87. 7%) ba_l~ngs to 

typA (a), thA _axi etence of. the other typA has led to the hypo~ 

thesis that a lower lAval of. abstraction is :not, necessarily, 

rAsponsible directly, f.or resorting to criminal behavi.our. Indflfld, 

it is _a cardinal feature of the criminals, but most be rfllated 

to other psychologj.ca.l and environmental factors. In ot'her 

words, though clinically, the abstract-concrete facet of cog-

nition appears to be a promising t~tt by which criminals m~ be 

identified, it does not provide a complAte etioloaical expla.n-

ation f.or the onset of. criminal activity. 

Additional support f.or such a division comes from the f'act 

that 28.5% of. the 'non-criminal' rehabilitees have produced a 

.,.,. . -
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'combinad NE' typical of. c~iminals (though their LE, was not 

A.lWI\}"S a 'crimjnal' onA). Since j.t is known that these indi

viduals A.re not c~iminals, it is clear that thA combinAd sco~e 

on tha KTSA and thA S.T.C. alone, is not sufficient to suggest 

a. criminal t anthtncy. Therefor A, it is ~ecommAndad that when 

assAssing the lik~lihood.of. becoming a c~iminal, these two 

t~sts must ba evaluated together with othe~ tAste. e.g. those 

measu~ing 'arrestAd Amotional davalopment•, sociological •scalas', 

and the like. (WhAn, and. if such tests arA available). 

Is the S.T.C. a test-of. •c~iminality•?. The rationale of con

structing tha S.T.C. 1 nA.IIIely, thA mP.thod of. salecting tha symbol

ob,iActs has postula.t~d that it will be axpected that tha difference 

between c~im)nal recidivists and 'non-c~iminal' rP.habjlitees 

Amployed will be g~eater on such a. test. This hypothesis was 

p~oved. The presumption that a tast which includes c rj.minal 

ob,iacts will be more A.de~ate for c~imtnals, in _the sense that · 

it will be mora meaningful to thAm 1 seams to have some support 

from thA positive (p < .05) correlation betwean the 'll'lngth of 

criminal carea~' Rnd the S.T.C. (no other significant corre-

lation between any of the 'c~iminality fA.cto~s• and the score 

on ej.ther t<>st was obtained). It is interestj.ng that although 

this re~~tionship implias that the longer a c~iminal is involved 

in lawlAss activities the bettAr his pe~formance on the S.T.C., 

the progress is ve~y limi tad. In spite of. this tendt=mcy to do 

·' 



b~tter on the S. T.C.? the criminals scorAd significR.ntly lower 

thR.n the 'non-criminal' rAhabilitees (and Rome of them have 

been involvAd. in crimj.nal a.ctivi ti-..s over 17 years). 

I_t might be argued that the lower performance on ·abstract-

concrete -tasks is related to incarceration (e.g. TAYLOR, 1-961). 

Such criticism mAY r~ly on studi!'s ~hich have shown that depri-
- . .::.... --

vation (m~a.ternal ·OJ' sensory) is -r"A1atAd to nepersona.lization. 

If this argument is valid, a signif.icR.nt nega.tivA correlation 

bAtween the 'length of. imprisonment' and the performance on the 

tests should have been f~und. In fact, the correlation with the 

KTSA was negative but of negligible value (i.e. r = -.002), and 

that with thA S.T.C., a non-significant positive correlation .of 

.200 (p) .10). Thus this argument is not tAna.ble. 

The presl'mt resul_ts cannot provide a clear answer to t;he 

above question. The answer to whether the KTSA and the S.T.c., 

togAther or BApara.tely, are tests of criminality depends on 

vt=~rifica.tion of the hypothee~R of the 'cognj.ti.ve arrt:tstMa.ea 

on the'· d:ec:riminalization process• · lil.lld its relationship to 'c:rim-

ina.lity'. This question should bt:t dealt with in future studies. 
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CHAPTER: 7. 

DISCUSSION. 

-It might hav~ b~en notic~d th~t a point of caution con-

c~rning tha limitations of th~ present study was emphasized 

repP.atedly throughout the foregoing presentation. This was 

the rt:u=Jult·s within the appropriate proportions. However, it 

is believed that over and above th~ purely empirical finding, 

this pioneerj.ng study m83' have somf!! broR.der impHcations in 

the psychologicR.l study of criminals. This chapter is devoted -~ 

to discussing some of. the broader indications of. this study 

with ~n attempt at integrating and ~xplaining the findings 

within a larger frame of. ref~rence. 

This will involve the following i~suP.s: (a) Discussion 

on the advantage of seeking a psychological characterization 

of the 'genuine', 'criminal recidivist•, and (b) Discussion .of. 

some possible theoreticR.l considerations. 

(a.) IDENTIFYING C.I:Uivii NAL RECIDIVISTS. · .. 

~;. 

~grititati ve versus Quali tati Vfl ·DAf'iriitions. 

The belief that the so-called 'crinii·nal recid.ivists• or 
.. 

'habitual criminals' represent a distinct group which needs to :-i 
. ' 

be studied is ehared by many investigators of. criminal behaviour. 
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MANDEL et. al. (1965}, for axampl~, haVA emphasized the 

opinion that no one can dispute the genuine need to study 

recidivism, therefore, "A uniform dAfinition of what consti-

tutes :rRcid:ilvism is the only b·A.se upon which :recidivism ratf!!s 

can be det~rmined And compared with any dP,g:rAA of confidence". 

(cp. cj:t. p. 59). Indeed, the provision of a, d~finition. of. 
- - . 

~ - -

' c:riminal-i-ty•---or • c:riminl\1 rfidldivism' is iindisputably thf'l 

foremost task of contemporary :research. HowevA:r, the abovf'l-

mentioned authors - representing many other contemporary 

approaches - have provided, what ~ is called here, a quan-

titative definition of. 'recidivism•, that is, a definition 

based on overt, statistical characteristics of such behaviour, 

namely, th"' :rate and severity of c:rimes committed wHhin 11. 

given pe:riod of. time, and on the frequency of sentences of 

imprisonment. 

This, it is believed he:re, :represents one of the funda-

mental pr.oblAms·in the ta.sk of chA.:racte:rizing th~ criminal 

:recidivist.~,. A quantitative definition, at the present moment, 

is the only starting point possible:- but it should not be the 

_ultimate goal. Indeed, MANDEL, et. al. (op. cit.) have :fa.Hed 

to chR.:racte:rize thei:r juvenile recidivists on the basis of pay-

chologica.l tests (i.e. M.M.P.I., T.A.T. Rorschach). But, it 

is argued he:re, that the basic question of. whether the differ-

ence between, Sf.\Y, the 'criminal :recidivist• and the 'occasional 

criminal' is simply a matte:r of quantity (i.e. as revealed-by 



tha f.r~quancy of. committing cr-iminal activities), or a matter 

of. quality (i.e. dua to personal proclivities; psychological 

and otherwise), still ramains open. Similarly, no conclusive 

answar has bean providad as to whether the difference betw~en 

the 'criminal recidivist' (or for that matter, any cri~inal) 

and the so-called !lrawf.ul' ind-ivi·dual is a. matt~r of quality 

or of. quanti.ty. 

A strong trf'lnd, notably among the criminologists, is-.to 

resort to quantitative, formal definitions. Henca 1 a person 

who has naver bf'len convicted in court for lawless bahaviour 

* 
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is rega.rdad as a 'non-criminal' •. Definitions which .are based 

on such an assumption have serious limitations. T~~ m~ b~ · 

adequate for characterizi~g the convicted criminals, but they 

do not hAlp in discriminating tht:t truP. 'non-criminal' from the 

'uncaught' one. Obviously such definitions depend on (a) the 

efficiency of. the police and other crime detecting agencif'ls, 

(b) the competenca of. thf'l actor to commit a 'perfect cri.mf'l 1 
1 

(c) the seve.rity of. tha of.f.enca commi.tt~d (whf'lre 'crimes' such 

as st a ali ng a": small. amount of monay from pa.rAnt A, or cheating 

in ·school a.re nP.ver repor.tad to the authorities) 1 and (d) 

whet her o:r not a gi van person i s :regarded as. 1 sus pi ci ous 1 by 
· .. _. 

the police. (whare such a person is unde~ constant scrutiny 

and the likelihood that hf'l will, eventually, be caught at some 

* Note that tha t e:rm 'non-crimi-nal' i e used he:re in a psycho
logical rather than a legal sense. In jurisprudence, this 
tArm is applicable to a certain group of. law-b:raakers, who 
were conV1ct~d and imprisoned f.o:r offences, such as 'non
P!ll¥m~nt of. w1f.a' e mf.!,1nten'anca•, of. 'income tax•, etc. 
(HOME OFFICE, 1967, :P• 15). 
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offence is grea.teJ:>). These factors do not inc:rea.se the validity 

of. the assumption th~t the 1 neveJ:>-caught 1 person is indeed a 

'non-cJ'iminal' noJ:" . does it i ncrf'lase the belief. that the .. ~·.oft en-

caught' CJ'iminal is more a 'genuine offender' than the criminal 

who- was apprehended once OJ' twice. 

FurtheJ:>more, Sl!Cl! _qqanti t.ative defini-tions aJ'e basically 

descriptive and do not contJ'ibute towards CJ'ime p~evention. 

They all are based on ex-post facto characteristics, i.e. whether 

~ peJ'SOn is a 1 criminal 1
1 Or likely to be a 'recidivist•, depend 

on whether he has alreW commi ttecy at lRa.st one c:ri'me. In othAr 

words they assume that one cannot hOP"!.., to 'd~tt~ct a 'potential 

criminal' unless some 'sign_s' of. the existence of criminal ten-

df!lncies appear. Just how much society ha.e to suffer f-rom the 

menace of crimina.lity·.before theee 'si-gns' ca.n ))A det.ectAd acco:r-

ning to the quantitative approach, is difficult to e~. 

On thf'l other hand, if. p~ychologi9al research could demonstJ'a.te 

the exi stAnce of. qualit)\ti VA diffArencas _.( f'IXPJ'."'ssed in tA'J'ms of 

perceptual, cognitive, Amotional, and other mechanisms) between 

the crirni:nal, OJ' 'the criminR.l recidivist• and the 'non-criminal•, 

much- of the criticism J:>aisf!ld against the· quantitativf!l approach 

that· thf!l ultimate aim of the 'c;riminal-psychologi st' is to sub-

stitute the contAmporuy quantitative d•ef'initions f.or qualitative 

ones. This seems to be the safest w~ towaJ'd providing 'opel"ational 

definitions·• capable of. ic:\fmtifying 'potential CJ'iminals' at a 



v~ry •arly stage. ThA road toward this aim is VAry lQng 

inde~d. But it is believAd that the present study has· pro

vided a ml.nor contribution toward this goal by indicating 

the possibility of the AXistencA of such qua\litative di.f

fe:r•nces in the abstract-concrete f~cet of cognition. This 

seems to be one of the main assets of. this stu~~ Bec!-l!us_~L

ot·herwise, advocA.tes of ths- 'quantita.tjve' ·-a.pproach inay point 

out that this- study has, in f.a.ct, differentiated incarcerated·· 

people from non-imprisoned individuals. It could be a.:rgu~d, · 

thArefore, that there is UttlA ~a.dva.nta.ge in doing so by means 

of psychological testing if', by simple observation of who is 

imprisoned and who is not, a better differentiation can be made. 

(b) 'ARRESTED COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT' AND CRIMINAL BEHAVIOUR. 

As mentioned ea.rhe:r, this study was not constructed in 

order to verify a particular theory nor did it intend to provide 

any. The claim tha.t th• purpos• of this rAsea.rch was achievad 

fully merely by indicat:i:n:g,;:. -t:he possibility of adopting a new 

approa.ch toward identifying the 'genuine criminals' with taste 

of cognition, is perfectly defensible, even in the a.bsencA of 

an explana.tion as to why •cognition' has such a. differential 

power! It could be argued that this study has shown the exis

t•nce of a psychological phenomAnon, and it is now the duty of 

further investigators to p:rovide some explanation. However, 

upon re:flAction, it was thought tha.t a. possj-ble hypothesis to 



Axplain the ~indings could be provided. 

Before p~oceeding, a point of clari~ication should be made. 

It is a2! maintained that.the \foregoing ~esults prove or 

substantiate the explanation suggested below, ~ that this 

is the only way of unders.tA.nd.ing the ~ind.ing. In ~act, the 
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findings are too general to verify any elabo~ate theory. The~e-

for~·-- a._ny explanation -prov-ided- in- thi:s contf'ixt -s:nould be regarded, 

mf!~ely, as an hypothesis, a.· "guess•. The only merit of pr.t=tsent-

ing ra. b~oader theoretical f~Mie of ~eferf\nce below, is that it 

does not leave the results unexplained. 

Developmental Features of -'Criminal ·Conduct•. 

A child bo~n in OU'I'!' society is a c~iminal. Not, necessarily, 
_.::;. 

in the biological sense of thR 'born criminal' o:r that advocated :f 

in "The biological basis of criminal behaviour" (EYSJ1'NCK, 1963 -

64b), but rat he~ in the sense that the young infant is socially 

unadjusted, i.e. hie ·behavio~ is motivated. solely by selfish 

desi:res i~respective of ot~er pfloplA. or of any social code of 

conduct (sf!e ALEXANDma, 1964, also ALEXANDER & STAUB, 1956). In 

subsequent yeA.rs,. the· growing chHd j.s subjected to an intensive 

process-~·;c!)'f t~a.ining (socialization) which a.imrR at promoting 

behavio~ confo~ming to the social codes. Once this process 

has been completed successfully, a pattern of 'non~criminal' 

behaviou~ (and attitudes) is expected to have been a.cqui~ed. 

This process can be conceived of as a p~ocess of 'decriminalization'. 

' ._J 

. .' 
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It is cl~ar from th~ literature on child developm~nt that 

{'!!p,..·~., • 

the successful· accomplishment of the 'p:rocessO:.~f 1\ecrimina.lizati on' 

depends on both the natur..e of the training conditions, i.e. 

socialization agencies, child-parent rel~tionships, educational 

fac:i.l].ti9s 1 etc. and on the psychological devslopment ~motional 

and cognitiv~, of th~ growing chj.ld. These two :fa.ctol's a:re 

bdieved to be inter:r·elatM~. Th~t:ref.o:re,-· it is held that any 

impedim~nt to psychological maturity whether independent of 

trainjng conditions, A.g. biochemical deficif'!ncy, or due to the 

interference of Cl.efective traini.ng contUtions, or both, mM¥ 

impaj.r the successful completion of this 1 dP.criminaliza.tion 

process'. This, inevitably increases the chance fo:r criminal 

conduct to come forth. 

Signs of ;criminal,beha.viour can be observed in the growing 

child. throughout the proct=tss of 'decl'imina.lization'. These take 

tht=t form of diso~edit=tnce and antagonism to authority, aggressive 

reactions, che~ting, stt=ta.ling, and the like, characteristic of 

young childr·en. Usually, socit=tty adopts a lenient attitude 

toward such .juvt=tnile mi.schiefs on the assumption that such con-

1\uct is expected, or even sometimes natural in the young, and 

that it rP.presents a temporary state which will disappear upon 

successful completion of the 'decrimj.nali zation process•. One 

among man,y manifAst~ttions o.f such an ·attitude is the rule that 

crimj.nRl responsj bili ty is not a.pplicab~ for the under-aged. 



That the onset of criminal behaviour is associated. with 
. (2. \,.. 

Cl.evelopmental progression, namely, tk.ft flU lure ell the 1 decrim-

ina.li za.tion process, can be seen in the fa.ct thR.t many of the 

adult, habituA.l crimjnA.ls hRve shown such tendencies in their 

childhood ann a.dolescenc!'!, A.lso from the fA.ct that the 1 crim-

inA.lity' i~ a form of ma.ladjustme~t typical of juveniles, 

-(GLUECK & GLU'ECK; 195.0). Th@-:fact that ,-crtminai-baha.viour', 

.in one form or another, is common to all growing chtldl"en has 

lf'lnt support to t_hfl assumption thR.t, basically, this form of 

maladjustment is rooted in inadequate development. Using the 

terms of this context, this assumption is described as an 

'arrested development' on the pr~ression of the 'dncriminal-

izA.tion process'. Such •arrest-~' can also be dAsc:ribed 

in the words of HARVEY et. al. (1961): 

"If environmental pressures are out of synchrony 
with the conceptual stl"uctul"e :required for the 
emergence o:f a more abstract synthesis, fixation 
or a.rrastation of development occurs ••• such . 
asynchrony produces ••• an effect which prevents 

;·.progression". (op. ci't. p. 91). 

The no.tion that criminals, as a group, ma.ni f.eet what is 

often described as emotiona.l immaturity (often raferred to in 

terms of a lack of emotional control, a low 'tolera.nce level· 

of fr:ustra.tion, A.n a.bsenca of. 'balance' betweAn various com-

ponents of personality, etc.) is quite common. It is hypoth-

e·s'J:'izad, here, that parallel to this immaturity thera is a cog=-

nitive immaturi\z. 



The traditional description of the cha.ngas occurfng in 

thP. mental processes of the child during his development (a 

?65 •. 

'cognitive m~tturity') was made in terms of a.bstract and concrattt 

thinking. In th.., word.s of WOHLWILL (1962). 

"This question has b~c:m answered most frequently 
in tc:trms that emphasizA an incr~'~ase in powers 
of R.bstraction or incrAaBFid intervention of 
symbolic pro_c_~ss. .More generally •• • there is a 
dec:r~asing depAndF~ncy ·of behaviour on information. 
in the immedia.tf'l stimulus field". (op. cit. p. 87). 

A similar opinion· was 9XprAssf'ld. by HARVEY At. al. (1961) who came 

to the following tantativa conclusion on the basis of their. 

""" P.Xtensive analysis of the classical works o~ cognitive devAlop-

mAnt: 

"Oldf'lr childrf!n are morA abstract than younga:r 
childr.Fin in the sense that -functioning and 
pP.l'"CF1ption is lfiBS cUf.fusa, lASSH\bSOlUtA, 
lf'!ss·aU-o:r-none, lAss stimulus bound, and 
mora diffflrentiated. OldAr children can 
generally break a stimulus field down into 
its· pa.,.ts and integrate these into naw whole-s 
more Affecti vely than younge:r child.ren... In 
all of. these, progressiv~ development can be. 
described in directional tArms, a.s proceAdj.ng 
f:rom the concrete to the abstract". (op. ci~. 
Pp. 109 - 110). 

Arrested Development versus The Idea of Regression. 

The hypothesis of •ar:rF~sted development along the dec:rim-

inalization process• is not, necessarily, cong:ruous with the 

app:roach, typical of the psychoanalytical doct:rine, which pe~ 

cei.vf'ls c:rj.minali ty (like othe:r forms of psychopathology) as a 
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form of regression. An example of such a trend can be seen 

in ALEXANDER (1930) who has descri·'bed the chn.:ra.cteristics of 

the neurotic-symptoms as (a) being regressiv~ by nature, 

(b) baing autoplastic (i.e. directed outwardly), and (ic) having 

their latent context rejected by the ego. These also comprise 

the basis for hie explanation of 'criminality•_, __ wh~r~_: 

"If, f'or fllXa.mple, autoplastici ty is absent, 
though the othfllr two characteristics, rflljfllction 
by the ego and rfllgreesion a:re present, w.e are 
dealing with. a. neurotic character. The r.egr~ssive 
and re,jected impulses A.re not grA.tifie'd by. m·eA.ns 
of autoplastic symptom-formR.tion, but by means of 

· a.lloplastic activity which influences the ·ralation 
of the ~~dividual to the environmP.nt". (op. cit. 
p. 303). 

But, when both autoplasticity and rejfllction are absent, and only 

regression remains, we have 'pure criminality'. This term was 

regA.rded more as a theo~ical concept, thue: 

"As a matter of fact, I am convinced of the opinion 
that on closer examination most of our criminals 
will turn out to be neurotic chfU"R.cters, and the 
notion of. purfll criminality must be looked upon ~8 
a thflloretical concept ••• " (op. cit. p. -304). 

,., 
A!£RRN (1936) also thought that regrfllssion was a typical feature 

of. thfll delinquent parsona.li ty. The dflllinquent ha:s a 'disturbed, 

faulty ego' developmfllnt which mAY also take the f.orm of :regression, 

i.e. reverting back to a lower or more infantile leve,l. 

This idea was also adopted, specifically, in the area of 

cognition, and in connection with concrete-abstract thinking. 

The Freudian idea of primary and secondRry mttcha.ni. ems was 



..... 
introduced 'tel the cognitiv~ functioning {e.g. HI·LGA:RD, 1962) 

where the former was ~aid to be motivated by the 'pleasure 

principle' and halluci·nntory contents, whereas the seconda.:ry 
. . 

mqchanism was believed to seek more rfHtlistic substitutions 

for this hallucinAtory materiRl. Concreteness wR.s associnted 

with pri.ma.:ry mechanisms and. abstract tlhinking _with the secon-

dary. Hence, regression, as related to the thinking proce~s, 

is described in terms -of revert-ing bP.c}c·:t:o the-p:r.imary-·mechan- · 

ism, usually, in the fA.ce of· severe diifi:cult]:as. 

This phenomenon WA.B observed pa.rticulR.rly with schi:zo-

ph~enic and brR.in-da.maged pR.tients. A recent expo~ent of the 

idea of rAgression l.n the R.rea. of cognition {'pathology of 

thought•) is OS~EGAARD (1962) who has summarized previous studies 

in this sub,iect, and. also has found in heJ' study that: 

" "GenuinP.· schizophrenic pa.tiP.nts" are cha.ra.c-· 
t~l'ized ·by severely regressive thinking, an·· 
uneven performance lflvel ••• (fltc.) "Episodic 
schizophrflniform psychosAs" are cha.rf.l.cterizP.d 
by: -se.verely regre.ssive thinking ••• (etc.) .•.. 
"SchizophrP.niform borderU.ne pf:l:rsonA.l:i;ties_~~-• ~e 

.charactP.J'ized byi .mod:era.tely regr.ese;ive tliinking ••• 
( P.tc.). "Non-sehizophr•:mic paranoid patients" a:rfl 
chnra.cte~ized.by: slight evidence of regressive 
thinking ••• (etc.)". (op. cit. p. 263). 

The reason why such a regression takes plact=t, pa.rti.cularly, 

in difficult situations is interpretfld in slightly different w~s. 

RAPAPORT (1959) thought tha..t for most pe_ople, rflso:r.ting to a con-

crete level of thinking was what might be called 'a regression in 

thP. service of progrP.ssj on', a stage which might help, ul tima.tely, 

towards achieving ~motionR.l ca.tha.rsj.s ( whan ca.pablfl of producing 

R.bstra.ctions). 

.. ., 



"OncA such a sat of abstraction is conqusr.ed 
and we can operate with it, considsrable 
rAlief is expsrienced - a BRVing in cathectic 
sxpsndUurFI; but as soon a.s unusual di·ff.icul ty 
is P.ncountsred, ws a.~n fall ba.ck upon concrete 
material to aid us in applying our abstract 
constructs to the difficult new'cf.l;se." (op. cit. 
P• 706). 

For GOLDSTEIN (1959), a forerunnf'lr of modern studies~ 
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a.bstra.ct-· 

concretf'l thinking with brain-damaged p:tt·ient·s: and ·achizophr"ftnic~-

rAverting back to concrstsnRss is a form of df'lfencA, a protP.ctive 

mechanism Rga.inst 'anxiaty arousing' demands which cannot ba ful-

fillAd. TherRfOrA, such a cognitive functioning is P.Vident .. · 

mA.inly in difficult situations. HAnce it :follows .that: 

"• •• if lack of a.bst.raction is a protsctive· 
mechanism, thA withdrawal will be ~tilizP.d 
o·nly, or pa:rticulRrly, in situations which 
arP. dangerous :for the patiP.nt ••• " A.nd it _is 
P.Xpected that" ••• it will be less evidf'lnt 
whAn thArs is no df.l.ngP.r". (GOLDSTEIN, op. 
cit. p. 1342). 

Of coursP., what might be an adP.qu~te interpretA.tion of ths 

thinking process of some groups of schizophrenics and bra.in- -

dAmaged patients (and this type of. explanation is not free from 

criticism, see e.g. BUSS & LANG, 1965; LOTHROPE, 1961) is not 

necessarily true f.a'f! crimj.nals. This argument is sUpported by 

all thosA expositions (discussed ].n dP.tA.ill at the P.nd of. 

chapter 2) which claim that the majority of. ·criminals (80%) are 

psychologically 'normal'. ThP. idea of 1 rP.grassion' is incom- . 

patiblP. with such atatemsnts. 



On the ot-hP.r hand, tha hypothasis of tha 1 arrestP.d develop

manton the d"lcriminalization process•, emotionally and cog

nitivaly, is in harmony with both contP.nti.ons. _. It is com

pa.tibla with thP. a.rgum"ant thA.t most crimj.na.ls arP. ps;y-chologica.lly 

'normal' as it suggP.ste tha.t w_hat is wr~.ng \dth criminals is that 

thfly are not 'quitfl a.s normal' (i.e. matura) ~-~.t~a_._g_f'!,l~~al pop;;. 

ub.tion. At thA . SA.llle timA· it does not -deny ·tha po·ssj:bi"lity that" 

soma crjminals mRY be primarily psychologically (o~ even medi

cally) ill. 

Parhf.l.pB tha graatflst f.l.SBet o:f tha 'd~=tvel'opm~;~ntA.l.' hypothesis 

in this contaxt is tha.t it is congruent with the.results obtained 

in tha presflnt study. As expected, the criminal racidiv~s have 

produced. a lavAl o:f a.bstnt.ction signif~cantly lowar than that of 

the 'non--ori.mina.l' group. Simila:rly, sin~A; the criminals are 

not ragard.ed as psychologically-ill, j.t is clear why they hA.VA 

ha.rd.ly prori.uced Rny 'A - biza:rre typa' of rasponsas. 

Tha hypothesis of tho. 'arrested cognitive davelopmant' does 

.!!21 imply R. complate CASsation of cognitiva pr.ogrflss. Thus soma 

Z - type responso.s aro. AxpectAd. IndeAd 1 the criminRl 'Symbol-

Pa.tta:rns' on both t ~sts used included Z and Y rAsponsP.s, only 

not as many as observAd among thA rAha.bilitAes. 

The SAme hypothesis sAAms to RgreA wjth some of tha cor

ro.lation coafficients obta.inAd. (It should be emphasized that 

vary f'Aw corrAl~.ttions have. reached a signj.:ficant laval o:f con

fidence, and it is not improbable that in spito. o:f "!;heir sig-
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nificance ( p a .05 ) they. are 'chance correlations•. Their 

VA.l ue is small, A.nd does not explain more than lO"p o:f the 

VA.riance involved). Thus, r = -.27 (p approx •• 05) for the 

'nu.mbe:r of previous convictions' a.nd KTSA, Z - levd, may be 

inte:rpretad as: the more 'recidivist• the criminal (i.e. th~ 

great.,.;:r the 'arrest~') the fewe:r are the highly abstr-act 

responses. (L e; the greA.ter thA cognitive immaturity). The 
·.· .. :· 

:r = -.28 (p ~ .05) bP.tween 'A.ge R.t first offence' a.nd the Bfl:IJIP. 

KTSA levfll, couln. imply thA.t the olde:r the pe:rson at the f:i.:rl!!.~ 

offence (i.e. the great~r the evidence of the failure on the 

'dP.crim].na.lization pJ'ocess•), the fewer •z- int~gi~~e' ·a.bs-

tract responsP.s. 

Ideally, a system comp:rising sta.ges of development, to 

indicate ~t approximately what phase such 'ar-rest~' ·has 

occu:rred, should ba provided. In fact, there is nothing in 

the results which can lead to such an undertaking without 

ending in far-fetched, over-speculation~. Thft only psycho

logic~l theory wh].ch :i.s closest to·the suggested hypothAsis is 

the "Conceptual S,:stems and Personality Or-ganization" p:rovidad 

by HARVEY at. al. (1961). These authors have made provisionr, 

in their elaborl'!.ted and complex theory, for foul" .stages o:f 

personality growth congruent with the development along the. 

concrete-abst:rA.ct n.imension. DeUnquency, in their view, is 

relatad to arrestA.tion on the second stage (between the ages 

5 - 8). 
•· j 

I 

I 
.... 1 

.:J 
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The difficulty in subscribing to that theory (though the 

present results are in harmony with it) is that the present 

hypothesis has not gone eo f.ar as to claim, as did HA-RVEY 

et. al. (op. cit.), that a direct relationship exists between 

concrete-ttbstra.ct functioning Rnd. pP-rsonality (including crim-

inal behaviour)~. The hypothesis of 'arrested development on 
-

the decrirrdnali zation process 1 suggests that-· ·as}!f•ar as 'crim-

inality' is concerned, a low abst·rA.ct thinking when f.!.Ccompanied 

by emotional ~mmaturity provides a psychological condition 

ff.l.vourable for the emergence of criminal behaviour. P:robf.l.bly 

the interaction with external conditions will determine whether 

such behf.l.viour will be developed. This implies that the :relation-

ship between low level o:f f.l.bstraction a.nd. 1 criminality' is in-

direct. 

In a.ll this, the above hypothesis is believed to pertain to 

the majority o:f the crimi~als. It is possible that a smA.ll group 

of criminals are, prima.rily, psychologically-ill, or cognitiv.ely 

well developed but resort to crime :for. other reasons~ {s~e the 

following section). 

T·he Meaning of The Criminal 'Symbol-Pattern'.· 

Without contradicting the foregoing, it is legitimate to 

speculate about the possible, indi'rect, impact of the typical 
~ 

f.ea.tures revealed on the criminals' 'Symbol-Pattern' on crim-

inal conduct. The main characteristics of. that •Symbol-Pattern• 



were, as f'ollows: (a) the presence of fewer abstract respo~ses 

compared wHh the reha.bilitees, (b) t eredominanca of.repetiti.vP. 

responses (only on the KTSA), and (c) ·{·pos,itiva rei~ti~·nship 

between these two features (f'or both tests). 

By definition, 'abstraction' means an ~bility to·s~e beyond 

the iJJimediate tangible propP.nsi ties g_f. -~ ob,i~ct.. It has. b~an: ... 
~ 

suggested: (below) that the -A.bili.ty fo abstract not only invol-vE!s 

the ability to intP.grate .m'Bby parts of the immediate perc.t:tptual 

field into new wholes, but also to fo:rm a.lternative :tiy.potheses 

.•wi th regard to such ~ntegrRtions (BOURNE, 1966). The connection 

between thA ;a):J.ility to integrata a.lternative hypotheses A.~C!\ 

abstraction was suggested by HARJ'EY et. al. (1966), based on 

analysis of the classic works on cognitive development. 

"Fourth (highAst) stage of :functioning is 
characterized by abstract standards devela,ped 
through thA exploration of alternative sol"utions 
~gai~st a variet~ o:f. criteria •• ~ . Ab?t~act fuJ!iion-
1ng 1S·Chf.\racterlzed by the rwa1lab1l1ty of alter
nativa conceptual schemata as a uasis: for rP.lating 
and by th·e ability to hold a strong viaw or attitudes 
that ~.oes not distoJ"t incomjng j.nformation". (op_. 
cit. p. 109). 

This, in the words of GOLDSTEIN and SCH~ER (1941, P• 4), 

is probably ~he ability "To grasp the essential of a given whole; 

to break up a given whole into parts, to isolate and to synthesize 

them", and "To plan ahflad ideationally: to assume a.n attitude 

towa.rd.s the "mere possible" and to think or perform symbolically". 

A failure to acquire thase abilittes adequately is in accord 

with the often me~ioned lack of emotional restraint and control, 

··.· 
I 
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typical of many crim].nals. In oth~r words, a failurtt to form 

concf'lpts bafred on evaluation ·of all aspf'tcts of a situation, 

both visible and ~nviaibl~, and to in•~gratf'l th~m into a sym

bolic whole is th~ cognitiv~ manifAstation of Amotional cha:rac-

teristics, such as; impulsivf'lnf!ss, dif:ficulti.es in Anr\uring 

prolongf'ld frustration, and thA ·negation of dP-mands {usually by 

authori tiflls). 

Carrying this onA step furthAr it may bA hypothesized that 

it is expActed of those criminals who ancounter dif:ficul t].f!s in 

f'IVA.luA.ting complAx situdions _propf'lrly (by taking into a.ccount 

all aspf'lcta and intagra.ting them in thA abstract) to arriv~ at 

incomplatA evaluations. May bA this axplains tha obsArvation 

that many criminals A.l'A rf'lpAA.tAdly caught :for illegal a.ctjvities 

which appf'lar stupid and tri viRl to the outsidf'l.. This do fils no-t 

haVA to do with lack of knowle~gA of the consf'lquencAs of resort-

ing to criminal conduct. Many criminals may know thasf! con-. 

sAquencAs. But. knowlf'ldgA is one thing, and the integrA.tion .. of 

such knowledge in AValuating given circumstances is another. 

Again, by dAf].ni tio:a., •c - :rApAti ti ve type :rAsponsAsi (and 

for that matter als.o 'K responses' on the S.T.C.) rapresAnt a . . 

cognitivf'l tandAncy to adhArf! to 'onA track of thinking' when 

two or more stimuli (i. A. symbol-ob.iecte) appear to be similaJ" 

in somA rAspecta. ThA predominancA of th~ KTSA, •c - rAsponsas' 

in thf'l crimi.nale' •Symbol-Pattern' is another indicA.tion of thA 

j 
I 



outcomtt o:f. a low abstract levAl. In HARVEY's At. al. (op. ·cit. 

p. 109) woJ"ds it could bA a lack o:f. "the avai.labili ty of alt.er-

native conceptuA.l schAmata as a basis for relating". It i 8 

a.lso not surprising that both C R.nd K rAsponsas corrAlated 

posi ti VP.ly with thtt abstract typA of rAsponses ( thA only po.si-
. . ~ 

ti ve corrP.lations- -w:i:-tll ·thA lattP.r, sttA Tabl~_s 18 ·a.n_~ __ --12}•_:_ -~~i~ 

implias that AVAn whAn capable o:f. producing some abstract con-

CApts, thA crimina.~ a tl'tnd to ·rap eat them. Iri o'th9r wo:rds,. thl't 

pl'"ABAnCA of soma abstract responstts in thA • Symbo~-Pat·t-ern.•-

does not nACABBR.rily indica.tl't F.IJl ability o:f. high lf;lv~l,. con_e:tt~:

tuA.liz!'!l;ion, but could- also suggAst familiarity with cuft-~al. 

meaning of somA symbols which a.rA usAd rApf'latedly possi_bly 

with little ganuine understanding. 

ProfassoJ" CRADDICK. (private communication) is of tha opin-

ion that jn ordl'tl'" to AValuatA the KTSA, •c- rttsponsAs', it is 

ABBAnti A.l- to know what .:type of responsAs -wAre reptf-ted. This 

BRAme to minimizA tha indepAndent significa.nca of that type of 

r~sponstts. The opinion held in this study argues that· ¢~_- level 

$ 

rAprttsAntl a cognitiVA tendttncy cbn its own, irrespecti_ye of what 

type of responsAs wl'trA ~Apaated. Otherwise, thAre is no ml'trit 

in having a BApR.ratl't C- lAvel; it isampler to scorA l'tVery 

responsA stl'"a.ight fol'"wa.rdly-, rAgarrUttss of whttthttr it is a 

J"Apt'ttition or not. 

The presAnt opinion is also in harmony with thA contem

pol'"R.ry notion that persl'tVAl"ation and rAp~tion a.rA bAhavioural 

274. 
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cha.ract~rj.stics which are important in ev~ry p"ychologica.l 

ass~s·sment of personality. 

AftP.r such an eva.luatj.on was done, it i.s also rAA,sonable 

to 'comply with Professor CRADDICK 1 s r~dommendations •. Thus, 

Tables 1 and 8 (the figures in the brackets} show th~t on the 

S.T •. C., X, Y A-nd Z rP.sponses wAre rP.pf'la.ted almost ident_ically 

in th~ brack~ts} the criminals have r~·peated more Z - responses, 

but considf'lrably more X and Y levels. This is congruent not 

only with the foregoing analysis, i.e. that the criminals .tend 

to produce lower level of abstraction with more X and D - rAS-

ponses, but also with HARVEY et. al. (1961} who have. suggested 

that concreteness is f.l.BBOciated with 'P-ituld.i.sm' a.nd 'repetitive' 
~.. ; . . .. ,. -

tendencies. 

"It seAms to us VAry probf.l.bly that the tendency 
of the more concretely functioning individual -
to think categorically, to adhere rigidly to 
rules ••• and to bf!l ritualistic - all ~r~ 
expressive of his attempt to hold on to his 
:rath~r tenuous Wf.\Y of ordering th~ wo*~rt.\ until 
he -can, through ~urthe:r interactions with his 
l!!nvironment and art icula.tions· ·of it, make 
availabl~ to himself a w~v of ordering that 
provid.f'ls a more secure wor~d into which to 
move". (op. cit. Pp. 45 - 46}. 
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CHAPTER 8: 

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS. 

·!:·~- The findings of this f"ltucly ha.VP. raisAd thJ't=tfl importMt 

i ssuAR whj.ch havA some b.,a:r:i.ng on future j nvest:i.gat:i.ons, using 

the KTSA IUld. the S.T.C. with-·orimina.l populatiom~. These will 

be diRcussed b:rjefly in the next pagAs. 

Future RAfinaments of The S.T.C. 

The :responses given for each of thA 12 S.T.C. symbol-

objects were presented in Table 9. On the basis of these :res-

poneas, a.n itAm-anA.lysi.s was computed in o:r.d.A:r to assart which 

ob,iect cont:r.i.butt=td. most to the totfl.l 'symbolizing' scores·, and 

which contr:i.butf'ld VAry li ttlA and_ thus ought to be .eU.m:inR.tad. 

(This was done only for 12 responses out of 20 (6o%) given on 

. '~ymbol:izing •taR.\( bAcausA this was thP. __ ·only task which petmitted. 

comparisons of all symbol-objects). TAtracho:ric correlation 

coeffici.Ants werA computAd by comparing the :rP.sponses R.bove and 

below th.e mAd.ian scarf'! for each ob,;ect with those above R.nd 

below the median of thA totR.l scorA (Tablf'! 9). 

The results of the i tam R.nalysis are presented in t"he" table 

below. 

·' ·i I 
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Item - analysj_s, based on the responsAs .given for S.T.C. 

,-Symbolizing' task. (TP.trachoric co:rr·ala tiona). 

1. 
2. 

3· 
4· 
5· 
6. 

1· 
8. 

9· 
10. 
11. 
12. 

N • 49 

Symbol - ob.iP.cts. 
C o:rrel Rt i one. 

C:riminds. Rf.habi:li tees 

Saloon car (-N) .46* .67*' 
Motorbicycla (M) .37** .66* 
KnJ fa (K) .33*~*- .63* 
Truncheon (T) .58~ ... 57* 
Bulldozer (B) .62* -44** 
Handclif'fs (oo) .35*** .40**· 
Ambulance (A) .63* .31*** 
Pair of scales (s) .20 -41* 
Cigar (c) -44** .29 
Gun (G) .30 .23 
Policfll car (P) .52~ .10 
Policemen's (H) . .09 .10 

Helmet 

*) p < .001 level of s_ignificancfll. 
**) p < .01 level of signifl.cance. 

***) p < .05 level of signj.ficance • 

. ... .:; ' .. 
It is observed that all thA co:r:relati·oris for every i tern, 

excf'tpt fo'J' Nos. 4 and 12, va.ry in size from one group to another. 

Thus, .for exRrnplA, the tf'ttrachoric correlations f'or thA 'Knj.fa' 

ob,iect are; .33 :fo:r the criminal group, and .63 for the rehRbili- ---j 

tAes. The m~~ngsof these differences are not clear. 

However, the :results of the item-analy-sis suggests future 

modj.fications of th"' S.T.C. symbol-objects as follows: 

(a) Reducing thA number of symbol-objects: Only those ob.iActs 

which yiAlc\Ad cor:relR.tion coefficif'·nts g:reatAr thl'l.ll :r.; = _.30 

--~·-
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{i.c:t. betwRc:tn p~.05 ann p.(.OOl EDWARDS, 1964 Pp. 190- 193) 

for ~ groups WArP. thought worthy to bc:t rc:ttainc:td in the tP.At 

mA.tP.rj.ftl. Thc:t. othP.r, A.g. No.· 9 'Ciga.:r' ob.ittct which yiAldad 

a sj.grtificant corrRb.tion .for the crj.mi.nals (p ~ .-01) but !!2.1 

for tha rehabj.litt=~as should be c:tliminated. In other words, 

only i terns .thA.t w.arc:t pr-ovad:'.to be· good prfid.ictors of tha toia.i 

scorc:t for both groups should be rc:tta.inttd. 

IdAally, only those co:rl'Rlation cottfficiflnts which reachfld 

thc:t .01 or smallftr level of confj.dc:tncA ought to be considA:red. 

In thP. table A.bove, this would. hA.ve mAant retaining only foUl"' 

objActs, i.A. Nos.~ 1, 2 4 and 5, of.tha original 12. This mef.UlS 

that 66% of the original objects will be discarded. Therefore, 

it was dc:tcided that when F.\n itam yic:tldAd a. coaffj.cient significMt, 

F.l.t l·east, at thc:t .01 lc:tvel of confidence fo:r onA group, and with 

R second coef:f.iciP.nt R.t .p(' .05, for thA other, such an ob,;ect 

should be retainP.CI.. There is good reason to bAlic:tva, that with 

a larger N, thA la.ttP.:r will bA incl'easad in its level of signifi-

canoe. 

FinA.lly, seven objc:tcts, Nos. 1 to 7 on the above list, a.:ra 

suggestc:td for futurc:t studiP.s with the S.T.C. 

{b) Introducing similarly shA.pc:td ob;jc:tcts: Unlike the KTSA, tha 

S.T.C. in its p:rflSP.nt varsj.on doAs not employ similarly shaped 

symbol-objects. This has lc:tad to the omission of KTSA, C - typc:t 

of rP.eponsAs from tha ~tel', and to a :rsduction of the oppor-

' .. 
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tunitiAs to p:roducA E - shape, :responeAs (sAa TablA 1 and 8). 

It is suggAstP-d that some of thA seven S.T.C. symbol-objects 

:retained rnR.Y be duplicated in different sizes and colours. 

This would pe:rmi t the :re-j.nt:roduction of. C - typA of. responses 

in the S.T.C. scoring principle· (as this levA! is "scored-for 

a rApeti tion of. sj.mila:rly BhJ'ped ob,;ects only). Such an imp:rOVA-· 
~· 

criminals' KTSA ,'Symbol:-PattArn'. 

It is ·suggP.sted, therefore, to haVA 12 S.T.C. symbol-objects 

comprising, an 'AmbulancA', a 'BulldozAr 1 , thrAe 'Knives', two 

pairs of. 'Ha.nt:l.cuf.:fs', one 'Motorbicycle', two ··saloon cars•, and 

two 'TrunchAons•. 

This will mRkA it possible for 6 :repetitions to be made, 

(5 similarly shapAd ob.iacts, and. 1 rflpeti tion of rea.son · fo:r 

arrangement), or 30% out of. the 20 :responses required. on the 

S.T.c. (On the KTSA, it is possible to givft 3tT% of such responses.) 

,(c) Rftp:roducing the items in different colours: In the present 

version of the S .T .c. thA origimtl colours of. the symbol-ob-jects 

as sold in toy sh,ops wel"e l"etainftd. ConsequAntly, colours Va.l"ied 

consid. Ara.bly from one ob,iact to A.nothe:r. The result was that 

~-·yP.:ry few colour (F) J"esponses were given ( se~ Ta.bles 1 a.nd 8). 

It is suggtrtstea that whc:tn l".Aproducing the S.T.C. symbol-

ob,iacts in the f.uturA, special Rttention should. be paid to the 

colour-of. thA objActs. This implies that somA symbol-objActs 

could haVA an idAnt"ical co.lo.u:r, s:i.milA.r to the symbol-ob,iects 

of the KTSA. 
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Conc:rAte Thinking and The Faniil:h.:rity \iith The Symbol-Ob,jects. 

It might have been noticed th~t the low KTSA-NE, and 

S.T.c.,....NE, proCI.ucfld by thA criminals wel"'e J"ef.err~d to, through-

out tha tA:x:t, f.\B 'low abstract level' l"'a.the:r than 'conc:rat.A 

thinking'. It is true that the conc:rAte level of thinking was 

predominant in the criminRlB' 'Symbol-?att_ern'; _b.ut· on the otha:r--

hand, almost evAry individual 'Symbol-Pattern' included also some 

highly abstract responsa,s. Since the tests taka into considf'i:i--

~tion the whole l"'angP. of responEu~s produced, it was thought mol"'A 

adequata to call this performance a 'low abstract lavel~. 

However, the pl"'edomina.nce of thA concrAte types of l"'~Bponses 

shoulli. not bA ovArlookRn. Theorf!tically, they could pl"'ovi~.A· SOD,lA 

cluAs A.B to thA n_f!velopmAntal stage at which •cognj.tive arrest-

a.tion on the decl"'imina.lization pl"'ocass' occurred, once such s.t.f.!,gP.s 

will be provided. 

A possible objP.ction to the method of. selecting the S.T.C. 

symbol-object could be that tha S.T.C. has employed 12 symbol-

ob,jects of which 8 WP.T'A 'criminlll' ones, that. is, they wel"'e pal"'-

ticularly fAmilial"' to the crimj.nals. There is good l"'P.ason to 

b~lieve that f.amilial"'ity with an object tAnds to stimulate a more 

concl"'Ate l"'P.Bponse. Therefora, the pl"'edominance of concrete J'AB-

ponsee in thA criminals' S.T.C. •s~~bol-PA.ttA:rn' mF.cy" bA dua to 

the].r fa.miliR..ri ty with thf'l objects l"'A.thAr than an int:'t.ication of. 

-c.~ •. 
-· :,.. 

their typical level of thinking. This l!l.l"'gument Mli\Y claim, furthar, 
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that sinca the S.T.C. objActs did not include objects which 

WP.rA p~rticularly fAmiliar to thA •non-criminal' rP.habilitees, 

they have shown a higher levP.l of abstraction. 

This objection is rejected on the following groUnds. 

First, it a.sFJumAs that fAmiliarity wi.th an ob.iAct inevitably 

l~'~ad.s to concrete attitudes. Such afi ~sFJumption has_ ~ot b_e~n 

proved beyond doubt. It is less Hkely to bA relAvant in the 

prP.sent case wherA the tP.steA was asked, specifically, to Atate 

what e~ch ob.iAct symboli.zes and rep:rAsP.nts, and was given A:xamples 
··: . 

for the task required (APF~~DIX V). Perhaps the best answer to 

the above ob,iect:l.on is the fRet that the c:rimi·nals have produced 

a. sjmih,r, low 'leval of abst-raction' on the KTSA where:~ no aBBl1J!lP-

tion of particular familiarity can be:~ expected. ·This seems :to 

suggest that the predominance of the mo:re concrete type of res-

ponsAs jn the crimj.na.ls' 'Symbol...;Pfi:~tern' on both tests is a 

generA.l cognitive feature irrf.lepective of familiarity with the 

ob,jects. 

The question of familiar~ ty -with an objAct and its relati.on-

ship to lfllvel of a.bstra.ction is unclear, and awaits furthe:r 

investigation. Certainly it is not congruent with the fact that 

on the whole th1=1 l•wel of performiUlCP. of both groups on thfll S.T.C. 

was slightly hj.ghe:r than that obsc:~rved on the KTSA. The average 

scor~=~ on the S.T.C., when scored with the ·KTSA soo:ring system 

(Table 10) was similar to that obtdned fo:r the KTSA itself. 

But the former test used lees ob.iects, a.nd rP.sponses than did 

the latter. 
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An inta7'Asting t=~xperimt=~nt will bt=t to Amploy a. g7'oup of 

p7'ison off'j.cP.J'B who on thA onA hand arA flilmilifU" wUhcriuiinal 

ob,iActs but on thfll othP.r A.l"'P. AxpectAd to d.Amonst7'ate A. cog,-

ni. tive levAl sj.mi!R7' to that of thA generA.l population. Anothe7' 

possibility is to j.nt7'oducA into thfll tA:st mA.tar.ia.l soma 1 c7'im

ina.l' symbol-objActs and soma 'non-c7'imi_nal' ob_jec'b'l with special 

J'flllt=~vancA to tht=~ cont:rol group. In any ca.sA, f'urth•u• studit=~s of 

thA rP.lationship bAtwAen f'RmHiarity with an ob,iP.ct and the cog

ni tive level of symbol~zi11g tM. s ob,ject_ arA ntteded. 

Tht=~ obsP.rVAd concretA lAVAl displ~Ad by the criminal group 

AmployAd may suggAst thA possjbjlities of using a psychothAra

pautic mAthod which ts bRBAd on concrAtizA.tion of expA7'iAncAa 1 

thought A, and fAt=~ling, such as, ·psychori.rAJlla (e.g. lt10RENO & KIPPER, 

1968). 

PrAdic].ting 'Criminality' With ThA KTSA and The S.T.C. 

The :results of the prP.sAnt study ha.V_A s}lggAsted a possible 

way of' identifying adult criminal r.acidivists. Thfll ultimatA aim 

WRB that thj.s would AVantuA.lly leA.rl tow~a.:rd R.ccur~ttA AA.rly pr9-

vention of CJ'imA. But, l'!fl.l"'ly dl'!tAction of criminals by mAans of 

the KTSA and S.T.C. has not yet bAP.n studied. Fo:r such R pur

pose, a different experimental design is nt=~AdAd. 

Tha best test of such a. resP.A.:rch is A follow-up, longitudinal 

study with young children or ~td.olascant testefls. Such a study 

could employ intarmAdiatA groups, i.A. pa.:roleAs 1 probation~~~ and 



first offenders. The predictive power of the tests could be 

assessAd against the subsequAnt behaviour of these testees 

(allowing A. period of 5 or more yAars). 

283. 

There wl'ts R. good reA.son. to exclude, .first offenders, 

parolees Rnd probn.tioners from thA present study. With these 

people, it is difficult to· know whe-ther their •occa.sj.onal' crim

inA.! rf'lcord is A.n indication of a quality of 'genuina lawless

ness•, or ra.the:r one.unfo:rtuna.te mischief. The inclusion of 

such people amo~ whom. some m~ be 'non-criminal' types could 

have obscured the results. This was a risk that was not desir

able in a pioneering study. 

Future studies can af.ford this risk, sj.nce the possibility 

of identi.fying criminals wi.th the KTSA and the S.T.C. has been 

nl'!monstrated.. Therefore, more adequate repri'IBAntA.tiVfl SA.IIIples, 

both crim:inal and control groups, should be employed. ThA 

results o.f the present study indicate the need to match the 

groups on inhtlligfl!lCe since the rfiationship bP.tween the S.T .C. 

and intelligence is not entirely cleA.r. 

It is fair to conclude that the results of the present 

study ,iustify further explo:rations of the ·KTSA and the S.T.C. 

with criminal populations. 

c·onclusion. 

The two tests employAd in thj.s study revE»aled a typical 



.. -, 

cognitivP. performa.ncP., in terms of abstrA.ct-conc:r.ete thinking,. 

of a group of f.tdult criminal r;f!c·~divists which was not only 

significant, but also substant;ally and consistently lower 

than that of a group of •non-criminal' rehabilitees. This 

performance was :relA.tively irtdepen~ent .of othP.:r·:facto:rs. As 
·- - -'-·· .. . 

284"· 

AXpActt:td, it failed to corre~_~te._s_!_gnifi_cf.\ntly.. with.othA:r-_- -----

factors which could account fo:r thP. rAsults. (It is not kno"wn 
·'· 

whether this is attributablP. to the size of the samples employed, 

or whethe:r·it represents genuine :relationships). 

It appears that the :rftsults suggest that thP. :rationale of 

selP.cting the objects, t~A method of constructing the tests, an~ . 

the technique used have elicited important psychologica.~ faat~es 

typical of the adult c:rimin~tl :recidivists employed. These :result·a 

,justify :further investigation of the exR.ct -meaning of ·these 

cha:ra.cteri sties. 

-~-

.... 
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Table 1 I The Rehabilitation Group; Age,. Alf4; part II 
and )Jal'"i tal-status. 

No. Age AB4II 
Marital 
Status 

1o 44 30 M 
2o 17 52 s 
3· :n 41. M 
4o 37 21 l! 
5· 37 3a M 
6. 26 31 s 
1· 39 25 IYI · 
a. 41 29 M 
9. 43 17 s 

10o 27 2a M 
11o 35 12 s 
12. 37 32 M 
13. 40 36 M 
14o · 30. 34 M 
15. 41 25 M 
16. 37 25 M 
17. 41 37 Ivt 
1a. 33 39 M 
19. 40 29 H 
2o. 34 2a 5 
a. 31 31 l'l 
22. 31 ·34 s 
23. 22 42 s 
24. 33 42. M 
25o 26 39 M 
26. 22 57 s. 
27o 35 41· M 
2a. 19 23 5 
29·· 25 36 I·I 
30. 30 2l s 
31o 31 35 s 
32o 42 2a M 

3~· 18 49 s 
· 34o 29 30 s 

35· 19 35 s 
;6. 31 24 ~! 

31· 29 26 M 
;a. 32 42 s 
39o 19 44 s 
40o 34 33 s 
4lo 39 24 H 
42o 18 23 s 
43· 41 15· s 
44· 33 29 S. 
45o 44 30 M 
46o 28 34 M 
47· 24 32 s 
48o 25 35. M 
49o 26 ;·o s 

1566. 1580''· 
:to I 3lo96 32.24 

' . 
S.D. 7o80 8.98 

- ------



"l"aDle ": ·1·ne \,;r1m1na1 uroup ; Age, 1mpr1sonmen~ Inuex, Rec1u1v1sm Inuex, 
Marital Status, and performance on the AH4 part II. 

ImJ!risonment Recidivism 
No. AGE AH4 Length ' 7n;om Prev. Criminal Age at Marital 

part (mths. ) (mth·. ) conv. career first status 
II Clears) offence 

1 25 35 18 19 5 6 19 M 
2 32 13 36 20 9 ·14 18 s 
3 31 48 30 18 9 16 15 M 
4 31 7 120' 71 9 .· 12 19 s 
5 23 28 25 35 

·. 
5 5 18 D 

6 28 20 41 31 8 13 15 M 
7 26 '21 23 21 14 11 15 s 
8' 26 38 51 47 6 17 9 M 
9 30 31 63 40 10 14. 16 M 

10 27 17 88 73 9 21 8 ,...,M 
11 30 31 68 43 10 7 23 s 
12 28 23 33 25 8 6 22 s 
13 23 33 33 46 8 ·a 17 M 
14 29 11 66 46 10 9 20 M 
15 25 33 84 88 11 10 15 s 
16 26 21"'' 81 75 9 11 15 s 
17 29 26 112 78 12 8 21 M 
18 30 15 40 26 10 14 16 s 
19 29 26 120 83 10 15 14 D 
20 26 21 45 42 9 12 14 s 
21 28 14 105 79 8 5 23 s 
22 26 21 30 28 5 9 17 D ·~ 

23 26 4 30 28 8 10 16 s 
24 26 44 32 30 7 11 15 M 
25 26 31 72 66 8 16 10 M 
26 34 27. 66 32 10 20 14 M 

27 25 '30 25' 26 12 9 '16 s 
28 27 37 40. 33 8 13 14 D 
29 32 36 48 27 10 18 14 s 
30 35 21 96 44 13 20 15 M 
31 30 19 84 54 10 15 15 s 
32 29 35 33 23 17 12 17 M 
33 30 18 81 52 12 15 15 M 
34 24 39 30 36 8 8 16 D 

35 26 18 60 56 7 12 14 D 

36 24 29 18 21 8 8 16 s 
37 33 32 148 77 10 ~ ... 10 23 M 
38 25 25 16 17 5 7 18 s 
39 31 29 117 70 14 8 23 D 
40 33 29 11 6 6 18 15 M 
41 31 27 61 36 11 17 14 M 
42 32 28 120 66 9 17 15 s 
43-' 29 6 130 90 10 16 13 s 
44 27 39 75 63 10 3 24 M 
45 33 22 72 37 6 9 24 s 
46 26 28 42 39 9 12 14 D 
47 31 32 52 31 15 15 16 s 
48 27 24 52 43 7 .8 19 M 
49 29 38 138 96 ' 9 13 16 D 

1389 1280 3111 2233 453 581 810 
Mean 28.35 26.12 62.4 45.5 9.24 11.86 16.53 



. Table :J I KTSA 'Symbol-Pattern• for Criminal and Rehabilitation Groups. 

Criminal llrou;e Rehabilitation Grnun 
No. Numerical r~etter Element Numerical Letter Element 

Element 1 2 ~ ~ 2 6 1 8 2 v Element 1 2 ~ ~ 2 ~ 1 A 2 . 
1. 82 CBZYEXF 111 YXEDFCB 
2. 84 XYDCBZE 98 YXBZCD 
~. lo~ XDZYCFEA 1~5 ZYEXFCD 
4o 84 DZBXCYA 115 ZCXDY.E 
5o 58 CFBYED B3 DC EX Y·Z F 
6. 73 B. X C Y Z F 99 YCEXZFDE 
1· ~9 DXBFE 118 ZCEDYBA 
a. 8~ ZCEBDYF 78 XBDZCYE 
9· 71 C BY X z.E 96· XYBZDCA 

10. 105 CYZXFB- 122 ZYXDCFE 
11. 85 CYXDZBF 82 XFDYECZBA 
12. 86 XDZCYFE 104 CZYXB 
1~. 6~ CXBFDZYE 9} YXDZCFB 
l4o 82 CXBZY 101 Y C Z.X B 
15~ 68 CBYDZXE 80 CYXDZE 
16. 91 CZYXDB 120 ZCYXEDB 
17o 73 CXBZYFED 108 YXZCFEDB 
18. 82 YBXCE 114 YZXEDCB 
19. 84 CYXZBDA 89 YDCXFZEB 
20. '19 CXZDBYE . 11} ZCYXB 
21. 59 :BDCYZX 103- YZXECD:B 
22. 81 ZBCDY:X·FE 94 Y X Z C D,J E 
2~. 70 XC D Z Y· E A lOB YXEZDFC 
24o 74 CBZXYDB 10~ XYZDEC 
25o 99 l.;l3YXDCE 101 ECZYY.DF 
26. 70 YCDXBZ 101 XECYZD 
27o 73 XCBZYDFE 107 YZC:SEP. 
28. 104 z· C Y X D F 102 X Z Y CD 
29o 89 CZXBY 114 ZCYXDFB 
~o. 62 :SCYXDZEA 69 XYCFD:S 
31. 56 D X E. F Y C -101 Z .C Y B X·E J? 
~2. . 69 CXEYFDB 93 D7.XYCFE 
33· 65 DXCZEYFB 64 DFEY~ZC 

~4· 84 CZXYDB 120 ZXCY-BA 
35·· 59 BXC'ZYF 82 CZBXYED 
36. 81. CXBZFEYD 128 YXZ'FEDC 
~1· 51 DXEBF' 109 YXZDCB 
~B. 111 XZBYFEC 88 DYXZCBE 
39· 77 XC.BYZD 8l FCY'XBEZ 
40o 41 DBXCYE 74 EDCXZYFB 
41. 103 X Z D c. Y. F E B 81 CYBXZFE 
42o 106 ZDECYXFB 76 CYX~BDA-

4}o 95 XbCBYFED 111 XYZCD:B 
44· 84 DYXECFB 110 ZYCXBE 
45· 91 CZYBFDX 114 ZXCBY 
46. 137 ZCYFX 80 EYXFCDB 
41· 8~ X c· BY z· 68 CB'Y'XZD i I 

4Bo 91 XCFZYEDB 101 YXEZCD 
49· ,79, CXDZEYF 92 XC Z Y DE, F B 

~919 4,B•34 
Mean: 79-98 98.65 
s.n •. a 18.21 16.57 



Table: 4 I STC 'Symbol-Pattern' tor Crimtnal and Rehabilitation Groups. 

Criminal Groui! Rehabilitation Groui! · 

No. Numerical LettAr Element Numerical Letter Elem~nt-
Element l 2 ~ ~ 2 6 1 a ~ 10 ElemP-nt l 2 ~ 4 2 6 1 a ~ 10 

1. 64 Y B. Z X D 100 XZYDk 
2o ao Y X D· E d k :a· a2 Y X k-Z B 

~- 97 YZXDA 104 ZXYd 
4· 72 YdX:Bk 98 ZkXYd 
5· 5~ dZ:BXEk 77 T.kZYdE 
6. 67 XkZYDB· 109 ~X Y E .F I3 
1· 59 DYXkEB 10~ ZYkBXD 
a. 91 kZYX 99 YZdX 
9· 102 z k y 11a ZYX· 

lOo 90 ZYkXd:B 110 ZYkXB 
11. 62 XdkYD 68'. X Z D Yd. B A 
12. a2 XZYdE:BA 105 YZXk 
1~. ~4 dX:BYD 114 ZYXd:D 
14o 47 DYXdk:B 119 ZYXk 
l5o 59 XDZYdk:B 95; ZYdXkE 
16. 75 XZdYkB 72 YXkZd:B 
17o 92 ZYkXD 94 YkZXd 
1a. 71 ZXdDkYE:B 110 ZYXkB• 
19. 55 dXYZED 9a, Z Y. X D 
20. 79 Z y· x· d k E B 99 ZYXkd 
21. -~~- dBXZD 76 x d Y -z :a· 
22:. 82 Z D Y X'E I3 a4. YXkZ:BFED 
2~. ~5 :a· X Y D d ·k A 77 XYnZDk 
24o 77 Z:BYkXE 94 ZYXdk 
25. a7 ZYXdEDk:BA a9 XYZk:B 
26. 71 XYDZdE:B 10~ y· Z D X d k 
27o 61 XdYZEB 111 YZkX 
2ao 69 XdZY:BDk 104 YZkX 
29o 91 ZYkX:BE 120 Z Yk 
~o. 65 Zd:BY.YD'k 96 ZkYX:B 
~l. 52 k.YXBDZd 110 ZXY:B 
~2. 22 D X: :S d 105 ZYXkdA 
~~. 72" XdYZk 95· XYZE:B 
~4· 77 YkBZXEdD 111 ZkYX 
~5· 71 .YXdZBk 96 YZkBX 
~6. 68 . d Y X . -, Z k :B:, 109 Z y· X d 
~1· 7~ EY-DXkZ:B a} y· d X k Z 
~a. 55 DZX:B 91 XYZkd 
~9. 93- ZY·kBX 91 XYkZ 
40o 7~ YZDkX 95 ZYEkXA 
41o 107 YZdXE 112 ZYXE 
42 •. 73- dY.ZXD 97 . r x k··z 
4~o 75 X'YDd 112·: ZYXdk:B 
44o 92 XYZkdB 123- ZYX 
45o 86 YZdkB 75 Zk:BdYXA 
46. 106 ZY.-XdkB 118: yzxr. 
47· 67 XYd:DZk:B a7 YZXkBd 
4ao 6~ XYdD.:BZk 98 Y'X Z D k B 
49;o 11~. Z Y:· X k E 99 ZYiB:XDk 

~54} 48;3:5 
!Ieana 72.~0 98.67 
SoD,oa 19.20· -·l:5i"37· 



Table 5: I Distribution ot the number ot the Criminal Group 
responses for Xi'SA categories ot abstraction. 

No. A B c D 
D 

E F X y z TO'l.'AL D d 

1. 0 6 6 0 0 0 3 1 ~ g~ 3 (1) 4 (2) 2·5 
2. 0 3 3 4 4 0 2 0 4 2 25 ,. 1' 0 2 7 6 . 1 1 '1 '1 2 (1) ~a~ 27 
4· 1 4 3 5 5 0 0 0 3 

~m 
24 

5· 0 5 7 1 1 0 1 6 (2) 0 ' 0 24 
6. 0 8 5 0 0 0 0 2 5 (1) 2 (2) 25 
1· 0 3 0 15 15 0 1 2 ,. 0 0 24 o. 0 3 6 2 0 2 5 ' 1 0 1 6 (6~ 24 
9· 0 5 8 0 0 0 2 (1) 0 3 '(2) 

q~j 2 ll 24 
10. 0 i a ·o 0 0 0 2', 2 

~ ~;l 25 
11. 0 2 6 4 4 0 0 -1 ' 4 5 ,. 25 
12. 0 0 4 5 4 1 1 (1) 2 6 2 4 3) 24 
·1~. 0 4 6 3 3 0 1 3 4' 

il 
1 2 2l 24 

14. 0 5 7- 0 0 0 0 0 5. 3 4 (2 24 
15. 0 5 5 4 4 0 2 0 2 4 2 (2 24 
·16. 0 2 7 2 2 0 0 0 4 

~I 
4 (4) 5 24 

17. 0 4 '( 1 1 0 1 2 4 2 3 (5) 24 
lS. 0 6 5 o ·o 0 1 0 5 

q~j 
0 25 

1). 1 2 7 1 1 0 0 0 5 
3 !2 24. 

20. 0 3 6 3 1 2 1 0 5 4 2 24 
21. 0 7 5 5 2 3 0 () 2 

3 ' 
2 2 24 

22. 0 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 5 ~4 ' 24 
23. 1 . 2 5 4 3 1 .1 0 

X H~ 2 2 2 24 
24. 0 2 8 2 2 0 6 0 2 2 (~/ . 26 
25. 0·4 3 3 2 1 0 1 3 3 

u~l 
24 

26. 0 3 6 5 5 0 0 0 ' ~ ~!~ 6 (3) 24 
27. 0 3 6 2 2 0 1 1' 2 

2 !2 24 
28. 0 0 7 2 1 1 0 1 3 4 (5) 1 2 24 
29. 0 5 6 0 () 0 0 0 ~ ~~~ 3 5 5 24 
30. 1 'I 6 2 2 0 1 0 4 (4l 1 25 
31. 0 0 1 14 14 0 3 2 5 ~' g 0 26 
32. 0 1 7 2 2 0 

4 ~1~ 3 ~ !~l 
0 25. 

33· 0 1 3 10 10 0 '2 1 1. 1 2 25 
34· 0 2 8 2 2 0 0 0 5 4 U~j q~l 24 
35· 0 11 3 0 0 0 0 1 7 24 " 
36. 0 4 5 2 2 0 ,.. (1) ' 4 2 (1 3 3) 26 
37· 0 3 0.10 10 0 5 1 5 0 0 24 
36. 0 5 2 0 0 0 2 2 ' 8 2 ~1) 6 ~1~ 27 
39· 0 4 6 1 1 0 0 o· 8 f2) 3 2) '2 2 24 
40. 0 5 3 12 12 0 1 0 

3 ~3~ 1 0 25 
41. 0 1 ' 5 5 0 1 1 '( 3 2 6 26 
42. 0 1 3 6 5 1 ,. 1 2 

2 ~11 8 12l 26 
43· 0 4 4. 1 0 1 1 1 7 ill 2 1 5 2 25 
44· 0 2 3 R 0 0 3 2 i ~~ ; !~ ~ !ll 29 
45· 0 3 6 2 1 1 0 2 24 ' 
46. 0 0 7 0 0 0 () 2 1 4 4 12' 3 26 
47· 0 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 6 (3) 4 .,.i'l 24 
48. 0 1 8 l l 0 l il) 4 ~ ~~~ 1 3 l2 28 
49. 0 0 6 5 l 4 3 {1)'1 2 3 (1 25 

' ' 5 162 ZlfB 166 1J,o 20 64('1) 55(2)213(77 )141 (70) 161(92 ) 1215. 
l-1e~~~10 5JO 5.06 ljS 2.'J8 .'tO . 00 .t't t12. ,01, .If.}~ t57 2B7 ,(~2 128 1.87 21t.80 
S.D. :',) 2JI 2.08 3.'5:'-'1 .80 t~B .·· 1.23 2.10 .f.fl{'· ·. 1.~_, _.:;'(dlt 



Table 6 1 Distribution of the number of the Rehabilitation Group 
responses tor XTSA categories ot abstraction. 

D No. ~ B C D D d E F X Y Z Total 

1. 0 1 1 2 2 0 4 (1) 1 8 10 0 27 
2. 0 5 4 1 1 0 0 0 5 (2) 6 (1) 4 (1) 25 
3· 0 0 2 1 1. 0 6 2 4 (1) 6 (1) 7 28 
4o 0 0 6 3 0 3 2 0 4 2 9 16) 26 

~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (1) ~ 1 ~:~ ~ ~~~ : :j -~~ 
~7. 1 1 5 3 2 1 3 0 0 2 11 5 26 
a. o 4 2 3 1- 2 1 o 11 (2) 1 2 24 
9o 1 3 1 2 1. 1 0 0- 8 (l) 7 · 2 24 

10. 0 0 3 3 3 0 1 ~1~ 1· 4 5 8 (2) 25 

i~:. ~- i ~ 6- 6 g ~ 1 g ~ :~· ~~~ ~ (5) ~~ 
i~: g i ~- g g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:j ~ (2l ~ !4) :~ 
15. 0 0 .9 2 0 2 1 (1) 0 4 ~} 7 (3 1 2) 24 
16. 0 1 7 1 1 0 1 0 3 4 2 9 5) 26 
17. 0 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 7 {1) 9 1) 2 24 
18 •. 0 1 3 3 3 0 3 . 0 4 1 1) 5 2 26 
19. 0 '2 4 4 4 0 2 3 26 
20. 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 5 {2) 5 7 4 24 
21. 0 1 4 2 2 0 4 0 4 (1) 6 4 3 25 . 
22. 0 2 4 3 3 0. 1 0 5 5 (1) 4 3 ' 24 
:~: g g i ~ ; 0 4 1 6 ~1~ 7 3 ~: 

~~~ i ~ ! ! ! ~ i ~ li iil i lil ~ 1~1 ~! 
28. 0.,0 5 3 2 1 0 0 6 !ll ~ 1) 5 3 24 
29o 0~. l 6 2 2 . 0 0 1 3 1 3 2) 9 3 25 

· 30• . o·· 1. 4 1 1 o o 1 (1) 6 3 5 o 24 
3lo .0 4 5 1 1 0 1 0 2 4 {1) 7 {4) 24 
3~· .::, 0 . 0. 2 1' 6 1 1 (1) l 5 . 3 5 (1) 24 
33~ 0' 0 : 1 11 11 0 3 (1) 5 2 ·2 1 25 
34· 1· :· 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 !1l3 (1)10 (2) 24 
35· 0 4 8 1 1 0 1 (l) 0 3 5 l 6 (2) 24 
36. 0 0 1 1 1 25 
31· 0 1 1: ' 2- 24 
38. 0 2 3 6 5 25 
39o 0 4 5 0 0 · 26 
40. 0 2 4 4 3 25 -
41o 0 4 1 0 0 25 
42o 1 3 ·1 2 2 0 0 0 4 4) 4 1 3 !2l 24 
43· 0 1 3 i l 0 0 0 8 2l 7 4 1 24 
44· ···~ 2 5 0 0 0 1 (1) 0 4 2 6 (1) 6 1~ 24 
45· 0 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 3 9 1) 24 
46. 0 2 3 2 2 0 6 (1) 3 4 5 !2l ()" . 25 
47· 0 6 7 1 1 0 0 0 . 4 (3) 5 2 1 (2) 24 
48o 0 0 3 2 2 0 4 {2) 0 6 · 6 ~ . J 24 
49· 0 1 5 3 3 0 2 1 8 (3) 3 3 {2) 26 

6 81 206 110 96 14 91(12)42 (3)"2~7(ss) 247'r.(~:t7)":::":20::-:l-r(e:-::61'T)--::1~2:-=:21::--
Meanr.12 1.5' ~20 Z.ZL, 1.96 .za 1.9~ .21t,.85 .06 4.8} f.18 5.0~ ,,s 'dO 1.~, · 21.f.91 

. • . ; .. .. . -~ . l.fli 
S. Df 1 ~3 U~ 2.21 2.09, 2.011 .,J 1.9D {.Y-1 . 2.~9 · .?.1~,: 2.10 

~------~~~--~-



Table 7' : Distribution ot the number of the Criminal Group 
responseA. tor STC categories or abstraction. 

No. A. B k D D E F X y z TOTAL D d 

1. 0 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 1 2 20 
2. 0 1 1 3 2 1 1. 0 5 9 (1) 0 20 
3o 1 0· 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 9 4 20 
4o 0 3 1 4 0 4 0 0 3 9 (1) 0 20 
5· 2 3 1 5 0 5 2 0 2 1 4 (1) 20 
6. 0 2 4 3 3 0 0 0 5 (1) 3 3 (3) . 20 
1· 0 1 2 1 7 0 1 0 4 6 ~2~ 0 21 
a •. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 } 5 4 5 (}l 20 
9· 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 10 6 20 

lOo 0 1 4 2 0 2 0 0 2 5 b~- 6 ~l '0 
·11. 0 0 4 5 1 4 0 0 0 (4) 3 . 0 20. 
12. 1 1 0 4 0 4• l 0 6 4 4 21·. 
13. 0 3 0 12 2 10 0 0 3 2 0 20 
14. 0 1 2 9 6 3 o·o 4 (l) 4 (1) 0 20 
1)o 0 2 2 6 4 2 0 0 5 2 } ~2' 20 
16. 0·2 2 3 0 3 0 0 

I fll ; f21 i ~~ 2C 
17. 0 0 4 2 2 0 0 0 20 
la. 0 1 2 6 3 3 1 0 5 1 1 1 5 21 
19. 0 0 0 10 1 9 1 0 6 2· 1 20 
20. 0 1 3 3 0 3 2 0 3 4 4 (3) 20 
21. 0 4 O· 11 1 10 0 0 3 0 2 20 
22. 0 1 0 6 6 0 1 0 3 3 1 21 
23. l 5 2 5 3 2 0 0 4 3 (2) 0 20 
24. 0 6 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 4 6 ~2~ 20 
25. 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 0 2 4 7 1 20 
26. 0 1 0 6 4 2 1 0 7 4 2 21 
27o 0 1 0 7 0 7 1 0 a· 2 1 20 I 

28. 0 2 1 5 1 4 0 0 6 3 ~ ~!l 
20 

29o 0 2 4 0 0 0 1 6 3 4 20 
t 30. 0 4 1 5 1 4 0 0 3 2 5 ~1 20 

31. 0 3 7 3 2 1 0 0 3 3 1 1 20 
32. 0 3 0 12 10 2 0 0 5· 0 0 20 
33· 0 0 1 6 0 6 0 0 8 (1) 3 2 20 
34· 0 3 3 2 1 l 2 0 2 1 2 (3) 21 
'5· 0 2 1 5 0 5 0 0 5 5 (1) 2 20 

. 36. 0 1 1 7 0 7 0 2 4 5 1 (1) 21 
37· 0 1 3 4 4 0 6 0 3 5 (3) 1 23 
3a. 0 1 0 9 9 0 0 0 5 0 5 20 
39· 0 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 ~ H~ 20 
40. 0 0 2 ' 3 0 0 0 1 11(1) 20 
41. 0 0 0 

' 0 
3 1 0 2 9 5 20 

42. 0 0 0 9 2 ., 0 0 2 5 4 20 
43· 0 0 0 5 4 1 0 0 8 7 0 20 
44· 0 1 .2 1 0 1 0 0 ., 6 

} rl 20 
45· 0 2 3 3 0 3 0 0 0 7 (1) 5 2 20 
46. 0 1 1 2 0 2 0 0 2 4 10 1 20 
47· 0 1 1.6 2 4 0 0 6 (1) 5 1 . 20 
48. 0 2 1 4 2 2 0 0 9 3 1 (1~ 20 
49· 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 3 6 a (3 21 

6 79 91 '220 91 12.9 25 2 196{t0) 211_(~4) 161(57) 991 
Mett11:.12 t6J t.i5 ~t.lt9 f.BS J.,s .r1 • 011 4.0 II,JO :$.28 20.22 
.r..D.: _\ lS7 1.&9 110 J.U 2.11 .99 .28 2.2 1.4t1 ~·'' .SI, 



Table 8 Distrim\tion or the number of the Rehabilitation Group 
responses for STC categories of abstraction. 

No. A B k DD 
D 

E F. X y z TOTAL d 

.1. 0 0.1 2 2 0 0 0 7 4 6 ~1~ 20 
. 2. 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 6 6 (3) 2 1 20 
;. 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 6 6 6 20 
4· 0 0 5· ~ 0 1 0 0 3 2 9 {5~ 20 
5. 0 0 4 3 0 3 1 0 6 3 (1) 3 3 20 
6. 0 1 0 0 0 0' 2 1 5 4 a. 21 
7o 0 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 (1) 3 11 (1) 20 
a. 0 0 0 4 0 4 0 0 3 a 5 20 
9· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 7 a 20 

10. 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 (1) ~ (1)10 (1) 20 
11. 1 1 0 3 2 1 0 0 12 1 2 20 
12. 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 ; 11 (3) 3 20 
13. 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 2 7 9 20 
14. 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0· 2 5 (1)11 ~1~ 20 
15o 0 0 2 4 0 4 1 0 3 4 6 2 20 
16. 0 2 4 3· 0 3 0 0 4 4 3 (4) 20 

I i 
l7o 0 0 5 2 0 2 0- 0 3 (1) 6 (4) 4 20 ' . 

18. 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 10 (2) 20 
19. 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 5 6 . 6 20 
20. 0 0 3 1 0 1 0 0 5 5 6. (3) 20 
21o 0 1 0 4 0 ·4 0 0 10 3 2 20 
22o 0 2 3 1 1 0 1 1 4 7 ~3~ 2 21 
23o 0 0 1 4 1 3 0 0 10 3 1 2 20 
24. ·o (J. 1 4 0: 4 0 0 4 5 6 (1) 20 
25. 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 a (3) 5 3 20 
26. 0 0 1 3 2 1 0 0 1 9 (1! 6 .20 
27. 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 2 . 8 2 7 1 20 
28. 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 g ~ ,I ~~ 1: !:j 20 
29o 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 20 
30. 0 1 5· 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 1 a (4 20 
}lo 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 o. 6 5 8 20 
32. 1 0 ·2 1 0 1 2 0 4 (1) 6 6 (1) 22 
33· 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 9 7 2 20 
34· 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 11 ~4~ 20 
35· 0 2 4 0 0 0 0 o· 1 7 (1) 6 3 20 
36. 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 4 7 7 20 
31· 0 0 2 6 0 6 0 0 3 (1) a (1) 1 20 
;a. 0 0 3 1 0 l 0 0 a . 4 4 (3) 20 
39. 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 9·(2) 7 (1) 1 20 

. 40. 1 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 2 5 6 (3) 20 
41o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 6 6 7 20 
42o 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 a (2) 9 1 20 
43· 0 l l 1 0 1 0 0 1 7 9 (1) 20 
44· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 9 20 
45o 1 3 4 2 0 2 0 0 1 1 8 (4) 20 
46. 0 0 0 0 0·0 1 0 5 10 5 21 
47· 0 2 3 1 0. 1 0 0 4 6 4 (3) . 20 
48. 0 1 l 1 1 0 0 0 4 11 ~1~ 2 20 
49· 0 3 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 6 1 8 20 

' 29 97 63 14 49 13 2 211(12) 279(29) 287(56) 985 
f1: .08 .591.~7 1.28 .28 1.0 .26 !Y+ 4.?0 5.69 • .. 5:85 20.-1Q 
S.D.: .21 .85 · '2 .f.5Z .67 1.4 .&) .19 2.75 2~28 3.00 56 . 
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Table 9 : Distribution of symbolization scores on the STC 
'Symbolizing' task, for each object, for- the 
Cr1mina1 and the Rehah11itation groups. . . 

I 

N Criminal group Rehabilitation Group 
0·~~~~~~~~~~~-

H 0 PST G K MBA C N Tot •. H 0 P S T.G K MBA C N Tot. 

1. 7 6 0 6 6 0 0 0 4 6 0 6 41 
2. 6 4 6 1 2 6 4 0 4 6 6 0 45 
3. 6 6 o 7 7 o-1 6 6 7 6 6 56 
4. 4 6 6 1 1 2 1 6 6 6 6 6 51 
5. -1; 1 1 -1 7 4 1 2 1 1 6 7 29 
6. 4 0 0 2 0 2 2.7 0 6 7'2 32 
7. 0 4 0 0 0 6 0 2 0 2 6 6 26 
a. 2 2 6 7 2 2 6 2 7 6 7 2 51 

#-:. 9. 2 2 7 . 7 2 2 7. 2 7 6 7 2 53 
10. 2 4 2 7 2 7 1 2 0 6 4 1 3a 
11. 2 2 0 1 4 6 6 2 4 1 1 4 33 
12.-1 7 4 1 6 1 1 1 6 7 6 6 45. 
13. 4 6 0 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 6 4 30 
14. 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 6 6 6 6·2. 27 
15. 1 6 1 0 1 1 7 2 6 4 2 7· 3a 

·. 16. 4 6 4 1 0 2 7 4 1 0 4 4 37 
17. 6 2 0 0 2 2 7'7 6 4 6 7b 49 
1a. 4 o. 7 7 0 0 0 2 0 1 4 6 31 

'. ' 19. 0 1 6 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 24 
. 20. 7 2 2 4 4 1 1 2 6 0 7 6 42 

21. 7 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 17 
22. 4 0 0 7 0 0 7 0 ·7 6 0 0 31 
23. 0 6.6 0 6-1 0 0 0 6 0 0 23 
24. 0 0 0 0 0 z 7 2 7 6 7 7 3a 
25. 0 0 0 4 7 7 7 2 6 6 7 7 53 . 

. 26. 0 4 0 1 0 4 7 0 4 6 1 6 33 
27. 4 0 6 1 1 4 1 1 4 4 6 1 33 
2a. 4 0 1 4 1 7 2 0 6 1 4 0 30 
29. 2 2 7 4 2 2 7 6 6 0 7 7 52 

. . 30. 7 1 0 6 1 1 1 0 0 4 2 7 30 
31. 2 7 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 0 4 1 32 
32. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2. 
33. 4 1 1 1 4 1 6 1 1 4 7 7 3a 

.34. 0 7 6 0 2 6 0 2 6 1 2 7 39 
35. 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 2 6 6 6 6 3a 
36. 1 1 1 6 1 6 1 7 1 1 6 2 34 
37. 0 0 6 0 0 2 0 2 6 6 7 6 35 
3a. 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 4 0 .7 0 1a 
39. 2 2 7 7 2 2 7 2 4 6 6 7 54 

' 40. 0 0 6 6- 0 2 7 6 6 6 7 6 -52 
41. 7 7 6 6 4 1 1 6 1 6 6 7 sa 
42. 0 1 4 6 7 1 1 4 6 1 7 1 39 
4a. 4 4 6 o 4 o o 4 o 6 6 1 35 
44. 4 6 7 4 2 7 2 6 1 7 4 6 ' 56 
45. 7 1 6 2 2 1 0 0 6 6 1 6 3a 

~ 46. 7 6 1 '4 1 2 7 '4 6 7 7 7 59 
47. 0 114 6 1 2 4 6 6 , 7 0 3a 
~. 6 1 .4 1 7 4 2 4 0 6 0 6 41 

. 49.. 2 2 7 7 2 6 7 7 6 7 6 7 66 

0 7 7 4 7 4 6 7 7 6 2 6 63 
6 2 6 7 6 6 7 2 6 4 6 6 62 
4 7 7 7 0 6 7 6 6 7 4 7 68 
7 2 2 7 ? 7 2 6 4 4 7 2 52 
2 1 2 4 1 7 "2 7 , 6 2 6 41 
4 6 7 6 7 7 7 6'7 7 7 7 7a 

"7 7 2.0 7 0 7 6 7 7 6 7 63 
7 1 6 1 6 7 1 4 1 6 2 7 49 
2 2 6 7 7 6 7 6 6 4 6 6 . 65 
7 2 4 7 7 6 7 6 7 2 2.6. 63 
4 4 4 4-1 0 4 4 0 7 6 , 37' ' 
4 2 6 6 6 6 7 6 6 2 6 7 64 
7-0 6 7 7b6 7 6 6 6 1 6 65 
6 6 2 7 7 2 7 7 7 7 -7 7 72 
6 4 1 1 7 2 2 1 6 1 6 7 44 

'7 2 0 2 2'6 2 4 6 6 2 7 46 
·226424226666 4a 
.·7 6 2 7 2 4 6 7 7 7 6.7 6a 
6 0 6 7 4 0 0 6 6 7 4 7 53 
2 6 7 6 2 2 7 6. 1 7 6 7 59 
4 4 4 7 4 0 4 1 4 4 7 1 ' 44 
.2 2 6 6 2 7 0 6 6 4 0 7 4a 
0 2 7 1 6 4 4 4 1 6 7 4 46 
7 1 7 4 6 7 7 6 2 6 6 7 66 
2 6 4 6 2 6 7 4 6 2 7 6· sa 
e. 6 7 6 2 6 o o 6 6 7 7 59 
2 6 6 7 7 2 6·6 6 6 7 2 63 
2c7 6 7 2 2 2 7 7 6 7 7 62 
7 6 6 7 7 2 2 2 6 7 6 6 64 

·2 2 7 6 2 6 2 ·7 7 6 2 7 56 
4 7 7 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 7 7 77 
2 1 7-1 7 6 7 6 6'6 7 7 61 
4 6 4 7 4 6 6 6 7 4 4 6 64 
2 2 7 7 7 2 2 6 7 6 7 7 62 

-227620067646 4a 
6 0 7 7 0 6 0 6 7 4 6 7 56 
6 6 1 1 6 2 4 2 1 6 Q 6 47 
7 2 2 2 7 6 4 4 6 1 6 4 51 
4 7 6 6 2 2 4 4 6 6 6 2 55 
2 2 7·7 2 7-1 6 7 6 6'6 \57-
4 6 6 4 4 6 7 4 6 6 6 7 1 66 
4 6 7 6 6 4 2 2 6 !,. 6 6 59 . 
6 7 6 7 7 7' 2 6 7 4 6 7 72 
6 6 4 7 7 7 7 7 4 6 6 7 74 
2 2 7 7 2 2 7 7.6 0 0 6 so 
4 6 7 7 7 6 6 7 6 6 6 6 74 
2 2 7 4 6 2 7 4 6 6 6 6 sa 
6 6 7 6 2 6 0 4 6 6 6 4 '59 
4 2 7 7 6 1 0 6 6 0 7 7 53 

·:·;·_. N _. N N N N N N N N N N N 
()) . ,: 0 ()) 0\ 0\ - . ... 0. ol:'" "()\"' . \.ll \0 ()) 
\0 QJ.\0 N N \0 \n _. -..1 -..1 _. Qt. 0 0\ 

.·o \0 . ... . 



Table 10 : STC numerical Table 1 1' . Combined scoring . 
Element (KTSA scoring) for system (KTSA+STC) for Criminal 
Criminal and Rehabilitation and Rehabilitation Groups. 

\ \ Groups. 

No. Crim. Rehab. No. Crim. Reha.b. 
NE :NE NE NE 

1. 75 103 lo 73 106 
2. 82 82 2. 82 90 
;. 104 110 }. 100 120 
4· 74 102 4· 78 107 
5· 61 76 5· 47 80 -
6. 71 118 6. 70 104 
7· 65 121 7· 49 111 
Bo 89 104 e. 87 89 
9· 105 126 9. 87 107 

10 .• 93 118 10. 98- 116 -
11. 59 74 11o 74 7G 
12. 88 105 12. 84 105 
1}. 39 124 13. 49 104 
14o 52 128 14o 65 110 
15o 66 93 15. 64 88 
16. 79 73 16. 83 96 
17. 96 87 17. 83 101 
18. 78 119 .18. 77 112 
19. 57 107 19. 70 94 
20. 81 102 20. 79 106 
21. 43 79 21. 48· 90 
22o 96 ·86 22o 82 . 89 
2,3. 46 79 23. 53 93 
24. 87 99 24. 76 99 
25o 96 90 25o 93 95 
26. 78. 110 26. 71 102 
27o 63 115 27. 67 109 
28. 74 106 28. 87 103 
29o 93 129 29. 90 117 
;o. 84 108 ;o. 64 8} 
31o 61 119 31. 54 106 
32. 35 109 32o 46 99 
33· 73 95 }3o 69 80 
34o 80 118 34. 81 116 

.}5o 74 100 }5o 65 89 
,36. 69 lOB ,36. 75 119 
37· 76 76 }7o 62 96 
;e. 70 92 38o 83 90. 
-39o 97 89 39· 85 Sb 
40o 99 98 40. 57 85 -
41o 108 119 41o 105 97 
42o 79 96 42o 90 87 
4}o 79 121 4}o 65 112 
44· 92 132 44o 88 117 
45o 90 8} 45o 89 95 
46. 116 123 46o 122 99 
47. 70 90 47· 75 . 78 
48. 69 101 48o 77 100 
49· 118 109 49. 96 96 

3829 5051 37~4. 4848 
l-~ea.n•7B~ 14 103~0e 76.20 98o:93 
S oDol'l_B. 58 16.07 . 16.02 11 •. 47 



i 
! Table 12 I KTSA and STC pair-matching results for selected groups of criminals . ; 

and rehabilitees matched for I~teliigence (AH4 ~.rt II). 

. Selected Crimine;l Grou~ :Selected. Rehabilitation Grou:2 

No. Pre AH4 Age "ICTSA S T 0 Pre Age .K T SA S T C 
Noo NE Letter E. NE Letter E. No. NE · Let·ter E. NE Letter E. 

1. 18 15 30 82 Y:BXCE 71 ZXdDkYEB 43 41 111 .XYZCDE 112 ZYXdkB 
2. 10 17 a1·· 105 CYZXFB . . 90 Zl'kXdB 9 43 96 XYBZDCA 118ZYX 
3· 30 21 3f .62 BCYXDZEA 65 ZdBXYDk ~- 37 115 ZOXDYF. 98 ZkXYd 
4· 45 22 33" 91 CZYFDEX 86 YZdkB (:~o 30 69 BY.YCFD 96 ZkYXB 
5· 12 23 28" 86 XD7.0YFE 82 XZTdEBA ~28 19 102 XZYC!I 104 TZkX 
6. 48) 24 27 91 _XOFZYDB 63 XYcJDBZk 36 31 128 YXZFEDC 109 ZYXd 
1· }8~ 25 . 25· .. "111 XZ:BYFEC 55 DZXB 

!~ 31 120 ZCYXEDB 72 YXkZdB 
e. 19 26 29" 84· CYXZBD.A 55 dXYZl!:p 29 109 YXZDCB 83 YDXk'.!. 

. I 9!1 5 28 23' 58 CFBYED 53 dZ'BXEk 20 34 113 ZCYXB 99 ZYXkd 
10. 42} 28 32 106 ZDECYXFB 73 dYZXD 32 42 93 DZXYOFE 105 ZYXkdA 
1lo ·· 46 28 26·. 137 ZCYFX 106 ZYXdkB 10 21 122 ZYXDCE~ 110 ZYkXB 
12. 36 . 29 24 81 CXBZJ!'EUl 68 dYXFZkB 8 41 78 XBDZCYE 99 YZilX 
1}. 39~ 29 31" 77 XCBYZD 93 Zl'kBT. 19l 40 89 .YDCXFZEB 98 ZYXD 
l4o 40 29 ,,... 41 DBCXYE 13 YZDkX 44 . 33 110 ZYCXBE 123 ZYX 
15. 27) 30 25 73 XCBZYDFE 61 X~.YZEB 1 4~- 111 TIOO>FCB 100 XZYDk 

16. !25l 31 26." 99 ZBYXDCE 87 Z'YXdEDkBA 21) 31 103 YZXECDB 76 XdYZ.B 
17o 37 32 33 51 DJG.'BF 13 EYDXkZB 

~~~l 
31 104 CZYXB 105 YZXk 

18. 47) 32 31" 83 XCBYZ 67 XYdDBZk 24 68 CBX?.D 87 YZXkBd 
19. (15) 33 25 68 CBYDZ."<E 59 XDzydkB 40~ 34 13 F.CXDZYFB 9 5 ZYE!r.Y.A 
20. l 1~ 35 25 82 CBZYEXF 64 YBZXD 35 19 82 CZBXYED 96 YZk:& 
21. (32 35 29 69 CEXYFDB 22 DXBd 48) 25 101 YXEZCD 98 YXZlkB 

.22. (29) 36 32 99 CZ.."'03Y 91 ZYkXB"E (29) 25 114 ZCYXFB 120 ZYX 
2}o ~28) 37 .27 104 ZCYXDF 69 XdZYliDk rl 26 99 YCNXZFDB 109 ZXYEFB 
24• ·B) 38 26 83 ZCEP.DYF 91 kZYX 31 83 DCEXYZF 77 XkZYdE 

.?.5o (34~ 39 24 84 OZXYDB 77 YkBZXEdD ~il 33 114 YZXEDCB 110 ZYXkB 
-26. (44 39 27 84 DY:O~Cl<"'B 92 XYZ~dB 26 101 ECZYXDF 89 XYZkB 
27. (24) 44 26 74 CEZYXDB 77 ··ZBYkXE 39) 19 81 FCYXBRZ 91 XYkZ 

'· -
805 759 2255 196, 870 2689 2679 

}leans 29.8 2·8~1 83.14 72.o70 }2.2 99.24 99.22 
s.s.: 10.}5 7-76 20.40 t6.75 4.20 17.80 12.81 

. . ------------·-··------- -~--- - ·-------------------------------·- -------·-···-·--··------------ -------------------- --·-···· .. :-· .. --------- -· ---·-· -· .... ··--- __________ .. _,..,_. 



Table 13 : The Criminal Group; CorrelAtion coefficient matrix ~or Age1 
Intelligence, Criminality indices1 KTSA1 STC1 ·and KTST. 

vAJtrABLE : (1) J?J--crr - r4r - rs>-_- C6T--TIT{o, <J) (li) 

AGE (1) : 
AH4 (2) : -.ll9 
LElllTH L'MPR. (J) : o4J8D -.175 
% F.ilQ-1 17th (4) : .o4J. -.126 .89511 

PRE'l. CONV • (5 ). : .J6J" -.053 .292 1 .16.3 
CRIM.C.At1EER (6) : .544'1 -.068 .185 .019 .22S 
AGE 1st OFF.(?) : .168 -.027 .lJ,7 .025 0 028 - 1 7JJU 
K.T.S.A. (8) : .076 .092 -.002 .026 -.176 .us -.190 
S.T.C. (9) : .2)1 oJ59 11 I o 200 .lhl -.089 .296 1 -.lS6 .4.36n 
K.T.-s.T. (10) : .11..5 • 26.3 -.052 .105 -.]J) .261 -.·205 .8)7 II .851" 

Na lJ9. 

TableP~o : The Reh<~.bilitation Group; Correlation coefficient matriX for Aee1 
Intelligenca1 KTSA1 S'l'C 1 and KTsr. 

VArtliBIK-~=--- (1) (2) TJL--(41 . 

AGE (1): 
AH4 (2): -.44311 

K .1' .S.A. (3): .206 -.04.5 
s.r.c. (4): .052 -.060 .186 
K.T.-S.T.(5): .182' -.071 .819 11 

N= !t9 

1 ) .05 level of sienificance. 
11 ) .01 level of significance. 

111 ) .02 level of significance. 

• 7lS 11 



Table 1:5:· The !tehabili.tation Group,; Correlation coefficient matrix for Age, 
Intelligence, KT5A, STC1 KTsr and ~vals of Abstraction. • 

-=---------=I.e=...:...ve:::.::l:::;sr-Tof:;:_Abstraction -----A-- B C/k !) ·(D) ::..::d:.=-=-:~~E~·--:F=-----:X~--~y--· z 

AGE K : -.070 -.587 11 -.153 -.010 
5 : • 262 -.no -.138 • 298' .148· .244 

A.lf4 K : -.444" .032 -.-04o .120 
5 : -.217 -.019 .031 -.as .019 -.056 

KT5A K : .007 -.363'1 -.166 -.371" 
5TC 5 : -.288• -.390 1 -.292 1 -.533"-.158 -.485'' 

-.101 -.170 .1~, .173 
.094 -.012 -.151 -.268 

.407" .102 -.140 .O]J 

.oso .075' .092 .193 

-.038 -.378" .010 .311 1 

.027 -.033 -.470• .4<:'4" 
'· 

.Od9 

.268 

-.l.CX) 
-.21.6 

• 7:J9" 
.701" 

KTS'i' K : .02~ -.281 1 -.091 -.374" -.092 -.370"-.057 .343 "' .sa5 •• · .. 
s : -.27J. -.2h3 -.136 -.Z35 -.106 -.197 -.259 -.olu -.473" 

N~ Ii9: 

K: Correlations with K.T.S.A. levels of abstraction. 
S: Correlations with S.T.C. levels of abstraction. 

1 ) .05 level of significance. 
11 ) .01 level of significance. 

"') .02 level of significance. 

···--. ·---·---...... ·------- ······-·-"i"""'·---- .......,.---~---·--· ---- ---· ----- ---····· ·-· .. - --- -·--·· ----l 

.124 .681" 



Table 16: The Criminal Group; Correlation coefficient matrix for Age, 
AH4 part II, KTSA, S.T.C., KTST and levels of abstraction. 

A B 
L~~~l§ of tb~tra~tion 

C/K D D d E F X y z 

AGE K: .23 -.03 -.22 .25 .06 -.41" .09 .16 -.12 
S: -.23 -.26 .11 -.12 .oo -.14 .o6 -.21 .06 .33'" .02 

AH4 K: -.16 -.21 .14 .01 .36" .07 -.12 -.05 .07 
S: .06 -.04 .12 -.34111 -.20 -.20 .17 .os -.20 .11 .33"' 

KTSA K: .01 -.38" .22 --47" -.20 .01 .os .321 .86" 

STC S: -.10 -.45" .30 1 -.78" -.so" -.45" .09 -.03 -;o.281 .5211 .71" 

KTST K: -.06 -.35"' .12 -.29 1 -.11 -.13 .01 .24 .75" 
S: -.14 -.40" .08 -.56" -. 38" -.301 -.09 -.01 -.13 .37" .64" 

N= 49 K= Correlations with KTSA levels of abstraction. 
5= Correlations with S.T.C. levels of abstraction. 

') .05 level of significance. 
") .01 level of significance. 

"' ) .02 level of significance. 



-> 

Table 1;7: The Criminal r.roup; Correlation coefficient matrix for _Indices of 
Criminality and K.!.S.A. and S.T~C. levels of Abstraction. 

·--r.evels of Abstraction. . A B C/k __ _p_- <~L. d E F X y z .. . 
lENGTH OF Jlt:.P. K: .15 -.07 -.08 .10 .01 .25 - -.01 .os .02 

S: -.20 -.22 .17 -.05 -.18 ~09· .14 -.17 .oo .04 .06 

% Y.tWl"1 17th K: .Oil -.04 .03 ..;.oo -.02 -.;t4 .oa .os .06 
S: -.11 -.16 .16 -.03 -.23 .).6 .os -.lS .04 -.JB .o8 

PftE'I. Clil-lV. ~· . ,, . .07 -.14 -.OJ. .Ua -.0h -.21 .26 .09 -.27( I) 
S: -.24 -.18 .05 .17 .18 .~ -.03 -.07 .2) -.10 -.17 

CR.lli. G A.R8F...R. K: .21. -.08 -.67 .08· -.05 .35.11 -.07 .12 .15 
S: -.09 -.31 1 .12 -.17 -.05 -.15 -.06_ -.12 -.08- .21& .18 

A'~E 1st OFF. l~: -.C6 .06 -.08 .09 .oc. .12 .15 .ul -.28 1 

5: -t.o8 .15 -.~ .10 .06 .06 .12 -.02 .04 -.02 -.19 

N=~ 

K: Correlations with K.T.S.A. level~ of abstraction. 
S: Correlations l·:ith S. T.C. levels of abstraction. 

( 1 ) Near~ .05 level of significanc~. 
1 ) .05 level of significan~e. 
n) .01 level of signi.ficance • 



Table 18 : Correlation coe££icient matrix £or the frequency of 
responses for each KTSA level of abstraction, produced 
by ~ groups. 

L~v~l§ oi ab§t~a~t1on. 
A B c D E F X y z 

A *' B: (R) -.04 * (C) -.04 * 
C: (R) -.03 .20 * (C) -.07 -.03 * 
D: (R} .01 -.35" ~-.38" * (C) .03 -. 33 1 

. -. 71 11 * 
E: (R) -.20 -.30 1 -.13 .18 * (C) -.16 -.21 -.18 .26 * 
F: (R) -.01 -.o8 -.23 -39" .41 11 * (C) -.25 -.14 .• 01 -.01 .12 * 
X: (R) -.oo -.16 -.53" .os -.13 -.10 * (C) .10 -.07 -.19 -.03 -.07 -.12 

..,. .... 

Y: (R) -.18 -.13 -.22 -.31 1 -.os -.18 .13 * (C) .02 .03 .41" -.40" -.321 -.13 -.23 * 
Z: (R) .16 -.07 :.23 -.25 -.24 -.4211 -.38" -.29 1 * (C) .oQ -.30 1 .14 -.33' -.23 -.06 -.17 .co * 
N= 49 each group. 

1 )=.05 level of significance. 
"}=.01 level of significance. 

"')=.02 level of significance. 
(R)* Rehabilitation group~ 
(C)= Criminal group. 



Table 19: Correlation coefficient matrix for the frequency of responses'. 
for each S.T.C. level of abstraction, produced by~ groups. 

A B K l) 
L~~l§ gf a~§t~act12n 

(D) d E F X y z 
A * B : (R) .14 * (C) .14 * 
K :(R) .04 .18 * (C) -.12 -.10 * 
D : (R) .04 -.11 -.21 * (C) -.04 .02 -.58" *· 

(D): (R) .09 -.04 -•31 1 -.31 1 * (C) -.07 -.oo -.24 .53" * d : (R) .oo -.09 -.07 .9011 -.12 * (C) .01 .02 --45" .67" -. 26 * 
E : (R) .4611 -.10 -.07 -.14 -.13 -.08 * (C) .13 -.05 .oo -.08 .03 -.12 * 
F : (R) -.06 .21 -.06 -.10 .o6 -.14 .40" * 

(C) -.04 -.05 -.06 .11 -.11 .23 -.07 * 
X : (R) .04 -.14 -.30 1 .15. .17 .oe .ot .01 * (C) -.15 -.23 -.33111 .321 .16 .22 -.12 .oo * 
Y :(R) -.31 1 -.24 -.25 -.17 -.03 -.17 -.02 -.01 -.17 * (C) -.08 -.20 .03 -.46" -. 22 -.35" I .03 .04 -.27 * 
Z :(R) -.03 -.01 -.oo - • 34" I - • 1 0 -.31 1 -.o5 -.05 -.66" -.25 .... .... 

(C) .05 -.17 .30 1 -.54" -.31 1 -.35" I -.03 -.12 -.52" -.03 * 
N= 49 ') .05 level of significance. (R)= Rehabilitation group ") .01 level of significance. (C)= Criminal group. II I ) .02 level of significance. 



---~~~ 

Table 20: AH4 part II and S.T.C.-NE: Analysis of covariance 

for the Criminal and Rehabilitation groups. 

·------------·--·-· 
Sum of products . . 
Sum of squares (Y), S.T.C.-NE . . 
Sum of squar•es (X), AII4 II . . 
dfo . . 

·-

.Adjusted I. Y2 . . 
dfo . . 

F(AdjustediY2) = 350 .. 61 (p<.001) 

Total Within Bet\·;een 
·--------· 

6783.19 2828 .. 09 3955 .. 10 

44239 .. 48 17033 .. 30 27206 .. 18 

·8859 .. 69 918 .. 37 7941.32 

97 96 1" 

39046 .. 11 8324 .. 29 30721 0 (32 

96 95 1 

F(X, AH4 II) = 830.,68 (p< .. 001) 

F(Y, S.T.C.) = 153 .. 33 (p< .. 001) 
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FIGURE 1 a Distribution of .AH4 part II scores for 

Criminals (C) and Rehabilltees (R). 
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FIGURE 5 : Distribution of KTSA responses (Heans) 
for each of the ·nino levels of abstraction 
for both criminals and rehabiiitees. 
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APP _2;NDI X I. 

The Kahn T~st of Symbol Arrang~m~nt (thl KTSA). 

Th~ Symbolizrttion T~st for Crjminnls (th~ S .T.C.). 



APPENDIX ·II. 

INDIVIDUAL RECORD SHEET 
for use with 

Kahn lest of Symbol Arrangement • K T 5 A 

!AME: M - F I AGE: DAI.!;: 

'LACE: I EDUCATION: EXAMINER: SYMBOL PATTERN: 

EMARKS: 

1- IAI 181 ICI IOJ lEI IFI lXI lVI IZI z <w Shape <w w 
~~ Na Reason "Same as Naming or Concrete Tangible Intangible ~~ u Bizarre Material 

"' NoSymb. Before" Function Color Association Abstraction Abstraction -U Appeoronce ;;;~ w "'"' a.. 0 I I I 3 3 4 6 8 

a \ 12+ 
..,....__. 7.0 11 7./J 

13 
14 10 14S 6.5 6.5 

0 12 
t-- 6.0 1 10 • 6./J 

2 0 3 
. 

9 
34S 5.5 0 3 • ' .. _ll 8 

5.5 
~ . 

7 
1 4 z 

I _A 
1 

.A 1-- t-5.0 . _L 5.0· . 5 - - 5 2 4 5 5 4 34S 4.5 
li 3 4 4 

4.5 
3 5 0 3 

f--- 4:.0 
1 .. n • ~'!L 4.0 - ' -7 7 4 0 0 2 

14S 3.5 
& _. 5 .. 3.5 

8 . 
I - z 1 8 5 1 

f--- 3.0 z !I _1 _. I 3.0 
10 .. 10 • - 1& 0 

J 10 •• 8 ., 12 
_llL_ 2S 2.5 

12 
2,5 

4 II 1Z !I 2Z 
f--- 2.0 . tA I II _..... 

2.0 . ... 13 
& 1& 13 14 9 24 

1.5 1.5 

7+ 20+ 14+ 15+ 

Row Scares ~1af I X Weights es: 

1949, 1954 by Theodore C. Kohn lntemotionol Copyright 1955 by Theodore C. Kohn @ 1956 by Psychologicol Test Speciolists 



I. NAMING Q II. SYMBOLIZING Q TIME - -
I 

2 

3 

. 4 

5 

6 
---

7 

8 

9 

·1o 

11 

12 

13 

14 

IS 

IV. LIKING: DISLIKING: 

I. 15. 

2. 14. 

3. 13. 

V. REASONa 

(VI), REASON: 





,_.:;.·· 
j 

ii.. :. 

·i 
i/., H• tot 1., 

!. 

. '· 
" APPENDIX IV. 

Sociological and ps~cholog1cal typologies of delinqllfnt' as fo d iff 

the literature. (After KINcH, 1962, T.t>le II, p.325) .. 

~--. ~~--~c~. 

-~·-··" -- - -- ---------1-----~-....-· 
I -rn,.m 

Prewnt dtscussion 
Ahra.hArnS<'n 

:\rgow 

Blo.cb and Flynn 

Edelatin 

Earn an 

Friedlander . . 

Gibbooa and Garrity 

llnchbeq . .. .. 
J~ .... . 

N~er ...... . . 

......... .... ... . 

·' 

Pro-social 
Situadon•l accidental 

off~ndcra 

Situationally prov~ed 
syndrome 

lleni«n delinquenn 

·Adolescent crisis delln-
qllellt 

I P\lherty olt~d('r 

I Cuual delinquent 

I 

Accidental delinquept 

A~t. aiatinal taw
deJ\tal) 

Anti-eod&l 
AMociA\~nal oite"n«krt 

AMcKi•ttd learnin& &yn · 

drome 
Cult ural devi&nt 

Anti--$0Ci&l he~avio~ based 
on environm~ntal prob· 
lemt 

))yMOcial delinqu~nt 

1'1"\le ~;riminal 

G!ulc oftendu 
A. Predatcny theft 

A-social 
I Genuine psycbopadl, 
I . 

j Compenu.tory 'YJldro!Dt 

! 

I U~!MKialUed ~eui~; act-
mg out neurouc · 

1 Charac~er d!1ect 1 p.yc:Jtp.. 
' pathic and inlutite 

Anti -IIOcial delinquent 

, Anti-tocilll t~acter; 'f' 
1 gTctmvt; psychopa 

youth 
Awnaive delinquent 

B. Agresaiv-e •treet ••nc t 

C. Urban Netro 
Sodali&td delin<tutnt 
~ali.ud dellnq~t 

Soci;.'*d ~t~l 
A. "Gnod" coati-on 
B. ··~ .. controk 

I <~nuine cklin<iuent au~r · 
l ~o dilturt>.nu 

Rtlativriy ~Yt tuper-
1 ciJo conrr9J 

UniiOCi~d IUf~ve 
Untoci.tiRd ~ .,. . 

\lhqll•t 
l 'n~aliad ..-w de

UnQVCDt 

I Sevent i..,W.. ~t 
! Q~~ Ia .• 
1 lion 
! Weak eeo; JaiPlr .-..-,liJ 
I 

: Normal or chronic; 
l1M~t 

l'lwdo-IIDci&l boy 
Sll~ deyi&r)t 

de- i Paycbopathk deliaqueat 
I , 
! Aarelliv-e deli.Dquent 
I u -j True" peychopath 

v • ·~ 

' : I ~,.rt,·~ 

i 
\ 

\ :~" ·i 
I • i ~ 
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APPii:NDIX V. 

INST~mCTION FOR ADMH!ISTJ!;RING THE S.T.C. 

The tester must be familiar with the code signs of the 

symbol-objects, i.e. (A)- for 'ambulance', (B) for 'bulldozer, 

(C) for 'cigar', (G) for'Gun', (H) for 'policemen's helmet', 

(K) for 'knife', (M) for 'motorbicycle', (N) for 'saloon cnr', 

(P) for 'police car', (GO) for 'handcuffs', (S) for'pair of 

scales', and (T) for 'truncheon'. The method of recording is 

similar to that used in the ~rSA. 

Before administr8tion commences the tester must make sure 

that all the test materials and the Record-Sheet are available. 

He should see that the test situation is suitable and that a 

comfortable atmosphere prevails. The behaviour of the testee 

prior, during and after the testing must be observed and recorded, 

if unusual. The tester m~ sit opposit~the testae if the table 

is small, or at his side in case it is too wide. 

The strip and the symbol-ob.iects are placed before the testae 

for a few moments of inspection, and then administration begins. 

FIRST ARRANGEM~NT. 

Step 1: "You have in front of you a strip chvided into 
12 segments which are numbered consecutively from 
1 to 12. Also, you have twelve little models. To 
begin with I would like you to RJ'range these objects 
along the strip in any way you wish". 

(Often the testee asks for further, more specific 

instructions as to how to arrange the objects. 

The tP.ster merely repeats "In Rny way you wish".) 
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Step 2: Record time and direction of the arrangement in the 

appropriate space on the Record-Sheet (APPENDIX III, 

Arrangement I, and T-time, D-direction below). 

Step 3: "Now that you have arranged them would you please 
tell me what is your reason for arrangin-g. t~e 
objects in this partic.ular order. Why did you 
put them down the way you did? 

Step 4: The reason given is recorded verbatim in: I REASON 

tester must ask for· furt·her explanation, i.e. 

"What do you mean", and record the answer. 

Step 5: "Now I would like you to tell me the name of each 
object. Tell me wh~t it is. Start here (point 
at ·th~ first segment, etc.). 

ii. 

Step 6: The exact answers are recorded verbatim on: I NAMING • 

. S.etp 1: Ob,iects are removed from ·the strip. 

SECOND ARRANGEMENT: 

-~tep 1: "Now, please arrange these ob,;ects on the strip, again, 
in any way,you wish". 

(Often the testae inquires whether the previous order 

had to be repeated. The tester merely states "In aey 

way you wish". ) . 

Step 2: Recorn time and nirection in: II ARRANGEI'i!ENT (and 

T ann D below). 

Step 3: "Well, why did you arrange the ob.iects this way this time?". 

Step 4: The reasons givP.n are recorned verbatim in: II REASON. 

StP.p 5: "Now I wouln like you to tell me what each of these 
objects can stand for, represent or symbolize. For 
example, you know that our flag stands for England. 
Some people say that a horseshoe is a sign of good
luck, or that a light, for instance, can symbolize 

.knowledgP. or wisdom. Tell me what each of the objects 
~ight stand for, represent or symbolize. Start with 

he first object and go to the. end • 

i ·, 
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Step 6: Record. symbolizing responses VP.rbatim in: 

II SYMBOLIZING. (When a response is unclear 

ask "What d.o you mean?"). 

Step_?: Remove all objects ~rom the strip. 

THIRD ARRANGEMENT. 

Step 1: "Will you A.rrange the ob.iects, this time according 
to how they appeal to you? Place the object you 
like best first (s-egment l). Put ~he one you like 

- s-econd best -n.-ext' and .put the one -you like third 
best here (segment 3). Continue in this manner, 
placf'l the ob,iects you like most at this end (point 
at segment l) and the ones you like lP.ast at that 
end (point at segment 12). 

Step 2:. Record. time and arrangem-ent on: III ARRANGEMENT 

Stf..j>". 3: "Why did this one (first ob,iect) appaal to you most?". 

Step 4: Record reason verbatim (III LIKING, No. 1). 

Step 5: "Why did you like this one?". (second ob,ject). 

Step 6: Record reason verbatim (III LIKING, No. 2). 

Step 7: ''Why did you like this one?" (third ob,iect). 

Step 8: Record reason verbatim. (III LIKING, No. 3)". 

Step 9: "Why did you like this one least of all?". (Ob,iect 
on 12th segment). 

StP.p 10: Rf'lcord. reason verbatim (III DISLIKING, No. 1). 

Step ll: "Why d.idn't you like this ob.iect?" (ob,iect on llth 
E!.egment). 

Step _12: Record Y'eason verbatim (III DISLIKING; No. 2). 

Step 13: "Why d.idn't this (ob,iP.ct on lOth s~gmP.nt) appefl/12 to you 
as much as some of the others?". 

Step 14: Record T'f~ason vP.r.bA.tim (III DISLIKING, No. 3). 

Hi. 

StP.p 15: Remove the objects from the strip, and take the strip aWC\}'"• 



APPENDIX VI. 

A DIC'l'IONARY OF S.T.C. POPULAR RESPONSES. 

In th@. following, a few illustrations of scoring some 

of the typical r~sponses given for the S.T.C. are presented. 

These are divided into three sections. 

a. Reasons given on "Symboli zing'i task, 
for each object and for every level 
of abstraction. 

b. Reasons gj.ven on "Arrangement" task, 
for each level of abstracti9n. 

c. A note on scoring the response~ given 
for "Li·king rtnd Disliking" tasks. 

The list is incomplete and includes a small number of 

responses. This, should be elaboratAct. following further 

studies with larger samples. In Any case, this dictionary 

serves as an illustration for the scoring method adopted in this 

test. 

It is important that the scorer of the S.T.C. will be familirtr 

with the scoring principles, and the examples given for the Kahn 

Test of Symbol Arrangement (KTSA), particularly the manual edited 

by HILL and LATH.All'l (1966). 

i!. 
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REASONS FOR ''3YMBOLIZING" (for each symbol-ob,ject). 

RESPONSES TO AMBULANCE. 

(B) Respons~s. 

(B)- I could not t~ll you. 
(B)- MAr:ms nothing to me. 
(B)- No rP.ason, nothing. 

_(D) Responses. 

(D)- AmbulancP.. 
· (D)- Just a car. 

(-d)- To bri11:·g you to hospital. 
(d)- For carrying sick people. 

{X) Responses. 

(X)- Accident. 
(X)- Road accidents. 
(X)- The ambulance service. 
(X)- A motorway. (see (Y) rules). 

(Y) Re.!!.Eonses. 

(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)-

A necessary thing. 
Hospitals. 
A public service. 
Medicine. 
Pain. 
Sickness. (~s7e~e~Z~~~~ 
Ill-health. ,~s~e~.e~~~=-~ 
Emergency. (see _...-_.o.;;..........,;;....----. 

Efficiency. 
Save of life. 

(Z) Responses. 

(Z)- Health. 
(Z)- Life. 
(Z)- Death. 
(Z)- Humanity. 
(Z)- Kindness. 
(Z)- Illness. 
(Z)- Goodness. 
(Z)- Disaster. (see (Y) rules). 



RESPONSES TO THE BULLDOZER. 

(B) Responses. 

(B)- I forgot 1r1hat it is. 
(B)- I non't know. 
(B)- I have not a clue. 

(D) Responses. 

(D)- A bulldozer. 
(D)- A tractor. 
(D)- Earth remover. 
(D)- Farming (see (Y) rules} 

(a·~ Responses. 

(d)- It removes land. 
(d)- It is used for building. 

(Xl Responses. 

(X)- Road buildings. 
(X)- Building sight. 
(X)- Repre~ents works in 
(X)- B ui 1 ding: (.;;.s-..e e.;;_,lo..;;;y~.;.....-.;--..,. 
(X)- Countryside farm: 

(Y) Responses. 

(Y)- Industry. 
(Y)- Farmers. 
(Y)- A farm {see (X) rules). 
(Y)- Work. 
(Y)- Civil engineering. 
(Y)- The building trade. 
(Y)- Excavation. 
(Y)- Construction (see (Z) rules). 

(Z) RAsponses. 

(Z)- Power. 
(Z)- Strength. 
(Z)- Development. 
(Z)- Progress. 
(Z)- Destruction. 
(Z)- Security (on job). 
(Z)- Construction (see (Y) rules). 
(Z)- Improvement. 
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RESPONSES TO THE CIGAR. 

ID RP.sponses. 

(B)-. I couldn't tell what it is. 
(B)- Just a piece of nothing. 

(D) Responses. 

(D)- A cigar. 
(D)- Tobacco leav~s. 
(D)- A smoking cigar. 

(-n.) Responses. 

(n)- To smoke a cigar. 

(X) Responses. 

(X)- Box of cigars. 
(X)- Fun for children. 
(X)- Christmas (~s·e-e~Y~~~
(X)- Winston Churchill. see 
(X)- A businessman. (see '-r.::y::T-~~""T"'"--
(X)- A smcike. 
(X)- Smoke. (see (Y)- rules, more likely). 

(Y) Responses. 

(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)-

Cuba. 
Cancer. 
Gooc'l. living. 
Waste of money •. 
A weal thy man. 
A businessman. (see iX~ rules). 
A millionaire. 
RepresP.nts smoking. 
Big mouth pP.ople. 
Smoke. 

(Z) Responses. 

(Z)- Pleasure. 
(Z~- Relaxation (see (Y)- rules). 
(Z )- Wealth. 
(Z)- Content. 
(Z)- Satisfaction. 
(Z)- Luxury. 
(Z)- Class distinction. 
(Z)- En,ioyment. (see (Y}- rulP.s). 
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RESPONSES TO THE GUN. 

l_A) Responsfls. 

(A)- Thfl devil. 

(B) Responsfls. 

(B)- I foJ'get what do you call them. 
(B)- Nothing, no symbolization. 
(&)- It is bJ'oken. 

(D) Responses. 

{D)
(D)
(D)
(D)-

A-guri. 
A pistol. 
It is a toy. 
It is a weapon. 

(d) Responses. 

(d)~ For killing. 
(d)- FoJ' shooting. 

(X) Responses. 

(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)-

Bank robbery. 
Weapon. 
Killing. (see Y J'ules). 
Tal'get to shoot at. 
A muJ'deJ'. (see (Y)- J'Ulfls). 
Five arms. 

(Y) Responses. 

(Y)
(Y)
(Y);.. 
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)-

The Al'my. 
GansteJ'. 
A cowboy. 
A muJ'd.eJ'eJ'. 
Spol't. 
Shooting, hunting. 
TerJ'ol'. 
Dangel'. 
WaJ' (~s~e~e~~~~~ 
Five al'ms 

(Z) Responses. 

(Z )- Viohnce. 
(Z)- Death. 
(Zl- CJ'ime. 
(Z - PoweJ'. 
(Z.- WaJ'. ( sqq (Y) rulqs). 
(Z)- AgJ'ession. 
(Z)- Tyl'any. 

y... 



RESPONSES TO THE HELME!'. 

(A )i···-Rt=teporisas. · 

(A)- That is not to be touched. 

(B). Responses. 

(B)- I don't know. 
(B)- Could be anything, couldn't it? 
(B)- I think it reminds ma of something. 

(D) Rasponses._ 

- Cn)
(D)
(D)
(D)-

Helmet. 
Policeman's halmat. 
It is part of a uniform. 
Looks like a copper's hat. 

(d) Responses. 

(d)- To protect the head. 

·(X) Respon-ses. 

(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)-

Uniform. 
Christmas bells. 
A policeman •. 
Policeman on duty. 

(Y) Responses. 

(Y)- The police. 
(Y)- Police force. 
(Y)- P~otection. (see (Z) rul~s). 
(Y)- Help. 
(Y)- Keeping raw and order. 

(Z) Responsf!s. 

(Z )- The law. 
(Z)- Law and order. 
(Zz): Safety. 
( ) Protection (see (Y) rules). 
(Z)- Authority. 
(Z)- Power. 

. .. ' . 



RESPONSES TO THE KNIFE. 

(A)· Responses •. 

(A)- China (see (Y)- rules). 

(B) Responses. 

(B)- It is difficult to S8¥· 
(B)- Means nothing. 
(B)- I wish·'! knew. 

(D) Responses. 

(D)- A knife. 
(D)..:. A dagger. 
(D)- Just a toy. 
(D)- An old fashioned knife. 

(d) Responses. 

(d)- For cutting. 
(d)- For killing. 

(X) Responses. 

(X)- Offensive weapon. 
(X)- Weapon. 
(X)- Trouble with the knife. 
(X)-, KJ.lling. 

(Y) ~esponses. 

(Y)- Surgeon. 
(Y)- Arabianknights. 
(Y)..: Japan. 
(Y)- Trouble. 
(Y)- Terror. 
(Y)- Theft. 
( Y)- War. ( see ( Z }: rules) • 
(Y)- Criminals. 
(Y~- Defence (see (Z) rules). 

(Z) Responses. 

(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)-

~~~= 

Hooliganism. 
Violence. 
V anda.li sm. 
Crime. 
Viciousness. 
Death. 
Evil. 
Cowa.rdness. 



RESPONSES TO THE Il'iOTORBICYCLE. 

(B) Responses. 

(B)- No reason at ·all. 
(B)- It has no meaning t.o me. 

(D) Responses. 

Motorbicycle. (D)
(D)
(D)-

To get you arouhd the country. 
It's a German motorbike. 

(d) Responses. 

(d;- It is useCI. to rire on. 

(X) Responses. 

(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)
(X)
(10-
(X)-

Police-patrol man. 
Escorting someone. 
Motor· vehicle. 
Transport to work. 
Scrf.111lbling. 
Motor racing. 
Vehiclfh 
Polic~-patrol man. 

(Y) Responses. 

(Y)- Speed. 
(Y)- Sport. 
(Y)- Young lads. 
(Y)- Death trap. 
(Y)- Transport. 

(see (Y2 rulfa). 

(Y)- A method of transportation. 
(Y)- Danger, Dangerous ob.iect. 
(Y)- A nuisance. 

(Z) Responsf'ls. 

(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(z,_ 
(Z)
(Z)-

Death. 
Youth. 
En,ioyment. 
Destruction. 
Protection. 
The Law. 

.1 ~ '. 
Vl\ !J.Ilo 
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RESPONSES TO THE N.S.U. - SALOON CAR. 

(B) Responses. 

(B)- I a.m afraid I rl.on't know. 
(B)- I cannot guess. 

(D) Reepons~s. 

(D)- A car. 
(D)- A saloon car. 
(D)- A family car. 
(D)- Pretty little car. 
(D")- It is a model. 

{d) Responses. 

(d)- To gat you around the country. 

(X) Responses. 

(X)- Motor racjng. 
(X)- Vehicle. 
(X)- Transport to work. 
(X)- Reminds me of my car. 
(X)- The car I want to have. 

(Y) Responses. 

(Y )- Speed. 
(Y)- Travelling. 
(Y)- Car industry. 
(Y)- Mechanics. 
(Y)- Love of GF.I.T'B. 
(Y)- Businessman. 
(Y)- Money. 
(Y).:_ Transport. 
(Y)- Means of transportation. 
(Y)- Wealthy person. 
(Y)- Traffic juncture. 

(Z) Respo~ses. 

(Z )-:-. Pleasure. 
(Z)- Luxury. t)- Wealth. 
Z)- Travel. 
Z)- PT'osperity. 

(Z)- Success. 
(Z)- Ambition. 
~Z)- Relaxation·. 
Z)- Recreation. 



' RES·PONSES · TO THE ( 00) HANDCUFFS. 

'(B) Responses. 

(B)- Just in here. 
(B)- It's nothing, dust metal. 

(D) Responses. 

(D)- Pair of handcuffs. 
(D)- It's a toy. 

(d) RP.sponses. 

(_n_}- T_o g.fitai_n pe_opla. 
(d-)- To handcuff you. 
(d)- For fastening peo~le's hanns. 

((d)- KeP.ps you tied in. 

(X) RP.sponses. 

_(X)- A prison. (see (Y)- rules). 
(X)- A prisoner. 
(X)- Being caught. 

(Y) RP.sponses. 

(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)-

A prison. 
A criminal. 
ArrP.st. 
Ja.i 1. 
Custody. 
Trouble. 
KeP.ping order. 
A trap. 
Restrain. {see (Z)- rules). 
Imprisonment. 

(Z) Responses. 

(Z)-
- (Z)
{Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)-

Law. 
Captivity. 
Law and order. 
Security (for the public). 
Safeness. 
Crime. 
Fo~c e • (.;;:s~P...:.;P.-+o=--'----:~;:.:;.;;:. 
Punishment. 

. ·:x. 
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RESPONSES TO THE POLICE-PATROL CAR. 

(A) Responses. 

(A)- The fire brigade. 

(B) Responses. 

(B)- I should know it. 
(B)- I cannot thl.nk of anything. 

(D) Responses. 

(D)- PolicA-patro1 car. 
·(D)- ItT8 -a: model~ 
(D)- Toy for kids. 

(d) Responses. 

(d)- It is used for chasing. 
(d)- To get quickly to a place. 

(X) Respon.ses. 

(X)- Patroling. 
(X)- They go on the roads. (see (D)- rules). 
(X)- Vehicle. 
(X)- Police-transportation. (see (Y)- rules). 
(X)- Accidents. 
(X)- A motorway. (see (Y)- rules). 

(Y) Responses. 

(Y)-. Trouble. 
(Y)- Keeping order. 
(Y)- Police force. 
(Y)- Prison police. 
(Y)- Poliee. 
(Y)- Controlling. 
(Y)- A motorway. 
(Y)- Speed. 

(Z) Responses. 

(Z)- Law. 
(Z)- Law and order. 
(Z)- Authority. 
(Z)- Pr-otection. 
(Z)- Security. 
(Z)- Law enforcement. (see (Y)-rules). 
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RESPONSES TO}.T.HE PAIR OF SCALES. 

(A) Responses. 

(A)- Th~ whitP. angels. 

(B) Responses. 

(B)- I don't think I have seen it before. 
(B)- V~-r.y dj_ffj_cul t to tell. 

(D) Responses. 

_ _(:Q)_-_ _A_ pair o_f_ s.caLes. 

(d) Responses. 

(d)
( d)-

For weighting. 
You keep balance wi~h scales. 

· (X) Responses. 

(X)- Scales of justice (see (Z)- rules). 
(~)- Scales in the shops. 
(X)- Old fashionen pair of scales. 

(Y) Responses. 

(Y)- A shop. 
(Y)- Gold. 
(Y)- WP.i·ght (seA (ZJ- rule·~. 
(Y)- WeighUng. 
(Y)- Business. 
(Y)-- MP.asures. (see {Z)-rules). 

(Z) Responses. 

(Z)- Justice. 
(Z)- Scales of Justice. (see {X)- rules). 
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)-

Measurement: 
Liberty. (also (A)). 
Commerce. 

xi i.:.-i; 
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RESPONSES TO THE TRUNCHEON. 

(B) Responses. 

(B)- No idea whatsoever. 
(B)- Just piece of rubbish, nothing. 

(D) ResponsP.s. 

(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)
(D)-

Truncheon. 
Policeman's TrunchP.on. 
A baton. 
A tool. 
It's a WP.apon. (see (X)- rules). 

(d) Responses. 

(d)- For protecting oneself. 
(d)- Hitting people. 

(X) Responses. 

·(x)
(X)
(X)-

Goes with policeman. 
Weapon. 
Protective weapon. 

(Y) Responses. 

(Y)
(Y)
(Y}
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)-

Stop¢ng violence. 
Enforcing the Law. 
Keeping order. 
Defence (see (Z)- rules). 
A prison officer. 
A copper. 

(Z) Responses. 

(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)
(Z)-

Power. 
Violence. 
Brutality. 
ProtP.ction. 
Deterrence. 
Law and order. 
Authority. 
DefP.nCP.. (see (Y)- rules). 



REASONS FOR ARRANGEMENT. 

(A) RESPONSES. 

(A)- This is the only true way to put them down. 
(A)- Becaus~ I am soft hearted. 

(B) RESPONSES. 

(B)- Just picked them up. 
(B)- It,was handy. 
(B)- No reason. 
(B)- At random. 

(D) RESPONSES. 

(D)- Poli.ce-patrol car, gun, knife, etc. 

(d) RESPONSES. 

(d)- Gun for shooting, knife for cutting, to be hanil.cufl-ifs, etc. 

(E) RESPONSES. 

(E)

(E)
(E)
(E)
(E)-

Cars together, things to do with the pohce 
together, etc. 

Acco:toding to the way I like and dislike them. 
They go together. 
Set of things. 
These I like best. 

(F) RESPONSES. 

(F)- L like the colour of this. 
(F)- The colour appeals to me. 
(F)- I like red and yellow things. 

(X) RESPONSES. 

(X)- I like cars. 
(X)- I am keen on motorbikes. 
(X)- I like to have a smoke. 
(X)- I like wa.gons,.the rest I don't care for. 
(X)- These are running by patrol. 
(X)- Vehicles first. 
(X)- A scene of road accidents. 
(X)- I hate accidents. 
(X)- (Telling a story by describing a scene or a plot, 

e.g. "Policeman in his truncheon going in his 
car to accident place where the ambulance is 
there, etc."). 

! 

J:WV. 
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REASONS FOR ARRANGEMENT (Continued). 

(Y)- RESPONSES. 

(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(Y)
(_Y)-

A rich man, a motorist, arrest. 
lllotorwey-, RpEHH~_, Police, hospital·, etc. 
Necessity; hospital first. 
The gun is for sport. 
These have to do wHh the Police Force. 
Work the last, I don't like work. 
In order of their value of their use. 
'l'hese are mAnace to !h_F,~_ roaq.. 
These ~~Pr.esent troub}_e '· _ tp_e rest I don 1 t care for. 

(Z) RESPONSES. 

(Z)- Represent pleasure. 
(Z)- Violence and death. 
(Z)- Here is justice. 
(Z )- The law. 
(Z)- Mastery and authority. 

xv. 
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REASONS FOR LIKING AND DISLIKING. 

A complete set of exAmples of scoring responses for each symbol-

ob,iect, for every level of abstraction, and bcl>th for -~~king. 

and Disliking tasks is not yet possible. The range of res-

ponses produced by the two samples employed was not large 

enough to permit illustration in ea.ch case. 

object is similar to that illustrated in the section for 

''RESPONSES FOR "SYMBOLIZING"' • The reader will find those 

useful for the scorj.ng on the LIKING-DISLIKING task •. 

An important exception is the case of scoring r.P.sponses such 

as: 

"I like to drive a carY'. 

"I like a cigar". 

"I want to avoid this (ambulance)". 

"I hate knife". 

"I'd rather be shot than stabbP.d",.etc. 

all these, which on "SIMBOLIZING" would be scored (D) o.r (d) 

are scored, here, (X). The rule is, when the name of the 

ob,iect is given, preceded by the paradign "I like •••• "., "I 

don't like •••• ", or "I hate •••• ", (X) is scored herE!, rather 

than (D) or (d). (see also, HILL & lATHAM, 1965). 
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